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The electrochemical reduction of carbon dioxide (CO2RR) to value-added chemicals using excess 
intermittent electric power from renewable energy sources is considered a promising approach 
to mitigate global warming caused by anthropogenic CO2 emissions.  
The product selectivity of the CO2RR can be controlled by the chemical nature and the 
morphology of the catalyst material. Among the various products of the CO2RR, the production 
of carbon monoxide (CO) is highly desirable because it can be used as feedstock in the Fischer–
Tropsch synthesis to produce higher long-chain hydrocarbons and alcohols. Silver is well known 
as a promising catalyst material for CO production.  
Most of the screening experiments to test the activity, selectivity, and stability of an 
electrocatalyst have been carried out in H-type cell configurations using aqueous electrolytes. 
However, the low solubility of CO2 in aqueous electrolytes under ambient conditions imposes 
severe mass transport limitations. This PhD thesis has addressed this challenge, by carrying out 
classical half-cell measurements in aqueous environments extended to a zero-gap gas-fed 
electrolyzer. The catalytic properties of two colloidal silver nanomaterials with different 
morphologies were studied (nanocubes and nanowires).  
The electrocatalysts studied herein present high selectivity and activity towards CO formation, 
e.g., in the case of silver nanocubes, a partial current density of ~625 mA cm−2 and a faradaic 
efficiency of ~85% for CO were attained. Besides, it is particularly pointed out that the reaction 
environment plays an essential role in the product distribution of the reaction; formate is 
generated with higher selectivities and activities in a highly alkaline environment than in a weak 
one. 
Furthermore, identical location scanning electron microscopy (IL-SEM) is herein demonstrated as 
a powerful technique to study the structural degradation of the electrocatalysts. By imaging the 
same spot on the catalyst before and after the CO2RR, it is possible to directly visualize changes 
of the catalyst morphology on a nm-length scale attributed to the electrolysis reaction. 
Limitations of this analysis technique are discussed based on surfactant-protected nanocatalysts. 
Additionally, a new electrochemical surfactant removal method based on potentiostatic CO2RR 
electrolysis was developed to remove polyvinylpyrrolidone or PVP (the capping agent) from Ag 
nanowire and nanocube surfaces, resulting in a substantially improved selectivity towards CO 
formation.  
Overall, the studies presented herein clearly demonstrate the importance of performing CO2RR 
under more realistic conditions to bring this process closer to what is needed for the scale-up of 
this reaction, which means that high faradaic efficiencies, partial current densities, and long 
stability are pursued.  
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1. Theoretical background 
1.1 Climate system 
Climate is a statistical description of the state of the climate system, and it is defined as the 
average condition of the weather over a long period of time. The Earth’s climate system is 
complex and dynamic. Its components are the atmosphere, hydrosphere, cryosphere, terrestrial 
surface and biosphere (Figure 1.1). All are interactive, interrelated, and driven by the energy 
coming from the Sun.1, 2 
 
Figure 1.1. Components of the climate system. 
To understand better how the climate system works, it is essential to know about the flow of 
solar energy into and out of the Earth, also defined as the Earth energy budget (Figure 1.2). The 
average solar radiation that reached the Earth per year is 342 W m−2 (energy delivered per unit 
time per unit area). About 22.5% (77 W m−2) of that energy is reflected by clouds, aerosols, and 
the atmosphere, and 8.8 % (30 Wm−2) is reflected by the white and bright surfaces of the Earth 
(like ice, snow and sand, which are also known as albedo). The Earth’s surface absorbs 49.1% 
(168 W m−2) and 19.6% (67 W m−2) is absorbed by the atmosphere. The energy absorbed by the 
Earth’s surface and atmosphere (235 W m−2) should be radiated back into space to maintain an 
energy balance.  
The radiation absorbed by the Earth’s surface is transferred to the atmosphere through sensible 




(78 W m–2 are involved in the process of evaporation and condensation of water molecules) and 
thermal infrared radiation (66 W m–2).  
The atmosphere is composed mainly of 78.08% nitrogen, 20.95% oxygen, and 0.934% argon 
(volume percentage), and all of these gases are transparent to the incoming sunlight and the 
outgoing infrared radiation. If the atmosphere were composed only of these constituents, the 
energy emitted by the Earth (235 W m–2) could leave it directly. However, the other gaseous 
components of the atmosphere, gases with a less than 0.05% concentration, absorb and re-emit 
infrared (IR) radiation. These gases are denoted as greenhouse gases.  
The most important greenhouse gases are water vapor (H2O), carbon dioxide (CO2), methane 
(CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), ozone (O3), and chlorofluorocarbons (CFC). The two with the most 
significant effect are H2O vapor and CO2. Greenhouse gases absorb infrared radiation emitted by 
the Earth’s surface, atmosphere and clouds, and then re-emit infrared radiation in all directions. 
Some of this energy can be back-radiated to the surface resulting in trapped heat that warms the 
Earth’s surface. This cycle is known as the natural greenhouse effect and is responsible for 
raising the Earth’s temperature to an average of 15 °C. Without the greenhouse effect, the 
temperature of the Earth would be around −18 °C. 
Due to the greenhouse gases, 324 W m−2 are back-radiated to the Earth’s surface, adding this 
amount of energy to the infrared radiation coming from the incoming solar energy (66 W m−2), 
resulting in a total of 390 W m−2 emitted by the surface of the Earth. Of this amount, 235 W m−2 
goes to space (40 W m−2 passes directly to space from the surface through the atmospheric 
infrared window, and 195 W m−2 are part of the upward infrared emission), and 155 Wm−2 are 
retained by the greenhouse gases, leaving a system in a steady-state.1, 3-5  
 
Figure 1.2. Energy budget of the Earth. Adapted from References 2–4. 
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1.1.1 Climate change 
Any disturbance in the “steady-state” of the Earth’s energy budget that affects how much energy 
enters or leaves the system will produce climate change. Variations in the solar processes, 
changes in the Earth’s orbit, and large volumes of reflecting-light particles ejected in volcanic 
eruptions are examples of natural effects that can disturb the climate system.  
Climate change has occurred naturally since the formation of the planet, and it typically happens 
over long time scales of thousands of years. However, anthropogenic activities like aerosol 
production, change in land use (caused by urbanization, deforestation, and agriculture), and the 
increase of greenhouse gas concentration (Table 1.1) have dominated and accelerated this 
process since the middle of the 19th century.  
Even though water is the most abundant greenhouse gas, it is not considered in Table 1 because 
its atmospheric lifetime is short (in terms of days), and it can be removed from the atmosphere 
through the hydrologic cycle. However, the situation related to the increase of CO2 in the 
atmosphere is different from that of water.6, 7 
 





before 1750, ppm 
Atmospheric 
concentration in 




CO2 280 410 46 1-hundreds 
CH4 0.70 1.86 166 12 
N2O 0.27 0.33 22 114 
 
1.1.2 Carbon cycle 
Carbon dioxide is part of the planet’s carbon cycle, which describes its (natural) formation and 
consumption and, most importantly, how human activities affect this cycle (Figure 1.3). Carbon is 
the 17th most abundant element on the Earth’s crust,8 and all living organisms contain carbon. 
The carbon in the Earth is contained in different reservoirs. The three largest ones are the deep 
ocean that contains about 37,100 gigatons of carbon (GtC), vegetation and soil that contain 
2,300 GtC, and the atmosphere with 597 GtC.  
Using photosynthesis, plants on land remove atmospheric CO2 (fixation) and form part of their 
structures with it. When the plants die, they transport carbon back to the soil. Animals and 
microbes gain energy from the breakdown of organic carbon and respiration, releasing CO2 back 
to the atmosphere (or CH4 under anaerobic conditions).  
At the ocean surface, CO2 from the atmosphere dissolves in seawater (forming bicarbonate and 
carbonate ions), and marine phytoplankton use that CO2 for photosynthesis. When animals 
consume the phytoplankton, they breathe out the carbon or pass it through the food chain. 
When the animals and plants die in the ocean, they decompose. Parts of their bodies can sink 




currents bring carbon from the deep ocean up to the surface, where it can be released as a gas 
into the atmosphere. By recirculating vast amounts of carbon, the oceans help to regulate the 
climate.  
The movement of carbon from the atmosphere to rocks starts when carbonic acid, resulting 
from the dissolution of CO2 in raining water, dissolves the rock through chemical weathering that 
releases calcium, magnesium, potassium, and sodium ions that are transported by rivers to the 
ocean. Calcium ions react with carbonates dissolved in the water to produce calcium carbonate 
that is then deposited onto the ocean floor. Over time, layers of sediments and shells (from 
marine organisms like corals) are cemented together and turn to rock, storing carbon in stoles 
such as limestone and its derivatives. Volcanoes are also part of the carbon cycle because they 
release millions of metric tons of CO2 during their eruptions.9 
The continuous movement of carbon between the atmosphere, ocean, and land constitutes the 
natural carbon cycle. These processes occur at different rates going from short periods of time, 
like days or seasons, until very long periods that can take millions of years.6, 10  
According to the analysis of ice cores in Antarctica, the concentration of carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere has remained constant for thousands of years before the industrial revolution, at a 
value of 280 ± 10 ppm (Figure 1.4a). After 1750, the carbon cycle has been altered by the release 
of large amounts of CO2 into the atmosphere originating from the burning of fossil fuels (coal, 
petroleum oil, and natural gas, which form another carbon reservoir of the Earth), cement 
manufacturing, deforestation and changes in land use.1  
 
Figure 1.3. The carbon cycle showing reservoirs in GtC yr−1 (in black font, inside boxes) and changes caused by 
anthropogenic activities (red font), natural fluxes (blue arrows), and fluxes altered by human activities (red 
arrows). Adapted from References 2 and 6. 
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1.1.3 Keeling curve 
In 1958, Charles David Keeling began to measure the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere at the 
Mauna Loa Observatory, Hawaii, performing direct, accurate, and continuous quantification of 
CO2 amount in dry air. Keeling’s measurements of CO2 concentration are presented in a plot 
known as the Keeling curve (Figure 1.4b).11, 12 
Keeling’s observations showed for the first time that the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere is 
lower in the day than in the night because CO2 is taken up by vegetation during the day. In the 
course of the night, CO2 is released from the soil and by respiration. 
Keeling also identified oscillations in the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere because of 
different seasons in the year. During spring and summer in the northern hemisphere, CO2 levels 
decrease because of plants growing and photosynthesis. Throughout autumn and winter, CO2 
levels increase because carbon is released when the plants and trees lose their leaves. This 
process is known as the Earth’s breathing cycle.13, 14 
The greatest importance of the Keeling curve is that it was the first experimental proof that the 
CO2 levels tend to increase every year as a result of anthropogenic activities. The atmospheric 
CO2 increase as a fraction of the total anthropogenic CO2 emissions is defined as the airborne 
fraction, and knowing this value is very important because an increase in the amount of CO2 in 
the atmosphere means more heat is trapped, warming the Earth and, consequently, changing 
the climate system.  
 
Figure 1.4. a) Atmospheric CO2 concentration data from Antarctic ice cores analysis (adapted from Reference 1) 
and b) Keeling curve: atmospheric CO2 concentration at the Mauna Loa Observatory.11 
 
1.1.4 Further evidence for climate change 
One of the consequences of the enhanced greenhouse effect is global warming, which consists 
of increasing the planet’s average surface temperature (land and oceans) by almost 1 °C in the 
last 40 years (Figure 1.5a); 2016 and 2020 were the warmest registered years.15 With the 
increase of the Earth’s temperature, other consequences appear: snow cover and mountain 
glaciers are decreasing in area and thickness, the Arctic sea ice has declined over the last 




1.5c)17, and the melted water in the sea has increased. Therefore, the sea level has risen around 
200 mm in the last century (Figure 1.5d).18  
Other impacts of the Earth’s temperature increase are that the oceans are removing 
atmospheric CO2 less effectively because this gas is less soluble in warmer water. At the same 
time, oceans experience more acidification resulting from higher CO2 concentrations in the 
atmosphere. As a consequence of a lower ocean pH, marine animals have reduced their ability 
to build skeletons and shells.19, 20  
Extreme weather events such as heatwaves, droughts, changes in precipitation amounts, 
stronger hurricanes, and species extinction are also likely attributable to climate change.2 
 
Figure 1.5. a) Temperature anomaly of the Earth (change in global surface temperature relative to 1951–1980 
average temperatures).15 b) Average monthly Arctic sea ice extent each September since 1979, derived from 
satellite observations.16 c) Antarctica and Greenland mass variations since 2002, derived from satellite 
observations.17 d) Global mean sea level (GMSL) from 1880 to 2014.18 
 
1.1.5 International agreements on climate change 
The United Nations and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) created the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in 1988 to prepare assessments reports (ARs) 
of the state of knowledge of human-induced climate change and its causes, impacts, and 
responses. Five assessment reports have been issued from 1990 to 2014.  
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The ARs are an invaluable resource for scientific information and improved understanding of 
climate change. The ARs play an essential role in the United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC) because they set the scientific input for diplomatic decisions.  
The ultimate objective of the UNFCCC is the “‘stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in 
the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the 
climate system” through the provisions of the Kyoto protocol (which commits 192 Parties to 
reduce their anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions: CO2, CH4, N2O, hydrofluorocarbons, 
perfluorocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride) and the Paris Agreement (adopted by 196 member 
countries that commit to hold the increase of global average temperature to well below 2 °C 
above pre-industrial levels and pursue efforts to limit it to 1.5 °C).5, 19, 21 
 
1.2 Strategies for reducing CO2 emissions 
Given the problems caused by high CO2 emissions, the scientific community has conducted 
intensive research on different approaches to tackle this problem. 
In the early 2000s, some strategies were proposed to keep CO2 emissions stable and eventually 
reduce them. These actions involve the increase of the energy efficiency of vehicles and their 
reduced use; insulation of buildings (so they will require less heating or air conditioning); fuel 
shift from coal to gas or oil (because coal emits 1 kg CO2 per kWh of electric energy generated 
while oil and gas produce 0.75 kg and 0.5 kg, respectively); capturing CO2 from industrial 
powered plants and its storage (CO2 capture and storage); increasing use of renewable energy 
sources such as wind, solar, hydro and geothermal, nuclear and biofuels in the electricity grid 
and transportation sector; reducing deforestation; reforestation and conservation tillage.22 23  
 
1.2.1 CO2 conversion and utilization 
Carbon dioxide is used as a feedstock in various industrially important chemical reactions, such 
as the synthesis of urea, salicylic acid (precursor of aspirin), carboxylic acids, organic carbamates, 
pigments, inorganic and organic carbonates, formic acid or used as an additive in the synthesis of 
methanol.24-26 
Different approaches for CO2 conversion and utilization include technological utilization (physical 
process), enzymatic conversion (biological/biochemical process), and chemical/catalytic 
conversion (chemical process).27, 28 
Technological utilization refers to changing the physical nature or state of CO2. It includes 
compressing, recycling, or phase transition. It is important because, in this way, CO2 can be used 
directly in many applications, for example, in the production of carbonated beverages, dry ice, 
and fire extinguishers. CO2 can be applied as a solvent (e.g., in organic and polymerization 
reactions and for the extraction of caffeine and fragrances), a refrigerant (for food preservation 
and controlling reactors temperatures), an inert agent, a process fluid, and a welding medium. 
Additionally, CO2 is used in large-scale industries to indirectly boost a process as in the enhanced 




converted and can be recovered at the end of the application or released to the atmosphere. 
Therefore, these applications are not suited to reducing CO2 content in the atmosphere.23, 24, 28, 29 
Enzymatic conversion of CO2 involves using enzymes or microorganisms to convert CO2 into 
other chemicals through bioreactions. One advantage of this process is that it usually occurs at 
low temperature and pressure; however, it is generally a slow process. The most critical strategy 
to bioconversion technologies is to find enzymes or microorganisms to convert CO2 into the 
desired product with high selectivity, yield, and a fast conversion rate.30, 31 One example is the 
Rheticus project that aims to convert carbon monoxide and hydrogen (produced using 
electrochemical reduction of CO2) into alcohols by fermentation utilizing two different species of 
Clostridium bacteria.30 
Chemical conversion of CO2 comprises thermochemical, mineralization, photochemical, 
electrochemical, and photoelectrochemical approaches.9, 27 
 
1.3 Electrochemical reduction of CO2 
The industry uses approximately 120 Mt CO2 per year, excluding the use for enhanced oil 
recovery. However, this amount of CO2 represents only 0.5% of the total anthropogenic CO2 
emissions, or about 24 Gt CO2 annually.26 Therefore, converting carbon dioxide into useful 
chemicals is a very attractive route that not only considers CO2 as a new source of fuels and raw 
materials but also represents a method to mitigate the effects of rising atmospheric CO2 
concentration.32 
Of the different CO2 conversion approaches, of particular interest is the electrochemical CO2 
reduction reaction (denoted as CO2RR hereinafter). This approach uses the surplus of renewable 
electric power from solar, wind, and hydro sources to convert CO2 into value-added chemical 
feedstocks. This concept is also known as “Power to X” because it evolves around converting 
power (electricity) to chemicals (X), as shown in Figure 1.6.33 This approach allows CO2 to be 
seen as a valuable raw material instead of an environmentally dangerous waste and may also 
provide a solution for the storage of excess renewable (hydro-, solar or wind) energy.34, 35 
 
Figure 1.6. Schematic representation of CO2RR driven by renewable electric energies. 
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The research conducted for this PhD project focuses on the half-reaction that involves CO2RR. 
The catalytic properties, in terms of CO2RR activity, product selectivity, and catalyst durability, of 
two different kinds of silver-based nanomaterial were studied using two different types of 
electrochemical cell configurations. In the following sections, the most relevant aspects required 
to discuss the main results of this project are presented. 
 
1.3.1 Chemical and physical properties of CO2 
Carbon dioxide is a triatomic molecule with two oxygen atoms, each covalently double bonded 
to a single carbon atom. It has a linear structure in which each C and O bond has a length of 
116.3 pm. The bond energy of C=O in CO2 is 803 kJ mol−1, which is much higher than the oxygen 
and hydrogen bond in water molecules (463 kJ mol−1). This molecule has two σ bonds and two π 
bonds (orthogonal to one another). The carbon-oxygen bonds are polarized due to the higher 
electronegativity of O compared to C, such that the C atom has a partial positive charge, and the 
O atoms have a partial negative charge.  
CO2 is a symmetrical molecule with one inversion center, a circular axial symmetry, and one 
horizontal plane of symmetry. The combination of high bond energy and symmetry and low 
polarity are the main reasons for the high stability of the CO2 molecule. Another feature is that 
CO2 can coordinate with metals, and this coordination modifies the electron distribution and 
molecular geometry, which results in changes in its chemical reactivity.  
CO2 is the ultimate product of the oxidation of carbon and hydrocarbons. It has high 
thermodynamic stability as illustrated by its standard Gibbs free energy of formation, ΔGfθ, equal 
to −394.4 kJ mol−1 (the superscript θ refers to standard conditions of temperature and pressure, 
298.15 K and 105 Pa or 1 bar, respectively). This means that CO2 conversion is highly endergonic 
from a thermodynamic point of view.27, 36 
 
1.3.2 Thermodynamic considerations  
Electrochemistry is the branch of chemical sciences that deals with electrical and chemical 
phenomena and studies two kinds of processes: galvanic and electrolytic. A galvanic reaction is a 
spontaneous process that involves the generation of electric energy utilizing chemical 
transformations. A non-spontaneous transformation of a chemical compound is achieved in an 
electrolytic process by applying an electric potential or passing an electric current through the 
electrolysis cell. CO2RR is one example of this type of a “forced” electrolysis processes.37 
An electrochemical cell is a device where an electrochemical reaction occurs. A complete 
electrochemical reaction consists of two independent half-reactions: an oxidizing reaction (loss 
of one or more electrons by an atom, molecule or ion) and a reduction reaction (gain of one or 
more electrons by an atom, molecule or ion). Each of the two half-reactions happens 
simultaneously at separate parts of an electrochemical cell, called a half-cell. Each half-cell 
comprises an electrode (electron conductor named anode or cathode) in contact with an 
electrolyte (an ionic conductor). The electrode at which oxidation occurs is called the anode, and 




The electrodes in an electrochemical cell may need to be placed in different electrolytes. Then, 
an electrolytic conductor, such as an ion-exchange membrane or a salt-bridge, is employed to 
ensure electrical contact between them. A conducting polymer or a solid electrolyte might be 
used in an electrochemical cell instead of a liquid electrolyte. 
Each half-reaction has a specific standard reduction potential, which is reported as the potential 
difference of the reduction reaction with respect to the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) 
(under standard conditions, 298.15 K, 1 bar and a hydrogen ion activity of 1).38 In practice, 
experimental results are stated as being obtained vs. a specific reference electrode (RE) or 
converted to potentials vs. SHE. Silver/silver chloride electrode (Ag/AgCl) and 
mercury/mercurous sulfate (Hg/Hg2SO4) are examples of commonly used REs. 
Most of the time, only one of the half-reactions in an electrochemical cell is of particular 
interest, and the electrode at which it occurs is called the working electrode (WE). The other one 
is referred to as the counter electrode (CE). Within the study of the electrochemical reduction of 
CO2, the WE is the cathode because the reduction process takes place at the surface of this 
electrode. The oxidation reaction that occurs on the CE surface when an aqueous electrolyte is 
used is typically the oxygen evolution reaction (OER).39-41  
Depending on the electrode material, electrolyte, temperature, or pressure, CO2RR can generate 
more than 16 different products.42, 43 Table 2 provides a list of some of the half-reactions related 
to CO2RR, the number of required electrons (n), and their standard potentials. 
The electrode potential of the half-reactions in an electrochemical cell can be combined to 
calculate the cell potential (ΔE):  
 ΔE = Ecathode − Eanode  (1) 
The maximum amount of electrical work obtainable from a reversible reaction produced in an 
electrochemical cell is defined by the Gibbs free energy change (ΔG) through Equation (2):  
 ∆G= – nFΔE (2) 
where n is the number of electrons involved in the reaction, F is the Faraday’s constant (electric 
charge per mol of electrons, 96485.33 C mol−1), and ΔE is the cell potential. The importance of 
Equation 2 is that it indicates the quantitative relationship between the chemical and electrical 
energy in cell reactions.  
As the reaction Gibbs energy is related to the composition of the reaction mixture by Equation 3,  
 ∆G= ∆Gθ + RT ln Qr (3) 
where ΔGθ is the standard reaction Gibbs free energy, R is the universal gas constant, and Qr is 
the reaction quotient (∏ aJ
νJ
J ), then the cell potential (ΔE) can be rewritten as: 
 
ΔE = − 
∆Gθ
nF
 −  
RT
nF
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Equation 4 is known as the Nernst equation, and ΔEθ is denoted as the standard cell potential. 39-
41 
An electrochemical reaction will not be spontaneous if ΔE  is negative. However, with 
Equation (2) and knowing that ∆G = ∆H(T) - T ∆S(T) (where ΔH is the enthalpy change, T the 
temperature, and ΔS the entropy change), it is possible to calculate the minimum potential that 
an electrochemical reaction requires to start to proceed forward using Equation (5).44 In 
Table 1.3, ΔE values at standard conditions are given for several CO2 reactions.  
 
ΔE = – 





Table 1.2 Reduction potential of possible CO2RR products and of the anode reaction43, 45 






Formic acid CO2 + 2H+ + 2e¯ → HCOOH 2 −0.25 −0.46 
Formate CO2 + H2O + 2e¯ → HCOO¯ + OH¯ 2 −1.078 −1.288 
Carbon 
monoxide 
CO2 + 2H+ + 2e¯ → CO + H2O 







Oxalic acid 2CO2 + 2H+ + 2e¯ → H2C2O4 2 −0.500 −0.71 
Oxalate 2CO2 + 2e¯ → C2O4
2- 2 −0.590 −0.8 
Formaldehyde 
CO2 + 4H+ + 4e¯ → CH2O + H2O 








CO2 + 6H+ + 6e¯ → CH3OH + H2O 








CO2 + 8H+ + 8e¯ → CH4 + 2H2O 








2CO2 + 12H+ + 12e¯ → C2H4 + 4H2O 








2CO2 + 12H+ + 12e¯ → C2H5OH + 3H2O 









CO2 + e¯ → CO2˙‾ 1 −1.90 −2.11 




2H2O → O2 + 4H+ + 4e− 4 1.23 1.02 
† For the sake of comparability of the results, the standard reduction potentials were converted 
to the Ag/AgCl (3M KCl) reference electrode scale, considering that the electrode potential of 




The conversion of CO2 to several products is an endergonic process at standard conditions 
(ΔGθ > 0), which means that it will require a certain amount of energy to proceed depending on 
the target product.27 Moreover, ΔE in Table 3 are negative values, and this further confirms that 
CO2RR is a non-spontaneous process (independently of the generated product); a cell potential 
must be applied to proceed forward. 
 
Table 1.3 Cell reactions and corresponding Gibbs free energy, enthalpy, entropy and cell 
potential values of some CO2 conversions processes (considering OER as the counter-reaction) at 
standard conditions34, 46, 47 






J mol−1 K−1 
ΔE, 
V 
Hydrogen H2O  H2 + ½O2 237.3 286 163.30 −1.23 
Carbon monoxide CO2  CO + ½O2 257.2 283.1 86.55 −1.33 
Formic acid CO2 + H2O  HCOOH + ½O2 285.5 270.3 −52.15 −1.48 
Formaldehyde CO2 + H2O  HCHO + O2 522 563 140.25 −1.35 
Methanol CO2 + 2H2O  CH3OH + 1.5O2 703 727 80.85 −1.21 
Ethanol 2CO2 + 3H2O  C2H5OH + 3O2 1325.56 1366.90 138.75 −1.14 
Methane CO2 + 2H2O  CH4 + 2O2 818.4 890.8 242.90 −1.06 
Ethane 2CO2 + 3H2O  C2H6 + 3.5O2 1468.18 1560.51 309.80 −1.09 
Ethylene 2CO2 + 2H2O  C2H4 + 3O2 1331.2 1411.2 267.30 −1.15 
Propanol 3CO2 + 4H2O  C3H7OH + 4.5O2 1962.94 2021.24 195.65 −1.13 
 
1.3.3 Kinetics of CO2RR 
Experimentally, higher cell potentials than the thermodynamic minimum must be applied to 
accelerate the reaction. Considering the thermodynamic standard potential alone does not allow 
a conclusion about the potentials that must be applied to obtain a reasonable current density or 
reaction rate. Thermodynamics deals only with the equilibrium and related potential differences, 
whereas kinetics starts when the system abandons the equilibrium, and a certain current density 
is attained. 
In CO2RR, the energy barriers or resistances (Rtotal, Equation 6) that must be overcome include 
activation energies of the electrochemical reactions occurring on the surfaces of the cathode 
(Rcathode) and anode (Ranode), ohmic losses from conduction of ions (Rions) in the bulk electrolytes, 
ion transport across the membrane (Rmembrane), loss of active area due to partial coverage by gas 
bubbles formed on the cathode and anode surfaces (Rbubble, cathode and Rbubble, anode, respectively) 
and the sum (R) of electrical resistances in other cell components and contact resistances 
between components.48, 49 
 Rtotal = Rcathode + Ranode + Rions + Rmembrane + Rbubble, cathode + Rbubble, anode + R (6) 
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The difference between the thermodynamic potential needed for a half-reaction to occur and 
the applied potential that is needed for the reaction to occur experimentally is referred to as the 
overpotential (ηcathode or ηanode for the different electrode half-reaction, respectively).50 
Under mild experimental conditions, this means when gas bubble formation and concentration 
differences can be neglected, the cell potential (ΔE) of a CO2RR process can be expressed as: 
 ΔE = ΔEcell
0  + ηcathode + ηanode + iRohmic (7) 
where ΔEcell
0  is the equilibrium cell potential, and the term iRohmic represents voltage losses 
caused by the finite ionic conductivity of the electrolyte solution, the form of the electrodes, and 
the cell design.34, 49 
The object of study of electrode kinetics involves determining the dependence of the current 
( scales with the reaction rate) on the applied potential. As outlined above, an overpotential 
must be applied for a non-spontaneous electrochemical reaction to occur. This overpotential is 
defined as the difference between the applied potential and the equilibrium potential of a 
specific electrode reaction (this is when no current flows).51, 52 Large overpotentials and low 
selectivity at industrially relevant current densities are the main kinetic obstacles for the 
CO2RR.53  
The total reaction rate or current density depends on the kinetics of the system (charge transfer) 
and on mass transport, and those aspects must be treated separately. The slowest process will 
be the rate-determining step. At low reaction rates, the rate-determining step is the charge 
transfer (electron transfer), and at higher reaction rates, mass transport is the rate-determining 
step.  
CO2RR kinetics is influenced mainly by the concentration of reactants and by the use of 
electrocatalysts. The most important aspects of CO2RR kinetics relevant to this PhD project will 
be reviewed in the following sections. 
 
1.3.3.1 Electrocatalysts for the CO2RR 
The activation barrier associated with CO2RR is high. One method of decreasing this activation 
barrier and reduce the applied overpotential (to achieve a certain current density) involves the 
use of electrocatalysts (Figure 1.7).54  
The function of an electrocatalyst in an electrochemical reaction is to provide alternative 
pathways with a lower energy of activation and hence to permit such electrode reactions to 
occur at high current density close to the equilibrium potential, in other words, accelerating the 
target reaction.36, 55 For example, in the electrochemical reduction of CO2 to produce CO, 
HCOOH, or HCOO– (a two e– process), the rate-determining step is the formation of the radical 
anion CO2·–, which has a standard potential of −1.9 V vs. SHE. This step significantly increases the 
energy requirement. Figure 1.7 shows a qualitative reaction scheme for CO2 conversion to CO 




intermediate without a catalyst is too high. Electrocatalysts and electrolytes acting as co-catalyst 
can decrease the activation energy of the intermediate CO2·–.56 
One major goal of applied electrocatalysis research is the development of electrode materials 
that are selective, active, inexpensive, and stable towards the production of desired products.57 
To determine the catalytic activity of different electrocatalysts, one can compare the current 
density at a constant overpotential or measure the overpotential at a constant current density. A 
more active electrocatalyst shows a given partial current density at a lower overpotential or 
provides a larger partial current density at a given overpotential.57  
During the electrochemical conversion process, the provided overpotential is relatively high to 
activate carbon-oxygen bonds in CO2 molecules, thus improving the rate constant of the 
electrode reaction, which increases the faradaic current. The most direct indication for the 
electrocatalytic effect is the shift of the electrode reaction to lower overpotentials at a given 
current density.27, 61 
Hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) occurs at similar potentials than the CO2RR. Therefore, if 
aqueous electrolytes are used, the parasitic HER tends to compete with CO2RR for catalytic sites. 
The adsorbed *H intermediate is more stable than adsorbed *CO or *COOH intermediates, 
making the HER dominant at more negative potentials.56, 58, 59 
An effective electrocatalyst for CO2RR needs to have different active sites for CO2RR and HER, 
and it should be sluggish toward HER while exhibiting a low overpotential for CO2RR.60  
 
Figure 1.7. Schematic reaction pathway energy diagram for CO2RR showing energy profiles in the absence and 
presence of an electrocatalyst represented by the black and red lines, respectively. The activation energy of the 
reaction (Ea) is decreased when a catalyst is used.  
 
1.3.3.2 Performance metrics of CO2RR 
The performance of a CO2RR catalyst and the complete process can be described with the 
following figures of merit: 
1. Cathode potential (Ecathode in V vs. RE) scales with the energy required to carry out the 
CO2 electroreduction reaction at the cathode. 
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2. Cathode overpotential (ηcathode in V) indicates the difference between the cathode 
potential (Ecathode) at which the reaction is experimentally observed and the 
thermodynamic minimum cathode reduction potential (Ecathode
0 , assuming that the CO2RR 
experiments were conducted under standard conditions): 
 ηcathode = Ecathode– Ecathode
0  (8) 
3. Faradaic efficiency or current efficiency (FEi in %) is a measure of the selectivity of the 
CO2RR towards a product i. It is defined by the ratio of the amount of charge used to 





 × 100 
(9) 
where n represents the number of electrons exchanged to form the product i, mi is the 
number of moles of the product i, F is the Faraday’s constant, and Q is the amount of 
charge passed. The sum of FEs of all products of CO2RR should be close to 100%. If this is 
not the case, other non-identified faradaic processes are occurring (e.g., reduction of 
surface oxides), or there are leaks in the electrolyzer.62, 63 
4. Current density (j in mA cm−2) represents the electrochemical reaction rate at a specific 
applied potential. It is obtained by normalizing the total electric current with the surface 
area of the electrode. In some cases, the total electric current is normalized according to 
the electrochemically active surface area (ECSA). 
5. Partial current density (ji or PCDi in mA cm−2) is the activity of CO2RR to the formation of 
the product i (if it is normalized to the ECSA). It is calculated as follows: 
 j i= j × FEi (10) 
6. Catalyst durability or stability (in hours) denotes the durability of the catalyst under 
investigation, or it expresses for how long the catalyst is active.  
7. Cell potential (ΔE in V) denotes the potential difference required to drive the reduction 
of CO2 at the cathode and the oxygen evolution at the anode (if the reaction is 
performed in an aqueous electrolyte). It is defined by the Equation (11): 
 ΔE = Ecathode– Eanode (11) 
8. Cell overpotential (ηcell in V) points out the difference between the value of the cell 
potential experimentally observed (ΔE) and the equilibrium cell potential (ΔEcell
0 , at 
standard conditions). It is defined by: 
 ηcell= ΔEcell – ΔEcell
0  (12) 
9. Energetic or energy efficiency for the product i (EEi in %) is a measure of the net energy 
consumption toward a specific product. It is expressed by Equation (13) as a ratio of the 













0  × FEi
ΔEcell
0  + ηcell
 
(13) 
When the experiments are conducted at nonstandard conditions (pressure, temperature, and 
activity), the equilibrium potential is estimated based on the Nernst equation (Equation 4). That 
value should be used in Equations (8), (12), and (13). 56, 64 
It is important to mention that the figures of merit described in the points list 1–6 are essential 
to describe the metrics of the interested half-reaction, the electrochemical reduction of CO2. The 
figures of merit 7–9 are used to analyze the complete cell reaction, which is out of scope in this 
project. 
 
1.3.3.3 Classification of electrocatalysts for the CO2RR 
In the 1980s and 1990s, Hori and co-workers at Chiba University in Japan screened different 
metals for CO2RR. They classified them according to their selectivity towards different products 
when a KHCO3 solution was used as the electrolyte, and four groups were identified (Figure 1.8). 
The first group includes Pb, Hg, In, Sn, Cd, Tl, and Bi; they hardly bind the CO2·– intermediate and 
therefore transform CO2 to formate or formic acid. The second group includes Au, Ag, Zn, Pd, 
and Ga; they can bind the CO2·– intermediate and form CO as the main CO2RR product. Cu is the 
only catalyst in the third group, and it produces hydrocarbons and oxygenates. The fourth group 
includes Ni, Fe, Pt, and Ti; these metals have strong CO adsorption properties; consequently, 
they might become poisoned by adsorbed CO, and in this way, H2 is the major generated 
product.65-68  
Although CO2RR was first described by the pioneering work of Royer in 1870,35, 69 more than 150 
years ago, the research performed by Hori and his colleagues represented the starting point of 
intensive investigations by several research groups that have focused on the design and 
development of CO2RR catalysts with better activity, selectivity, and stability towards different 
products.70 
 
Figure 1.8. Classification of metal electrocatalysts for CO2RR according to Hori et al. Adapted from References 
65 and 67. 
Hori’s classification of metal electrocatalysts for CO2RR is meant only for monometallic catalysts. 
Today, other types of catalysts have been developed that do not fit in that classification scheme. 
Consequently, Larrazábal et al.71 proposed an extended classification of the different catalyst 
HCOO¯ catalysts: 
Pb, Hg, In, Sn, Cd, Tl and Bi
CO catalysts:
Au, Ag, Zn, Pd and Ga 
Hydrocarbons and oxygenates catalyst: 
Cu
H2 catalysts: 
Ni, Fe, Pt and Ti
Metal electrocatalysts for CO2RR
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materials for CO2RR that consists of six families of materials (Figure 1.9): transition metals, p-
block metals/oxides, chalcogenides, carbon-based materials, and molecular catalysts and 
enzymes.72-75  
 
Figure 1.9. a) Classification of catalyst materials for CO2RR (in bold), kind of active sites and some examples (in 
italic). Adapted from Reference 71. 
At the same time, the electrocatalysts for CO2RR can be non-supported or supported. The non-
supported electrocatalysts work as the WE itself (e.g., metal foils). The supported ones need to 
be deposited on a carbon substrate, such as glassy carbon or carbon fibers that work as the WE. 
Metal nanoparticles, like the silver-based nanoparticles used in this project, are examples of 
supported electrocatalysts. 
 
1.3.3.4 Sabatier principle and volcano plots 
According to the Sabatier principle, a good catalyst should bind the reaction intermediates 
sufficiently strongly to activate the reactants but weakly enough to allow for the easy release of 
the product. If the binding between the catalyst and the reactants is not strong enough, no 
interaction will occur. If the binding is too strong, the reaction intermediates or the products will 
tend to stick to the active sites, thereby irreversibly poisoning the catalyst.  
This fundamental principle in catalysis can be expressed in the form of a so-called “volcano” plot 
correlating the activity of a catalyst material (measured quantity) with one or more key kinetic 
descriptors of the system of interest (often derived from modeling/theory).  
These volcano plots rationalize variations in the activity (or selectivity) for a series of catalyst 
materials.52, 76, 77 This is exemplified in Figure 1.10a for various monometallic CO2RR catalysts 
relating the partial current density ( selectivity towards CO2RR) for a constant electrolysis 
potential to the binding strength of chemisorbed CO (denoted *CO), which is considered as the 




bonding. Catalysts found on the right side of the volcano maximum (e.g., Au, Ag, and Ag  weak 
*CO binding) demonstrate a facile CO(g) desorption, thus rationalizing why CO is the main CO2RR 
product in these cases. Catalyst materials located on the left side of the volcano maximum (e.g., 
Pt, Ni  extremely strong *CO binding) tend to become poisoned by the formed CO 
intermediate, thus resulting into a catalyst degradation. Only Cu demonstrates a metal-CO 
binding that is sufficiently low to prevent such poisoning but high enough to allow for further 
consecutive reactions of the *CO intermediate as a mechanistic prerequisite for the production 
of hydrocarbons or oxygenates. Such right balance in the metal-CO binding might even allow for 
C-C coupling reactions on the Cu, which is particularly appealing when liquid CO2RR products of 
high energy density are targeted (e.g., ethanol, n-propanol).57, 78, 79 
A volcano plot that shows similar trends can be derived when the binding strength of the *COOH 
intermediate is considered as a descriptor for the CO2RR and related to the experimentally 
derived partial current densities towards CO (Figure 1.10b).80 
 
Figure 1.10. a) Volcano plot of CO2RR partial current density at −0.8 V vs. RHE vs. CO binding strength 
(Reprinted with permission from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2014, 136, 40, 14107–14113. Copyright 2014 American 
Chemical Society);78 b) Volcano plot of CO partial current density at −0.9 V vs. RHE vs. *COOH binding energy 
(Reprinted with permission from ACS Catal. 2017, 7, 7, 4822–4827. Copyright 2017 American Chemical 
Society).80 
 
1.3.3.5 CO2RR mechanisms 
The CO2RR is of catalytic nature, and therefore takes place at the interface between a solid 
catalyst surface and the electrolyte. The latter can be a liquid electrolyte solution or an ion-
conducting polymer (see below). 
The overall reaction can be subdivided into three individual steps: 1) the chemisorption of the 
CO2 reactant on the surface of the electrocatalyst, 2) the electron transfer and proton migration 
leading to the dissociation of C=O bond(s) and/or the formation of new C-O and C-H bonds, and 
3) the desorption of the formed products from the catalyst surface.81  
Simpler reaction mechanisms involving only two electron transfer steps, e.g., leading to CO2RR 
products like formate and carbon monoxide, are much better understood than those involving 
multiple electron transfer steps or more complex C-C coupling reactions ( C2+ products). Figure 
1.11 depicts the reaction mechanism proposed for the formation of CO, e.g., on Ag catalysts. The 
first reaction step consists of forming the *CO2·– radical anion (*denotes an adsorption state) by 
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a single electron transfer followed by a proton transfer that leads to the formation of the 
chemisorbed carboxyl intermediate (denoted *COOH). A second coupled proton-electron 
transfer to the *COOH intermediate yields water and *CO that desorbs from the active site as 
the CO2RR product due to the reasons detailed above. The formation of the *CO2·– radical anion 
is suggested as the rate-determining step for the conversion of CO2 into CO. An alternative 
mechanism assumes the coupled proton-electron transfer to the CO2 directly yield the carboxyl 
intermediate *COOH.82, 83 If there is a strong CO binding to the surface, the CO desorption could 
become the rate-limiting step.80, 81  
 
Figure 1.11. Mechanistic pathway of CO formation. Adapted from References 82 and 83. 
Different reaction pathways are discussed in the literature for the formation of formate and are 
depicted in Figure 1.12. Particularly on oxophilic catalysts (e.g., Sn), CO2 is assumed to bind 
through the oxygen atoms to the active sites (met-O pathway). The reaction likely proceeds 
through (individual) consecutive electron/proton/electron transfer reactions.  
An alternative reaction pathway assumes binding through the carbon of the CO2 (similar to the 
CO pathway), also involving the formation of *CO2·– or *COOH intermediates (Figure 1.12). A 
third possible pathway involves the hydrogenation of the CO2 through adsorbed H (or metal 
hydrides). A prime example of this reaction pathway is Pd which forms hydrides even under mild 
HER conditions that allows for the hydrogenation of the CO2 at particularly low overpotentials.82, 
83  
Recently a new pathway of formate formation, a “sub-carbonate” pathway, has been discovered 
for oxidic Bi2O3 catalysts involving the embedment of CO2 into the oxide catalyst matrix prior to 
the CO2 reduction into formate.84  
 




The formation of C1 products like CH4 and CH3OH is more complex because, as shown in Figure 
1.13, it requires eight or six electrons and protons, respectively, and involves the formation of 
multiple intermediates. Due to their complexity, the C2+ pathways are less well understood.83 
Still, as outlined above, the binding energy of adsorbed CO is the crucial descriptor for products 
that require more than two electrons/protons.57 
 
Figure 1.13. Mechanistic pathway of methane and methanol formation (Reprinted with permission from Chem. 
Rev. 2020, 120, 2, 1184–1249. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society).83 
 
1.3.3.6 Electrolytes for the CO2RR 
The main function of an electrolyte is to provide ionic current flow between the electrodes. The 
type and concentration of the electrolyte will affect the selectivity and activity of the catalysts.82 
The most frequently used electrolytes for CO2RR are CO2-saturated aqueous solutions, which 
commonly comprise alkali cations (e.g., Na+ and K+) and anions such as Cl–, SO4
2–, and HCO3
–. 
Furthermore, water itself serves in the aqueous electrolytes as a proton source for the coupled 
electron/proton transfer reactions.64  
The pH of the electrolyte is a key parameter for the selectivity and overpotentials for the CO2RR. 
It is important to distinguish between bulk electrolyte pH and local pH at the interface. A high 
local pH can be generated due to the CO2 electroreduction reaction itself because either H+ are 
consumed, or OH– are generated (depending on the pH of the electrolyte) and also due to the 
HER (hydrogen evolution reaction) associated with the reductive water splitting, which is 
superimposed on the CO2RR.62 A decrease of the proton concentration leads to an increase in 
the local pH and therefore to a decrease in the local CO2 concentration.58, 85 
In general, lower pH electrolytes favor the undesirable HER; therefore, weakly acidic or alkaline 
aqueous electrolytes are preferred for the CO2RR.82 Bicarbonate solutions are one of the most 
frequently applied electrolytes as the bicarbonate anions act as a buffer for the local pH at the 
electrode surface during CO2RR.48 On the other hand, it has been found that highly concentrated 
potassium hydroxide (KOH) solutions suppress the parasitic HER and reduce the activation 
energy barriers for CO2RR. Moreover, OH– anions exhibit excellent ionic conductivity, which 
improves the reaction performance.62, 86-90 
In addition to electrolyte pH and cations and anions effects, it is crucial to consider some aspects 
of the solvents, such as their conductivity, electrochemical stability (potential window), viscosity, 
cost, ease of handling, storage, and safety and mainly their solubility for the reactant (CO2).48, 91 
One of the disadvantages of using water as a solvent of the electrolyte for CO2RR is the low 
solubility of CO2 in water: 33 mM at 25 °C and ambient pressure.40  
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Organic solvents have been used as electrolytes for CO2RR as they have a broader potential 
window for electrolysis and a higher solubility for CO2 than water. For example, acetonitrile (AN), 
dimethylformamide (DMF), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), and methanol have a solubility for CO2 of 
314, 194, 131, and 151 mM, respectively.62, 91, 92  
Room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) are organic salts that consist of ionic species in the liquid 
state at room temperature. They represent another alternative for CO2RR electrolytes, exhibiting 
high CO2 solubility, thermal stability, a broad potential window, high ionic conductivity, and low 
vapor pressure.93 Furthermore, some RTILs can form a complex with the intermediates during 
CO2RR, thus lowering the energy barrier of the reaction. In other words, they act as a co-catalyst 
for CO2RR, lowering the required overpotential.48, 58 
Although organic solvents electrolytes offer another alternative as electrolytes for CO2RR, they 
have some disadvantages, as their high cost, volatility, flammability, and possible toxicity have 
narrowed their use. At the same time, RTILs are also expensive, and their viscosity is high, which 
limits the CO2 diffusion and their current densities, and those aspects have limited their direct 
application in the CO2RR.48, 62  
 
1.3.4 Mass transport in CO2RR 
Previously, it was pointed out that the total reaction rate or current density of the CO2RR 
depends on charge transfer and mass transport. The aspects related to the first process were 
discussed in the previous section. The important aspects of mass transport will be discussed in 
the following paragraphs.  
Several steps are needed for an electrochemical reaction to happen: 1) mass transfer or 
transport of reactants from the bulk electrolyte to the electrode surface, 2) charge or electron 
transfer to the reactant in the interface of the electrode and electrolyte, 3) mass transfer of the 
products away from the electrode surface into the bulk of the electrolyte.  
The steps for CO2RR are shown in Figure 1.14. First, CO2 is dissolved in the electrolyte, then 
transported and adsorbed on the electrode surface, and then it is reduced. The adsorption of 
CO2 on the electrode surface presumably takes place simultaneously with the first electron 
and/or proton transfer due to the high energy requited to bend the CO2 molecule. 94  
 
Figure 1.14. Schematic representation of CO2RR consisting of an electrode surface region, mass transport layer, 




Mass transport and charge transfer are two consecutive processes, and the slowest step will be 
the rate-determining step. The reaction rate of the CO2RR is usually limited by charge transfer at 
lower applied overpotentials because it is slow, and mass transport limitations can be ignored. 
At high applied overpotentials, charge transfer becomes the faster process and stops influencing 
the overall rate. A further increase of the overpotential will increase the rate of charge transfer, 
but this will not affect the overall rate, which is now limited by mass transport of CO2 to the 
electrode surface. The rate of consumption of the reactants is linearly dependent on the current 
density. Therefore, the reactant concentrations at the cathode decrease with increasing current 
density and can eventually reach a negligible value. The result is a current that is independent of 
potential and referred to as the mass transport limited current density. It represents the 
maximum current density at which the electrochemical reaction can occur.51, 52, 85 
Mass transport to the interphase of the electrode can occur through three independent 
mechanisms: migration, convection, and diffusion. Migration refers to the movement of charged 
particles due to the electrical field. Convective mass transport denotes the bulk movement of a 
fluid, and the driving force is an external energy, like stirring, rotating the electrode, or pumping 
a liquid or gas close to the electrode. Mass transport by diffusion consists of the transport of 
particles due to the local difference in the chemical potential caused by a gradient in 
concentration.37, 51, 52 
The concentration and environment of the reactants and the cell design can influence the mass 
transport in the CO2RR. Before describing those aspects, it is important to consider the following 
reactions to have a better understanding of the processes that affect the CO2RR reaction rate 
under a mass transport regime (especially when CO is the main product of CO2RR): 
 CO2 + 2e¯ + H2O → CO + 2 OH¯ (14) 
 2 H2O + 2 e¯ → H2 + 2 OH¯ (15) 
 CO2 + H2O ⇌ H2CO3 (16) 
 CO2 + OH¯ ⇌ HCO3¯ (17) 
 HCO3¯ + OH¯ ⇌ CO3
2¯ + H2O (18) 
Reactions 14 and 15 represent the reduction of CO2 to CO and HER (from water splitting), 
respectively. Reactions 16–18 exemplify homogeneous reactions. Reaction 16 is 
thermodynamically uphill and kinetically slow. At high current densities (relevant for practical 
application), reactions 17 and 18 play a critical role in carbon-mass balance that must be 
considered.57 
The general trend for FE and PCD in the function of the applied overpotential for an 
electrocatalyst selective for CO (for instance, Ag-based catalysts) in an H-type cell and a gas flow 
cell (with a GDE)1 is shown in Figure 1.15, where three regimes are observed: I, II and III.  
The regime I of CO2RR performed in an H-type cell occurs at low overpotential and is 
characterized by low activity for CO2 reduction and HER. The CO faradaic efficiency (FE(CO) or 
                                                          
1 H-type cell and gas-flow cell are electrochemical devices to carry out the CO2RR and will be described in 
further detail in Section 1.3.4.1. 
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FECO) starts to increase with the onset of CO production while HER activity remains low. As the 
PCDCO is low, mass transport and Reactions 16 and 17 do not affect CO production. When a high 
overpotential is applied, regime II is reached, the FECO rises, and a maximum value is reached 
(with some catalysts, this value can reach almost 100%); however, the PCDCO is still too low for 
practical applications. Regime III occurs at higher overpotentials, and its main feature is a 
decrease in FECO due to mass transport limitations caused by the low solubility and slow diffusion 
of CO2 in aqueous solutions. Moreover, in this regime, the homogeneous reactions become 
relevant because as the PCDCO and PCDH2 increase (Reactions 14 and 15), more OH
– is produced 
at the electrode surface (leading to a higher local pH), and OH– reacts with CO2 to generate 
bicarbonate ions (Reaction 17) that decrease the CO2 concentration near the electrode surface. 
Additionally, the production of bicarbonate enhances HER because this is a viable substrate for 
the reaction. In other words, high-rate CO2RR results in substantial CO2 consumption via a local 
pH effect (high local pH).95 
 
Figure 1.15. Faradaic efficiencies and partial current densities for CO2RR and HER in an H-cell and a gas-flow 
cell. Adapted from Reference 95. 
An option to circumvent the mass transport limitations of CO2RR in aqueous electrolytes implies 
using gas-flow cells equipped with GDEs, where CO2 is fed in a gaseous phase. In a gas-flow cell, 
CO2 is continuously and rapidly delivered in the GDE, which prevents the gaseous porous 
agglomeration and blocking of the catalyst surface and, in the process, facilitates the adsorption 
of incoming CO2.96-98 
Figure 1.15 also shows the FECO and PCDCO when a GDE in a flow cell is used. As seen with this 
configuration, higher FECO is attained with higher PCD in regime III due to increased mass 
transport, reaching what is needed for industrial applications.95 Highly basic electrolytes have 
been shown to increase FECO and decrease HER in flow cells. However, at high current densities, 
CO2 is rapidly consumed by OH– to produce bicarbonate and carbonate (Reactions 17 and 18), 
limiting the conversion efficiency of CO2.57 For that reason, it is also necessary to address the loss 
of CO2 to bicarbonate and carbonate (analysis of the mass balance of carbon) in flow cells, as CO2 





1.3.4.1 CO2RR cell designs 
Several CO2RR reactor concepts have been proposed through the last decades. In general, they 
work when either a constant electric current or an electric potential difference is applied in 
either galvanostatic or potentiostatic mode, respectively.101 When the electrolytic cell is working 
in a potentiostatic mode, a third electrode is necessary, a reference electrode or RE (with a 
known electrode potential value) that allows measuring the electric potential difference applied 
on the working electrode (WE) and simultaneously the electric current between the WE and CE 
is measured.102 Additionally, the surface of the CE should be at least ten times larger than the 
surface of the WE.103 As the mass transport in CO2RR is affected by the cell design, the main 
features of the different kinds of CO2RR cell designs found in the literature are described in the 
following paragraphs. 
 
1.3.4.1.1 H-type cell 
More than 95% of CO2RR studies have been performed in an electrolytic cell called an H-type 
cell.94, 104 As shown in Figure 1.16, the H-type cell consists of two compartments: one for the 
cathode or WE (negative electrode) where the CO2RR takes place and another for the anode or 
CE (positive electrode) where an oxidation reaction occurs (oxygen evolution in the case of an 
aqueous electrolyte being used) both immersed in the electrolyte and separated by a membrane 
(cation or anion exchange membrane).  
The WE and RE are held by air-tight caps and located in the cathode compartment. An ion-
exchange membrane (usually a Nafion membrane, a cation exchange membrane) separates it 
from the anode compartment. The function of the membrane is to prevent an undesired cross-
over of reduction products from the catholyte to the anolyte, followed by their re-oxidation on 
the anode. This type of cell receives its name because it shows a typical “H” form.  
During the electrolysis experiments, CO2 is dissolved and continuously purged through the 
catholyte (with a flow rate of 10–20 mL min−1, controlled by a flow meter). The CO2 bubbling 
further transports the formed gaseous products from the liquid electrolyte phase into the gas 
chromatograph (GC), where they are analyzed. H-type cells are gas-tight so that the faradaic 
efficiencies of the products can be determined accurately.  
Non-volatile reaction products are detected and quantified directly from the liquid catholyte 
using ion-exchange chromatography, high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), or 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.  
 
Figure 1.16. H-type electrolysis cell. Adapted from Reference 101. 
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H-type cells are commonly used for lab-scale CO2RR experiments because this configuration is 
simple and low cost, and they offer a rapid catalyst and electrolyte screening.105-107 
One of the limitations of H-type cells is the slow diffusional transport and the low CO2 solubility 
in aqueous electrolytes (0.0016 mm2/s and 33 mM, respectively), which limits the CO2RR partial 
current density typically to values below 100 mA cm−2.104, 108  
To bring the CO2RR technology close to industrial-scale implementation and to be economically 
viable, it is necessary to develop systems that reach high current densities (> 200 mA cm−2), with 
operation times longer than 8000 h or one year, and with high selectivity and low 
overpotential.63, 108, 109 Therefore, inspired by the technology of water electrolyzers and proton-
exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) (systems with efficient mass transfer efficiency that 
fulfill high current densities), similar electrolyzers have been designed for the CO2RR application, 
where the reactants and products are continuously circulating to and away from the electrodes, 
and this flow surmount mass transfer limitations.89, 105 These devices are denoted as flow cells108, 
110, gas-flow cells, flow reactors106, 111, 112 or continuous-flow electrolyzers.104 
 
1.3.4.1.2  Gas diffusion electrodes (GDE) 
Most of the flow cell electrolyzers rely on the use of gas diffusion electrodes (GDE), where CO2 
can be fed to the cell in the gas phase.113, 114 A conventional GDE comprises a gas diffusion layer 
(GDL) coated by a catalyst layer (Figure 1.17).98, 106  
A GDL is a hydrophobic, porous, and conductive structure consisting of two layers: a 
macroporous substrate (MPS) and a microporous layer (MPL). The MPS or macroporous layer 
consists of an array of hydrophobic carbon fibers that form a so-called carbon cloth or carbon 
paper. On top of the MPS, a smooth microporous layer is located to improve the water 
management, electrical conductivity (reduce the contact resistance between the catalyst layer 
and the MPS) and provide better structural integrity to the GDE.48, 115 The MPL is a thinner and 
denser layer that contains carbon powder or nanofibers held together by a wet-proof binder 
such as PTFE. 56, 111, 116 
 
Figure 1.17. Schematic diagram of GDE, its components, and typical thickness range for micro and 




The functions of the GDL are to support the catalyst layer mechanically; allow easy diffusion of 
CO2 and products between the gas flow channel and the catalyst layer while providing electric 
conductivity between the current collector, the external circuit and the catalyst layer; and 
separate the electrolyte from the gas channel.98, 117 The catalyst layer is frequently prepared by 
depositing an ink that contains the catalyst, an ionic polymer binder, and sometimes, a carbon 
support on top of the MPL. The binder holds the catalyst particles together and may provide 
ionic conductivity within the catalyst layer. The most common methods to immobilize the 
catalyst layer on the GDL are drop-casting, hand-painting, air-brushing, electrodeposition, 
sputtering, or incorporating a catalyst into the material of the GDL itself.89, 104 
The immobilization of catalysts on the GDL creates a high density of active sites per geometric 
electrode area, promoting an efficient conversion of CO2 to desired products. The GDE with the 
catalyst layer for CO2RR is located over a gas flow channel or field in the flow cell. Additionally, a 
continuous supply of electrolyte and CO2 is needed to ensure that the cell functions in a 
kinetically limited regime rather than in a mass transport-limited regime.108, 109, 111, 118  
Nowadays, three main flow cell architectures have been presented in the literature (Figure 1.18): 
zero-gap membrane reactor, hybrid reactor, and microfluidic reactor. CO2RR takes place on the 
cathode side of every reactor, and an oxygen evolution reaction occurs on the anode side. The 
main feature of those kinds of cells is that the local CO2 concentration is not limited by the CO2 
solubility in an aqueous electrolyte.111 
 
Figure 1.18. Schematic representations of the different types of CO2RR flow cell: a) zero-gap membrane 
reactor, b) hybrid reactor, and c) microfluidic reactor. Adapted from References 106 and 110. 
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1.3.4.1.3 Zero-gap membrane reactor 
The zero-gap membrane reactor, membrane electrode assembly electrolyzer, or gas-phase 
electrolyzer (Figure 1.18a) resemble a proton-exchange membrane water electrolyzer and a 
polymer exchange membrane fuel cell. This electrolyzer comprises a cathode GDE and an anode 
(that can also be a GDE) separated by a solid polymer electrolyte (ion-exchange membrane, IEM) 
to form a membrane electrode assembly (MEA) that is fit in between two flow plates or gas flow 
channels, where gaseous reactants and products flow in and out of the reactor. This 
configuration leaves no space between the membrane and the catalysts on the electrode; the 
cathode is directly pressed against the ion exchange membrane leading to a zero-gap 
configuration. The proximity of the electrodes decreases the cell resistance. The membrane 
transports ionic species and circumvents the crossover of CO2 and electrochemical products 
between the electrodes.105  
Because there is no liquid electrolyte present in the zero-gap gas-flow cell, the CO2 gas inlet 
stream must be humidified, or the water required for CO2RR should be provided by using an 
aqueous anolyte; this would also keep the membrane hydrated during operation. The 
elimination of the aqueous catholyte reduces the risk of GDE flooding and catalyst poisoning 
from impurities in the catholyte (which can potentially deactivate the catalyst), thereby 
improving the system’s stability.89  
One drawback of the zero-gap electrolyzers is that the generated liquid products from CO2RR can 
accumulate in the GDE and obstruct CO2 diffusion to the active catalyst sites.  
Due to the configuration of this reactor, it is hard to place a reference electrode in the cathode 
compartment. Hence, CO2RR is carried out by controlling current or cell voltage, and this makes 
the study of the CO2RR process difficult to separate from the corresponding anodic process.106  
The ion-exchange membrane is a critical component in the performance of a gas-phase 
electrolyzer because it allows the transport of ions to produce either acidic or basic conditions at 
the electrodes. Three main classes of membranes are used in CO2 flow reactors. They are 
classified by the type of ion they conduct: anion exchange membranes (AEMs) transport anions 
from a basic cathode to the anode, cation exchange membranes (CEMs) mediate cations 
transport from an acidic anode to the cathode, and bipolar membranes (BPMs) enable the 
dissociation of H2O under an applied potential and transport H+ to the cathode and OH– to the 
anode.  
In the absence of a catholyte, the type of membrane provides the local environment, and 
therefore it enormously affects the CO2RR. Hence, the selection of the membrane is based on 
the target products and the reaction environment.111 
The majority of CO2RR studies in gas-phase electrolyzer have been performed using CEMs, but 
over operational time, the acidification of the cathode side (caused by the transport of H+ from 
the anode to the cathode) accelerates HER at the expense of CO2RR, especially at high current 
densities. The use of a buffer layer between the catalyst and the membrane could circumvent 




Currently, AEMs are receiving more attention because they can be used efficiently in both 
neutral and alkaline media, which work best for CO2RR. When AEMs are used instead of CEMs, 
humidification of the CO2 gas stream is very important because water dissociation provides the 
protons for CO2RR. Usually, there is less HER in AEM reactors because of lower proton 
availability at the catalyst surface. Another advantage of working in an alkaline environment is 
that non-precious metals can be used as a catalyst for the oxygen evolution reaction. 
BPMs are formed when an AEM and a CEM are laminated. Recently they have been applied for 
CO2RR electrolyzers because the dissociation of water at the interface of the CEM-AEM interface 
under applied potential keeps a constant pH at both sides of the reactor as protons migrate 
towards the cathode and OH– ions move to the anode. This enables the operation of cathode 
and anode at different pH, which means that in the anode alkaline environment, inexpensive 
catalyst materials can be used as a catalyst for oxygen evolution instead of rare earth metal 
catalysts.119 However, the H+ migrating to the cathode side lowers the pH and affects the CO2RR 
selectivity. 111, 117 Consequently, BPMs require a buffer layer, such as a solid-supported aqueous 
NaHCO3 or KHCO3 layer, on the surface of the catalyst to be efficient for CO2RR.120  
 
1.3.4.1.4 Hybrid reactor 
The hybrid reactor or liquid-phase electrolyzer design consists of three flow channels, one for 
the CO2 gas, one for the catholyte and one for the anolyte, as is shown in Figure 1.18b. A GDE 
separates the catholyte and CO2 channel; the catalyst layer of the GDE faces the electrolyte, 
while CO2 is continuously delivered to the catalyst through the backside of the GDE. The gaseous 
products are diffused back to the CO2 gas phase while the liquid products enter the liquid 
electrolyte. In this type of electrolyzer, it is possible to place a reference electrode in the 
catholyte compartment next to the cathode to study and control the cathode’s potential.104 The 
catholyte and anolyte streams are separated by an IEM and are continuously circulated via a 
peristaltic pump. The membrane prevents the CO2RR products from reaching the anode (where 
they are oxidized), and it also restricts evolved oxygen to be reduced back to water in the 
cathode.  
The choice of the IEM depends on the products of interest and the pH of the used electrolytes. 
This configuration allows for precise control and optimization of the reaction environment to 
achieve high CO2 conversion efficiency.106  
The use of alkaline electrolytes (high KOH concentration) in liquid-phase electrolyzers results in 
reduced overpotentials and higher selectivity for CO on Ag catalysts121-124 and also slows the 
kinetics of water reduction. Strongly adsorbed OH– blocks hydrogen evolution sites on the 
catalyst.125 Moreover, the high ionic conductivity of the hydroxide electrolytes (KOH and NaOH) 
compared to that of the pH neutral electrolytes (KHCO3) reduces ohmic losses and increases the 
overall energy efficiency of the system.117 
The presence of an electrolyte can promote impurity depositions on the catalyst and the 
potential penetration of electrolyte in the GDE, also called flooding or perspiration,126, 127 which 
is a common source of instability that reduces CO2 diffusion to the catalyst and decreases the 
performance in the system. The presence of electrolytes can also increase ohmic resistance 
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through bubble production. CO2 reacts with alkaline electrolytes, leading to bicarbonate and 
carbonate formation, which reduce electrolyte conductivity because of their lower mobilities. 
Additionally, the formation of bicarbonate and carbonate modifies electrolyte pH and salt 
precipitation blocks GDE and membrane pores, hindering the CO2RR.48, 118  
 
1.3.4.1.5 Microfluidic reactor 
The microfluidic reactor resembles a hybrid reactor without membrane, but instead, a thin (< 1 
mm) electrolyte flow field channel separates the electrodes, CO2 is supplied from the gaseous 
channel to the catalyst layer on a GDE, while oxygen is released directly into the air on the anode 
side. See Figure 1.18c.  
The crossover of reactants and products is controlled by laminar flow conditions. Also, the 
electrolyte flow can be adjusted to control operation conditions, including pH and water 
management. A reference electrode can be placed in the outlet of the electrolyte, which allows 
the measurements of electrode potentials.105  
This kind of design was first proposed by Kenis et al. for formate production,128 and later it was 
also used to produce CO.90, 129 In particular, an AEM was inserted in between the electrolyte flow 
field channel, to separate the catholyte and anolyte chamber, when a mixture of liquid and 
gaseous products was generated (ethanol and ethylene),130, 131 this resembled an architecture 
like the hybrid reactor. 
Microfluidic reactors are appropriate to work with strong alkaline electrolytes. However, the 
scale-up is challenging due to the pressure of the microfluidic architecture, which limits their 
potential industrialization.106 
 
1.3.5 Economically viable products: CO and HCOO– and their importance 
From the economic point of view, it is crucial to identify which products from CO2RR are 
economically viable to generate. Durst et al.34 estimated the production costs of different CO2RR 
products, compared them with the current processes used to generate them and determined 
that CO and HCOO–/HCOOH are the most promising and profitable target products for CO2RR. 
However, it is known that the global market for HCOO–/HCOOH is much smaller than the one for 
CO.34 This hypothesis was further confirmed by other analyses performed by Verma et al.,132 
Kibria et al.,89 and Jouny et al.133 In Table 4, we can see that the generation of CO employing 
CO2RR costs from 0.27–0.54 $ kg−1, which is below the current market price of 0.65 $ kg−1. 
Additionally, the global market for CO is extremely large (210000 Mt y−1). 
CO production by means of CO2RR is promising because it is utilized as a precursor for several 
industrial processes. For example, when combined with H2 (denoted as synthesis gas or syngas), 
liquid fuels can be produced via the Fischer–Tropsch synthesis.64, 100 CO is also used to produce 
methanol, the Monsanto/Cativa acetic acid synthesis, and the hydroformylation of olefins to 
aldehydes and alcohols.97, 134 To further note the importance of CO produced electrochemically, 
it is worth mentioning that in 2018, Siemens and Evonik launched the Rheticus project, which 




process (Evonik) to produce alcohols such as butanol and hexanol as intermediates for the 
production of specialty plastics or food supplements.30, 116, 135 On the other hand, silver-based 
materials have been identified as some of the best electrocatalysts toward CO formation due to 
their excellent selectivity and activity in the CO2RR process.121, 124, 136-138 
The production of HCOO–/HCOOH from CO2RR appears to be also promising as the production 
price is 2–4 times cheaper than the current market price, see Table 1.4. Formic acid is used as a 
preservative and an antibacterial agent in animal feeds, and its demand keeps rising in 
pharmaceutical and biotechnological synthesis and paper and pulp production.139 It can also be 
used as chemical fuel for direct formic acid (or formate) fuel cells and hydrogen storage.140  
Table 1.4. Current and estimated costs of production of several CO2RR products34 














Steam reforming, partial oxidation of methane 
or gasification of coal 
2–4 65 4 
CH4 Methanogenesis or hydrogenation of CO2 < 0.08 2400 2–4 
C2H4 Pyrolysis or vapocracking 0.8–105 141 1.6–3.2 




Hydrolysis from methyl formate and formamide 
or by-product of acetic acid production 
0.8–1.2 0.8 0.17–0.34 
CH3OH From natural gas, coal biomass, waste 0.4–0.6 100 0.70–1.4 
 
1.4 Thesis outline 
The electrochemical conversion of CO2 to value-added chemicals by using the surplus of 
renewable electric power is considered a promising approach to mitigate anthropogenic CO2 
emissions, which at the same time offers a solution for the storage of excess renewable energy. 
Among the various products of the CO2RR, carbon monoxide is particularly valuable due to its 
high demand in the chemical industry as a platform chemical for the large-scale production of 
long-chain hydrocarbons and alcohols via the Fischer–Tropsch synthesis, and silver is well known 
as a promising catalyst material for CO production. 
Two methods are used to fabricate silver-based electrocatalysts in our research group: a classical 
colloidal synthesis approach and electrodeposition. The object of study of this PhD project are 
two different types of silver-based nanomaterials with different morphologies (prepared 
through the first-mentioned method) applied as electrocatalysts for the CO2RR: silver nanowires 
and silver nanocubes, Ag NWs and Ag NCs, respectively.  
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The main goal of this PhD thesis consists of achieving the transition of CO2RR catalyst screening 
from H-type cells to gas-flow cells. For this purpose, a methodology was designed to test 
electrocatalysts under controlled mass transport conditions using a novel gas/liquid flow setup. 
As a first step, the selectivity, activity, and stability of these catalysts were studied in a classical 
H-type cell. A systematic study determined that the removal of capping agents (employed in the 
synthesis process of nanomaterials) is essential to observe the “real” performance of Ag NWs 
and NCs towards CO formation. Scanning electron microscopy analysis (SEM) was used to 
identify that corrosion (appearance of smaller nanoparticles) is observed after the CO2RR 
process when Ag NCs are used as electrocatalysts. On the other hand, identical location SEM (IL-
SEM) is a technique that shows some limitations when used to characterize the morphological 
changes of surfactant-capped Ag nanoparticles after CO2RR. 
Due to the low solubility and diffusion of CO2 in aqueous electrolytes under ambient conditions, 
which impose severe CO2 mass transport limitations, the classical half-cell measurements carried 
out in aqueous environments using Ag NWs and NCs as electrocatalysts were extended to a zero-
gap gas flow cell, where CO2RR current densities are realized that are more relevant for future 
industrial applications.  
Remarkably, it was observed that when changing the environment of the reaction to neutral or 
to basic (by using two electrolytes with different pH) with Ag NCs as electrocatalyst, the activity 
and product distribution of the CO2RR vary. Furthermore, bicarbonate and carbonate 
precipitation, loss of hydrophobicity and flooding of the electrode during CO2RR were the main 
reasons for failure when high current densities were reached (more than 300 mA/cm2). The 
changes in the morphology of the electrocatalysts when performing experiments in the zero-gap 
electrolyzer were monitored by SEM and IL-SEM. Similar observations obtained from the 
experiments carried out in H-type cell were detected with the last technique. 
The strategy followed in carrying out the CO2RR catalyst testing in the Interfacial 
Electrochemistry Group is presented in the following scheme, Figure 1.19, where the main 






Figure 1.19. Outline of the strategy developed for CO2RR catalyst testing for CO production in the Interfacial 
Electrochemistry Group. Green bullets show the topics related to this PhD project and its main achievements. 
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2. Results and discussion 
Carbon monoxide is one of the most promising and profitable products from CO2RR (Section 
1.3.5), and silver-based catalysts show excellent catalytic properties towards CO formation 
(Section 1.3.3.3–1.3.3.4). The results of this PhD thesis encompass diverse investigations about 
CO2RR using silver nanomaterials with two different morphologies as electrocatalysts: Ag NWs 
and Ag NCs. The former can form networks, and the latter are distributed as single particles or 
clusters with more than one particle on the electrode surface. 
The main findings will be presented in two sections, according to the device employed to test 
their catalytic properties. In the first section, the results of experiments performed in an H-type 
cell are presented, emphasizing the main findings of those experiments in two subsections: the 
development of an electrochemical method to remove organic capping agents (surfactants) from 
silver nanoparticles and the limitations of IL-SEM as a method to monitor the morphological 
changes of silver nanomaterial-based electrocatalysts.  
The second section will show the results of experiments performed under mass-transport- 
controlled conditions. Ag NCs and NWs were tested for CO2RR using a zero-gap flow cell setup.  
Further details of this section can be found in the peer-reviewed publications listed in Chapter 5 
of this thesis, and the respective numbers of those publications are indicated through the text. 
 
1.5 CO2RR using Ag nanomaterials as catalysts in an H-type cell 
1.5.1 Electrochemical looping as an effective method for surfactant removal  
Surfactants or capping agents are commonly used in colloidal electrocatalyst synthesis because 
they control the size distribution and shape of the resulting nanoparticles and prevent them 
from agglomeration during and after the synthesis. However, the presence of surfactants on the 
nanoparticle surface after the synthesis is highly detrimental for their application as 
electrocatalysts because the capping agents sterically block the access of reactants to the active 
catalyst sites during the electrocatalyzed reaction of interest. Several methods, such as thermal 
annealing, chemical washing, or electrochemical treatments, have been established to remove 
surfactants from the surface of the electrocatalyst.  
An electrochemical method was applied in this study to remove surfactants from Ag-NWs 
produced via polyvinylpirrolydone (PVP)-assisted polyol synthesis. The Ag-NWs mean thickness 
was approximately 162 nm with a length range from ca. one to several µm, see Figure 2.1. This 
method, called electrochemical looping (ec-l), uses the CO2RR itself to achieve the desired 
catalyst deprotection in an H-type cell configuration. This method consists of applying a forward 
run of a defined sequence of potentiostatic electrolysis experiments in a stepwise manner from 
a less cathodic potential (Estart) to a more cathodic potential (Evertex). The electrolysis loop is 
closed through the corresponding backward run of electrolysis experiments from the Evertex and 
ends at the initial starting potential (Estart = Eend). 




Figure 2.1. a-b) SEM images of the Ag-NWs drop cast on a glassy carbon (GC) support electrode. Readapted 
with permission from ACS Catal 2020, 10, 15, 8503–8514. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society. 
In a single catalyst approach (the use of one electrode to carry out all the ec-l steps), an 
electrolysis time of 40 min and an Estart and E vertex of −0.6 V and −1.3V vs. RHE, respectively, in 
CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3, were the conditions that provide better results in terms of product 
distribution, where a profound hysteresis in the forward and corresponding backward run of the 
ec-l was observed. See Figure 2.2a. In the forward run, it is possible to see that the FECO is lower 
than in the backward run, and an anti-correlated effect is observed for H2, where the backward 
run presents lower FE than the forward run. CO efficiencies of > 80% were achieved in the 
corresponding backward scan; this means that an efficient catalyst activation towards CO 
formation was achieved by the ec-l. 
 
Figure 2.2. a) Hysteresis effects appearing in the forward and backward runs of the electrochemical looping 
experiments (40 min duration at each potential) carried out over Ag-NW catalysts in CO2-saturated 0.5 MKHCO3 
(single catalyst approach), the total cathodic charge transferred during the “electrochemical looping” is 
indicated. b) CO2RR product distribution of 1 h duration electrolysis experiments comparing the as-prepared 
Ag-NW catalysts and those pretreated by electrochemical looping. c) Steady-state total current densities of the 
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electrolysis experiments correspond to the data in panel b. Readapted with permission from ACS Catal 2020, 
10, 15, 8503–8514. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society. 
A multicatalyst approach was applied to check the “real” product distribution (after the 
surfactant removal) when using Ag-NWs as the catalyst for CO2RR, which means that several 
electrodes were treated with the ec-l and were further used for each applied potential. The 
results are shown in Figure 2.2b. The FE of the as-prepared Ag NWs catalyst is also plotted for 
comparison. It is evident that due to the efficient surfactant removal, FECO ~100% were obtained 
in the potential range between −0.9 and −1.0 V vs. RHE. Moreover, the observed total current 
densities are slightly higher after the ec-l than with the as-prepared electrodes; see Figure 2.2c. 
This catalyst deprotection protocol was transferred to a carbon-supported Ag-NWs catalyst 
system and it was demonstrated that the ec-l also works when the NWs are embedded into a 
technical carbon matrix. An improvement of FECO values in the corresponding backward run of 
the electrochemical looping was observed. 
In addition, X-ray photoelectron (XPS) analysis was used to confirm that the PVP (and its 
removal) is the main origin of the observed hysteresis effects in the product distribution. A more 
detailed description of these findings is provided in Publication 1. 
To deepen our research and bring it closer to the conditions applied in flow cell electrolyzers, Ag 
NCs embedded in a carbon support matrix on a porous gas diffusion layer (consisting of a MPS 
and a MPL, Section 1.3.4.1.2) were subjected to ec-l. The results are shown in Figure 2.3. As in 
the case of Ag NWs, higher CO selectivity in the backward run is observed, and even at lower 
applied cathodic potentials, ~85% FECO is reached in the potential range between −0.7 and −0.85 
vs. RHE. In contrast to what was observed in the ec-l of the Ag-NWs, the CO PCDs (and therefore 
charges) are not the same in the forward and backward scans. This might indicate that besides 
the PVP removal from the Ag NCs, other changes are taking place.  
A post-ec-l SEM analysis of the electrodes was carried out and showed the appearance of smaller 
nanoparticles around the Ag NCs (Figure 2.4). This might explain that higher partial current 
densities are reached in the backward scan (Figure 2.3b) because a larger catalyst surface is 
available. Further details of these studies are shown in Publication 2. 
 
Figure 2.3. Potentiostatic electrolyses were carried out using PVP-coated Ag NCs drop cast on a GDE, used as 
electrocatalysts of CO2RR in a CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3 solution. a) Faradaic efficiencies and b) partial 
current densities of CO (green) and H2 (red) are shown as a function of the IR-drop corrected electrode 
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potential. Data (dots) were recorded by gas chromatography; trends (curves) were created by spline 
interpolation. Arrows show the direction of the potential excursion.  
 
Figure 2.4. Ag NCs drop cast on a GDE, observed before and after applying the electrochemical treatment 
shown in Figure 2.3. Panels a) and c) show the secondary electron, b) and d) the back-scattered electron 
images of the NCs. The arrows point to smaller Ag particles formed by the degradation of the NCs during the 
potential-induced activation. 
 
1.5.2 Identical location scanning electron microscopy (IL-SEM) as a method to 
characterize Ag nanomaterial based electrocatalysts for CO2RR 
IL-SEM is a prominent method to study catalyst degradation in the field of CO2RR, mainly 
because it is a non-destructive method. IL-SEM analysis consists of imaging identical sample 
positions of the electrode before and after it is subjected to an electrochemical reaction.141, 142 A 
catalyst is presumed to be stable if it does not present structural changes after long periods of 
electrolysis, which makes it to be considered as a potential candidate for up-scaled experiments. 
However, special attention must be paid when surfactant capped nanoparticles are used as 
electrocatalyst for CO2RR experiments. 
Ag NCs are synthesized using PVP as a capping agent because PVP is strongly bound to the (100) 
facets of Ag, which facilitates the formation of nanocubes. A systematic IL-SEM study on the 
morphological changes of PVP functionalized Ag nanocubes (like those described in the previous 
section with a side length of about 100 nm) under CO2RR conditions was carried out. A glassy 
carbon electrode was used as support of the Ag NCs (with and without carbon support) to better 
observe the changes on the nanocubes.  
The IL-SEM micrographs in Figure 2.5a-b show that after the CO2RR experiments at −1.0 V vs. 
RHE, no significant changes are observed. However, when a random spot was imaged, a 
significant number of smaller nanoparticles were observed. Therefore, it is clear that during the 
pre-electrolysis scan, the electron beam of the SEM induces changes on the catalyst surface (the 
formation of a carbonaceous layer most probably made of by the remnant PVP capping agent 
used in the synthesis procedure), which might become partially deactivated for the catalyzed 
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process. Consequently, after the CO2RR, the pre-scanned area of the sample may show little or 
no changes at all. In the meantime, the Ag NCs that were not affected by the pre-electrolysis 
SEM scanning preserve their activity and show the effects of degradation, Figure 2.5c. 
 
Figure 2.5. Secondary electron - SEM investigation of the degradation of non-supported Ag NCs used as 
catalysts of CO2RR. The same spot of the WE surface is shown before a) and right after b) the electrode was 
used for a 20-hour electrolysis of a CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3 solution at −1.0 V vs. RHE. A different spot of 
the same sample is shown after electrolysis in c). 
IL-SEM turned out to be unsuitable for the characterization of colloidal catalyst because the 
remaining surfactants on the Ag NCs (from the synthesis method) suffer alterations with the 
SEM beam, leading to the formation of a shell that hides the changes of the catalyst after the 
CO2RR reaction. The passive carbonaceous layer on the Ag NCs formed after the SEM scanning is 
better observed when the sample is exposed to longer times under the beam of the SEM and 
when the images are recorded with higher acceleration voltages, Figure 2.6.  
Special attention must be paid when nanoparticles with surface-adsorbed capping agents are 
used as an electrocatalyst for CO2RR because, as was shown before, the pre-electrolysis scanning 
can contaminate (and subsequently disable) the catalyst sample in a way that the post-
electrolysis scan would unrepresentative show no degradation. Accordingly, it is very important 
to consider that the non-destructiveness of IL-SEM cannot be granted for all types of catalysts. A 
more detailed description of these observations is given in Publication 3. 
 
Figure 2.6. SEM images of Ag NCs after electron beam irradiation was carried out for 10 min. a) Secondary 
electron SEM image taken at 1.5 kV acceleration voltage. b) Secondary electron SEM image obtained at 20 kV. 
 
1.6 CO2RR using Ag nanomaterials as catalysts in a zero-gap flow cell 
1.6.1 Ag nanocubes 
Among the various types of CO2 electrolyzers under development, zero-gap flow cells seem to be 
one of the best options because they present reduced ohmic losses and attenuate complications 
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that arise from poor membrane hydration and electrode flooding at high current densities. 
However, their long-term operation (needed for the commercial deployment of these 
technologies) has not been achieved. One reason may be related to the deterioration of the 
catalyst material, but unfortunately, this issue has been insufficiently studied. Motivated by this, 
morphologically tailored Ag nanomaterial, Ag nanocubes (Ag NCs) assembled in a GDE (Ag NCs – 
GDE), were chosen to establish correlations between structure, environment, electrocatalytic 
performance, and degradation mechanism under highly alkaline conditions.  
The catalyst activity, selectivity, and the evolution over time of the electrochemical performance 
and the nanostructure of the Ag NCs (Figure 2.7a-b) were studied in a zero-gap flow cell143-148 
resembling the one shown in Figure 2.7c-d. It is important to mention that this cell was initially 
designed to benchmark oxygen reduction reaction electrocatalysts under realistic mass transport 
conditions. Similar to a real fuel cell, in this setup, the gaseous reactant is guided to the catalyst 
layer through a GDL, avoiding mass transport limitations. The catalyst layer is not in contact with 
any liquid electrolyte. Instead, a membrane electrolyte separates the working electrode 
compartment from an electrochemical cell housing the liquid electrolyte, the CE, and the RE. 
Thus, a realistic condition for the WE environment is combined with the advantages offered by a 
three-electrode setup. Through some modifications, it was possible to employ this flow cell 
setup for CO2RR experiments. 
The two main products when using Ag NCs as electrocatalyst and 2 M KOH as anolyte were CO 
and H2. Their FE and PCD are shown in Figure 2.8a-b. As seen in these figures, the system 
exhibits a remarkable and competitive CO2 to CO conversion with a FECO ~85% and a PCDCO ~625 
mA cm−2. Two regimes were identified with the temporal system stability (in terms of FE and PCD 
values). From −1.5 V to −1.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl, the CO2RR process improved or remained stable over 
time, reaching PCDCOs >300 mA cm−2 and FECO ~85% (Figure 2.8c,e). However, at more cathodic 
potentials, the selectivity and activity towards CO increased, but after ~30 min, there was an 




Figure 2.7. SEM images showing an Ag NC on the surface of an Ag NCs – GDE: a) image acquired with BSD 
detector and b) image acquired with InLens detector. c) Depiction and assembly of the zero-gap flow cell used 
in this work for the CO2RR. d) Cross-sectional view of the assembled cell with RE and CE immersed in the 
anolyte compartment. Reprinted with permission from ACS Catal. 2020, 10, 21, 13096–13108. Copyright 2020 
American Chemical Society. 





Figure 2.8. Potential-dependent FEs a) and PCDs b) of the gaseous products obtained from CO2RR on the gas-
fed Ag NCs – GDEs 10 min after beginning CO2 electrolysis. Time evolution of the FECO at c) mild (−1.5 V > E > 
−1.8 V) and d) high applied potentials (−1.83 V > E > −2.1 V). Corresponding time evolution of the PCDCO at mild 
e) and high f) applied potentials. All experiments were carried out using 2 M KOH in the anolyte compartment. 
The solid lines in all panels are visual guides to show the trends. The experimental error was accounted for 
using ±5% error bars. Reprinted with permission from ACS Catal. 2020, 10, 21, 13096–13108. Copyright 2020 
American Chemical Society. 
IL-SEM was employed to characterize the morphological changes of the Ag NCs before and after 
the CO2RR experiments; see Figure 2.9a-d. Independently of the applied overpotential, no 
detachment of the Ag NCs was observed. Effects similar to those observed with Ag-NCs in an 
aqueous environment (H-type cell) with glassy carbon as support were detected; see Figure 2.5a-
b. The nanocubes are also deactivated after the pre-electrolysis SEM imaging when they are 
supported on a GDL. EDX mapping of the Ag NCs after the CO2RR, shown in Figure 2.9e-f, further 
confirms no changes on the Ag NCs after the electrochemical process. 





Figure 2.9. Representative IL−SEM images of Ag NCs – GDEs cathode surfaces before and after having 
conducted dedicated gas-fed CO2RR experiments at −2.07 V for 32 min (1600 C cm−2) captured using both BSD 
and InLens SE detectors. e-f) Elemental EDX mappings showing the spatial distribution of C (dark blue) and Ag 
(yellow) corresponding to the same sample location of c-d. CO2RR experiments were carried out using 2 M KOH 
in the anolyte compartment. Readapted with permission from ACS Catal. 2020, 10, 21, 13096–13108. Copyright 
2020 American Chemical Society. 
Accordingly, the morphological changes of the Ag NCs were analyzed using post-electrolysis SEM 
and EDX mapping investigations. At low and mild applied overpotentials, no significant changes 
in the morphology of the Ag NCs were observed. However, at harsher cathodic conditions, the 
catalyst corrosion leads to the appearance of smaller Ag nanoparticles close to the Ag NCs 
(Figure 2.10).  
 
Figure 2.10. a-b) Representative SEM images of Ag NCs – GDEs cathode surfaces after conducting dedicated 
gas-fed CO2RR experiments at −2.07 V for 32 min (1600 C cm−2) captured using both BSD and InLens SE 
detectors. c-d) Elemental EDX mappings showing the spatial distribution of C (dark blue) and Ag (yellow), red 
arrows identify Ag nanoparticles formed upon cathodic corrosion of the Ag NCs catalyst. CO2RR experiments 
were carried out using 2 M KOH in the anolyte compartment. Readapted with permission from ACS Catal. 2020, 
10, 21, 13096–13108. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society. 
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Complementary experiments were performed using a neutral environment (2 M KHCO3) to 
determine whether the highly alkaline conditions were responsible for those changes. Results 
similar to those obtained from the more alkaline electrolyte were observed, except that with a 
less alkaline electrolyte, lower PCDCOs were reached. This outcome would suggest that the 
system’s failure could be attributed more to other factors, for example, electrode flooding (due 
to the degradation of the hydrophobic PTFE coating of the MPL) and salt precipitation on the 
GDE (confirmed using changes in the contact angle images for water droplets on the as-prepared 
Ag NCs – GDEs and after CO2RR and by EDX-analysis), than to the catalyst morphological 
degradation. Reactions (17) and (18) indicate that the neutralization of CO2 by OH– leads to the 
formation of bicarbonate and carbonate salts that form the precipitate observed on the Ag – 
GDE after the CO2RR.  
Figure 2.11a presents optical images showing the typical appearance of the employed Ag NCs – 
GDEs at different experimental stages (as-received GDE, as prepared Ag NCs – GDE and Ag NCs – 
GDE after having sustained CO2RR at −2.07 V for 32 min (1600 C cm−2). The EDX spectra and 
mapping displayed in Figure 2.11b-c further support that potassium carbonate and bicarbonate 
precipitation on the catalyst-modified GDE surface and its periphery takes place under these 
drastic cathodic conditions. 
 
Figure 2.11. a) Representative optical micrographs of GDEs at different experimental stages. The white circle in 
the central part of the as-prepared Ag NCs – GDE shows the catalyst-modified area of the GDE that is in direct 
contact with the anion exchange membrane. The Ag NCs – GDE on the right was subjected to gas-fed CO2RR at 
−2.07 V for 32 min (1600 C cm−2) with 2 M KOH in the anolyte compartment. b) EDX spectra acquired on 
indicated locations along the sample surface of the Ag NCs – GDE after having been subjected to CO2 
electrolysis. c) EDX mapping of the flooded border region showing O and K intensities in green and magenta, 
respectively. Reprinted with permission from ACS Catal. 2020, 10, 21, 13096–13108. Copyright 2020 American 
Chemical Society. 
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Interesting results were observed regarding the spectrum of the products yielded in different 
kinds of electrolyzers. In the zero-gap flow cell, formate was detected post-electrolysis by ion-
exchange chromatography over a large potential window when 2 M KOH and KHCO3 were used 
as electrolytes; see Figure 2.12. Specifically, with the most alkaline electrolyte, a FEHCOO¯ of 
~20.1% and a PCDHCOO¯ of ~148 mA cm−2 at −1.87 V vs. Ag/AgCl were quantified. A FEHCOO¯ of 
~12.6% and a PCDHCOO¯ of ~72.7 mA at −2.14 V vs. Ag/AgCl were obtained with the weakly 
alkaline electrolyte. However, when the H-cell was used, formate was only detected at the 
highest applied overpotential with a FEHCOO¯ and PCDHCOO¯ of ~2.6% and 7.5 mA cm−2, 
respectively. This result highlights that the acquired knowledge from experiments performed in 
H-type cells cannot be translated directly to more practical approaches (gas-flow cells) because 
the reaction environment plays an essential role in the product distribution of the CO2RR.  
As stated by some other recent works,96, 149 CO2RR investigations must be carried out using 
technical approaches that allow reaching conditions close to those needed for industrial 
applications. Further details of this research can be found in Publication 4. 
 
Figure 2.12. Potential dependence of a) FEHCOO-  and b) PCDHCOO-  on the gas-fed Ag NCs – GDEs after 60 min 
CO2RR in highly (green) and weakly alkaline (yellow) anolytes, obtained by post-electrolysis ion 
chromatography analysis. The solid lines in all panels are visual guides to show the trends. The experimental 
error was accounted for using ± 5% error bars. Reprinted with permission from ACS Catal. 2020, 10, 21, 13096–
13108. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society. 
 
1.6.2 Ag nanowires 
The approach used to study the Ag NCs under controlled CO2 mass transport conditions was 
extended to study other silver nanomaterials with a different shape, Ag nanowires (Ag NWs). 
Carbon monoxide and hydrogen were the only products detected by online gas chromatography 
(GC), and formate was detected post-electrolysis by ion-exchange chromatography. The FE and 
PCD of the products detected when using Ag NWs as a catalyst material for CO2RR are shown in 
Figure 2.13. 
The FE vs. applied overpotential can be subdivided into three regimes. H2 is the main product at 
potentials > −1.55 V vs. Ag/Cl with FE values not lower than 40%, while the FECO does not exceed 
35%. In the second regime, from −1.55 to −1.9 V vs. Ag/AgCl, the FEH2  starts to decrease, and the 
CO selectivity reaches a maximum of ~70% at −1.75 V vs. Ag/AgCl. Formate appears as a by-
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product at potentials of <−1.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl and reaches a maximum of ~25% at −1.9 V vs. 
Ag/AgCl. In the third characteristic regime, the parasitic HER becomes dominant at potentials 
<−1.9 V vs. Ag/AgCl, and the FECO decays abruptly at the two most cathodic overpotentials.  
 
Figure 2.13. a) Product distribution of the CO2RR carried out in the gas-fed flow cell using Ag NW-based 
electrocatalysts (85% wt.% Ag NW and 15% wt.% of C) at different applied potentials (2 M KOH electrolyte); 
each value for FECO and FEH2  is the average from six measurements taken every 10 min for a total of 1 h of 
electrolysis. The error bars indicate the standard deviation; b) corresponding partial current densities (PCDs). 
The corresponding PCDs at different applied overpotentials are displayed in Figure 2.13b. It is 
seen that by using GDE, a PCDCO of ~130 mA cm−2 with a FECO of 70% was determined at ~−1.78 V 
vs. Ag/AgCl. Pre-screening experiments on the same catalyst, carried out in an H-cell 
arrangement, resulted in higher selectivity for CO, reaching more than 95% of FE. However, the 
corresponding PCDCO did not reach more than ~16 mA cm−2 at ~−1.73 V vs. Ag/AgCl. CO2RR 
current densities can be achieved by using gas diffusion electrodes that are ~1 order of 
magnitude higher than the ones typically observed in classical half-cell electrolysis 
measurements carried out in unstirred aqueous electrolytes. 
The stability of the Ag NWs was analyzed employing IL-SEM and post-electrolysis SEM analysis 
after the CO2RR at −1.88 V vs. Ag/AgCl (after 133 min, with an applied charge of 2,453C cm–2), 
and neither severe morphological changes nor particle detachment were observed; see Figure 
2.14. More specific information about these results is shown in Publication 5. 
 
 
Figure 2.14. IL-SEM analysis of the Ag NW before (a) and after (b) performing the CO2 electrolysis at −1.88 V vs. 
Ag/AgCl for 133 min (total charge density applied = 2,453C cm–2). 
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3. Concluding remarks and future directions 
The work presented in this PhD thesis was motivated by the urge to transfer the CO2RR 
electrocatalyst screening from H-type cells where there are mass transport limitations due to 
low solubility and diffusivity of CO2 in aqueous electrolytes to systems without those problems 
and where technical current densities can be reached. A successful method of overcoming CO2 
mass transport limitation during CO2RR was proposed to tackle this situation. This method 
consists of using a zero-gap flow cell as a fast approach to investigate the electrocatalytic 
properties of silver nanomaterials under technical conditions. Two silver nanomaterials, 
nanocubes and nanowires, were identified as excellent catalysts for the electrochemical 
reduction of CO2 in terms of selectivity and activity for CO production.  
Especially, the system formed by the Ag NCs as electrocatalyst in the zero-gap flow cell exhibited 
remarkable CO2 to CO conversion figures in terms of FE and PCD (FECO ~ 85% and PCDCO ~ 625 
mA cm−2). Through a systematic study, it was possible to deconvolute the catalyst structural 
stability from the system performance stability. The system remains stable over time at mild 
applied potentials. The system stability fails at large cathodic potentials because of flooding of 
the electrode and salt precipitation rather than by catalyst degradation.  
In addition, IL-SEM is a very useful technique to study the degradation of electrocatalysts upon 
CO2RR; however, it should be used carefully when capped nanomaterials are used as an 
electrocatalyst because pre-electrolysis exposure to the electron beam can modify the catalyst 
surface and hide the actual catalyst changes after the electrochemical reaction. 
The presence of surfactants on the electrocatalyst surface negatively affects the CO2RR. 
Consequently, electrochemical looping was introduced as a surfactant removal method, which 
allowed us to observe the authentic response of unprotected Ag nanowires. This methodology 
was efficiently transferred to carbon-supported Ag nanowires and nanocubes and used with 
different electrode material supports. 
CO2RR performed in gas-flow cell reactors is one of the best options to bring CO2RR closer to 
realistic operation conditions; however, many challenges must still be addressed.  
First of all, it has been demonstrated that the catalyst knowledge acquired in H-type cells cannot 
be immediately transferred to gas-flow cells; even though some electrocatalysts have been 
identified as a scalable option through experiments with H-type cells, their performance must be 
verified in flow cells before scaling because the product distribution changes with different 
reaction environment.  
The election of the gas-flow cell design and operation conditions has to be made according to 
the electrocatalyst and the different products that can be generated. Additionally, it is vital to 
investigate the interrelation of all the reactor components and operation parameters to achieve 
not just excellent selectivities and activities towards a specific product but also to maintain the 
system operation for long periods.  
Flooding, loss of hydrophobicity and salt precipitation on the gas diffusion electrodes are 
common problems that hinder the system’s stability. One possible solution is developing new 
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gas diffusion electrodes and a better understanding through more advanced techniques like 
focused ion beam or X-ray tomography. Another solution may involve developing models that 
could explain and describe the effects happening there during and after the CO2RR.  
The anode-side reaction must also be studied because it plays a significant role when the energy 
efficiencies are calculated.  
Because CO2 reacts as a reactant and buffer in aqueous systems, it is fundamental to study the 
carbon balance in both the cathode and anode compartments of the reactor. 
Last but not least, mass transport is the main factor determining the amount of product that can 
be produced in a specific reactor per unit of time. Hence, once an excellent electrocatalyst has 
been identified, electrolyzers with high rates of mass transport must be designed to take full 
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ABSTRACT: Colloidal electrocatalysts are commonly synthesized using organic capping agents (surfactants), which control the
size distribution and shape of the resulting nano-objects and prevent them from agglomerating during and after synthesis. However,
the presence of a surfactant shell on the catalyst is detrimental, as the resulting performance of the electrocatalyst depends crucially
on the ability of reactants to access active surface sites. Techniques for postsynthesis deprotection are therefore mandatory for
removing the capping agents from the otherwise blocked reactions sites without compromising the structural integrity of the
nanocatalysts. Herein, we present silver nanowires (Ag-NWs)produced via PVP-assisted polyol synthesis (PVP,
polyvinylpyrrolidone)as effective catalysts for the electrochemical CO2 reduction reaction (ec-CO2RR), which reach Faradaic
efficiencies close to 100% for CO formation after deprotection by a so-called “electrochemical looping” (ec-l) pretreatment.
Electrochemical looping refers to a sequence of potentiostatic CO2 electrolysis experiments that exhibit well-defined starting (Estart),
vertex (Evertex), and end (Eend) potentials. The resulting product distribution undergoes a profound hysteresis in the forward and
corresponding backward run of the electrochemical looping experiment, thus pointing to an effective deprotection of the catalyst as
made evident by postelectrolysis XPS inspection. These results can be considered as a prime example demonstrating the importance
of the catalyst’s “history” for the resulting ec-CO2RR performance. These transient (non-steady-state) effects are crucial in particular
for the initial stage of the CO2 electrolysis reaction and for catalyst screening approaches carried out on the time scale of hours.
KEYWORDS: CO2 reduction reaction, silver nanowires, surfactant removal, catalyst deprotection, electrochemical looping
■ INTRODUCTION
The conversion of environmentally harmful carbon dioxide
(CO2) into value-added products is one of the major
intersectoral challenges that we currently face.1 In this context,
electrochemical approaches of CO2 valorization deserve
particular attention as they can utilize the “green” electric
powergenerated by renewables such as solar or wind
energyas energy input for the highly endergonic process of
CO2 electrolysis, thereby rendering the overall process more
sustainable.2−4 One of the main target products of the
electrochemical CO2 reduction reaction (hereafter referred to
as ec-CO2RR) is carbon monoxide (CO), which is currently
produced on an industrial scale via the “Boudouard” reaction
and reaches a yearly production volume of approximately
210 000 Mt.5 CO is considered to be a valuable intermediate
(current market price: ≈0.65 $ kg−1)5 and has the potential to
be used as a reactant on a large scale (e.g., in the Fischer−
Tropsch synthesis of aliphatic hydrocarbons [synthetic fuels] or
alcohols).6 Cost estimates suggest that the electrochemical
coelectrolysis of water/CO2 might indeed become competitive
with more well-established routes of CO production.5 The
electrochemical production of CO via the coelectrolysis of
water/CO2 can be considered to be a versatile “synthesis
module”, which also can be coupled to other process units for
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the production of valuable end products. A promising
alternative to interlinking this process to the heterogeneous
gas-phase Fischer−Tropsch reaction has recently been
proposed by the Siemens/Evonik consortium1,7 and couples
the ec-CO2RR (CO production; Siemens) to a biotechnological
fermentation process (Evonik), thereby yielding fine chemicals
such as butanol and hexanol as key intermediates for the
production of specialty plastics.7 The first test plant is expected
to become operative in 20211 and thus demonstrates the
enormous efforts that are currently underway to bring the ec-
CO2RR process from the lab to the market.
1
Catalysts are essential for ec-CO2RR, as they direct the
electrolytic reaction toward the desired target product (e.g.,
CO). The pioneering work by Hori et al.8−10 identified silver
(Ag) as one of best (electro)catalysts, in addition to Au and Zn,
which yielded CO with Faradaic efficiencies (FEs) that reached
81.5% (E = −1.14 V vs NHE).8 In these early studies, catalyst
screening was mainly based on the use of polycrystalline
electrode materials as active catalysts (e.g., metal foils).
However, substantial progress has been made during the last
two decades in the development of tailored nanomaterials with
an improved surface-to-volume ratio and well-defined shapes,
the latter being important for the rational design of active
surface sites.11,12 In future, these nanomaterials have the
potential to be used in gas diffusion electrodes (GDEs) as a key
component of advanced gas-flow electrolyzer systems.7,13−16
From a technical point of view, it is mandatory to use a gas-flow
approach to reach the current densities that are targeted by
industry (100 to 1000 mA cm−2) to cover the capital and
operating costs of these systems.13,17,18 Typically, these
nanomaterials are produced via colloidal synthesis, which also
allows the process to be easily scaled up and which is
considered to be a key perquisite for any industrial application.
A wide range of particle morphologies can be obtained using
this colloidal approach, ranging from spheres,19 cubic shapes,20
and triangular platelets (confined 2-D systems)21 to 1-D nano-
objects such as rods19 and wires.22−26 To rationally design these
nano-objects, a multiparameter space needs to be considered,
which includes but is not limited to (i) the reaction
temperature, (ii) the convective transport of reactants (e.g.,
stirring speed), (iii) the ratio of reactants (e.g., metal ion
precursor, reducing agent, etc.), (iv) reaction times, and (v) the
injection speed of chemicals.27−29 However, the most
important aspect to consider is the action of the so-called
surfactants and capping agents.19,25,30 Their presence in the
reaction medium crucially affects the nucleation and growth
kinetics of the nano-objects and could even cause crystal growth
to be anisotropic, which is required for the synthesis of metallic
nanowires (NWs).31 The physical origin of this anisotropic
growth behavior is the preferential surfactant adsorption on
certain surface facets (e.g., [100] textured), which reduces their
growth rate relative to surfaces with different surface
orientations (e.g., [111]).30,32−35 In this sense, the role of the
surfactants is a result of the steric blocking of surface sites that
are active for the (e-less) metal deposition by selectively
limiting the access of precursor metal ions in the liquid reaction
medium to the emerging surface of the nanocrystals (NCs).36
Note that not only the monomeric11,37 or polymeric (e.g.,
polyvinylpyrrolidone, PVP38) organic surfactants need to be
considered, but also anionic species (e.g., halides) that are
added to the reaction media along with the metal precursors.
These counteranions usually play a crucial role in the initial
nucleation process of the nano-objects (concept of self-seeded
growth25,35) and further tend to chemisorb on the emerging
facets in an advanced stage of NC growth.31
While this facet-specific blocking by adsorbed surfactants is a
mechanistic prerequisite for any anisotropic growth mode, it is
highly detrimental to the desired (electro)catalytic performance
of the nanocatalysts. As capping agents sterically block the
access of reactants to the active catalyst sites during the
electrocatalyzed reaction of interest,37−40 various “soft”
postsynthesis methods have been proposed to deprotect the
“capped” nano-objects without compromising their structural
integrity (e.g., loss of the shape, changes in size distribution, NP
agglomeration, etc.). These deprotection techniques range from
purely physical (e.g., thermal annealing41,42 or exposure to light
of particular wavelength and intensity43,44) to chemical
treatments under nonreactive (e.g., “chemical” washing38) or
reactive conditions (e.g., plasma treatment, the use of oxidizing
or reducing agents, etc.).37,38,44−51 Note that, under extremely
drastic experimental conditions (e.g., thermal treatment at
elevated temperatures), this type of catalyst pretreatment could
lead to the loss of surface texture or to the agglomeration of
nanoparticles.52
Also, electrochemical treatments (anodic or cathodic polar-
ization) have successfully been applied to deprotect colloidal
catalysts.53−56 For example, Oezaslan et al.54 reported on the
efficient removal of a PVP capping shell from Pt nanocubes by
applying an oxidative stressing protocol (electrochemical
cycling up to +0.8 V vs reversible hydrogen electrode [RHE]
in 0.1 M HClO4), whereas the electrochemical deprotection
failed under alkaline conditions. Also, the chemical nature of
the capping agent (PVP versus oleylamine) has been shown to
play a crucial role in the structural integrity of the nanocatalysts
after electrochemical deprotection.54
So far, most studies on catalyst activation have considered
only one single electrocatalytic reaction, (e.g., the oxygen
reduction reaction [ORR],53,54 the oxygen evolution reaction
[OER], or the hydrogen evolution reaction [HER]37 etc.). For
these single reactions, there are straightforward electrochemical
descriptors and measuring approaches available to monitor the
effectiveness of the applied deprotection technique (e.g., via the
electrochemically active surface area [ECSA]), which is probed
either by Faradaic or non-Faradaic processes. Their increase is
directly proportional to the increase in the ECSA and is related
to an overall improvement in the reaction rate.37,40,49,53,54
However, the situation is more complex when considering
the ec-CO2RR owing to the fact that the CO2 electroreduction
is necessarily superimposed on the parasitic HER when carried
out in an aqueous reaction environment, which leads to a less-
than-unity Faradaic efficiency of the ec-CO2RR. Thus, the
presence of the capping agents and the applied deprotection
treatment affect not only the overall reaction rate (current
density normalized to the geometric surface area) but also the
resulting product distribution.
Herein, we present a comprehensive study on an approach to
electrochemical catalyst activation (surfactant removal) that
utilizes the ec-CO2RR itself to achieve the desired catalyst
deprotection. As the catalyst of choice, we applied silver
nanowires (Ag-NWs) that were synthesized by a self-seeding
polyol process using high-molecular-weight PVP as the capping
agent.24,27,32,57,58 The coelectrolysis of water/CO2 that is
performed over Ag catalysts yields only H2 and CO as the
reaction products.8−10,59 In the present study, we sought to
demonstrate that the formed CO acts as an excellent surfactant
removal agent that is capable of deprotecting the Ag-NWs,
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thereby further self-accelerating the ec-CO2RR at the expense of
the parasitic HER and leading to CO efficiencies of nearly
100%. This PVP removal by “cathodic” electrode polarization
complements the “oxidative” approach that was proposed by
Oezaslan et al.54
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Catalyst Synthesis. Ag nanowires (Ag-NWs) were
synthesized in a three-necked flask according to a modified
protocol introduced by Jiu et al. and others.24,27,32,57,58 For this
purpose, 0.2 g of PVP (Mw = 1 300 000 g mol
−1, Sigma-Aldrich;
see Figure 1) was dissolved at room temperature under
magnetic agitation in 25 mL of ethylene glycol (EG, Sigma-
Aldrich, 99.8%). Subsequently, 0.25 g of silver nitrate (AgNO3,
Sigma-Aldrich, ACS reagent, ≥99.8%) was added to the PVP
containing EG, followed by the addition of a solution of 1.95
mg of FeCl3 (Sigma-Aldrich, 97%) predissolved in 2 mL of EG,
which serves as a solvent and reducing agent.24,32,57,58 This
mixture was then stirred for an additional 2 min before the
three-necked flask containing the transparent EG solution was
transferred to a preheated oil bath. This solution was kept at
130 °C for a total of 5 h. During the first hour, the solution was
continuously stirred, while no magnetic agitation was applied
during the last 4 h of the thermal treatment. The resulting Ag-
NW precipitate was separated from the EG solvent by
centrifugation at 4000 rpm for 10 min, followed by three
repetitive washing/centrifugation treatments using a mixture of
Milli-Q water and acetone (Vwater:Vaceton = 2:1), ultimately
yielding 24 mg of the Ag-NW catalyst (denoted “as-
synthesized”). The Ag-NW powder was finally redispersed in
8 mL of isopropanol (BASF SE, assay ≥99.0%).
Electrode Preparation. After 30 min of sonication, 50 μL
of the Ag-NW suspension was drop-cast onto a glassy carbon
support electrode (A = 0.8 cm−2, Alfa Aesar, 2 mm thickness).
For the sake of comparison, Ag-NW catalysts were also
dispersed onto a technical carbon support. For this purpose, 12
mg of the as-prepared Ag-NWs was suspended in 15 mL of
isopropanol, followed by 1 h of sonication. Technical carbon
powder (12 mg, Vulcan XC 72R, Cabot) was dispersed in 15
mL of isopropanol, and this was also followed by 1 h of
sonication. Both suspensions were subsequently mixed and
homogenized by sonicating for 30 min. The resulting
suspension was dried under vacuum conditions and yielded a
carbon-supported (C-supported) Ag-NW catalyst powder. This
powder was redispersed in 4 mL of isopropanol containing 400
μL of Nafion solution (Aldrich, 5 wt % dissolved in a mixture of
lower aliphatic alcohols and water) and subjected to 30 min of
sonication. Subsequently, 50 μL of the resulting ink was drop-
cast onto the glassy carbon support electrode (see the
aforementioned protocol).
Electrode Characterization. The morphologies of the Ag-
NW films (nonsupported, C-supported) that were deposited on
the glassy carbon support electrodes were characterized by
means of scanning electron microscopy (Zeiss Gemini
SEM450). Complementary white-light interferometry (Con-
tourGT profilometer, Bruker) was applied to determine the
thickness and roughness of the Ag-NW films. For the
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging and selective
area electron diffraction, an FEI Titan Themis instrument was
used with an accelerating voltage of 300 kV.
An X-ray photoelectron (XPS) inspection was performed on
a Physical Electronics (PHI) Quantum 2000 scanning ESCA
microprobe system using monochromated Al Kα radiation (hν
= 1486.7 eV). A hemispherical capacitor electron-energy
analyzer, equipped with a channel plate and a position-sensitive
detector, was operated under an electron takeoff angle of 45°.
For the acquisition of the high-resolution Ag3d, Cl2p and N1s
photoemission data, the analyzer was operated with a constant
pass energy mode at 23.5 eV and an energy step width of 0.20
eV. The X-ray beam diameter was around 150 μm. The binding
energy was calibrated using the Cu2p3/2, Ag3d5/2, and Au4f 7/2
emissions at 932.62, 368.21, and 83.96 eV, respectively, to
within ±0.1 eV [see ISO 15472; 2010-05]. Built-in electron and
argon ion neutralizers were applied in order to compensate for
eventual surface charging effects. The base pressure of the XPS
system was below 5 × 10−7 Pa. The XPS spectra were analyzed
using the MultiPak 8.2B software package and were subjected
to a Shirley background subtraction. The atomic concentrations
were determined based on the corrected relative sensitivity
factors that were provided by the manufacturer and normalized
to 100 atom %. The uncertainty was estimated to be ca. 10%.
Electrochemical Experiments. For all electrochemical
experiments, a potentiostat/galvanostat (Metrohm Autolab
302N) was used to control the potential, current density, and
transferred charge. The electrolysis experiments were carried
out using a custom-built, airtight glass-cell (H-type) as
previously described (see Figure S1).60−62 For the iR
compensation, cell resistance was determined by means of
impedance spectroscopy (FRA module, Autolab Nova). Hence,
all potentials provided herein are iR-compensated to ∼85% of
the measured cell resistance.
The three-electrode arrangement used here consisted of a
leakless Ag/AgCl3M electrode (Pine), a bright Pt-foil (15 mm ×
5 mm), and the Ag-NW catalyst film (nonsupported, C-
supported) serving as the reference, counter, and working
electrodes, respectively.
For the sake of comparability, all potentials measured versus
Ag/AgCl3M are referenced herein with respect to the reversible
hydrogen electrode (RHE). The applied potentials (vs Ag/
AgCl3M) were converted to the RHE scale using the following
equation:
E E(V) (V) 0.210 V (0.059 V pH)RHE Ag/AgCl(3M)= + + ×
Note that the anolyte and the catholyte were separated by a
Nafion 117 membrane (Figure S1). This cell design also
prevents the transfer of trace amounts of Pt ions from the
anolyte to the catholyte when using Pt as the material for the
counter electrode (see reference measurements presented in
Figures S2−S5) as made evident by ICP-MS measurements
Figure 1. Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) used as the capping agent for
the Ag-NW synthesis. The pyrrolidone functionality attached to the
linear aliphatic backbone is highlighted purple.
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(NexION 2000 ICP-MS instrument, PerkinElmer). Also note
that no change of the ec-CO2RR product distribution is
observed when exchanging the Pt counter electrode by Ir (see
Figure S5).
Electrolysis experiments were carried out in 0.5 M KHCO3
(ACS grade, Sigma-Aldrich) electrolyte solutions that were
saturated with either Ar (blank) or CO2 gas (99.999%,
Carbagas). The pH of the CO2- and Ar-saturated 0.5 M
KHCO3 was 7.5 and 8.9, respectively.
Technical details of the CO2RR product analysis based on
online gas-chromatography have been previously de-
scribed.60−62 A so-called single-catalyst approach was applied
in order to demonstrate the pronounced hysteresis effects on
the potential-dependent CO2RR product distribution.
63 The
same electrode was used for a defined sequence of
potentiostatic electrolysis experiments, which differed in both
the electrolysis time and the width of the potential window
applied to the catalyst. In a further step a multicatalyst approach
was applied,63 in which a newly prepared (preconditioned)
catalyst was used for each applied electrolysis potential to
demonstrate the performance of the deprotected Ag-NW
catalysts.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structural Characterization. Figure 2 displays top-down
SEM images of the two types of Ag-NW catalysts used in this
study. A three-dimensional network of randomly distributed
and loosely packed Ag-NWs is formed after drop-casting the
Ag-NW suspension on the glassy carbon support electrode
(Figure 2a−c). Complementary white light interferometry
reveals a homogeneous layer of Ag-NWs on the glassy carbon
electrode with a root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and film
thickness of 76 and 885 nm, respectively (Figure S6a−c). On
the nm length scale the network of Ag-NWs shows a more
inhomogeneous appearance. Note that the surface of the glassy
carbon support remains visible in the top-down SEM inspection
(Figure 2c). Therefore, the entirety of the Ag-NW film is, when
exposed to the aqueous environment, likely to be wetted by the
electrolyte down to the glassy carbon electrode. A statistical
analysis of the SEM images reveals that the mean thickness of
the Ag-NWs is approximately 162 nm (inset of Figure 2a),
whereas they range in length from ca. 1 to several microns.
According to the literature,22,64,65 the Ag-NWs exhibit a 5-fold
twinned face-centered cubic (fcc) structure with a preferential
orientation along the (110) crystallographic direction. The
sidewalls of the Ag-NWs consist of five (100) textured facets,
whereas the pentagonal apex of the Ag-NW is (111)
terminated. These hexagonal facets represent the actual growth
front in the Ag-NW synthesis in which the monovalent Ag+
precursor ions are reduced and added to the developing
nanowire. The origin of this highly anisotropic metal growth is
the chemisorption of additives/surfactants (e.g., chloride and
PVP), which is supposed to be weaker on the (111) facets,
thereby rendering them more active for the e-less metal
deposition than the (100) facets.58 The latter experience a
steric blocking by the more strongly chemisorbed surfac-
tants.22,66
One drawback of the Ag-NWmodel catalyst drop-cast on the
glassy carbon support is the potential loss of catalyst material
during extended electrolysis, in particular when the electrolysis
reaction involves massive gas evolution, e.g., by the parasitic
HER that is inevitably superimposed on the CO2RR in an
aqueous environment.43 This loss of catalyst material is a result
of the weak adhesion of the NW layer to the glassy carbon
support electrode and the loose packing of the Ag-NWs inside
the catalyst film. One possible approach to circumventing this
structural degradation is based on the mechanical stabilization
of the NW film. This stabilization can be achieved by the use of
a technical carbon support (e.g., Vulcan) in combination with a
Nafion binder, thereby substantially improving both the
adhesion of the catalyst film to the glassy carbon support and
the cohesion inside the film.67 Figure 2d−f depicts the
corresponding top-down SEM images of the C-supported Ag-
NW catalysts that were drop-cast on the glassy carbon
electrode, demonstrating that individual Ag-NWs were
embedded in the highly porous carbon support. However,
one possible drawback of this approach could be an increase in
the contribution of the porous carbon material to the resulting
product distribution in the form of an increase in the parasitic
HER (see the discussion of Figure 6 below). An alternative
approach to catalyst stabilization, which is based on a so-called
photonic curing, has recently been introduced by Hou et al.43
This treatment induces a local melting and subsequent
solidifying of the NWs at their points of contact. Photonically
Figure 2. (a−c) Top-down SEM images of the Ag-NW film drop-cast on the glassy carbon (GC) support electrode; the inset in panel a shows a
histogram representing the thickness distribution of the Ag-NWs. (d−f) Corresponding SEM images of the C-supported (Vulcan XC 72R) Ag-NWs
drop-cast on the GC support electrode (for details, see the Experimental Section).
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cured freestanding films of metallic nanowires were demon-
strated to resist even massive gas-evolution reactions without
any indication of structural degradation.43
Electrochemical Activation of Ag-NW Catalysts by
Electrochemical Looping. The working hypothesis, which
was to be verified in the following experiments, is that the
surfactants (i.e., chloride and PVP) on the Ag surface of the
deposited nanowires severely affect the product distribution of
ec-CO2RR and undergo substantial alterations over the course
of the performed coelectrolysis reaction. An efficient catalyst
activation that is induced by the electrolysis reaction itself can
be deduced from the pronounced hysteresis characteristics
observed in the potential-dependent product distribution,
which is displayed in Figure 3 as Faradaic efficiency versus
applied potential (FE versus E) plots (Table S1). These
dedicated electrolysis experiments are referred to as “electro-
chemical looping” (ec-l), in which the applied electrolysis
potentials of the individual 40 min long electrolyses were
changed in a stepwise manner from a fixed starting point of Estart
= −0.6 V vs RHE to a variable “lower” vertex potential (Evertex)
that ranged from−0.9 V vs RHE to−1.3 V vs RHE (Figure 3a−
e). The electrolysis loop is closed through the corresponding
backward run of electrolysis experiments and ends at the initial
starting potential (Estart = Eend). The main products of the
electrolysis in the CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3 aqueous
solution are CO (black circles, Figure 3) and H2 (red squares,
Figure 3). The filled and nonfilled circles/squares refer to FE
values, which correspond to the forward and the corresponding
backward runs of the electrochemical looping campaigns. As
long as the lower vertex potential remains larger than or equal
to −0.9 V vs RHE (Figure 3a), only a marginal deviation is
observed in the product distributions of the forward and the
corresponding backward electrolysis runs (see also Figure S7).
However, a minor trend toward increased CO efficiencies
(decreased H2 efficiencies) can be observed in the backward
run. This positive trend of catalyst activation is continued by
further shifting the lower vertex potential to more negative
applied electrolysis potentials (Figure 3b−e). When extending
the potential window of electrolysis to a vertex potential of
Evertex = −1.3 V vs RHE, CO efficiencies of >80% were achieved
in the corresponding backward electrolysis run (Table S1e). In
general, the shape of the product distribution in the FE versus E
plot in Figure 3e displays an anticorrelated change in the FE
values for CO and H2, which exceed the maximum in CO
efficiency (minimum in H2 efficiency) at potentials between
−1.0 and −1.1 V vs RHE (forward run). Interestingly, a more
extended plateau of approximately 300 mV develops in the
corresponding backward run in the potential range from −1.1 V
to −0.8 V vs RHE, ultimately reaching CO efficiencies of >80%.
The FECO and FEH2 values were the most substantially
impacted by electrochemical looping at medium and low
overpotentials (>−1.1 V vs RHE), whereas only minor
differences were observed in the forward and backward runs
for applied electrolysis potentials of < −1.2 V vs RHE (Figure
3e). In Figure 3e, the differences in potentials between the
backward and the respective forward runs were ΔFECO =
+10.3% at −1.0 V vs RHE, ΔFECO = +32.2% at −0.9 V vs RHE,
ΔFECO = +60.0% at −0.8 V vs RHE, ΔFECO = +71.4% at −0.7
V vs RHE, and ΔFECO = +62.3% at −0.6 V vs RHE (see also
Figure S7).
The absence of any substantial improvement in the FECO
values at the lowest applied electrolysis potentials (<−1.2 V vs
Figure 3. (a−e) Hysteresis effects appearing in the forward and backward runs of the electrochemical looping experiments (40 min duration at each
potential) carried out over Ag-NW catalysts (see Figure 2a−c) in CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3 (single catalyst approach); the total cathodic charges
transferred during the “electrochemical looping” are indicated. (f) Graph showing the total integrated charge corresponding to the electrolysis
experiments shown in panel e.
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RHE) can be rationalized by the onset of CO2 mass transfer
limitations, where the CO2 concentration in the diffusion
boundary layer is expected to drop down to zero as a result of
increased CO2RR rates (partial current densities). Therefore,
the continuous activation of the catalyst material under CO2
mass transport conditions does not lead to a further shift in the
product distribution toward CO. The characteristics of
pronounced hysteresis that can be seen at medium and low
overpotentials (Figure 3a−e, Figure S7) are clearly indicative of
the “activation” of the Ag-NW catalyst toward CO formation,
which is mediated by the applied electrochemical looping. This
is demonstrated in the first experiment, as the coelectrolysis of
water/CO2 resulted in the desired deprotection (chemical
cleaning) of the catalyst surface. It can be hypothesized that
changes in the composition of the surface are responsible for
the observed changes in the potential-dependent product
distribution (see discussion on the XPS analysis below). A first
control experiment proving that the improved FE values
(Figure 3) indeed originate from an effective removal of the
surfactants from the catalyst surface during the ec-l treatment is
shown in Figure S8. It compares the CO efficiencies of a Ag-
NW catalyst before and after the ec-l treatment with the ones of
a Ag-foil (GoodFellow, 99.95%, 0.25 mm thickness) which
serves as a model system for a surfactant-free Ag catalyst. As
expected, the CO efficiencies do not change by the ec-l
treatment in the case of the Ag-foil catalyst. Further, we exclude
severe structural or morphological changes of the Ag-NW
catalyst in the course of the ec-l treatment as origin of the
observed catalyst activation (see combined SEM and TEM
analysis in Figure S9). It should be noted that, based on our
experimental results, it cannot be concluded on which active
sites of the Ag-NWs the HER and the ec-CO2RR take place.
Both experimental and theoretical studies on Ag single crystals
strongly suggest, however, that defects, in particular steps and
kink sites, are substantially more active toward CO formation
than the planar (100) and (111) facets.10,68
One important aspect of this activation effect, discussed
herein, is displayed in Figure 3f. In principle, the total
(integrated) charge that is transferred at each electrolysis
potentialderived from the respective j versus t (40 min)
plotsexponentially increases with the applied overpotential
(Table S2a). However, when comparing the forward and
backward runs, it becomes obvious that the total transferred
charge for a given electrolysis potential does not substantially
change during electrochemical looping. This implies that only
the product distribution (ratio of FECO and FEH2 values) is
altered by this treatment, whereas the total current density
normalized to the geometric surface area (total transferred
charge) remains unaffected. This is an important distinction
between the current study and previous studies on catalyst
activation processes in which only a single electrocatalytic
reaction needs to be considered (e.g., ORR,40,49,55 OER,49 or
HER37) and where increased reaction rates directly correlate
with an increase of the electrochemically active surface area
(ECSA).53,54
In order to elaborate on which experimental factors
contribute to the observed change in the product distribution
(e.g., nature of the formed CO2RR reaction product, applied
vertex potential [Evertex], current density [j], electrolysis time,
total transferred charge [Q], etc.), an extra electrochemical
looping experiment was carried out in an Ar-saturated (CO2-
free) 0.5 M KHCO3 electrolyte (pH = 8.9) while applying the
full range of electrolysis potentials (Evertex = −1.3 V vs RHE).
This approach excludes CO as a reaction product and
exclusively produces H2 during electrolysis. Note that
bicarbonate can be neglected as a reactant when Ag is used
as the catalyst.63 Figure 4a compares the total transferred
charges of the chemical looping experiments carried out in the
Ar- and the CO2-saturated electrolyte (Table S2a). The most
obvious difference is in the total amount of transferred charges,
which is substantially higher for the CO2-free case in which the
HER is the only electrolytic reaction. These results suggest that
the HER is not effectively hindered by the presence of the
surfactants (chloride and PVP). Note that the expected
exponential increase in the total transferred charge passes into
a plateau regime at applied potentials that are more negative
than −1.1 V vs RHE (Figure 4a). This particular feature
originates from the partial blocking of the electrode surface by
hydrogen bubbles, which appear at elevated current densities
(surface area change under massive gas evolution; see Figure
S10).
It becomes obvious from Figure 4a that the total transferred
charges are substantially lower when CO is formed as one of the
reaction products. This is likely owing to a high surface
concentration of formed and temporarily adsorbed *CO (the
asterisk represents an adsorption state), which therefore
effectively sterically blocks those surface sites on the Ag-NW
Figure 4. (a) Integrated cathodic charges of potentiostatic electrolysis
reactions carried out in Ar- and CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3
electrolytes (electrochemical looping). (b) Time-resolved FECO values
derived from electrolysis reactions carried out at −0.9 V vs RHE after
applying various activation protocols (for details, see the text).
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that are active toward the competing HER. It is clear that the
chemisorbed *CO acts as an efficient “suppressor” with regard
to the HER.63 The binding strength of *CO to the Ag catalyst is
generally considered to be relatively low (i.e., in comparison to
Cu),69−71 thereby rationalizing the easy release of the formed
*CO from the catalyst surface into the electrolyte phase (Figure
5). However, the *CO binding to the Ag-NW surface seems
sufficiently high to remove surfactants from the surface during
the water/CO2 coelectrolysis reaction, which can be considered
to be the origin of the profound hysteresis effects observed in
the FE vs E plots (Figure 3). It can be hypothesized that the
observed Ag-NW deprotection is based on the “chemisorptive
displacement” of the surfactants by the *CO. The temporary
presence of chemisorbed *CO on the Ag-catalyst surface has
been previously demonstrated by operando vibrational (IR or
Raman) spectroscopy.72−74 The massive gas evolution (by H2
and CO)which is in agreement with the water/CO2
coelectrolysis at high current densities (Figure S10)can be
considered to be an additional beneficial effect and facilitates
the convectional transport of the released PVP from the catalyst
surface into the bulk of the electrolyte phase. This process
therefore prevents the readsorption of the PVP on the catalyst
surface. Possible surfactant readsorption phenomena have been
identified by Oezaslan et al.54 as one possible drawback of the
oxidative approach to PVP removal.
The chemical nature of the electrolysis product (H2 or CO)
that is formed during the electrochemical looping clearly plays a
vital role in the deprotection of the desired catalyst. This effect
can be denoted as surfactant removal by “chemical” cleaning.
This has been demonstrated by additional experiments for CO2
electrolysis, which were performed at a constant electrolysis
potential of E = −0.9 V vs RHE using Ag-NW catalysts that had
been subjected to a full chemical looping pretreatment (Evertex =
−1.3 V vs RHE) in either the CO2-saturated or the CO2-free
(Ar-saturated) electrolyte. Figure 4b illustrates the time-
dependent evolution of the FECO values of the electrolyses
that were carried out in the CO2-saturated electrolyte following
the ec-l treatments.
For the purpose of comparison, the resulting FECO values of
the as-prepared samples are also provided. It is clear that
maximal CO efficiency (close to 100%) is most rapidly attained
when preconditioning in the CO2-saturated electrolyte, whereas
the one subjected to the chemical looping in the Ar-saturated
electrolyte demonstrates only marginally improved CO
efficiencies. This finding is striking, as substantially higher
charges were transferred, and higher current densities were
applied during chemical looping in the Ar-saturated electrolyte
(Qtot = 895.9 C, jmax = −85.6 mA cm−2 at E = −1.3 V vs RHE,
see Table S2a) in comparison to the CO2-saturated electrolyte
(Qtot = 115.3 C, jmax = −15.1 mA cm−2 at E = −1.3 V vs RHE).
The total charge is obviously not the key parameter for the
activation of the catalyst. Furthermore, the massive gas
evolution alone does not seem to be sufficient for the
deprotection of the Ag-NW catalyst (see also Figure S11).
As the total transferred charges were different in both
electrochemical looping treatments (Ar- and CO2-saturated
electrolytes, Figure 4a) it is hard to compare them directly. We
therefore applied two addition pretreatment techniques on the
Ag-NW catalystsbased on galvanostatic electrolyses at j = −3
mA cm−2in both CO2-saturated and CO2-free electrolytes. In
these cases, the total transferred charge was normalized to Qtot
= 115.3 C, which allowed for a direct comparison to the
electrochemical looping experiment performed in the CO2-
containing electrolyte (Figure 4a). The corresponding FECO
data for the subsequent CO2 electrolysis reactions at −0.9 V vs
RHE are included in the plot in Figure 4b. Again, pretreatment
in the CO2-free electrolyte yields poor FECO values in the actual
CO2 electrolysis experiment. Interestingly, the electrochemical
looping in the CO2-saturated electrolyte is superior to the
galvanostatic pretreatment at j = −3 mA cm−2 that was carried
out in the same electrolyte. Obviously, the applied electrolysis
potential and the electrolysis time are important factors for the
efficiency of surfactant removal (see also Figures S12 and S13,
and discussion of the XPS data below). It can be assumed that,
due to the increased CO partial current densities, the CO
surface coverage is higher at lower vertex potentials thus also
rationalizing the observed potential dependence of the
hysteresis characteristics (Figure 3).
An extra electrolysis experiment was carried out using C-
supported Ag-NWs as the catalyst in order to demonstrate that
the electrochemical looping works when the NWs are
embedded into a technical carbon matrix. The result of this
ec-l experiment exhibits the desired trend of improved FECO
values in the corresponding backward run of the electro-
chemical looping (Figure 6), in which values of FECO = 90.7%
and FECO = 93.4% at E = −1.0 V and −0.9 V vs RHE were
achieved. However, the HER is still dominating the product
distribution at lower applied overpotentials in contrast to the
nonsupported Ag-NWs (see Figure 3e). This observation can
be rationalized by an effect that is mediated by the high surface
area of the C-support, which is active toward the HER but not
toward the CO2RR. The increased FEH2 values at the lowest
overpotentials (Figure 6) are therefore the result of a surface
Figure 5. Reaction pathway of CO2 conversion into CO on Ag
catalysts; the strong suppressing action of the chemisorbed CO with
regard to the HER is highlighted.
Figure 6. Activation of C-supported Ag-NW catalysts (see Figure 2d−
f).
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area effect of the component in the catalyst film, which is
selective toward the HER (Vulcan and glassy carbon support
electrode, see Figure S6d−f).
As the extended electrochemical looping (Evertex = −1.3 V)
was identified as the most effective pretreatment for the
deprotection of the catalyst, a full set of additional electrolysis
experiments were performed using a single catalyst approach63
in which newly prepared and preconditioned catalyst (see
Figures 2a−c and 3e) were used for 1 h long electrolysis
experiments and applied potential. This approach guaranteed
identical starting conditions for CO2 electrolysis and minimized
time-dependent changes on the selectivity of the CO2RR
products. Figure 7a represents the “true” potential-dependent
product distribution of the Ag-NW catalyst after the successful
deprotection of the Ag-NWs. For comparison purposes, the
corresponding 1 h lasting ec-CO2RR experiments of the as-
prepared Ag-NW catalysts are also provided. CO efficiencies of
∼100% are obtained after the ec-l preconditioning (Evertex =
−1.3 V vs RHE) in the potential range between −1.0 and −1.1
V. These efficiencies are competitive in comparison to
previously published data.20,21,63,75 Table S6 provides a
comprehensive overview of the relevant benchmark studies
that have used Ag as the ec-CO2RR catalyst material, while
Figure 7b demonstrates again that only the product selectivity is
changed by the ec-l treatment, and not the overall reaction rate.
The total (steady-state) current densities remain largely
unaffected by electrochemical looping.
XPS Analysis. Our analysis of the ec-CO2RR product
distribution (Figures 3 and 7a) clearly demonstrates an
activation of the Ag-NW catalyst by the chemical looping but
lacks deeper mechanistic insights into the chemical origin of the
observed improved CO selectivity. Therefore, complementary
XPS experiments were performed to provide information on
the compositional changes of the catalyst surface. Figure 8a−c
depicts spectra of the Ag3d, Cl2p, and N1s photoemissions that
are representative of the as-prepared Ag-NW catalyst prior to its
deprotection. These results demonstrate that both chloride and
PVP are present on the surface of the as-prepared Ag-NWs, as
indicated in the schematics of Figure 9. The performed
electrolysis experiments clearly show that the HER does not
effectively contribute to the deprotection of the desired catalyst
(Figure 4b).
Figure 8d,e displays the integrated intensities of the N1s and
Cl2p emissions normalized to the one of the respective Ag3d
emissions. These data can be used to assess the effectiveness of
the surfactant removal depending on the particular pretreat-
ment protocol that is applied. Note that the (ICl2p:IAg3d) ratios
are generally lower than the corresponding (IN1s:IAg3d) values,
irrespective of the applied pretreatment. One possible reason
for this observation is that a layered structure of the surfactant
shell was covering the Ag-NWs. Chloride is likely to be
chemisorbed and would therefore be in direct contact with the
Ag-NW surface.
These halide anions are considered to play a crucial role in
the initial nucleation stage of Ag-NW formation (self-seeding
via AgCl nuclei).32 Furthermore, the (100) textured sidewalls of
the Ag-NWs in particular exhibit a strong tendency toward
specific chloride adsorption, which can result in a maximum
(saturation) surface coverage of Θ = 0.5 ML (normalized to the
number of surface atoms on the [100] surface) when a
Ag(100)-c(2 × 2)-Cl surface ad-layer is formed.76−78 The high-
molecular-mass PVP polymer (Mw = 1 300 000 g mol
−1)
presumably constitutes the outermost shell of the as deposited
Ag-NW. A “coiling” of the linear PVP around the Ag-NW is
discussed in the literature, where the pyrrolidone acts as the
anchor group of the polymer backbone to free metallic sites on
the surface (Ag−O or Ag−N coordination).32 Considering the
high molecular mass of the PVP, it is likely that hydrophobic
effects lead to an enhanced PVP agglomeration on the Ag-NWs
beyond monolayer coverages. This layered configuration of
surfactants, as depicted in Figure 9 (left panel), could also
contribute to the reduced intensity observed in the Cl2p
emission of the chloride that accumulated at the “buried”
interface.
The electrochemical activation treatments applied to the Ag-
NW catalysts exhibit strong variations in the PVP removal
efficiency. The treatments in which H2 was the exclusive
electrolysis product (protocols 2 and 3 in Figure 8d) were less
effective, while those using postsynthesis deprotection
approaches involving the formation of CO (protocol 4 and 5
in Figure 8d) were more effective. The optimal PVP removal
characteristics that were observed for the electrochemical
looping approach (Evertex = −1.3 V vs RHE) are in full
agreement with our electrolysis data (Figures 4b and 7a). The
XPS results also confirm that the PVP (and its removal) is the
main origin for the observed hysteresis effects in the product
distribution (Figure 3).
Interestingly, all pretreatments that were applied herein led
to the near-complete removal of the chemisorbed chloride
(Figure 8e). The origin of the chloride removal is the potential-
dependent electrostatic repulsion of the chloride anions at the
negatively polarized electrode surface.
Figure 7. (a) ec-CO2RR product distribution of 1 h lasting electrolysis
experiments comparing the as prepared Ag-NW catalysts and those
pretreated by an electrochemical looping (Evertex = −1.3 V vs RHE, see
Figure 3e). (b) Steady-state total current densities of the electrolysis
experiments which correspond to the data in panel a.
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From these observations it can safely be concluded that it is
the remaining PVP that disturbs the ec-CO2RR rather than the
chemisorbed chloride. Our analyses were further comple-
mented by an extra XPS inspection of the catalyst films
subjected to the systematic electrochemical looping experi-
ments presented in Figure 3a−d. The results of this analysis are
depicted in Figure 8f,g and clearly demonstrate that the vertex
potential Evertex and the width of the potential window that were
applied to the catalysts in the electrochemical looping are
necessary for the effectiveness of the surfactant removal. The
Figure 8. (a−c) Representative XPS spectra of the Ag3d, Cl2p, and N1s emissions derived from the Ag-NW catalyst on the GC support electrode
(see Figure 2a−c). (d, e) Integrated intensities of the N1s and Cl2p emissions normalized to the corresponding integrated intensity of the Ag 3d
emission; the digits on the x-axis indicate the respective catalyst activation protocols. 1, as prepared; 2, galvanostatic electrolysis in Ar-saturated
(CO2-free) 0.5 M KHCO3 solution at j =−3 mA cm−2, the total transferred charge wasQ = 115.3 C; 3, electrochemical looping (ec-l) in Ar-saturated
0.5 M KHCO3 solution, the vertex potential was Evertex = −1.3 V vs RHE, the total transferred charge was Q = 895.9 C; 4, galvanostatic electrolysis in
CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3 solution at j = −3 mA cm−2, the total transferred charge was Q = 115.3 C; 5, electrochemical looping (ec-l) in CO2-
saturated 0.5 M KHCO3 solution, the vertex potential was Evertex = −1.3 V vs RHE, the total transferred charge was Q = 115.3 C (the activation
conditions correspond to those in Figure 2b). (f, g) Integrated intensities of the N1s and Cl2p emissions normalized to the corresponding integrated
intensity of the Ag3d emission measured after the electrochemical looping (ec-l) treatment; the respective vertex potentials are indicated on the x-
axis (the activation conditions correspond to those in Figure 3).
Figure 9. Schematics demonstrating the PVP and Cl terminated Ag surface which is still active for the HER (left panel) and the Ag surface which is
activated upon CO production through PVP and Cl removal (right panel).
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surface concentration of adsorbed chloride could be reduced to
the minimum possible quantity when vertex potentials of Evertex
= −1.1 V vs RHE were applied, whereas the PVP surface
coverage continued to decrease to an applied vertex potential of
Evertex = −1.3 V vs RHE. Our XPS results are also in full
agreement with the working hypothesis made on the basis of
the electrolysis data presented in Figure 3 and confirm that
compositional changes at the catalyst surface are the origin of
the hysteresis features observed in the electrochemical analysis
(see also Figure S15). Complementary 1H NMR measurements
suggest that the PVP is removed structurally intact from the Ag
surface. There are no PVP degradation products observed in
the electrolyte after the electrolysis.
■ CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Here, we demonstrate that the presence of surfactants (e.g.,
chloride and in particular PVP) on the surface of the colloidal
silver catalyst negatively impacts the ec-CO2RR selectivity and
instead favors the HER in electrolysis reactions carried out in
CO2-saturated aqueous 0.5 M bicarbonate electrolytes.
The present work clearly demonstrates the importance of
complete surfactant removal for the catalyst performance
evaluation which might otherwise be superimposed by
“transient artifacts”, in particular in the initial stage of
electrolysis (time scale of hours).
Electrochemical loopinga sequence of potentiostatic
electrolysis experiments with defined starting, vertex, and
ending potentialshas been demonstrated to be highly
effective in the deprotection of catalysts, provided that CO is
formed as the main electrolysis product. The chemical nature of
the reaction product formed during electrolysis is found to be
vital to the effectiveness of the activation of the catalysts via
surfactant removal. An extended potential window in the
electrochemical looping pretreatment, spanning from Estart =
−0.6 V vs RHE to Evertex = −1.3 V vs RHE, yields substantially
improved CO efficiencies, which attained FECO = 100% at −1.0
V (jCO = −5.8 mA cm−2) and −1.1 V vs RHE (jCO = −6.5 mA
cm−2). This improvement in the product selectivity relative to
the as-prepared Ag-NWs is in agreement with the observed
decrease in the normalized PVP surface concentration. This
catalyst deprotection protocol is also transferable to C-
supported Ag-NW catalyst systems.
Our future research will address the application of these
electrochemically activated Ag-NW catalysts in flow-cell
electrolyzer systems in detail in order to demonstrate the
importance of the environment (gaseous versus aqueous/
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Figure S1. Custom-made H-type electrolysis cell used in this study for the catalyst performance testing. Anolyte and 
catholyte were separated by a Nafion membrane thus preventing any transfer of Pt contaminations from the anolyte 
























Reference measurement: 0.5 M KHCO3 solution prior 
to the electrolysis. 
0.4 ppb  
(noise level) 
Exp. 1: After electrochemical looping in CO2-
saturated 0.5M KHCO3 (-0.6 to -1.3 V to -0.6 V)  
using Pt as the counter electrode according to Figure 
3e    
0 ppb (catholyte) 
5 ppb (anolyte) 
Exp. 2: After electrochemical looping in CO2-
saturated 0.5M KHCO3 (-0.6 to -1.3 V to -0.6 V)  
using Pt as the counter electrode according to Figure 
3e 
0 ppb (catholyte) 
9.7 ppb (anolyte) 
Exp. 3: After electrochemical looping in CO2-
saturated 0.5M KHCO3 (-0.6 to -1.3 V to -0.6 V)  
using Pt as the counter electrode according to Figure 
3e 
0 ppb (catholyte) 
6.1 ppb (anolyte) 
 
Figure S2. Calibration curve used for the quantification of the Pt content in the electrolyte by means of ICP-MS; the 
results of the Pt detection are given in the table below the graph proving that there is no Pt contamination in the 
catholyte even after extended electrolysis (full ec looping according to Figure 3e in the main text). The Pt content in 
the anolyte is marginally increased after the extended electrolysis. Two repetitions of the experiment (Exp. 2 and 3) 























Figure S3. XPS spectrum of the Ag-NW catalyst recorded after the full electrochemical looping experiment in CO2-
saturated 0.5M KHCO3 (-0.6 to -1.3 V to -0.6 V) according to Figure 3e using Pt as the counter electrode. There is no 
indication for any Pt contamination on the electrode after the extended electrolysis reaction. This result agrees well 























Figure S4. Changes of the CO2RR product distribution (CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3 solution, 1 h electrolysis at       
-0.9 V vs. RHE) caused by the intentional addition of Pt (hexachloro-platinate source) to the catholyte compartment 
during electrolysis. As expected, trace amounts of Pt contaminations lead to a drastic increase of the FEH2 values on 
the expense of the respective CO efficiency. Note that, under the cathodic conditions applied, Pt ions are expected to 
rapidly deposit on the cathode surface thereby altering the catalytic behavior of the electrode.  
In addition to the Faradaic efficiencies, also the total current density substantially increases upon the Pt addition due 
























Figure S5. CO2RR product distribution after catalyst activation by electrochemical looping (ec-l) in CO2-saturated 
0.5M KHCO3 (-0.6 to -1.3 V to -0.6 V) according to Figure 3e. The resulting product distributions are, within the 
error margins, identical no matter whether Pt or Ir was used as the counter electrode material for both the initial ec-l 

































Figure S6. a) – c) White-light interferometric characterization of the Ag-NW catalyst deposited on the glassy carbon 
support electrode. The interferometry data correspond to Figure 2a-c; d) – f) White-light interferometric 
characterization of the C-supported Ag-NW catalyst deposited on the glassy carbon support electrode. The 

































Figure S7. This graph shows the hysteresis characteristics of the electrochemical looping experiment (derived from 
Figure 3). The hysteresis is represented as the difference between the FE values of the forward and the ones of the 
respective backward scan. 


































Figure S8. a) Comparison of the time-dependent CO efficiencies obtained for as-deposited Ag-NW catalysts 
(denoted before ec-looping) and Ag-NW catalysts activated by a full ec-l treatment (vertex potential: -1,3 V vs. 
RHE); the constant electrolysis potential was -0.9 V vs. RHE; the electrolyte used was CO2-saturated 0.5M KHCO3, 
these results demonstrate the activation of the catalyst by surfactant removal; b) Analogue experiments carried out 
using an Ag-foil as the catalyst. There is no effect of the ec-l on the resulting catalyst performance as there was no 

































Figure S9. a) –d) SEM inspection of Ag-NWs on glassy carbon support before (panel a and b) and after the 
electrochemical looping (ec-l) in CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3 (vertex potential: -1.3 V vs. RHE);                               
e) – h) Corresponding TEM inspection;  i) – l) Corresponding selective area electron diffraction analysis of 
individual Ag-NWs carried out in a TEM configuration. 
All experiments presented demonstrate that there are no severe structural alterations of the Ag-NWs induced by the 
applied ec-l treatment. We note however, that the resolution of the TEM experiment used herein is not sufficient to 

































Figure S10. Optical photographs of the electrode (Ag-NWs on glassy carbon) during the electrolysis reaction at 
various applied potentials. At -1.2 V vs. RHE there is clearly massive hydrogen bubble formation taking place, thus 

































Figure S11. Electrochemical looping of the Ag-NW catalysts (glassy carbon support) carried out in CO2-saturated 
0.5M KHCO3 (vertex potential: -1.3 V vs. RHE; 40 min. electrolysis time at each potential applied) after an initial 
full electrochemical looping in Ar-saturated 0.5M KHCO3. The product distribution is similar to the one of the single 
ec-l experiment shown in Figure 3e. 


































Figure S12. Electrochemical looping of the Ag-NW catalysts (glassy carbon support) carried out in CO2-saturated 
0.5 M KHCO3 (vertex potential: -1.3 V vs. RHE); a) 20 min electrolysis time (each applied potential);  40 min 

































Figure S13. Comparison of the time-dependent CO efficiencies obtained after one single ec-l treatment (vertex 
potential: -1.3 V vs. RHE) and a double ec-l pretreatment (vertex potential: -1.2 V vs. RHE). 
This comparison demonstrates that, for the surfactant removal, the applied vertex potential is even more important 

































Figure S14. a) Correlation between the surfactant removal (ec-l treatments applying different vertex potentials) and 
the resulting product distribution at -0.8 V vs. RHE; b) Correlation between the chloride removal (ec-l treatments 
applying different vertex potentials) and the resulting product distribution at -0.8 V vs. RHE. 

































Figure S15. 1H-NMR analysis of the PVP containing electrolyte before and after electrolysis. 
 
Samples were prepared from 10 mM PVP containing 0.5 M KHCO3 electrolyte using the following procedure: Two 
sample aliquots (0.5ml) were isolated before and after the electrolysis (the electrolysis was performed at -0.9 V vs. 
RHE for 1 hour using an Ag foil as a catalyst). 0.2 mL of D2O (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc, USA, 99.9%) 
were added to each sample. NMR data were recorded using a Bruker AVANCE IIHD spectrometer operating at the 
nominal proton frequency of 500 MHz, equipped with a dual inverse broadband 5‐mm probe head with an 
additional z‐gradient coil. The 1H-NMR spectra were recorded at room temperature (298 K) using a standard pulse 
experiment (noesygppr1d pulse sequence from the Bruker pulse‐program library). Typically, 512 transients were 
acquired over a spectral width of 14.7 ppm, with a data size of 64 k points, and a relaxation delay of 6 s. The spectra 




Table S1a: Faradaic efficiency (FE) and partial current density (j) values as function of the applied 
electrolysis potentials; the data correspond to Figure 3a. The partial current densities indicate the 
values reached at the end of the 40 min. lasting electrolysis (non-steady-state conditions!). The 
subscripts ‘f’ and ‘b’ refer to the forward and backward scan of the electrochemical looping, 
respectively.  
E / V vs RHE FEH2_f (jH2_f) FECO_f (jCO_f) FEH2_b (jH2_b) FECO_b (jCO_b) 
                                               % (mA cm
-2
) 
-0.6 74.0 (0.10) 1.8 (0.003) 57.7 (0.046) 0.0 (0.0) 
-0.7 74.0 (0.22) 4.1 (0.012) 67.0 (0.10) 7.7 (0.012) 
-0.8 67.4 (0.30) 15.9 (0.070) 58.4 (0.21) 23.1 (0.083) 
-0.9 48.2 (0.57) 38.6 (0.46) 48.2 (0.57) 38.6 (0.46) 
 
Table S1b: Faradaic efficiency (FE) and partial current density (j) values as function of the applied 
electrolysis potentials; the data correspond to Figure 3b. 
E / V vs RHE FEH2_f (jH2_f) FECO_f (jCO_f) FEH2_b (jH2_b) FECO_b (jCO_b) 
                                               % (mA cm
-2
) 
-0.6 57.3 (0.052) 4.0 (0.004) 48.1 (0.030) 5.4 (0.003) 
-0.7 68.0 (0.16) 10.7 (0.026) 51.6 (0.072) 16.6 (0.023) 
-0.8 63.6 (0.31) 24.9 (0.12) 40.5 (0.15) 46.1 (0.17) 
-0.9 45.1 (0.68) 52.1 (0.78) 31.4 (0.47) 65.0 (0.98) 
-1 25.1 (0.95) 71.0 (2.7) 25.1 (0.95) 71.0 (2.7) 
 
Table S1c: Faradaic efficiency (FE) and partial current density (j) values as function of the applied 
electrolysis potentials; the data correspond to Figure 3c. 
E / V vs RHE FEH2_f (jH2_f) FECO_f (jCO_f) FEH2_b (jH2_b) FECO_b (jCO_b) 
                                               % (mA cm
-2
) 
-0.6 69.7 (0.077) 1.7 (0.002) 69.8 (0.13) 10.4 (0.02) 
-0.7 82.8 (0.22) 5.7 (0.015) 67.5 (0.23) 24.9 (0.08) 
-0.8 68.5 (0.35) 23.8 (0.12) 32.8 (0.17) 65.3 (0.33) 
-0.9 54.3 (0.81) 45.3 (0.68) 21.2 (0.28) 79.8 (1.0) 
-1 37.2 (1.5) 66.2 (2.6)  19.7 (0.59) 84.8 (2.5) 
-1.1 28.1 (2.1) 73.9 (5.5) 28.1 (2.1) 73.9 (5.5) 
 
Table S1d: Faradaic efficiency (FE) and partial current density (j) values as function of the applied 
electrolysis potentials; the data correspond to Figure 3d. 
E / V vs RHE FEH2_f (jH2_f) FECO_f (jCO_f) FEH2_b (jH2_b) FECO_b (jCO_b) 
                                               % (mA cm
-2
) 
-0.6 83.4 (0.075) 7.8 (0.007) 23.3 (0.023) 48.1 (0.048) 
-0.7 75.9 (0.12) 12.1 (0.019) 15.1 (0.030) 68.6 (0.14) 
-0.8 71.8 (0.34) 23.5 (0.11) 8.1 (0.043) 83.2 (0.44) 
-0.9 45.1 (0.63) 52.1 (0.73) 10.0 (0.15) 87.4 (1.3) 
-1 29.1 (1.2) 65.1 (2.6) 14.0 (0.55) 81.4 (3.2) 
-1.1 17.8 (1.2) 75.6 (5.3) 16.5 (1.3) 79.3 (6.2) 
-1.2 25.0 (2.4) 68.6 (6.6) 25.0 (2.4) 68.6 (6.6) 
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Table S1e: Faradaic efficiency (FE) and partial current density (j) values as function of the applied 
electrolysis potentials; the data correspond to Figure 3e. 
E / V vs RHE FEH2_f (jH2_f) FECO_f (jCO_f) FEH2_b (jH2_b) FECO_b (jCO_b) 
                                               % (mA cm
-2
) 
-0.6 84.8 (0.13) 2.1 (0.003) 22.6 (0.043) 64.4 (0.12) 
-0.7 81.6 (0.19) 7.5 (0.017) 16.6 (0.076) 78.9 (0.36) 
-0.8 63.8 (0.29) 27.0 (0.12) 13.8 (0.14) 87.0 (0.87) 
-0.9 39.2 (0.59) 56.9 (0.85) 13.3 (0.27) 89.1 (1.8) 
-1 26.7 (1.0) 75.8 (3.0) 14.2 (0.48) 86.1 (2.9) 
-1.1 26.7 (1.8) 72.8 (5.0) 15.8 (0.88) 85.1 (4.8) 
-1.2 29.6 (2.8) 67.7 (6.3) 33.0 (3.3) 64.5 (6.5) 
-1.3 52.2 (7.9) 44.0 (6.6) 52.2 (7.9) 44.0 (6.6) 
 
Table S2a: Transferred charge and current density (j) as function of the applied electrolysis potential 
during the electrochemical looping in Ar- and CO2-saturated electrolyte; the data correspond to Figure 
3f and 4a. The subscripts ‘f’ and ‘b’ refer to the forward and backward scan of the electrochemical 
looping, respectively. 
 
E / V vs RHE 
CO2-sat. 
Charge_f (j_f) Charge_b (j_b)  E / V vs RHE Charge_f (j_f) Charge_b (j_b) 
/ C (mA cm
-2
) CO2-sat. Ar-sat. C / (mA cm
-2
) Ar-sat. 
-0.6 0.3 (0.15) 0.4 (0.19) -0.5 0.2 (0.094) 0.09 (0.045) 
-0.7 0.4 (0.23) 0.9 (0.46) -0.6 0.2 (0.078) 0.5 (0.27) 
-0.8 0.9 (0.46) 2.0 (1.0) -0.7 0.4 (0.22) 3.2 (1.7) 
-0.9 2.8 (1.5) 3.9 (2.0) -0.8 25.9 (13.5) 12.2 (6.4) 
-1 7.4 (3.9) 6.6 (3.4) -0.9 64.6 (33.7) 39.0 (20.3) 
-1.1 13.2 (6.9) 10.8 (5.6) -1.0 122.2 (63.7) 151.6 (79.0) 
-1.2 17.8 (9.3) 19.1 (10.0) -1.1 151.7 (79.0) 159.7 (83.2) 
-1.3 29.1 (15.1) 29.1 (15.1) -1.2 164.4 (85.6) 164.4 (85.6) 
 
Table S2b: Time evolution of the FECO values depending on the applied pre-treatment protocol; the 
data correspond to Figure 4b. 
Electrolysis 
time /min 
ap Gal (Ar) Gal(CO2) El-looping (Ar) El-looping (CO2) 
                                               / % 
20 56.9 61.3 76.6 60.1 86.4 
40 63.7 65.8 82.1 72.3 101.0 
60 67.8 70.3 87.8 78.1 102.8 
 
Table S3: Faradaic efficiency (FE) and partial current density (j) values as function of the applied 
electrolysis potentials; the data correspond to Figure 6. 
Potential  
/ V vs RHE 




-0.6 73.0 (0.11) 5.5 (0.008) 36.5 (0.058) 29.2 (0.047) 
-0.7 66.6 (0.17) 13.9 (0.035) 29.0 (0.096) 48.9 (0.16) 
-0.8 42.2 (0.24) 42.7 (0.24) 16.4 (0.11) 76.3 (0.52) 
-0.9 25.5 (0.41) 76.7 (1.2) 16.2 (0.21) 93.4 (1.2) 
-1 46.6 (1.68) 61.2 (2.2) 22.6 (0.86) 90.7 (3.4) 
20 
 
-1.1 79.7 (24.7) 9.0 (2.8) 65.0 (16.3) 33.3 (8.3) 
-1.2 77.0 (75.5) 2.4 (2.4) 77.0 (75.5) 2.4 (2.4) 
Table S4: Faradaic efficiency (FE) and partial current density (j) values as function of the applied 
electrolysis potentials; the data correspond to Figure 7. 
Potential  
/ V vs RHE 
FEH2_ap FECO_ap FEH2_ec-l FECO_ec-l 
                                               / % 
-0.6 77.8 (0.058) 4.5 (0.003) 23.0 (0.046) 54.0 (0.11) 
-0.7 76.7 (0.14) 9.9 (0.018) 19.0 (0.095) 77.8 (0.39) 
-0.8 73.1 (0.39) 22.8 (0.12) 8.5 (0.085) 90.6 (0.91) 
-0.9 38.0 (0.53) 59.0 (0.83) 5.1 (0.14) 101.9 (2.85) 
-1 34.6 (1.73) 67.5 (3.38)  4.7 (0.27) 101.7 (5.80) 
-1.1 36.9 (2.80) 63.0 (4.79) 12.9 (0.93) 89.8 (6.47)  
-1.2 48.6 (3.55) 53.1 (3.88) 19.2 (2.25) 76.4 (8.94) 
-1.3 66.9 (13.4) 30.5 (6.1) 46.3 (10.46) 41.7 (9.42) 
 
Table S5a. (IN1s : IAg3d) ratio and total charge as function of surfactant removal protocols presented in 
Figure 8d 
Catalyst N/Ag Error (-) Error (+) Total charge  
as prepared 0.577 0.06 0.08 0 
gal-Ar (3 mA cm
-2
) 0.285 0.05 0.06 115.3 
ec-l: (Ar) 0.279 0.05 0.06 895.9 
gal-CO2(3 mA cm
-2
) 0.178 0.03 0.04 115.3 
ec-l: (CO2) 0.14 0.03 0.03 115.3 
 
Table S5b. (ICl2p : IAg3d) ratio and total charge as function of surfactant removal protocols in Figure 8e 
Catalyst Cl/Ag Error (-) Error (+) Total charge / C 
as prepared 0.115 0.007 0.009 0 
gal-Ar (3 mA cm
-2
) 0.008 0.001 0.002 115.3 
ec-l: (Ar) 0.009 0.002 0.002 895.9 
gal-CO2(3 mA cm
-2
) 0.017 0.003 0.004 115.3 
ec-l: (CO2) 0.01 0.002 0.002 115.3 
 
Table S5c. (IN1s : IAg3d) ratio and total charge as function of surfactant removal protocols presented in 
Figure 8f 
Catalyst N/Ag Error (-) Error (+) Total charge  
as prepared 0.577 0.06 0.08 0 
ec-l: -0.9 0.303 0.06 0.07 5.3 
ec-l: -1.0 0.290 0.05 0.06 22.3 
ec-l: -1.1 0.17 0.03 0.04 45.1 
ec-l: -1.2 0.159 0.03 0.04 83.9 








Table S5d. (ICl2p : IAg3d) ratio and total charge as function of electro-looping window in Figure 8g 
Catalyst Cl/Ag Error (-) Error (+) Total charge  
as prepared 0.115 0.007 0.009 0 
ec-l: -0.9 0.053 0.01 0.012 5.3 
ec-l: -1.0 0.018 0.007 0.008 22.3 
ec-l: -1.1 0.012 0.003 0.004 45.1 
ec-l: -1.2 0.003 0.001 0.001 83.9 
ec-l: -1.3 0.01 0.002 0.003 115.3 
 
 
Table S6: Overview on the performance of Ag catalysts for ec-CO2RR applications 
Ag catalysts Maximum 
FEco (%) 
Potential / V 
 vs RHE 
reference Title 
Nanocubes (NCs) 99 −0.856  Subiao Liu
1
 Unraveling Structure Sensitivity in CO2 
Electroreduction to Near Unity CO on 
Silver Nanocubes 
Nanofoam 97 -0.9  Li Wei
 2
 Thiocyanate Modified Silver Nanofoam 
for Efficient CO2 Reduction to CO 
Hollow Porous Ag 
Spherical 
94 -0.8446 Shao-Qing Liu
3
 Hollow Porous Ag Spherical Catalysts 
for Highly Efficient and Selective 
Electrocatalytic Reduction of CO2 to CO 
Deposited Ag NPs 
on GDE 




 Directly synthesized silver nanoparticles 
on gas diffusion layers by electrospray 




99 −0.956  Subiao Liu
5
 Ultrathin 5-fold twinned sub-25 nm 
silver nanowires enable highly selective 
electroreduction of CO2 to CO 
Triangular Silver 
Nanoplates 
96.8 0.746  Subiao Liu
6
 Shape-Dependent Electrocatalytic 
Reduction of CO2 to CO on Triangular 
Silver Nanoplates 
NPs 94.2 −0.75  Cheonghee Kim
7
 Insight into Electrochemical CO2 
Reduction on Surface-Molecule 
Mediated Ag Nanoparticles 
nano-coral 95 −0.60  Yu-Chi Hsieh
8
 The Effect of Chloride Anions on the 
Synthesis and Enhanced Catalytic 
Activity of Silver Nano-Coral Electrodes 
for CO2 Electroreduction 
nanoporous 92 -0.60  Qi Lu
9
 A selective and efficient electrocatalyst 
for carbon dioxide reduction 
nanofoam 99 -0.30  Dutta
10
 Beyond Copper in CO2 Electrolysis: 
Effective Hydrocarbon Production on 
Silver-Nanofoam Catalysts 
Ag  96 -1.0 Riming Wang
11
 Maximizing Ag Utilization in High-Rate 
CO2 Electrochemical Reduction with a 
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1.2 Unwrap Them First: Operando Potential-Induced Activation Is Required 
When Using PVP-Capped Ag Nanocubes as Catalysts of CO2 
Electroreduction 
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Highlights: A potential-induced activation method was used to effectively remove PVP from the 
surface of Ag nanocubes. The method requires that the working electrode be polarized to harsh 
negative potentials. After this step, the catalyst improves its activity during subsequent normal 
operation at mild (not so negative electrode) potentials. SEM imaging of the electrodes pre- and 
post-electrolysis reveals that the method causes only minor degradation to the catalyst surface. 
The method can be fine-tuned by selecting proper electrolyte compositions.  
Contributions: I executed all the electrochemical measurements and SEM characterization of the 
electrodes before and after the electrochemical reactions. Moreover, I analyzed the results and 
contributed to the manuscript writing.  
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Unwrap Them First: Operando Potential-
induced Activation Is Required when 
Using PVP-Capped Ag Nanocubes as 
Catalysts of CO2 Electroreduction
María de Jesús Gálvez-Vázqueza, Heng Xub, Pavel Moreno-Garcíaa, Yuhui Houa, Huifang Hua, 
Benjamin J. Wileyb, Soma Vesztergom*c, and Peter Broekmann*a
Abstract: Metallic nanoparticles of different shape can be used as efficient electrocatalysts for many technologi-
cally and environmentally relevant processes, like the electroreduction of CO2. Intense research is thus targeted 
at finding the morphology of nanosized features that best suits catalytic needs. In order to control the shape and 
size distribution of the designed nanoobjects, and to prevent their aggregation, synthesis routes often rely on 
the use of organic capping agents (surfactants). It is known, however, that these agents tend to remain adsorbed 
on the surface of the synthesized nanoparticles and may significantly impair their catalytic performance, both in 
terms of overall yield and of product selectivity. It thus became a standard procedure to apply certain methods 
(e.g. involving UV-ozone or plasma treatments) for the removal of capping agents from the surface of nanopar-
ticles, before they are used as catalysts. Proper design of the operating procedure of the electrocatalysis process 
may, however, render such cleaning steps unnecessary. In this paper we use poly-vinylpyrrolidone (PVP) capped 
Ag nanocubes to demonstrate a mere electrochemical, operando activation method. The proposed method is 
based on an observed hysteresis of the catalytic yield of CO (the desired product of CO2 electroreduction) as 
a function of the applied potential. When as-synthesized nanocubes were directly used for CO2 electroreduc-
tion, the CO yield was rather low at moderate overpotentials. However, following a potential excursion to more 
negative potentials, most of the (blocking) PVP was irreversibly removed from the catalyst surface, allowing a 
significantly higher catalytic yield even under less harsh operating conditions. The described hysteresis of the 
product distribution is shown to be of transient nature, and following operando activation by a single ‘break-in’ 
cycle, a truly efficient catalyst was obtained that retained its stability during long hours of operation.
Keywords: Catalyst activation · CO2 reduction · Electrocatalysis · Nanoparticles · Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) 
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is probably for this reason that the topic of electrochemical CO
2
 
reduction – an otherwise more than 150 years old idea[2] – has re-
cently become the forefront of electrochemical research.[3] Today, 
a tremendous amount of research is invested in the design of new 
electrocatalyst materials for CO
2
 electroreduction, and research-
ers seem to agree that apart from their chemical composition it is 
the nanoscale structure of electrocatalysts that mostly affect their 
performance.[4,5]
In order to create nanosized catalyst particles with a well-
defined size and structure distribution, and to avoid the agglom-
eration of such particles, the synthesis route of colloidal catalyst 
nanoparticles (NPs) very often involves the use of surfactants 
(capping agents). When the aim is to synthesize metallic (e.g. 
Ag[6,7]) NPs, a very often used agent is poly-(vinylpyrrolidone), 
PVP. PVP owes its popularity to a four-fold synergistic effect, i.e. 
depending on the conditions of synthesis, it may act as a stabilizer, 
a shape control, a dispersant and/or a reducing agent.[8] Although 
PVP can be used for the design of a variety of Ag nanostructures 
(such as nanocubes[6,9] or nanowires[10]), the application of such 
agents has one significant drawback. That is, surfactants used 
for the synthesis tend to remain adsorbed on the surface of the 
nanoparticles, hindering or even impairing their catalytic activity.
As a result, capping agent removal steps must be applied be-
fore the NPs can effectively be used as catalysts in a CO
2
 elec-
troreduction process. Removal steps often imply the use of addi-
tional solvents,[11] or they rely on high temperature plasma[12] or 
UV–ozone treatments.[13] These require precise optimization in 
order to remove most of the capping agents while keeping effects 
detrimental to the catalyst structure at a minimum. Of course, in 
order to keep the catalyst particles as intact as possible, evading 
any forms of thermal treatments would be highly desirable, and in 
this respect the application of electrochemical activation methods 
seem to provide a viable alternative. That the application of harsh 
reductive potentials in an electrochemical cell can successfully 
activate a catalyst (that may afterwards be used more effectively, 
even under milder conditions) was recently shown by our group 
for Ag nanowires,[10] and by the group of Buonsanti[14] for Cu 
nanocrystal catalysts.
In this short communication we aim to investigate this effect 
further, and show that by applying PVP-capped (untreated) Ag 
nanocubes for the electroreduction of CO
2
, a positive hysteresis 
effect can be observed when determining the catalytic selectiv-
ity towards CO formation as a function of the applied (cathodic) 
potential. Based on these findings we infer that instead of using 
thermal methods, surface-pinned capping agents could also be re-
moved and metallic NP catalysts can be activated operando, by 
the application of a ‘break-in’ cycle in the electrolysis cell. 
Effective ‘break in’, in the case of PVP-capped Ag nanocubes 
(Ag NCs) applied for the electroreduction of CO
2
, requires the set-
ting of harsh cathodic potentials. Under such conditions, although 
the CO:H
2
 yield ratio is far from ideal, most of the capping agents 
are irreversibly desorbed from the surface of the NCs. While dur-
ing the time of ‘break-in’, some catalyst degradation does oc-
cur, at the end we obtain a catalyst that works better even under 
normal (not so harsh) operating conditions. Improvement can be 
seen both in the achievable current and in the higher selectivity 
for CO production.
2. Experimental
2.1 Synthesis of Ag NCs
Ag NCs were synthesized using a previously reported method 
with minor modification.[6] 5 cm3 of ethylene glycol (J. T. Baker) 
was added to a 250 cm3 two-neck flask preheated to 160 °C. A 
light N
2
 flow was introduced just above the ethylene glycol for 
the first 10 min, followed by heating the solvent for another 50 
min. Next, 3 cm3 ethylene glycol solution of AgNO
3
 (94 mmol 
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1. Introduction
As a result of the ever-increasing consumption of fossil fu-
els, gigatons of CO
2
 are released to the atmosphere every year, 
expediting global warming.[1] A possible way of mitigating the 
effects of rising CO
2
 concentrations in the atmosphere is to reduce 
it electrochemically. This approach does not only allow CO
2
 to 
be regarded as a valuable raw material instead of an environmen-
tally dangerous waste, but it may also provide a solution for the 
storage of excess renewable (hydro-, solar or wind) energy.[1] It 
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tion resistance was determined impedimetrically at the beginning 
of electrolysis. The pH values of the CO
2
-saturated 0.5 mol dm–3 
and 2 mol dm–3 KHCO
3
 solutions were 7.4 and 7.9, respectively. 
Electrolyses were run for 60 min and online gas chromatography 
was applied (every 20 min) to quantify the formed products.
Gaseous products generated in the cell were detected by con-
necting the purging gas outlet to a GC analyzer (SRI Instruments 
Multigas Analyzer). The continuous flow of the carrier CO
2
 gas 
through the electrolysis cell carried volatile reaction products 
from the head-space into the sampling loops of the gas chromato-
graph. The partial current I
i
, corresponding to the formation of a 
gaseous product i, can be calculated[16] as
where x
i
 denotes the mole fraction of the products, determined by 
GC using an independent calibration standard gas (Carbagas); n
i
 
is the number of electrons involved in the reduction reaction to 
form a particular product (n = 2 for both CO and H
2
 formation); F 
= 96485.3 C mol−1 is Faraday’s constant; and ν
m
 is the molar CO
2
 
gas flow rate measured by a universal flowmeter (7000 GC flow-
meter, Ellutia) at the exit of the electrochemical cell. The Faradaic 
efficiency (FE) of a given reaction product can be determined by 
dividing the respective partial current, determined from Eqn. (2), 
by the total current measured electrochemically. A thermal con-
ductivity detector (TCD, for the detection of H
2
) and a flame ion-
ization detector (FID, for the detection of CO) were equipped to 
our gas chromatograph.
The electrolyte was analyzed after the electrolysis experiment 
to quantify the amount of formate produced by means of ion ex-
change chromatography (Metrohm Ltd., Switzerland). This chro-
matograph was coupled to an L–7100 pump, a separation and an 
ion exclusion column (Metrosep A Supp 7-250) and a conductiv-
ity detector.
2.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy-
dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) Characterization
The morphological characterization of the prepared Ag NC 
GDEs by SEM imaging experiments was performed before (for 
the as-prepared electrodes) and after electrochemical treatment. 
Analysis was conducted using a Zeiss Gemini 450 SEM equipped 
with an InLens secondary electron and a back-scattered electron 
detector. An accelerating voltage of 5 kV and a beam current of 
200 pA were applied at a working distance of 4.5 mm. The AZtec 
4.2 software (Oxford Instruments) was used to acquire EDX sur-
face mappings of selected Ag NC GDEs. An acceleration voltage 
of 10 kV and a beam current of 1.2 nA were applied at a working 
distance of 8.5 mm.
2.6 Determination of Catalyst Loading by Inductively 
Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry (ICP–MS)
Freshly prepared Ag NC GDEs were immersed in 3 cm3 of 
concentrated HNO
3
 (BASF) to dissolve the Ag NCs embedded on 
their surfaces for 24 h. The resulting solutions were diluted with 
3% HNO
3
 solution by a factor of 500 and were then fed into a 
NExION 2000 ICP–MS instrument (Perkin Elmer) to obtain the 
Ag mass loading of the electrodes.
3. Results and Discussion
A peculiar hysteresis effect (Fig. 1) was observed when 
conducting electrolysis experiments coupled to chromato-
graphic product detection using PVP-capped Ag NCs in a CO
2
-
saturated, 2.0 mol dm–3 KHCO
3
 solution. Here we carried out 
potentiostatic electrolyses, all lasting for one hour, and record-










dm−3) and 3 cm3 ethylene glycol solution containing polyvinylpyr-
rolidone (M
w
 = 55000 g mol–1, 144 mmol dm−3) and NaCl (0.22 
mmol dm−3) were simultaneously injected into the flask at a rate of 
45 cm3 h−1, with the solution observed to turn yellow during this 
process. Under continuous stirring at 160 °C, the solution exhib-
ited a color transition series from yellow to clear yellow, brown, 
greenish, and finally ochre and opaque. The whole process re-
quired 16 to 24 h for completion. After the solution had turned 
opaque, the reaction was quenched by adding 22 cm3 acetone to 
the hot solution, followed by cooling in an ice-water bath. To puri-
fy the NCs, the solution was first centrifuged at 2000 g for 30 min, 
then the precipitate was dispersed and centrifuged, three times, in 
10 cm3 of deionized water at 9000 g for 10 min per run.[15]
2.2 Preparation of Ag NCs catalyst ink
For the preparation of the carbon-supported Ag NCs ink, 1.5 mg 
of the Ag NCs and 0.26 mg of carbon black (Vulcan XC 72R, 
Cabot) were separately dispersed in 10 cm3 of isopropanol (VLSI 
Selectipur, BASF) by 1 h sonication. Both suspensions were in-
termixed, sonicated for 1 h and dried using a rotary evaporator. 
The obtained carbon-supported Ag NCs were then re-dispersed in 
1 cm3 of isopropanol containing 50 µl of Nafion (5 wt.%, 15–20% 
water, Sigma-Aldrich). The resulting suspension was subjected to 
sonication for 1 h, yielding a homogeneous catalyst ink (85% Ag 
NCs and 15% carbon black).
2.3 Preparation of the Gas Diffusion Electrodes
Ag NCs containing gas diffusion electrodes (Ag NC GDEs) 
for all electrochemical and characterization experiments were 
prepared as follows: a 0.8 cm × 3 cm carbon paper (Sigracet 39 
BC, Fuel Cell Store) was cut and placed over a nylon membrane 
filter (pore size 0.22 µm, Fischerbrand) on top of the funnel of a 
vacuum filtrating system. The GDE was then covered by a rectan-
gular mask, leaving 0.2 cm2 uncovered and 141.5 µl of the carbon 
supported Ag NCs ink was drop-cast on top of it. The resulting Ag 
NC GDEs were dried at ambient conditions for at least 30 min and 
then their backside and edges were masked with Teflon tape, to 
leave only the Ag NCs ink-modified surface uncovered (0.2 cm2). 
Analysis by inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry 
(ICP–MS) of the freshly prepared samples was used to determine 
the catalyst mass loading, which amounted to ~71 µg cm−2 Ag.
2.4 Electrochemical Measurements and Product 
Analysis
Electrochemical experiments were performed using a 
PGSTAT128N potentiostat/galvanostat (Metrohm Autolab) and 
a custom-made, airtight H-type cell with a Nafion membrane 
(Nafion 117, Sigma Aldrich) separating the cathode and anode 
compartments. The three-electrode arrangement consisted of 
the Ag-NC-GDE working, a Pt foil (1 cm × 1 cm) counter and a 
single junction (Pine Research) Ag | AgCl | KCl (sat.) reference 
electrode. Reported current densities were obtained by normal-
izing the current to the geometric surface area of the working 
electrode, 0.2 cm2. Prior to the electrolysis experiments, both cell 
compartments were filled with 32 cm3 of either 0.5 mol dm–3 or 
2 mol dm–3 KHCO
3
 solution (ACS grade, Sigma-Aldrich) and 
then saturated by CO
2
 gas (99.999%, Carbagas, Switzerland) for 
at least 30 min. For the sake of comparability, electrode poten-
tials in the paper are referred to the reversible hydrogen electrode 
(RHE), calculated as:
For all potentiostatic experiments, the measured electrode po-




 vs. Ag | AgCl
 + 210 mV + 59 mV · pH (1)
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potentials just mildly cathodic, and the FE of CO production 
did not drop below 70% at potentials as positive as −0.6 V vs. 
RHE.
It is interesting to note in Fig. 1(b), showing plots of partial 
current densities of CO and H
2
 formation as a function of po-
tential, that the partial current of HER follows – within range 
of error – the same track during the negative and the positive 
going scans of the potential excursion. For CO, however, a 
significant enhancement of currents can be observed during 
the latter, positive going scan, which allows us to conclude that 
the first potential excursion to extremely negative potentials 
indeed served as a ‘break-in’ of the catalyst. Although it is ob-
vious that −1.1 V, in the current system, is not an ideal operat-
ing potential, it seems that applying this value for a short time 
allows the catalyst to be operated, later on, at milder potentials, 
where it can then still produce CO with a good yield.
The described activation method has its origins in the po-
tential-induced removal of PVP from the surface of the Ag 
NCs, occurring at negative potentials that can overcome the 
compared to the amounts of CO and H
2
, determined by gas 
chromatography. It is important to note that the determined 
total amounts of CO and H
2
 did not account for a 100% of 
Faradaic efficiency, and some 5% of formate (HCOO−) was 
found in the solution by post-electrolysis liquid chromatogra-
phy analysis after each electrolysis, practically independently 
from the applied potential.
The first electrolysis experiment was carried out at an applied 
potential of −0.75 V vs. RHE, where the Faradaic efficiency of 
CO production was relatively low, ~55%. By gradually stepping 
the potential in the cathodic direction, the FE of CO production 
first increased, reaching a maximum of ~82% at around −0.9 V, 
as shown in Fig. 1(a). At potentials even more negative, CO
2
 
reduction (CO production) became disfavored compared to the 
competing hydrogen evolution reaction (HER).
In our experiments, −1.1 V was the most extreme potential 
reached, following which we began to gradually apply lower 
voltages. As shown in Fig. 1(a), after a first excursion to −1.1 V, 
the measured FE of CO production remained higher even at 
Fig. 1. Potentiostatic electrolyses were carried out using PVP-coated Ag NCs dropcast on a GDE, used as electrocatalysts of CO2-reduction in a 
CO2-saturated 2.0 mol dm
–3 KHCO3 solution. Faradaic efficiencies (a) and partial current densities (b) of CO (green) and H2 (red) are shown as a func-
tion of the IR-drop corrected electrode potential. Data (dots) were recorded by gas chromatography; trends (curves) were created by spline interpo-
lation. Arrows show the direction of the potential excursion.
Fig. 2. Ag NCs drop-cast on a GDE, as observed before and after applying the electrochemical treatment shown in Fig. 1, in a CO2-saturated 
2.0 mol dm–3 KHCO3 solution. Panels (a) and (e) show the secondary electron, (b) and (f) the back-scattered electron images of the NCs, with a side 
length of ~100 nm. Elemental composition maps, recorded by EDX, are shown in panels (c) and (g) for silver and in panels (d) and (h) for carbon. The 
arrows point to smaller Ag particles, formed by the degradation of the NCs during the potential-induced activation.
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binding strength between the Ag NCs and their PVP coating.
[14] The method can be called operando, since it can directly 
be realized within an electrochemical cell, rendering the use 
of other (solvent[11] or thermal annealing-based[12,13]) capping 
agent removal techniques unnecessary.
In order to apply operando activation, only a single ‘break-
in’ electrolysis cycle (at suitably negative potentials) is re-
quired to gain a catalyst that can later work stably and highly 
active, even at less reductive potentials. The increase of activ-
ity is, as seen in Fig. 1, very significant, and following oper-
ando activation the catalyst does not lose its activity for hours 
of electrolyses.
The method has only one, minor flaw: that is, as seen in Fig. 
2, during the initial activation step the Ag NCs tend to degrade. 
As a result, some newly formed, small Ag particles appear on 
the catalyst surface. These, however, seem not to disturb the 
electrocatalysis process, and when the electrolysis is continued 
at milder potentials, degradation stops and no such particles 
will further be formed.
The degradation effects described above can be sufficiently 
overcome if we make sure that during the ‘break-in’ cycle only 
lower currents (creating less mechanical strain) flow through the 
catalyst. This can be achieved by supplying less reactants to the 
surface; e.g. by lowering the concentration of the KHCO
3
 electro-
lyte from 2 to 0.5 mol dm–3. By conducting electrolyses in such a 
system, we observe a hysteresis (Fig. 3) that is similar to the one 
seen in the previous case, although the measured partial currents 
(both for CO and for H
2
) are significantly lower. Yet, this does not 
seem change the PVP-to-metal binding strength and the value of 
the cathodic potential that has to be reached in order to break these 
bonds. Thus the activity increases observed in Fig. 3 compare well 
with those seen in Fig. 1, while significantly less degradation is 
observed (compare Figs 4 and 2).
4. Conclusion
Silver nanoparticles with well-defined shapes can be fabri-
cated by a variety of synthesis methods, and the thus prepared 
particles can potentially be used as efficient catalysts in CO
2
 
Fig. 3. Potentiostatic electrolyses were carried out using PVP-coated Ag NCs dropcast on a GDE, used as electrocatalysts of CO2-reduction in a 
CO2-saturated 0.5 mol dm
–3 KHCO3 solution. Faradaic efficiencies (a) and partial current densities (b) of CO (green) and H2 (red) are shown as a func-
tion of the IR-drop corrected electrode potential. Data (dots) were recorded by gas chromatography; trends (curves) were created by spline interpo-
lation. Arrows show the direction of the potential excursion.
Fig. 4. Ag NCs drop-cast on a GDE, as observed before and after applying the electrochemical treatment shown in Fig. 3, in a CO2-saturated 
0.5 mol dm–3 KHCO3 solution. Panels (a) and (e) show the secondary electron, (b) and (f) the back-scattered electron images of the NCs, with a side 
length of ~100 nm. Elemental composition maps, recorded by EDX, are shown in panels (c) and (g) for silver and in panels (d) and (h) for carbon. The 
arrows point to smaller Ag particles, formed by the degradation of the NCs during the potential-induced activation.
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electroreduction. It is a major problem of catalyst design, how-
ever, that PVP – a capping agent used for the shape control of 
the catalyst particles – can remain adsorbed on the surface of 
the nanostructures, significantly decreasing the catalytic activ-
ity. Although some methods (solvent or thermal annealing based 
ones) are available for PVP removal, these can potentially damage 
the catalyst by exhibiting it to contaminations or to thermal shock.
In this short communication we described an alternative, po-
tential-induced activation method that can be used to effectively 
remove PVP from the surface of Ag nanocubes. The method 
works operando in the electrochemical cell, and requires that be-
fore use, the working electrode is polarized to harsh negative po-
tentials. By applying a single ‘break-in’ cycle, we gain a catalyst 
that shows higher activity and good stability during subsequent 
normal operation at mild (not so negative) electrode potentials. 
The described activation method, as was studied by pre- and post-
electrolysis SEM imaging, causes only little degradation to the 
catalyst surface, and the method can be fine-tuned by selecting 
proper electrolyte compositions.
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Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP)Identical location scanning electron microscopy (IL–SEM) has become an important tool for electrocatal-
ysis research in the past few years. The method allows for the observation of the same site of an electrode,
often down to the same nanoparticle, before and after electrochemical treatment. It is presumed that by
IL–SEM, alterations in the surface morphology (the growth, shrinkage, or the disappearance of nanosized
features) can be detected, and the thus visualized degradation can be linked to changes of the catalytic
performance, observed during prolonged electrolyses. In the rare cases where no degradation is seen,
IL–SEM may provide comfort that the studied catalyst is ready for up-scaling and can be moved towards
industrial applications. However, although it is usually considered a non-invasive technique, the inter-
pretation of IL–SEM measurements may get more complicated. When, for example, IL–SEM is used to
study the degradation of surfactant-capped Ag nanocubes employed as electrocatalysts of CO2 electrore-
duction, nanoparticles subjected to the electron beam during pre-electrolysis imaging may lose some of
their catalytic activity due to the under-beam formation of a passive organic contamination layer.
Although the entirety of the catalyst obviously degrades, the spot mapped by IL–SEM reflects no or little
changes during electrolysis. The aim of this paper is to shed light on an important limitation of IL–SEM:
extreme care is necessary when applying this method for catalyst degradation studies, especially in case
of nanoparticles with surface-adsorbed capping agents.
 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
Due to the ever-increasing consumption of fossil fuels, gigatons
of CO2 are released yearly to the atmosphere, expediting global
warming [1]. A possible way of mitigating the effects of atmo-
spheric CO2 is to reduce it electrochemically. Electrochemical
reduction does not only allow CO2 to be regarded as a valuable
raw material instead of an environmentally dangerous waste, but
it may also provide a solution for the storage of excess renewable
(hydro-, solar or wind) energy [2].Mostly due to this, electrochemical CO2 reduction —a process
that was first described more than 150 years ago [3]— has recently
become the forefront of electrochemical research [4]. Searching for
the term ‘‘electrochemical CO2 reduction” on the website of ACS
Publications yields 3334 research papers about this topic, only
from the past year; Google Scholar, when searched for the same
term and for the same period of time, gives > 17000 matches. A
majority of these publications are original research papers that
describe new catalyst materials, which —somewhat remarkably—
all exhibit excellent qualities when applied for CO2 reduction. This
means that by covering electrodes with the newly invented cata-
lysts, and carrying out electrolyses of solutions that contain CO2
dissolved in some form, high current densities of CO2 reduction
can be achieved at relatively low overpotentials, and the process
may in an ideal case yield only one or just a few desired products
[4].
Y. Hou, Noémi Kovács, H. Xu et al. Journal of Catalysis 394 (2021) 58–66Compared to the tremendous amount of research invested in
the design of new electrocatalyst materials for CO2 electroreduc-
tion, technologies that operate on an industrial scale are still rare.
Undoubtedly, the most important obstacle that hinders the appli-
cation of newly developed catalysts on an industrial level is an
issue of stability: catalysts that may show remarkable features in
lab experiments tend to degrade and lose their performance over
prolonged use. This may especially be true for catalysts owing their
activity to a fine structure, such as colloidally synthesized nanopar-
ticles that are especially prone to degradation over long-time oper-
ation. In case of these catalysts, studying (electro-)mechanical
degradation and its effects on the catalytic performance has to be
the first step of technological up-scaling.
Although many operando techniques (e.g., X-ray diffraction,
scattering or absorption, as well as Raman spectroscopies [5,6])
can provide an insight to nanoparticle transformations occurring
during CO2 reduction, it is still more common to use ex situ electron
microscopic (EM) techniques to observe, in particular, the struc-
tural changes that electrocatalysts suffer during CO2 reduction.
In order to apply EM in an electrocatalysis study, the catalyst
has to be sampled before and after it is made subject to electro-
chemical treatment. When comparing images taken before and
after electrolysis, we usually work under two implicit assump-
tions: (i.) that the areas scanned before and after the electrolysis
are either physically the same, or are both representative of the
sample as a whole; and (ii.) that any changes we observe are
indeed caused by the electrochemical treatment and not by other
operations, e.g., the pre-electrolysis scanning of the sample, care-
less sample transportation, exposition to air or to chemicals, etc.
The former of the above two assumptions can readily be made
explicit, for example, if identical location scanning or transmission
electron microscopies (IL–SEM or IL–TEM) are employed. IL–TEM
was first described by a work of Mayrhofer et al. in 2008 [7], and
the first report on the application of IL–SEM by Hodnik et al. [8] fol-
lowed not much later, in 2012. In early studies, the catalyst mate-
rial was loaded on a TEM finder grid (made of gold) to facilitate
identical location imaging [7]. Later it was found that it is enough
to apply a small incision (a cross-like scratch) on other (e.g., gra-
phite) holders to relocate the scanned site after electrolysis, which
rendered the use of finder grids unnecessary. Due to the fact that
IL–EM is able to visualize changes of a catalyst surface, often down
to the details of individual nanoparticles, IL–EM found immediate
application in catalyst degradation studies on a variety of target
reactions [9,10].
In the field of CO2 electrolysis, IL–EM became a prominent
method of studying catalyst degradation [11–21], mainly because
it is considered (and, starting from its discovery, often advertised
as) a non-destructive method. It is usually assumed that if a given
catalyst preserves good performance characteristics over longer
periods of electrolysis, and neither IL–SEM nor IL–TEM reveal
any structural degradation, the catalyst is stable and can be con-
sidered a potential candidate for up-scaled (e.g., flow cell) studies
[15].
Unfortunately, however, the situation is not this simple, espe-
cially because, in some cases, the pre-electrolysis EM imaging does
affect the future catalytic performance of the sampled catalyst
areas. For example, in the literature of IL–TEM studies of electro-
catalysts, there are reports on the electron beam induced shrinkage
(as well as some ripening) of Pt nanoparticles used in fuel cells
[22]. Based on these results, Arenz and Zana strongly recommend
that in order to check if the electron beam changes the sample,
TEM analysis following the electrochemical measurements should
also be performed at pristine locations; i.e., locations which have
not been previously exposed to the electron beam [23].
For IL–SEM, probably based on the assumption that the electron
dose is much lower than in the case of TEM, no such warning was59given, and it is indeed not likely that the beam used under SEM
conditions could induce similar sintering effects observed in
TEM. The sintering of nanoparticles may however not be the only
way an electron beam can alter a catalyst surface: another, equally
important phenomenon —namely, the under-beam formation of a
passive layer— should also deserve attention.
That electron bombardment of a conducting sample in vacuo,
where only slightest traces of organic vapours occur, can result
in the coverage of the sample with a non-conducting layer of poly-
merized carbon compounds was first noticed by Lariviere Stewart
[24] in 1934 — that is, four years before von Ardenne built the first
SEM [25]. That electron bombardment, especially during focusing,
can also cause changes to the surface of a sample inside an SEM
was first noticed as early as 1946 by Marton et al. [26]. Recently,
two reviews from Postek et al. [27,28] discussed some issues of
interpreting SEM images: the second part [28] was entirely
devoted to the issue of electron beam-induced specimen
contamination.
Postek et al. [28] pointed out that the origin of beam-induced
contaminations can both be the sample itself and the vacuum sys-
tem of the SEM. While the cleanliness of the latter can be signifi-
cantly improved (for example, by the replacement of diffusion
pumps with turbomolecular ones backed by dry backing pumps
in modern instruments), the history of the specimen prior to enter-
ing the vacuum system still remains important [28]. In case of
samples with significant organic content, organic molecules
remaining on the sample surface can break, undergo polymeriza-
tion, and get ‘‘pinned” to the sample by the beam during scanning
[28]. Depending on the electron dose, the formed carbonaceous
layer can grow at a rate of a few nanometers/seconds over the sam-
ple surface, even if only low accelerating voltages are used.
It is interesting to note that although under-beam contamina-
tion is a well-studied subject in the literature of SEM (see
[27,28], as well as the references cited therein), studies on the
effect of under-beam contamination/passivation on the future
electrochemical behaviour of the sample are scarce, and are mostly
focused on corrosion and not on electrocatalytic properties [29].
Yet, as we are going to demonstrate in this paper, under-beam pas-
sivation can practically disable the sampled part of a catalyst, espe-
cially if it contains organic remnants (capping agents) from the
synthesis process. While other parts of the catalyst (not affected
by the electron beam before electrolysis) remain active and very
often degrade significantly during the catalysed process, the part
of the sample affected by pre-electrolysis scanning remains intact,
and probably entirely passive, due to the carbonaceous film formed
on it under the beam.
Here we demonstrate, by IL–SEM studies on polyvinylpyrroli-
done (PVP) functionalized Ag nanocubes used as electrocatalysts
for CO2 reduction, a catalytic activity disabling effect of a passive
carbonaceous layer that is known to be formed under the electron
beam during pre-electrolysis SEM scans [30]. The aim of this paper
is to emphasize the necessity of extreme care being taken not to
misinterpret IL–SEM studies that seemingly demonstrate excellent
catalyst stability.2. Experimental
Catalyst preparation. Ag nanocubes (Ag NCs) were prepared by
an upscaled synthesis route described elsewhere [31]. As support,
a glassy carbon plate (2 mm thickness, Alfa Aesar, type 1) was
mirror-polished (0.5 lm alumina suspension, Buehler), was thor-
oughly rinsed with ultrapure water and ethanol, dried, and masked
with an inert PTFE tape to leave an 0.8 cm  1 cm geometric sur-
face area open for catalyst coating.
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the as-prepared Ag nanocubes [31] (in the form of powder) was
dispersed in 6 cm3 isopropanol (VLSI Selectipur, BASF) by a 1-
hour sonication. 1.5 mg of technical carbon powder (Vulcan XC
72R, Cabot, USA) was also dispersed in 3 cm3 isopropanol by 1-
hour of sonication, and the two suspensions were subsequently
mixed by sonicating for 30 min. The resulting suspension was
dried overnight under vacuum conditions, yielding a C-supported
Ag NC catalyst powder. This powder was re-dispersed in 1.5 cm3
of isopropanol containing 75 l‘ of a Nafion solution (Aldrich, 5
wt% dissolved in a mixture of lower aliphatic alcohols and water).
The obtained dispersion was subjected to sonication for 30 min,
and for each electrode, 25 l‘ of the resulted ink was drop-cast onto
the glassy carbon plate and dried in a vacuum oven.
An Ag NC catalyst without carbon support was prepared by dis-
persing 22 mg of the as-prepared Ag NCs in 6 cm3 isopropanol by
1-hour sonication and spin-coating 75 l‘ of this suspension onto a
glassy carbon support in three steps over 1 minute, using 1000
min-1 rotation rate on an Ossila spin coater.
Both the C-supported and the unsupported Ag NC catalysts
were exposed to a UV-ozone atmosphere (PSD Series, Novascan,
operated with air at atmospheric pressure) for 12 min.
For studies on a gas diffusion electrode (GDE, experimental
details were described elsewhere [15]) the suspension of carbon-
supported Ag NCs was drop-cast on the hydrophobic surface of a
Sigracet 39 BC (Fuel Cell Store) GDE, and the nanocubes were per-
colated through the porous body of the GDE by a vacuum filtration
system placed on the rear side of the electrode, followed by air-
drying at ambient conditions lasting 30 min. No UV-ozone treat-
ment was applied to the thus prepared, Ag NC-modified GDE.
The GDE was used as part of the gas flow cell described in [15],
combined with a Sustainion alkaline membrane (X37-50 RT, Diox-
ide materials) and an anode compartment containing 2 mol dm3
KOH solution.
XPS Characterization. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
studies were carried out using a Thermo ESCALAB 250 XI instru-
ment at a pass energy of 30 eV using monochromated Al K-a line
(hm ¼ 1486:7 eV). Charge correction was based on the position of
the C1s peak (284.8 eV). The XPS spectra were subjected to a Shir-
ley background subtraction and were analysed using the CasaXPS
software.
Electrocatalysis studies. For all electrochemical experiments, a
potentiostat/galvanostat (Metrohm Autolab 302N, The Nether-
lands) was used to control the potential, current density, and trans-
ferred charge. The electrolysis experiments were carried out using
a custom-built, air-tight, H-type glass cell. Apart from the working
electrode that was prepared as described above, the three-
electrode arrangement consisted of a ‘‘leakless”
Ag jAgCl j3 mol dm3KCl reference (Pine) and a Pt-foil (1.5 cm 
0.5 cm, Goodfellow) counter electrode. For electrolyses,
0:5 mol dm3 KHCO3 (ACS grade, Sigma-Aldrich) electrolyte solu-
tions were prepared with ultrapure water (Milli-Q by Merck Milli-
pore) and were saturated with CO2 (99.999%, Carbagas,
Switzerland). During the experiments, continuous gas flow was
maintained through the electrolyte solution. To avoid possible fluc-
tuations in CO2 solubility caused by a change in the ambient tem-
perature, all electrochemical experiments were performed at 20 C,
by immersing the H-type cell into a thermostated water bath.
Automatic IR compensation was applied following the determina-
tion of the cell resistance by positive feedback. For the sake of com-
parability, all potentials given herein were converted to the
reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) scale. The reported current
densities were normalized to the geometric surface area.
Gaseous products generated in the cell were detected by con-
necting the purging gas outlet to a GC analyzer (SRI Instruments60Multigas Analyzer No3). The continuous flow of the carrier CO2
gas through the electrolysis cell carried volatile reaction products
from the head-space into the sampling loops of the gas chromato-
graph. The partial current Ii, corresponding to the formation of a
gaseous product i, can be calculated [32] as
Ii ¼ xi ni F vm; ð1Þ
where xi denotes the mole fraction of the products, determined by
GC using an independent calibration standard gas (Carbagas); ni is
the number of electrons involved in the reduction reaction to form
a particular product (n ¼ 2 for both CO and H2 formation);
F ¼ 96485:3 C mol1 is Faraday’s constant; and vm is the molar
CO2 gas flow rate measured by a universal flowmeter (7000 GC
flowmeter, Ellutia) at the exit of the electrochemical cell.
The Faradaic efficiency ðFEÞ of a given reaction product can be
determined by dividing the respective partial current, determined
from Eq. (1), by the total current measured electrochemically. A
thermal conductivity detector (TCD, for the detection of H2) and
a flame ionization detector (FID, for the detection of CO) were
applied in our studies. We found that in the studied system H2
and CO are the only two detectable products, accounting for
100% 5% of the current density that was electrochemically mea-
surable. The electrochemically measured current densities were
thus subdivided into partial current densities by taking into
account the chromatographically determined concentration ratios,
as will be shown later in Fig. 2. During operation, aliquots were
analysed in intervals of 20 min during steady state electrolyses.
EM Measurements. EM analysis was conducted with a Zeiss
Gemini 450 SEM with an InLens secondary electron (SE) and a
backscatter electron detector (BSD). An accelerating voltage of
1.5 kV (probe current of 20 pA) and 5.0 kV (probe current of 120
pA) were applied for SE and BSD imaging, respectively. For high-
angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron micro-
scopy (HAADF–STEM) combined with energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX) and TEM imaging, an FEI Titan Themis
(equipped with a SuperEDX detector) was used with an accelera-
tion voltage of 300 kV.3. Results and discussion
In colloidal nanoparticle synthesis, PVP is a widely applied
shape-control agent that promotes the growth of specific crystal
faces while hindering others [33,34]. In the synthesis of Ag NCs
used in this study, PVP —by strongly binding to the (100) facets
of Ag—, facilitated the formation of almost perfect nanocubes of
side lengths of about 100 nm, as shown in Fig. 1a. The XPS spec-
trum (Fig. 1b) of a catalyst prepared without carbon support clearly
exhibits a strong Ag3d signal, as well as a small peak that can be
assigned to the N1s excitation of the PVP molecules adsorbed on
the surface of the nanocubes. As shown in Fig. 1b, the applied
UV-ozone treatment resulted in a significantly decreased N1s peak
intensity. The peak has not disappeared, however, which hints that
some PVP still remained on the surface despite the UV-ozone
treatment.
Although the adsorbed PVP could, in principle, inhibit the cat-
alytic activity of the nanocubes [35,36], the UV-ozone treated, C-
supported Ag NCs showed good performance when applied for
the electroreduction of CO2. This is demonstrated by Fig. 2a, show-
ing the current density and the product distribution as a function
of the applied electrode potential. The current densities shown in
Fig. 2a were averaged for 1-hour electrolyses carried out in CO2
saturated 0:5 mol dm3 KHCO3 solutions: for the electrolyses at
different potentials, fresh solutions and newly prepared catalysts
were applied.
Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrograph (a) and X-ray photoelectron survey (b) of the unsupported Ag NC catalyst. XPS spectra are shown in (b) for the as-prepared catalyst
(green curve) and for the catalyst made subject to UV-ozone treatment (red curve) as well. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 2. The electrocatalytic performance of carbon-supported Ag nanocubes, used as catalysts of CO2 electroreduction in a CO2-saturated 0:5 mol dm3 KHCO3 solution. (a)
Potential dependence of the current density and the product distribution, as determined by means of online gas chromatography in an H-type cell for 1-hour electrolyses.
Each electrolysis (data points) were carried out using a freshly prepared catalyst and a fresh solution. Curves were created by interpolation. (b) Time dependence of the
catalytic performance, as determined by a single electrolysis experiment lasting 20 hours, with subsequent chromatographic head-space analysis (data points). The curve was
created by interpolation.
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CO [37]. The same is true for the carbon-supported Ag NCs, with
the addition that compared to plain silver —e.g., a silver foil
[14]— the Ag nanocubes exhibit a broader overpotential range for
CO production. That is, only a little amount of H2 is formed at
potentials less negative than 1:1 V vs. RHE, and CO2 reduction
generally prevails over hydrogen evolution in the entirety of the
studied potential range 1:3 V < E < 0:7 Vð Þ. This observation
is in agreement with other reports on nanoparticulate silver cata-
lysts of CO2 electroreduction [38].
In order to check the stability of the catalyst, we chose the mod-
erate potential value of 1:0 V vs. RHE for a prolonged operation
study. As shown in Fig. 2b, the catalyst preserved both its overall
activity and its relative selectivity towards the production of CO
(the Faradaic efficiency of CO formation was about 80%) for an elec-
trolysis lasting 20 hours.
Nevertheless, since catalysts can maintain their macroscopic
activity even as they undergo partial deactivation or decomposi-61tion [39], we carried out IL–SEM investigations of the working elec-
trode surface, which —although the overall activity remained
unchanged— indeed revealed some degradation.
In Fig. 3 we compare two scanning electron micrographs of the
same spot of a working electrode surface; one recorded before
(Fig. 3a) and one after (Fig. 3b) a 20-hours electrolysis treatment
at 1:0 V vs. RHE, similar to the one used to obtain the data of
Fig. 2b. Fig. 3a shows highly isotropic Ag NCs of a side length of
about 100 nanometers, distributed evenly on the supporting car-
bon matrix. As revealed by Fig. 3b, the nanocubes undergo some
slight deformation and shrinkage during electrolysis, and, more
prominently, some subnanometer sized particles appear on the
surface. EDX mapping (Fig. 3c) confirmed that these small particles
consist of silver, and are most probably formed as a debris of
nanoparticle degradation due to the mechanical impact of gas evo-
lution [16].
In order to get a clearer view of the degradation process of Ag
NCs, the above SEM experiment was repeated with a working elec-
Fig. 3. IL–SEM investigation of the degradation of carbon-supported Ag nanocubes, used as catalysts of CO2 electroreduction. The same spot of the working electrode surface
is shown just before (a) and right after (b) the electrode was used for a 20-hours electrolysis of a CO2-saturated 0:5 mol dm3 KHCO3 solution at an electrode potential of1:0
V vs. RHE. The formation of subnanometer sized Ag particles during electrolysis is revealed by the HAADF–STEM (gray-scale) and EDX scans (red-scale) in (c), recorded post-
electrolysis at a pristine location that has not been subjected to an electron beam before.
Fig. 4. SEM investigation of the degradation of non-supported Ag nanocubes, used as catalysts of CO2 electroreduction. The same spot of the working electrode surface is
shown just before (a) and right after (b) the electrode was used for a 20-hours electrolysis of a CO2-saturated 0:5 mol dm3 KHCO3 solution. A different spot of the same
sample is shown after electrolysis in (c).
Fig. 5. SEM micrograph of a sample of non-supported Ag NC catalyst taken after a
40-hours electrolysis at 1 V vs. RHE in a CO2-saturated 0:5 mol dm3 KHCO3
solution. A rectangular segment of the sample —shown in the image by its corners—
was also scanned before electrolysis. This pre-scanned area exhibits different
degradation features compared to the rest of the surface.
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Experimental section for details).
The as-prepared electrode surface is shown in Fig. 4a, exhibit-
ing cubic shaped Ag nanoparticles distributed on the glassy car-
bon electrode substrate. Somewhat surprisingly, the SEM image
of the same spot, recorded after a 20-hours electrolysis, shows
practically no degradation and the appearance of just a little
amount of the subnanometer sized particles, as shown in
Fig. 4b. What is even more surprising is that if we record an
SEM micrograph with the same configuration, just of a different
spot of the sample —that was not scanned before electrolysis—,
the picture gets quite different. Fig. 4c clearly shows slightly
deformed Ag nanocubes, along with a significant amount of Ag
debris formed during electrolysis.
The micrographs of Fig. 4 very clearly reveal an important pit-
fall of IL–SEM analysis; namely, that due to electron beam-
induced changes of the catalyst surface during the pre-
electrolysis scan, the sample may get at least partially deactivated
for the catalysed process. Due to its decreased electrocatalytic
activity, the pre-scanned area of the sample may show no or little
changes during the electrolytic process, while other spots (that
were not affected by pre-electrolysis SEM scanning) preserve
their activity and, in turn, exhibit significant degradation. In other
words, the often advertised nondestructiveness of IL–SEM [8,9]
should not be taken as granted — at least, not for all catalyst
types.
That the effect shown in Fig. 4 can indeed be explained by pre-
electrolysis electron beam–sample interactions is further demon-62strated by Fig. 5, showing an SEM micrograph of a working elec-
trode surface obtained after electrolysis. Only a part (a
rectangular segment) of this sample was scanned by SEM before
electrolysis took place, and despite that the sample was exposed
Fig. 6. SEM micrographs of a catalyst surface, obtained using different magnifications and after different scanning times. The applied accelerating voltage was 1.5 kV.
Fig. 7. Electron microscopic images of Ag NCs after electron beam irradiation was carried out for 10 min with a scanning electron beam of 1.5 kV accelerating voltage. (a)
Secondary electron SEM image taken at 1.5 kV acceleration voltage. (b) Secondary electron SEM image obtained at 20 kV. (c) HAADF–STEM image taken at 300 kV. (d) TEM
bright field image taken at 300 kV.
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be observed between the degradation features of the pre-scanned
segment and the rest of the surface area. Most notably, the cover-
age of the pre-scanned area with the subnanometer sized Ag par-
ticles is less pronounced, compared to other sites. This hints that63the electron beam exerts an effect not only on the Ag nanoparticles
but also on the underlying glassy carbon substrate.
Note that provided we refrain from long-time exposure of the
sample to the electron beam, the above-described electron beam
irradiation effect is hardly noticeable per se. Yet, as shown by
Fig. 5, even the irradiation damages that remained undetected dur-
Fig. 8. SEM micrographs of different magnification of a GDE modified by Ag NCs. Identical locations are shown prior to (a) and after (b) a potentiostatic electrolysis at 2:0 V
vs. an Ag j AgCl j 3 mol dm3 KCl(aq) reference electrode consuming 1600 C cm2. A different location is shown after the electrolysis in (c).
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sample is used for electrolysis and scanned afterwards.
To demonstrate the irradiation effect in itself, we carried out
prolonged SEM scans on one of our catalyst samples. As revealed
by Fig. 6, the effect of contamination (as visualized by the growth
and even the apparent merging of the nanocubes) is more pro-
nounced when larger magnifications are applied (i.e., when the
beam is more focused) or when the sample is scanned for longer
times.
At first glance, the growing and subsequently merging nano-
cubes shown in Fig. 6 may resemble the coalescence of Pt nanopar-
ticles observed by Chorkendorff et al. under in situ TEM conditions
[22]. Note, however, that under TEM conditions, the accelerating
voltage and the electron dose are both much higher than in SEM.
Accordingly, the main feature that Chorkendorff et al. described
in their study was a shrinkage (and not a growth) of most nanopar-
ticles, with only a few of these displaying actual coalescence [22].
Shrinkage in this study was shown to be an effect of both the high
electron dose and the oxidizing atmosphere. None of these are
characteristic of our SEM measurements; thus in our case, it seems
more straightforward to presume that the beam has little effect on
the nanocubes themselves, and it is rather the under-beam forma-
tion of a carbonaceous passive layer what is seen in Fig. 6.
Although the SEM images recorded at an accelerating voltage of
1.5 kV may not allow a clear distinction between the core of the
nanoparticles and the contamination layer formed around them
(Figs. 6 and 7a), the contamination layer can be visualized by EM
scans at higher (20 kV) accelerating voltage (Fig. 7b). That under
the formed carbonaceous contamination layer the Ag nanocubes
preserve their original shape can be confirmed by the HAADF–
STEM and the TEM bright field images shown in Figs. 7c and d,
respectively.
It is of worth noting that the contamination layer is most prob-
ably formed by the PVP capping agent, remnants of which remain
adsorbed on the Ag nanocubes despite the applied UV–ozone treat-
ment, and then get polymerized and pinned to the electrode sur-
face by the electron beam [28]. Based on the electrocatalytic
degradation pattern shown by Fig. 5, we can assume that some
PVP may also remain on the substrate, forming there a carbona-64ceous shell that is however presumed to be not as thick as on
the surfaces of the nanocubes, where PVP is primarily adsorbed.
The under-beam formation of the passive layer on the surface of
nanoparticulate catalysts seems to block the pre-scanned surface
even if entirely different settings, and much harsher electrolysis
conditions, compared to what was described before, are applied.
This is demonstrated by Fig. 8, where we modified a gas diffusion
electrode (GDE) with carbon-supported Ag NCs (this time, without
the application of UV-ozone treatment), and performed electrolysis
by applying a potential of 1:4 V vs. RHE, thus passing through a
total charge amount of 1600 C cm-2. While the identical location
SEM images of Fig. 8a and b show no trace of degradation, particle
deformation and the appearance of newly formed, small particles
is clearly shown by the SEM micrograph of Fig. 8c, recorded at a
random spot after the electrolysis. Although as pointed out in
[40], in fact any organic contaminations of a catalyst sample may
act as source of material for the formation of passive carbonaceous
crust layers, the prominent role of PVP in this process is further
supported by our numerous IL–SEM studies on PVP-free catalysts,
where no such contamination effects were ever seen [11–20].4. Concluding remarks
No effort has so far been made to demonstrate the effect of
capping-agent related under-beam passive layer formation on
the catalytic behaviour of nanoparticle type electrocatalysts. This
is considered worrying, particularly because of the emerging pop-
ularity of IL–SEM-based stability studies where the pre-electrolysis
scanning can contaminate (and consequently disable) the catalyst
sample in a way that the post-electrolysis scan would deceivingly
show no degradation.
Using PVP-functionalised Ag nanocubes as model catalysts of
CO2 reduction, we demonstrated how under-beam contamination
(a carbonaceous, passive crust formed over the catalyst particles)
might account for artefacts in IL–SEM studies in such a way that
the experimenter is provided with false comfort with regard to
the stability of the catalyst. This paper was written with the aim
to direct attention to this possible pitfall of IL–SEM studies, which
Y. Hou, Noémi Kovács, H. Xu et al. Journal of Catalysis 394 (2021) 58–66may especially emerge when IL–SEM is applied on electrocatalysts
prepared by a synthesis route involving capping agents.
Apart from the issues that PVP remnants can cause in the inter-
pretation of IL–SEM experiments, it should also be emphasized
that shape-forming surfactants may exert further unwanted effects
also on the essential catalytic properties. E.g., in case of the system
studied here we have to note that if no action (in our case, UV-
ozone treatment) is taken to remove (at least most of) the adhering
PVP remnants, this will negatively affect both the selectivity and
the stability of the catalyst. In our case omission of the UV-ozone
treatment resulted, for example, in the overall Faradaic efficiency
(toward CO production) dropping from  80% to  65%, and a fur-
ther dropping to below 50% over 2 hours of electrolysis (under con-
ditions similar to those applying for Fig. 2b). The removal of
capping agents may be based on plasma/thermal annealing [41]
(note that the UV-ozone treatment we applied here proved to be
far from ideal), or it may even rely on mere electrochemical meth-
ods. Namely, it was recently shown in two independent studies (by
our group [42] and by Pankhurst et al. [43]) that capping agent
remnants may effectively be removed by the harsh cathodic poten-
tials applied during CO2 electrolysis. Needless to say, the latter
‘‘operando activation” method [42] does not work for capping
agents baked to the catalyst surface by the electron beam in an
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ABSTRACT: Among the electrolyzers under development for CO2 electro-
reduction at practical reaction rates, gas-fed approaches that use gas diffusion
electrodes (GDEs) as cathodes are the most promising. However, the insufficient
long-term stability of these technologies precludes their commercial deployment.
The structural deterioration of the catalyst material is one possible source of device
durability issues. Unfortunately, this issue has been insufficiently studied in systems
using actual technical electrodes. Herein, we make use of a morphologically
tailored Ag-based model nanocatalyst [Ag nanocubes (NCs)] assembled on a zero-
gap GDE electrolyzer to establish correlations between catalyst structures,
experimental environments, electrocatalytic performances, and morphological
degradation mechanisms in highly alkaline media. The morphological evolution of
the Ag−NCs on the GDEs induced by the CO2 electrochemical reduction reaction
(CO2RR), as well as the direct mechanical contact between the catalyst layer and
anion-exchange membrane, is analyzed by identical location and post-electrolysis scanning electron microscopy investigations. We
find that at low and mild potentials positive of −1.8 V versus Ag/AgCl, the Ag−NCs undergo no apparent morphological alteration
induced by the CO2RR, and the device performance remains stable. At more stringent cathodic conditions, device failure
commences within minutes, and catalyst corrosion leads to slightly truncated cube morphologies and the appearance of smaller Ag
nanoparticles. However, comparison with complementary CO2RR experiments performed in H-cell configurations in a neutral
environment clearly proves that the system failure typically encountered in the gas-fed approaches does not stem solely from the
catalyst morphological degradation. Instead, the observed CO2RR performance deterioration is mainly due to the local high
alkalinity that inevitably develops at high current densities in the zero-gap approach and leads to the massive precipitation of
carbonates which is not observed in the aqueous environment (H-cell configuration).
KEYWORDS: CO2 electroreduction, gas diffusion electrodes, zero-gap electrolyzer, carbon monoxide,
exchange membrane electrode assembly
■ INTRODUCTION
Powering the electrochemical reduction reaction of carbon
dioxide (CO2RR) with renewable energy sources has emerged
as a compelling alternative to other approaches to CO2
valorization,1,2 toward meeting the increasing demand for
commodity/platform chemicals and thereby contributing to
efforts to close the anthropogenic carbon cycle.3,4 In recent
decades, significant progress has been made to understand the
reaction mechanisms of this process through the development
of cutting-edge catalyst materials that increase the activity
[partial current density (PCD) of generated products] and
selectivity (faradaic efficiency, FE) of the process. Strong cases
of commercial viability have been made for formate (HCOO−)
and CO production, which require the transfer of only two
electrons from the electrocatalyst to the CO2 reactant
molecule.5,6 Formate is efficiently formed on Sn-, Bi-, In-,
and Pb-based catalysts, whereas CO forms preferably on Ag-,
Au-, and Zn-based catalysts.7 CO is a particularly appealing
product because it can be used as a stockpile for subsequent
transformation either in the Fischer−Tropsch process8 or in
sequential electrochemical9 and fermentation methods.10
Using catalyst screening methods based on H-cell experi-
ments in which reactant CO2 gas is usually dissolved in an
aqueous bicarbonate-based electrolyte, a significant number of
works have reported that Ag-,11−13 Au-,14,15 and Zn-based16−18
cathode materials provide excellent CO selectivity and
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operational stability. Many works have also reported insightful
correlations between the use of a tailored catalyst nanostruc-
ture and electrocatalytic performance.19,20 In addition,
diverging from the bicarbonate-based electrolyte that was
once used almost ubiquitously, it has been found that highly
concentrated (potassium) hydroxide-based catholyte solutions
suppress the parasitic hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) and
improve the CO2RR performance because OH
− ions exhibit
excellent ionic conductivity and reduce the activation energy
barriers for CO2 electroreduction.
9,21−24 Through these and
other improvements, the field has reached a significant level of
maturity so that currently, the associated research is driven by
more ambitious endeavors, namely, scaling up the CO2RR
process to practical realization.10,25 Toward this end,
experimental platforms have been developed to circumvent
or attenuate the mass transport limitations that are intrinsic to
traditional H-type cell measurements26−28 and arise from the
low solubility of the dissolved CO2 reactant in aqueous
electrolytes. This pursuit opens a new avenue to the CO2RR
and related fields because the insights extracted from H-cell
measurements with either stationary or rotating disk electrodes
do not necessarily hold for their gas-fed homologues and both
approaches bear fundamental kinetic differences that must be
addressed to approach process commercialization.29−31
Among the various types of CO2 electrolyzers under
development, gas-fed approaches that use gas diffusion
electrodes (GDEs) as cathodes and that are inspired by
polymer electrolyte fuel cell technologies are considered to be
the most promising.1,21,30,32−36 Consequently, studies on Ag−
GDEs in contact with flowing alkaline electrolytes (Figure 1a)
have grown in popularity to achieve higher PCDCO and FECO
values as well as lower CO2RR onset potentials and to explore
possible enhancements to performance longevity.37−41 How-
ever, electrolyzer designs that rely on this cell configuration are
not without shortcomings that affect device performance and
stability, thereby overshadowing their intrinsic electrocatalytic
activity. These issues stem from (i) high ohmic losses owing to
the electrolyte layer separating the electrodes,30 (ii) electrolyte
percolation through the microporous layer (MPL) of GDEs
and concomitant carbonate salt precipitation,42,43 and (iii)
CO2 crossover from the cathodic to the anodic compartment
upon CO2 neutralization by OH




Motivated by this, a few recent works on alternative cell
designs with only an aqueous anolyte between the membrane
and anode and no liquid electrolyte layer between the catalyst
layer and (an)ion-exchange membrane [indistinctively called
exchange membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) or cath-
olyte-free or zero-gap membrane assemblies, see Figure
1b]1,32,46 have been reported, enabling comparably reduced
ohmic overpotentials, enhanced stability, and excellent CO
selectivity.25,47,48 This zero-gap configuration not only affords
reduced ohmic losses but also attenuates complications that
arise from poor membrane hydration and electrode flooding at
high current densities, which are otherwise problematic to fully
gas-fed electrolyzers46,49 (note that exchange MEA electro-
lyzers may still suffer from the parasitic uptake of CO2 at the
interface of the cathode and anion-exchange membrane, thus
facilitating the undesirable CO2 discharge on the anode
surface).43,44,50 Nonetheless, one persistent hurdle that
precludes the commercial deployment of these technologies
is insufficient long-term device stability, which continues to fall
short of the minimum target value of 8 × 104 h.5 Efforts to
identify the factors that lead to process failure have been
undertaken, and strategies to alleviate such failures have been
proposed (e.g., appropriate selection of the reactor design,
electrode production method and hydrodynamics,1 manage-
ment of electrolyte percolation through the GDE,39,51 and
carbonation tolerance of the electrodes43,44).
In this context, another aspect that may also be a source of
device durability issues and that has been minimally
investigated using actual technical electrodes on which very
large current densities (>300 mA cm−2) are enforced is the
structural deterioration of the catalyst material.31,40 In
particular, studies of the catalyst morphological evolution of
Ag-based exchange MEAs induced by the CO2RR reaction
itself are lacking, as well as studies of the effect of direct
mechanical contact between the catalyst layer and anion-
exchange membrane (Figure 1b). To shed light on this
unexplored aspect of CO2RR on Ag−GDEs, we make use of
morphologically tailored Ag-based model nanocatalysts [Ag
nanocubes (Ag−NCs)] assembled on zero-gap GDEs to
establish correlations between structure, environment, electro-
catalytic performance, and degradation mechanisms under the
abovementioned most favorable CO2RR conditions (i.e., a
highly alkaline membrane adjacent to the catalyst layer). Sub-
monolayer surface coverages are purposely employed to
unambiguously address possible structure degradation at the
level of a single Ag−NC. Besides investigation of the catalyst
activity and selectivity, we devote particular attention to the
Figure 1. Schematics of the reaction interfaces in (a) liquid flow-cell electrolyzer and (b) exchange membrane electrode assembly (MEA) or zero-
gap assembly. (c) Depiction and assembly of the zero-gap flow cell used in this work for the CO2RR. (d) Cross-sectional view of the assembled cell
with reference and counter electrodes (CE and RE, respectively) immersed in the anolyte compartment. MPL in panels (a,b) stands for the MPL
on which the catalyst material (Ag−NCs) is embedded.
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time evolution of both the electrochemical performance of the
process and the material’s nanostructure induced upon CO2
electrolysis at large current densities, as enforced on the model
exchange Ag−MEAs. We find that our testbed enables among
the highest CO partial current densities and competitive FECO
values (−625 mA cm−2 and 85%, respectively) even at the
applied sub-monolayer catalyst coverages. Two distinct
electrode potential regimes were observed, each exhibiting
significantly different behaviors. At low and mild applied
potentials (E ≥ −1.8 V vs Ag/AgCl), stability prevails across
the PCDCO and FECO, electrolyzer performance, and catalyst
structure. Conversely, at greater cathodic potentials, the
process selectivity and activity severely degrade, leading to
performance failure even though the catalyst morphology
undergoes significantly less deterioration. Thus, this work
enables the deconvolution of catalyst structural stability from
system performance stability. Finally, a comparison with
standard H-type reference measurements reveals that CO2RR
product selectivity is influenced by electrolyzer design and,
therefore, that the knowledge developed using such batch-type
approaches should not be regarded as directly transferable to
gas-fed platforms. Overall, the results underscore that more
effort must be devoted to the understanding and optimization
of system design parameters (e.g., water management,
prevention of salt precipitation, CO2 flow rate, and electrolyte
flow rate) that have a more significant impact on the product
spectrum and longevity of the exchange MEA electrolyzers
than that of the structural degradation of the catalyst, which is
shown to be mild.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis of Ag−NCs. Silver NCs were synthesized using
a previously reported method with minor modification.52 5 mL
of ethylene glycol (EG, J. T. Baker) was added to a 250 mL
two-neck flask preheated to 160 °C. A light N2 flow was
introduced just above the EG for the first 10 min, followed by
heating the solvent for another 50 min. Next, 3 mL EG
solution of AgNO3 (94 mM) and 3 mL EG solution containing
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, Mw = 55,000, 144 mM) and NaCl
(0.22 mM) were simultaneously injected into the flask at a rate
of 45 mL/h, with the solution observed to turn yellow during
this process. Under continuous stirring at 160 °C, the solution
exhibited a color transition series from yellow to clear yellow,
brown, greenish, and finally ochre and opaque. The whole
process required 16 h to 24 h for completion. After the
solution had turned opaque, the reaction was quenched by
adding 22 mL of acetone to the hot solution, followed by
cooling in an ice-water bath. To purify the NCs, the solution
was first centrifuged at 2000g for 30 min, and then, the
precipitate was dispersed and centrifuged 3× in 10 mL of
deionized water at 9000g for 10 min per run.53 The product
was finally dispersed in 5 mL of deionized water for future use.
Preparation of Ag−NC Catalyst Ink. To prepare the
carbon-supported Ag−NC ink, 1.5 mg of the prepared Ag−
NCs and 0.26 mg of carbon black (Vulcan XC 72R, Cabot)
were separately dispersed in 10 mL of isopropanol (VLSI
Selectipur, BASF SE, Ludwigshafen, Germany) by 1 h of
sonication. Both suspensions were intermixed, sonicated for 1
h, and dried using a Rotary evaporator (Buchi R210, 45 °C, 85
mbar). The obtained carbon-supported Ag−NCs (85 wt %
Ag−NC and 15 wt % C black) were then redispersed in 1 mL
of isopropanol containing 50 μL of Nafion (5 wt %, 15−20%
water, Sigma-Aldrich). The resulting suspension was subjected
to sonication for 1 h yielding a homogeneous catalyst ink. For
the sake of reproducibility and comparison, catalyst inks were
also prepared with commercial Ag−NCs (NanoXact, nano-
Composix) and used for complementary CO2RR experiments.
Preparation of the Ag−NC−GDEs. The model catalyst
material in this work consists of cubic Ag nanoparticles (Ag−
NCs) with an average edge length of (113.1 ± 10.6) nm. The
Ag−NC−GDEs for all electrochemical and characterization
experiments were prepared as follows: a defined circular area of
7.07 × 10−2 cm2 on the GDEs’ hydrophobic surface (diameter
of 2 cm, Sigracet 39 BC, Fuel Cell Store) was modified by
dropcasting 50 μL of carbon-supported Ag−NC ink onto its
top surface. This catalyst solution was percolated through the
porous body of the GDEs by a vacuum filtration system placed
on the backside of the electrode, and subsequent drying at
ambient conditions was allowed for at least 30 min. Analysis by
inductively coupled plasma−mass spectrometry (ICP−MS) of
freshly prepared samples was used to determine the catalyst
mass loading, which amounted to ∼7.1 × 10−2 mgAg cm−2.
Assembly of the Gas Flow Cell. The assembly and main
components of the zero-gap gas-flow cell employed in this
work to investigate correlations between the catalyst structure
and process performance of CO2RR to CO on Ag−NC−GDEs
are schematically depicted in Figure 1c,d. This assembly
consists of a stainless-steel cell body with the gas flow channels
used to feed the CO2 from the backside of the prepared Ag−
NC−GDEs mounted on the outermost location of the central
portion. Other components incorporated into the cell include a
current collector and a gas inlet and outlet to control the
supply of the CO2 reactant (99.999%, Carbagas, Switzerland)
and analysis of the gaseous products, respectively. All CO2RR
experiments were set up by placing a freshly prepared Ag−
NC−GDE on top of the gas flow channels, with its catalyst-
modified surface facing upward. Subsequently, a clean
hydroxide-functionalized Sustainion alkaline membrane (X37-
50 RT, Dioxide materials) and a poly(tetrafluoroethylene)
(PTFE) anolyte compartment were carefully placed on top of
the Ag−NC−GDE. A clamp was then used to ensure cell
tightness and mechanical stability. KOH electrolyte-supporting
solution (10 mL, 2 M; pH: 14.3, Sigma-Aldrich) was added to
the anolyte compartment, and a Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl, double
junction design, Metrohm) electrode and a Pt mesh (99.99%,
MaTeck) separated by a glass frit served as the reference and
counter electrodes, respectively. Note that the PTFE anolyte
compartment has a central orifice (7.07 × 10−2 cm2) in its
bottom part that provides direct contact between the
electrolyte and the underlying anion-exchange membrane,
while the Ag−NC−GDE is prevented from establishing
physical contact with the supporting anolyte. During
electrolysis, a humidified CO2 stream (16 mL min
−1) was
continuously fed through the gas flow channels of the stainless-
steel cell body adjacent to the prepared Ag−NC−GDEs.
Electrochemical Reduction of CO2 (CO2RR) Using Ag−
NC−GDEs. All electrolytes were prepared using chemicals of
at least ACS reagent grade and deionized water (Millipore,
18.2 MΩ cm, 3 ppb toc). Both ECi-200 (Nordic electro-
chemistry) and Autolab PGSTAT128 N (Metrohm) potentio-
stats were used to perform all electrochemical experiments.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements were
conducted before and after every CO2 electrolysis experiment,
and the results were considered to build the potential-
dependent product distributions and partial current densities
displayed and mentioned throughout the text. Potentiostatic
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CO2 electrolysis experiments were carried out at selected
applied electrode potentials for 1 h, during which time the
electrogenerated gaseous products were analyzed by online gas
chromatography (SRI Instruments) in sequential intervals of
10 min. The electrolyte was analyzed after the applied
electrolysis condition (post reaction) to quantify the produced
formate by means of ion-exchange chromatography (Metrohm
Ltd., Switzerland). For comparison, the performance of the
Ag−NC−GDEs was also tested by dedicated reference
measurements using 2 M KHCO3 as the electrolyte in both
the gas-flow cell and the conventional H-cell configurations.
For the H-cell measurements, a proton-exchange membrane
(Nafion 117, Sigma-Aldrich) separated the catholyte from the
anolyte, and the working electrode consisted of a rectangular
piece of carbon paper (0.8 × 3 cm) prepared in the same way
as the Ag−NC−GDEs for zero-gap measurements. The back
side and the edges of these electrodes were masked with the
PTFE tape, thus leaving an uncovered geometric surface area
of 0.2 cm2. A single junction Ag/AgCl electrode (saturated
KCl, Pine Research) and a Pt foil (2.5 × 0.8 cm, 99.99%,
MaTeck) were used as the reference and counter electrodes,
respectively. All electrode potential values in this work are in
reference to the standard Ag/AgCl3M reference electrode. The
data corresponding to the product selectivity and partial
current densities of all experiments are displayed in Tables S2−
S6. A thorough description of complementary experimental
details is presented in a previous publication.36
Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy-Disper-
sive X-ray Spectroscopy Characterization. Morphological
characterization of the prepared Ag−NC−GDEs and assess-
ment of the spatial distribution of the Ag−NCs over the
samples was carried out with scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) imaging experiments. Imaging was performed before
(for the as-prepared electrodes) and after having sustained
defined CO2RR time intervals at selected applied electrode
potentials. The analysis was conducted sequentially with a
Zeiss Gemini 450 scanning electron microscope with both
InLens secondary electron and backscattered electron
detectors (Inlens SE and BSD detectors, respectively). An
accelerating voltage of 5 kV and a current of 200 pA were
applied at a working distance of 6.6−6.8 mm. The BSD
detector enables clear identification of the Ag−NCs along the
surface of the GDE’s MPL because this technique is highly
sensitive to the atomic number of the elements being imaged.
However, the images acquired with the InLens SE detector
provide better morphological resolution of the Ag−NCs. The
use of both imaging operational modes coupled to energy-
dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) analysis made it possible to
track morphological catalyst changes induced by CO2
electrolysis and/or physical contact between the catalyst
material and anion-exchange membrane on the Ag−NC−
GDEs used. Complementary identical location (IL−SEM)
experiments were conducted on Ag−NC−GDEs for which
selected sample positions were imaged by the SEM instrument
before and after CO2RR experiments.
AZtec 4.2 software (Oxford Instruments) was used to
acquire EDX spectra and surface mappings of selected Ag−
NC−GDEs. An acceleration voltage of 10 kV and a current of
1.2 nA were applied at a working distance of 8.5 mm.
Catalyst Loading and Post-electrolysis Electrolyte
and Ag−NC−GDE Analysis by ICP−MS. Freshly prepared
Ag−NC−GDEs were immersed in 3 mL HNO3 (BASF SE,
Ludwigshafen, Germany) for 24 h to dissolve the Ag−NCs
embedded on their surfaces. The resulting solutions were
diluted with 3% HNO3 solution by a factor of 500 and were
then fed into a NExION 2000 ICP−MS instrument
(PerkinElmer) to obtain the Ag mass loading of the electrodes.
To identify possible Pt dissolution from the employed Pt
counter electrode during CO2 electrolysis, the following ICP−
MS and EDX control experiments were conducted. First, 10
μL of post-reaction anolyte (after CO2RR at −2.0 V for 60 min
in 2 M KOH) was diluted with 10 mL of 3% HNO3 solution
for ICP−MS analysis. No Pt dissolution was detected in two
independent measurements. Additionally, two post-electrolysis
Ag−NC−GDEs were immersed in 3 mL aqua regia for 24 h
and the solutions were diluted by factor 100 with 3% HNO3.
The corresponding ICP−MS spectra showed no signal other
than the background further confirming the absence of Pt on
the catalyst surface and supporting GDE. Finally, EDX analysis
of a Ag−NC−GDE sample after being subjected to similar
CO2RR conditions also excluded the presence of any Pt
deposited on the employed cathodes (see Figure S8).
X-ray Diffraction Catalyst Characterization. The
crystallinity of the Ag−NCs was determined by means of X-
ray diffraction (XRD) techniques (Bruker D8) using Cu Kα
radiation (λ = 0.1540 nm, 40 mA) generated at 40 keV. Scans
were recorded at 1° min−1 for 2θ values between 20 and 100°.
The samples were prepared by dropcasting Ag−NCs dispersed
in isopropanol on a graphite foil (0.13 mm, 99.8%, Alfa Aesar)
and then allowing the solution to dry under ambient
Figure 2. Representative SEM images at different magnifications showing the surface of an as-prepared Ag−NC−GDE cathode for CO2RR. (a,d)
Ag−NC catalyst sub-monolayer coverage on the MPL of the GDE. (b,c) and (e,f) reveal the well-defined cubic morphology of the Ag−NCs.
Images (a−c) were acquired using the BSD detector of the scanning electron microscope. (d−f) Correspond to the same sample surface areas
shown in the upper panels but were recorded with the InLens SE detector.
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conditions. The obtained XRD patterns were analyzed and
compared with JCPD (Joint Committee on Powder
Diffraction) for peak assignment.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization of Ag−NC−GDEs by SEM. Figure 2
shows representative SEM images of an as-prepared Ag−NC−
GDE. We present data acquired sequentially at the same
position with both the BSD and InLens SE detectors of the
scanning electron microscope. Clear distinction between the
Ag−NCs (bright) and the supporting GDE (dark) is provided
by the BSD detector, which is sensitive to the atomic number
of the analyzed material (Figure 2a−c). We observe a highly
dispersed sub-monolayer of Ag−NC surface coverage built up
by both single Ag−NCs and sparse groups of the particles
(Figure 2b,c). This observation implies that the electro-
chemical performance of the Ag−NC−GDEs will be partially
determined by parasitic side reactions (e.g., HER) taking place
also on catalyst-free regions. This is supported by the
combined SEM−EDX analysis of an as-prepared Ag−NC−
GDE sample displayed in Figure S1a−d. The images acquired
using the InLens SE detector (Figure 2d−f) offer improved
morphological resolution of single Ag−NCs and their cubic
shape, which is more easily observed at large magnifications
(Figure 2e−f). Statistical analysis of more than 400 Ag−NCs
provided an average edge length of 113.1 ± 10.6 nm, while
XRD characterization confirmed the high crystallinity of the
assembled Ag−NCs (Figure S1e,f). Recent theoretical and
experimental studies in H-cell configurations have reported the
superior and stable catalytic performance of cubic Ag
nanoparticles compared to their octahedral and spherical
counterparts.19,20
Electrocatalytic Performance of Ag−NC−GDEs for
CO2RR in Zero-Gap Electrolyzer. Potentiostatic CO2RR
experiments at selected applied potentials ranging between
−1.55 and −2.1 V versus Ag/AgCl were conducted for 1 h
using a dedicated Ag−NC−GDE as the cathode in a zero-gap
gas flow-cell configuration (Figure 1b−d) for every potential. A
favorable alkaline reacting environment was provided by the 2
M KOH electrolyte used in the anolyte compartment.42 Figure
3a displays the potential-dependent product distribution of the
gaseous products obtained after 10 min of CO2 electrolysis.
Besides the modest FECO observed at E ∼ −1.55 V, all
obtained FECO values at potentials more negative than −1.6 V
surpassed 65%, reaching a maximum value of approximately
85% at −1.8 V. Diverging from previous reports in which an
abrupt decay of FECO was observed with progressively higher
potentials/current densities, only a slight decrease of CO
Figure 3. Potential-dependent FEs (a) and PCDs (b) of the gaseous products obtained from CO2RR on the gas-fed Ag−NC−GDEs 10 min after
beginning CO2 electrolysis. Time evolution of the FECO at (c) mild (−1.5 V > E > −1.8 V) and (d) high applied potentials (−1.83 V > E > −2.1
V). Corresponding time evolution of the PCDCO at mild (e) and high (f) applied potentials. All experiments were carried out using 2 M KOH in
the anolyte compartment. The solid lines in all panels are guides to the eye to better observe the trends. The experimental error was accounted for
using ±5% error bars.
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selectivity was detected at the harshest applied cathodic
conditions due to an emerging formate contribution. However,
it should be noted that in those previous reports either a
bipolar membrane or a 0.5 M KHCO3 buffer layer was used
between the cathode and proton-exchange membrane.32,54,55
The efficiency of parasitic H2 stayed at FEH2 levels ≤10% for
potentials more negative than −1.75 V. The corresponding
dependence of the partial current densities PCDCO and PCDH2
on the enforced potentials is shown in Figure 3b. The PCDCO
increases steeply as the cathodic potential increases from
−1.54 to −1.87 V reaching highly competitive levels at
approximately −600 mA cm−2 (see Table S1). Further
cathodic polarization to approximately −2.1 V leads to a
slightly increased PCDCO reaching approximately −625 mA
cm−2. The PCDH2 did not exceed −50 mA cm−2 at all applied
potentials. These CO selectivities and partial current densities
stand out considering that for the as-prepared Ag−NC−GDEs,
a significant portion of the three-phase boundary layer where
the fed CO2, polymer electrolyte, and catalyst material meet is
constituted by the unmodified MPL of the support GDEs
(Figure 2a). Clearly, an increase of the catalyst loading would
lead to even better CO efficiencies and activities.31 However, it
is important to remember that a low catalyst surface coverage
on the GDEs was deliberately applied to successfully monitor
the morphological evolution of the Ag−NC catalyst at the
single nanoparticle level (see below).
Distinct temporal evolution of both FECOs and PCDCOs was
found to depend on the magnitude of the applied potentials.
Based on the temporal stability that these values promoted,
two apparent potential regimes were identified for FECO and
PCDCO. These regimes are highlighted by different color codes
in Figure 3. The panels corresponding to applied potentials
that sustained the above-described performance throughout
the duration of the experiments are highlighted by light gray
rectangles (−1.5 V > E > −1.8 V). The panels highlighted in
darker gray stand for results derived from applied potentials
that led to the decay of FECO and PCDCO values from their
initial levels. Figure 3 panels c and e show that both CO
selectivity and activity either improve or stay fairly stable across
the lifespan of the experiments, provided that the applied
potential was always less negative than −1.8 V. Conversely,
when the potential surpassed this value, both CO production
figures decreased over time. This decline was initially mild but
intensified abruptly after 30 min with an increase of the applied
potential (Figure 3 panels d and f).
Morphology Evolution of Ag−NC-Based Catalyst
Induced by CO2RR in Zero-Gap Flow Cell and H-Type
Cell. To determine whether the observed decay in device
performance during CO2RR at the specific time intervals and
applied potentials observed in Figure 3 panels d and f arises
from morphological transformations of the cathodes (through
morphological changes of the Ag−NCs or through their local
rearrangement along the GDE surface), we analyzed Ag−NC−
GDEs that were used for CO2RR under those same conditions
using ex situ SEM imaging experiments. Note that in the
present study, our Ag−NC catalyst was subjected to
significantly harsher cathodic conditions as compared to
those reported in ref 61 reaching over two orders higher
current densities and ∼400 mV more cathodic potentials.
In the first attempt, we employed the so-called IL−SEM-
based technique.56,57 This analysis is meant to provide the
structural evolution of electrocatalyst materials by comparing
Figure 4. Representative IL−SEM images of Ag−NC−GDE cathode surfaces before and after having conducted dedicated gas-fed CO2RR
experiments at −1.84 V for (a) 30 min (800 C cm−2) and (b) 60 min (1600 C cm−2) and at −2.07 V for (c) 13 min (800 C cm−2) and (d) 32 min
(1600 C cm−2) captured using both BSD and InLens SE detectors. (e) Elemental EDX mappings showing the spatial distribution of C (dark blue)
and Ag (yellow) corresponding to the sample location highlighted by the blue rectangle in (d). All CO2RR experiments were carried out using 2 M
KOH in the anolyte compartment.
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their morphology at the same sample location before and after
being subjected to electrolysis.56,57 We have previously
employed this strategy to successfully assess structure−activity
correlations caused by CO2RR on bare porous metal
electrocatalysts.17,58 Herein, we monitored the structural
evolution of Ag−NC−GDEs by IL−SEM for samples that
were subjected to high cathodic potential values at which CO
partial current densities reached −500 mA cm−2 and −620 mA
cm−2 (−1.84 and −2.07 V, respectively). For each applied
potential, the electrolysis was carried out until charge densities
of 800 and 1600 C cm−2 were passed on dedicated Ag−NC−
GDEs. These selected conditions are key for enabling
insightful correlation between the SEM-based post-electrolysis
studies and the data presented in Figure 3c−f.
Figure 4a−d presents representative IL−SEM images
corresponding to Ag−NC−GDEs that were subjected to
such CO2RR conditions. Surprisingly, comparison of SEM
images acquired before and after CO2 electrolysis show that
neither detachment nor degradation of the Ag−NCs seem to
arise regardless of the specific applied potential, passed charge,
or electrolysis duration. Post-electrolysis EDX mappings on
sample regions that were scrutinized by IL−SEM also hint at
the absence of cathodic corrosion and redeposition phenom-
ena (compare Figures 4e and S1b,d). Furthermore, comple-
mentary IL−SEM experiments in which five sequential CO2RR
cycles were applied to a Ag−NC−GDE sample at the most
stringent cathodic conditions are displayed in Figure S2.
Although this sample was electrochemically stressed more
severely (total cumulated Q = 13306 C cm−2 and t ∼ 4.5 h),
the combined IL−SEM−EDX analysis showed again no
apparent sample degradation. These results alone would
imply, at first sight, that the developed Ag−NC−GDEs tested
in the proposed zero-gap flow cell do not undergo
morphological degradation upon CO2RR at all and that the
undermined catalytic performance observed in Figure 3 at
harsh cathodic conditions should originate from another failure
source. However, an important aspect that did not need
consideration in our previously reported IL−SEM structural
CO2RR studies and that can be the source of SEM imaging
misinterpretation when studying colloidal nanocatalysts is the
influence of surfactants that are left behind on their surfaces
following their synthesis. Indeed, it has been shown that
electron beam irradiation on nanomaterials synthesized by
additive-assisted colloidal methods can lead to their improved
structural stability through transformation of the adsorbed
surfactants into dense carbonaceous shells.59 Moreover, local
surface passivation induced by SEM imaging has been
identified on PVP-capped Ag NCs that hinders diffusion of
Ag surface atoms.60 This suggests that IL−SEM experiments
might not accurately reveal the morphological evolution of
colloidal catalyst materials as the initial electron irradiation
conducted before the electrolysis step stabilizes and deactivates
the scrutinized locations. Therefore, a second series of SEM
imaging experiments were performed on the surface of Ag−
NC−GDEs that were subjected to the same CO2RR
conditions as shown in Figure 4 but whose surfaces were not
exposed to the electron beam of the SEM prior to the
electrolysis.
Figure 5a−b displays representative images of Ag−NC−
GDEs after having been subjected to −1.84 V. The Ag−NCs in
panels a and b have undergone insignificant morphological
changes after either 30 or 60 min of electrolysis (800 C cm−2
and 1600 C cm−2, respectively). Furthermore, the images
acquired with the BSD detector revealed the absence of
Figure 5. Representative SEM images of Ag−NC−GDE cathode surfaces after having conducted dedicated gas-fed CO2RR experiments at −1.84 V
for (a) 30 min (800 C cm−2) and (b) 60 min (1600 C cm−2) and at −2.07 V for (c) 13 min (800 C cm−2) and (d) 32 min (1600 C cm−2) captured
using both BSD and InLens SE detectors. (e) Elemental EDX mappings showing the spatial distribution of C (dark blue) and Ag (yellow) of the
sample location highlighted by the blue rectangle in (d). Red arrows identify Ag nanoparticles formed upon cathodic corrosion of the Ag−NC
catalyst. All CO2RR experiments were carried out using 2 M KOH in the anolyte compartment.
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material removal from the Ag−NCs that would be redeposited
in the form of smaller nanoparticles along the electrode surface
under the applied cathodic conditions.61 Importantly, excellent
electrochemical performance figures (PCDCO ≥ 300 mA cm−2
and FECO ∼80%) are attained and sustained if the potential
remains just positive of this applied value (−1.8 V vs Ag/AgCl,
see Figure 3 panels c and e). Because of the morphological
integrity of the actual catalyst observed under these conditions,
it is reasonable to think that the purely electrochemical
performance of the Ag−NCs−GDEs should be sustained over
long electrolysis periods if the other system parameters do not
lead to failure (e.g., salt precipitation, electrolyte penetration
into the adjacent GDE, etc). However, diverging from what
was observed in IL−SEM analysis, the electrodes exposed to
more demanding cathodic conditions revealed alteration of the
Ag−NC structure that may be linked to the deterioration of
PCDCOs and FECOs observed in Figure 3 panels d and f. Figure
5c shows representative images of a Ag−NC−GDE cathode
that underwent CO2RR at −2.07 V for 13 min (800 C cm−2).
Although the Ag−NCs maintained their overall cubic
appearance, the BSD−SEM images reveal smaller, randomly
distributed Ag nanoparticles (<5 nm) that arise from these
more stringent CO2 electrolysis conditions. The red arrows in
the upper right image of Figure 5c indicate the appearance of
particles adsorbed on regions of the GDE that were not
covered by the Ag−NC catalyst material prior to CO2RR. This
phenomenon was more evident on cathodes subjected to 32
min (1600 C cm−2) of electrolysis. Figure 5d demonstrates
that the particles formed near the Ag−NCs when treated with
these longer reaction times increased not only in size (∼10
nm) but also in population along the formerly catalyst-free
substrate regions. This is also supported by the EDX mapping
shown in Figure 5e acquired on the sample location
highlighted by the blue rectangle in Figure 5d. Additionally,
analysis of single Ag−NCs indicated that the material source
for these electrochemically formed particles stems mainly from
the cube’s vertices, eventually leading to the appearance of
small (111) planes of truncated cube-like particles (Figure S3).
Thus, it is clear that monitoring of the electrochemically
induced morphological evolution of the colloidal catalyst is
accurately described provided that the nanoparticles are not
passivated by electron beam irradiation prior to electrolysis (as
is the case in IL−SEM investigations). We suggest, however,
that the observed mild morphological alteration of the Ag−NC
catalyst on the GDE surfaces alone cannot be the physical
origin for the significantly affected PCDCOs and FECOs, as
shown in Figure 3 panels d and f, at potentials more negative
than −1.8 V.
To elucidate whether this decay in performance originates
instead from the high bulk pH value (∼14) of the electrolyte
used, reference CO2RR electrochemical and SEM experiments
similar to those shown in Figures 3 and 5 were carried out on
Ag−NC−GDEs, employing a significantly less basic 2 M
KHCO3 electrolyte (pH ∼8). These results are displayed in
Figures S4 and S5 following the same color code and image
representation as of Figures 3 and 5. Figure S4a,b shows the
corresponding FEs and PCDs of the electrogenerated gaseous
products. Besides a slightly lower PCDCO at most cathodic
applied potentials (−1.86 V ≥ E ≥ −2.14 V), all other
displayed quantities (PCDH2, FECO, and FEH2) exhibited the
same qualitative potential- and time-dependent behaviors after
10 min CO2 electrolysis, as discussed above, when the 2 M
KOH electrolyte was used (compare Figure 3c−f with Figure
S4c−f). The reduction in PCDCO at high applied potentials
might be related to the lower ionic conductivity of the HCO3
−
ion in comparison to that of OH− and its relative deficiency to
lower the CO2 activation energy barrier.
42 Interestingly,
suppression of the parasitic HER was equally effective when
using both supporting electrolytes. The fact that the temporal
dependence of FECO and PCDCO as the electrolysis proceeded
revealed again a stability bifurcation that depended on the
potential window examined (Figure S4c−f) but not on the
specific bulk pH is not surprising. Indeed, it has been predicted
that the local pH adjacent to the three-phase boundary layer of
Figure 6. Potential-dependent FEs (a) and PCDs (b) obtained on the Ag−NC−GDE in the H-cell configuration. Both variables were recorded 20
min after the CO2 electrolysis experiment was initialized. Time evolution of the FECO (c) and PCDCO (d) at (−1.42 V ≥ E ≥ −1.94 V).
Representative SEM images of cathode surfaces after having conducted dedicated CO2RR experiments at −1.63 V for (e) 196 min (800 C cm−2)
and (f) 304 min (1600 C cm−2). Complementary SEM images of cathode surfaces subjected to −1.92 V are shown in Figure S6. These CO2RR
experiments were carried out with an H-type cell using 2 M KHCO3 as the electrolyte. The solid lines in panels (a−d) are guides to the eye to
better observe the trends. The experimental error was accounted for using ±5% error bars.
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a gas-fed GDE at CO2RR reaction rates above 50 mA cm
−2
becomes rather similar for both neutral and highly alkaline
electrolytes due to the driven cathode half reactions (both CO2
and water reduction generate OH− as a byproduct).30 The
difference in the local pH at the cathode between both
electrolyte solutions under CO2RR reacting conditions at
targeted js ≥ 200 mA cm−2 might actually be negligible.30
Similar to the experiments conducted in the 2 M KOH
electrolyte, as shown in Figure 5, SEM analysis of a Ag−NC−
GDE after 60 min CO2RR at mild applied potential (E =
−1.84 V, 1600 C cm−2) in 2 M KHCO3 showed minor
structural degradation of the Ag−NCs (Figure S5). This
finding suggests that the performance decay in our gas-fed
zero-gap flow cell at large CO2RR rates might be more
significantly influenced by the increased local alkalinity rather
than the relatively minor structural degradation of the Ag−
NCs and the original bulk pH. Furthermore, an increasingly
high alkalinity at the three-boundary layer in GDEs has been
found to lead to issues related to electrolyte carbonation,
electrolyte penetration through the GDE body (electrode
flooding), and salt precipitation.39,43,44,49,51 Electrolyte in-
trusion beyond the MPL of the Ag−NC−GDEs at high
cathodic potentials also contributes to the decay in FECO and
PCDCO, as observed in Figure 3d,f and S4d,f, due to an
increase of the CO2 diffusion length. This is in agreement with
recently reported work by Leonard et al.43 who observed a
clear increase of flooding propensity and loss of the nominal
MPL hydrophobicity under stringent CO2RR reductive
conditions.
To further support this argument, we resorted to
investigations performed in conventional H-cell configurations
in which none of these detrimental aspects would influence the
supply of dissolved CO2 to the cathode through the liquid
electrolyte. Figure 6a,b summarizes these experimental results.
In comparison to the gas-fed experiments, significantly lower
PCDCOs are observed in all of the inspected potential window
due to the dominant effect of the mass transport limitations of
CO2 dissolved in the used 2 M KHCO3 electrolyte. In
addition, the use of this non-optimal,9,21−24 almost neutral
electrolyte leads to larger PCDH2s (as great as PCDH2 ∼
100mA cm−2) at high cathodic potentials relative to the values
observed in the zero-gap experiments. The potential-depend-
ent product selectivity shows an increase of FECO as the
potential varied from low to mild applied values (−1.4 V ≥ E
≥ −1.6 V), although in contrast to the observed trends for the
more technical approach, the CO efficiency significantly
decreases as the competing HER benefits at more negative
values. Moreover, in contrast to the results from the zero-gap
experiments, neither FECO nor PCDCO decays from its initial
value as the electrolysis reaction proceeds, regardless of the
applied potential (Figure 6c,d). Considering that the Ag−NCs
used in these H-cell experiments seem to have undergone a
similar degree of degradation and associated mechanism at
mild and high applied potentials relative to that of the zero-gap
counterparts (Figures 6e−f and S6), it seems evident that the
system stability issues acting at high potentials and longer
electrolysis times in the gas-fed configuration stem mainly from
a sub-optimal reactor design and the high local alkalinity at
high current densities. Indeed, we found a clear correlation
between the decaying FECO and PCDCO and occurrence of
GDE flooding and salt precipitation, which cause device
performance failure at high cathodic potentials in the gas-fed
approach. Figure S7a,b shows typical contact angle images for
water droplets on Ag−NC−GDEs before and after being
submitted to CO2RR at −2.07 V for 32 min. The decrease of
contact angle indicates that the barrier properties of the MPL
are to some extent undermined upon electrolysis. The
corresponding EDX spectra additionally show a clear decay
of the F signal due to degradation of the hydrophobic PTFE
coating of the MPL (Figure S7c). Moreover, Figure S8a
presents optical images showing the typical appearance of the
employed GDEs at different experimental stages (as-received
GDE, as-prepared Ag−NC−GDE and Ag−NC−GDE after
having sustained CO2RR at −2.07 V for 32 min and 1600 C
cm−2). The EDX spectra and mapping displayed in Figure
S8b,c further support that, under these drastic cathodic
conditions, carbonate/bicarbonate precipitation on the cata-
lyst-modified GDE surface and its periphery takes place.
Additionally, Figures S9 and S10 show that these undesired
events (flooding and precipitation) can even be observed on
the backside of such electrodes, irrespectively of the employed
electrolyte. We would like to emphasize that this kind of
massive salt precipitation is only observed in the GDE
approach, irrespective of the used electrolyte, but not in the
H-type cell configuration where the partial current densities of
CO formation are mass transport limited and remain stable
during electrolysis.
Comparison of CO2RR Product Distribution in Zero-
Gap Flow Cell and H-Type Cell. Finally, another important
aspect that requires attention is the spectrum of products
yielded from CO2RR processes, which might also be affected
by the specificities of the experimental approach employed
(cell design and environment).62 Along these lines, funda-
mental differences regarding the product selectivity were
observed between the gas-fed- and H-cell-based approaches. As
illustrated in Figure S11, formate was detected as a CO2
electrolysis product over a large potential window using
alkaline as well as almost basic electrolytes when the zero-gap
testbed was used. This finding is in agreement with reports by
Sargent, Sinton et al. on increased formate production on Ag−
GDEs in highly alkaline aqueous environments (Figure 1a).40
These authors proposed that the enhanced formate production
when using highly alkaline environments adjacent to the Ag−
GDE might be due to the limited ability of a temporary H3O
+
molecule that is believed to assist the first protonation step of
the adsorbed *COOH intermediate on the CO reaction
pathway.63 Accordingly, Figure S11 shows that both FEHCOO−
and PCDHCOO− were more prominent when the hydroxide-
based solution was employed and peaked at E ∼ −1.87 V,
amounting to non-negligible values of FEHCOO− ∼20.1% and
PCDHCOO− ∼148 mA cm−2, respectively. This result agrees
with a recent report by Seger et al. who identified formate as a
significant CO2RR side reaction using a zero-gap electrolyzer
combined with a basic anolyte at high current densities ≥200
mA cm−2.46 Conversely, our experiments in the H-cell yielded
only a minor formate contribution at the highest applied
potential (FEHCOO− ∼2.6% and PCDHCOO− ∼7.5 mA cm−2).
This result underlines the fact that the vast knowledge
developed through batch-type CO2RR experiments does not
necessarily translate to more practical approaches aimed at
industrial CO2 reduction. Therefore, more effort must be
devoted to understanding the particularities inherent to gas-fed
CO2RR platforms by going beyond a purely catalyst develop-
ment-oriented approach and focusing more on rational
electrolyzer design, engineering solutions, and process
optimization to provide more robust and stable gas−liquid
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interfaces. Precipitation and flooding phenomena might, for
instance, be prevented through incorporation of application-
tailored microstructures and wettability into novel GDE
designs.43 Encouraging efforts in this direction are being
made, for instance, by Schmid et al.64 who have recently
addressed the importance of optimized operating modes,
electrolyzer design, and materials selection that enable nearly
practical scale electrochemical CO2-to-CO conversion. One
key finding of these investigations that enables stable and long-
term CO2RR operation at −200 mA cm−2 is the attenuation of
salt precipitation, GDE flooding, and CO2 crossover to the
anode compartment by utilizing a carbonate-free, sulfate-based
neutral electrolyte in a liquid flow-cell electrolyzer.
■ CONCLUSIONS
We studied the performance of a model Ag−NC catalyst for
CO2RR to carbon monoxide on technical GDE in a zero-gap
configuration and highly alkaline environments. The system
exhibited remarkable CO2 to CO conversion figures in terms
of FE and PCD (FECO ∼ 625 mA cm−2 and PCDCO ∼ 85%)
even at sub-monolayer Ag−NC catalyst coverages on the
GDEs. Based on the temporal system stability that they
promoted, two apparent potential regimes were identified for
FECO and PCDCO. At mild applied potentials (−1.5 V > E vs
Ag/AgCl > −1.8 V), the CO2RR process improved or
remained stable over time reaching PCDCOs > 300 mA cm
−2
and FE ∼ 85%. However, at greater cathodic potentials, both
CO production figures were initially more prominent but then
weakened over time. This decline was initially mild but
intensified abruptly after ∼30 min with increasing applied
potential. The morphological evolution of the Ag−NCs on the
GDEs induced by the CO2RR as well as the direct mechanical
contact between the catalyst layer and anion-exchange
membrane was analyzed by IL−SEM and post-electrolysis
SEM investigations. The former approach turned out to be
unsuitable for structural characterization of electrolysis-
induced changes on colloidal catalysts that bear a surfactant
shell on their surface left behind from the synthesis method.
On the other hand, post-electrolysis SEM studies enabled the
true morphological evolution of the catalyst that strongly
depended on the applied electrolysis conditions. Regardless of
the applied experimental conditions, no detachment of Ag−
NC particles from the GDEs was detected. It was found that at
low and mild potentials, the Ag−NCs undergo insignificant
morphological alteration. However, at harsher cathodic
conditions, smaller Ag nanoparticles begin to appear, adsorbed
on formerly catalyst-free substrate regions. The material source
of these electrochemically generated nanoparticles seems to
come from the corners of the Ag−NCs. The observed mild
cathodic corrosion of the catalyst leads to slightly truncated
cube morphologies. However, complementary CO2RR experi-
ments in a neutral environment on Ag−NC−GDEs conducted
in both zero-gap and conventional H-type cell configurations
suggest that system failure is rooted in more factors than the
observed morphological degradation of the catalyst. That is,
the high alkalinity level at the three-phase boundary layer
where the fed CO2, catalyst material, and polymer electrolyte
meet leads, to a significant degree, to the observed CO2RR
performance decline. The high alkalinity level inevitably
develops at the reaction interface in the zero-gap electrolyzers
at high cathodic reaction rates >300 mA cm−2 even when the
starting bulk electrolyte is neutral, thereby causing electrolyte
percolation through the GDEs, electrode flooding, and salt
precipitation. Thus, this work enables the deconvolution of
catalyst structural stability from system performance stability.
Although the application of higher catalyst loadings on the
GDEs would probably alleviate these issues, a more robust,
long-lasting solution to the intrinsic challenges posed by gas-
fed approaches must be proposed to near industrial CO2RR
deployment. Finally, as stated by some other recent works, we
suggest that CO2RR studies should increasingly be performed
using technical approaches because the conclusions extracted
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Figure S1. Representative SEM (a and c) and EDX (b and d) characterization of as-prepared Ag-NCs-GDEs. The local C and Ag 
distributions are indicated in dark blue (b) and yellow (d), respectively. (e) Edge size distribution of the Ag-NP catalyst employed 
in this work (analysis of more than 400 single particles). (f) XRD spectrum of the nanocrystalline catalyst after dropcasting on a 





Table S1. Contributions on CO2 electroreduction on Ag catalyts for production of CO. Only works reporting PCDCOs above 100 
mA cm-2 are listed. 
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Figure S2. IL-SEM images of Ag-NC-GDE cathode surfaces before and after having conducted sequential gas-fed CO2RR 
experiments at -2.07 V for (a) 30 min (1368 C cm-2), (b) 27 min (1155 C cm-2), (c) 90 min (3536 C cm-2), (d) 120 min (3848C 
cm-2) and (e) 120 min (3399 C cm-2). The SEM images were captured using both BSD and InLens SE detectors. (f) Elemental 
EDX mappings showing the spatial distribution of C (dark blue) and Ag (yellow) of the sample location highlighted by the blue 







Figure S3. InLens SE image of a Ag-NC-GDE cathode surface after conducting a gas-fed CO2RR experiment at -2.07 V for ~13 
min (800 C cm-2). The red arrows identify eroded corners of a single Ag-NC following cathodic catalyst corrosion. This CO2RR 





Figure S4. Potential-dependent FEs (a) and PCDs (b) obtained on the gas-fed Ag-NC-GDEs and recorded 10 min after having 
started the CO2 electrolysis. Time evolution of the FECO at mild (c) and high (d) applied potentials. Time evolution of the PCDCO 
at mild (e) and high (f) applied potentials. All experiments were carried out using 2 M KHCO3 in the anolyte compartment. The 







Figure S5. Representative SEM images of cathode surfaces after conducting dedicated gas-fed CO2RR experiments at (a) -1.84 
V for 60 min (1600 C cm-2) using both BSD (a and b) and InLens SE (c and d) detectors. The red arrow in (b) indicates a new Ag 
nanoparticle that formed following cathodic catalyst corrosion. These CO2RR experiments were carried out using 2 M KHCO3 in 







Figure S6. Representative SEM images of cathode surfaces after conducting dedicated CO2RR experiments in an H-type cell 
configuration at -1.63 V for (a) 196 min (800 C cm-2) and (b) 304 min (1600 C cm-2), and at -1.92 V for (c) 39 min (800 C cm-2) 







Figure S7.  Contact angle images for water droplets on Ag-NC-GDEs (a) before and (b) after having sustained CO2RR 
electrolysis at –2.07 V for 32 min (1600 C cm-2). (c) EDX spectra acquired on the front side of the Ag-NC-GDEs before and after 
the applied CO2 electrolysis. The spectra were normalized with respect to the C signal. The F signal is used as marker of the 







Figure S8. (a) Representative optical micrographs of GDEs at different experimental stages. The white circle in the central part 
of the as-prepared Ag-NC-GDE shows the catalyst-modified area of the GDE that is in direct contact with the anion exchange 
membrane. The Ag-NC-GDE on the right was subjected to gas-fed CO2RR at -2.07 V for 32 min (1600 C cm
-2) with 2 M KOH 
in the anolyte compartment. (b) EDX spectra acquired on indicated locations along the sample surface of the Ag-NC-GDE after 
having been subjected to CO2 electrolysis. (c) EDX mapping of the flooded border region showing O and K intensities in green 





Figure S9. Representative optical micrographs of the backside of GDEs at different experimental stages: (a) before and (e) after 
having been subjected to gas-fed CO2RR at -2.07 V for 32 min (1600 C cm
-2) with 2 M KOH in the anolyte compartment. 
Corresponding SEM and EDX mapping acquired on the backside’s central parts of Ag-NC-GDEs before (b-d) and after the 
applied CO2 electrolysis (f-j). The C, F, K and O EDX intensities are indicated in dark blue, cyan, magenta and green 
respectively. The white circle in the central part of the Ag-NC-GDEs (a and e) show the backside of the catalyst-modified 





Figure S10. (a) Representative optical micrograph of the backside of a GDEs after having been subjected to gas-fed CO2RR at -
2.07 V for 32 min (1600 C cm-2) with 2 M KHCO3 in the anolyte compartment. (b-f) Corresponding SEM and EDX mapping 
acquired on the backside’s central part of the Ag-NC-GDEs. The C, F, K and O EDX intensities are indicated in dark blue, cyan, 
magenta and green respectively. The white circle in the central part of (a) shows the backside of the catalyst-modified GDE that 







Figure S11. Potential dependence of FEHCOO- (a) and PCDHCOO- (b) on the gas-fed Ag-NC-GDEs after 60 min CO2RR in highly 
(green) and weakly alkaline (yellow) anolytes, obtained by post-electrolysis ion chromatography analysis. The solid lines in all 

























E vs Ag/AgCl 10 min 20 min 30 min 40 min 50 min 60 min 
/ V FECO / % FEH2 / % FECO / % FEH2 / % FECO / % FEH2 / % FECO / % FEH2 / % FECO / % FEH2 / % FECO / % FEH2 / % FEHCOO
-
 / % 
-1.54 31.57 ± 5 40.73 ± 5 40.65 ± 5 35.51 ± 5 45.60 ± 5 30.71 ± 5 51.41 ± 5 26.93 ± 5 54.81 ± 5 23.46 ± 5 56.75 ± 5 21.88 ± 5  
-1.61 63.73 ± 5 24.17 ± 5 71.81 ± 5 16.89 ± 5 76.54 ± 5 12.13 ± 5 81.53 ± 5 9.43 ± 5 83.74 ± 5 7.75 ± 5 84.48 ± 5 6.91 ± 5 3.87 ± 5 
-1.67 74.81 ± 5 14.32 ± 5 83.53 ± 5 8.66 ± 5 86.22 ± 5 6.16 ± 5 84.62 ± 5 5.20 ± 5 83.32 ± 5 4.98 ± 5 82.19 ± 5 5.54 ± 5 5.48 ± 5 
-1.69 76.53 ± 5 14.87 ± 5 83.42 ± 5 9.64 ± 5 85.65 ± 5 7.73 ± 5 84.77 ± 5 7.38 ± 5 83.49 ± 5 8.07 ± 5 81.78 ± 5 10.92 ± 5 5.73 ± 5 
-1.75 82.53 ± 5 10.44 ± 5 87.62 ± 5 6.05 ± 5 85.96 ± 5 5.39 ± 5 84.14 ± 5 6.15 ± 5 82.60 ± 5 8.98 ± 5 80.43 ± 5 10.82 ± 5 8.70 ± 5 
-1.79 83.59 ± 5 5.26 ± 5 88.63 ± 5 3.79 ± 5 85.57 ± 5 4.29 ± 5 84.70 ± 5 4.87 ± 5 83.30 ± 5 5.61 ± 5 80.54 ± 5 7.41 ± 5 10.31 ± 5 
-1.83 81.66 ± 5 3.77 ± 5 80.97 ± 5 3.04 ± 5 80.89 ± 5 4.38 ± 5 74.11 ± 5 4.23 ± 5 74.59 ± 5 7.35 ± 5 66.15 ± 5 14.24 ± 5 17.49 ± 5 
-1.87 76.87 ± 5 3.71 ± 5 71.13 ± 5 6.34 ± 5 69.57 ± 5 9.13 ± 5 64.20 ± 5 13.81 ± 5 53.46 ± 5 25.69 ± 5 53.63 ± 5 27.67 ± 5 20.09 ± 5 
-1.96 77.83 ± 5 4.29 ± 5 76.93 ± 5 4.96 ± 5 74.75 ± 5 7.08 ± 5 68.83 ± 5 13.36 ± 5 47.79 ± 5 36.17 ± 5 32.00 ± 5 56.45 ± 5 16.18 ± 5 





Table S3. Potential and time dependence of product partial current density (PCD) for zero-gap CO2RR experiments on Ag-NC-












































































































































































































































































































































E vs Ag/AgCl 10 min 20 min 30 min 40 min 50 min 60 min 
/ V FECO / % FEH2 / % FECO / % FEH2 / % FECO / % FEH2 / % FECO / % FEH2 / % FECO / % FEH2 / % FECO / % FEH2 / % FEHCOO
-
 / % 
-1.54 30.05 ± 5 42.91 ± 5 37.14 ± 5 38.06 ± 5 43.02 ± 5 34.51 ± 5 50.19 ± 5 29.13 ± 5 57.67 ± 5 23.47 ± 5 64.52 ± 5 17.25 ± 5  
-1.62 51.91 ± 5 36.42 ± 5 67.71 ± 5 23.16 ± 5 76.33 ± 5 15.73 ± 5 81.96 ± 5 10.69 ± 5 85.29 ± 5 7.89 ± 5 86.26 ± 5 6.80 ± 5 1.63 ± 5 
-1.71 70.05 ± 5 20.04 ± 5 81.46 ± 5 11.48 ± 5 87.97 ± 5 7.09 ± 5 88.70 ± 5 5.90 ± 5 87.41 ± 5 5.92 ± 5 85.27 ± 5 7.31 ± 5 4.78 ± 5 
-1.76 73.49 ± 5 18.14 ± 5 85.17 ± 5 9.67 ± 5 85.90 ± 5 7.42 ± 5 84.20 ± 5 7.68 ± 5 80.34 ± 5 9.33 ± 5 76.70 ± 5 12.91 ± 5 6.70 ± 5 
-1.80 83.32 ± 5 7.50 ± 5 88.94 ± 5 4.58 ± 5 83.15 ± 5 5.13 ± 5 81.57 ± 5 6.58 ± 5 75.92 ± 5 10.43 ± 5 62.35 ± 5 19.00 ± 5 11.19 ± 5 
-1.86 81.49 ± 5 8.84 ± 5 87.54 ± 5 4.88 ± 5 78.77 ± 5 6.19 ± 5 75.42 ± 5 8.49 ± 5 69.78 ± 5 13.85 ± 5 58.48 ± 5 26.43 ± 5 12.01 ± 5 
-1.98 82.98 ± 5 4.44 ± 5 80.18 ± 5 3.78 ± 5 77.67 ± 5 5.11 ± 5 70.93 ± 5 10.37 ± 5 56.70 ± 5 24.09 ± 5 39.43 ± 5 46.66 ± 5 9.53 ± 5 





Table S5. Potential and time dependence of product partial current density (PCD) for zero-gap CO2RR experiments on Ag-NC-



















































































































































































































































































Table S6. Potential and time dependence of product selectivity (FE) and partial current density (PCD) for H-type cell CO2RR 
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Abstract: In this work, we discuss the application of a gas diffusion electrode (GDE) setup for benchmarking 
electrocatalysts for the reductive conversion of CO2 (CO2RR: CO2 reduction reaction). Applying a silver nanowire 
(Ag-NW) based catalyst, it is demonstrated that in the GDE setup conditions can be reached, which are relevant 
for the industrial conversion of CO2 to CO. This reaction is part of the so-called ‘Rheticus’ process that uses 
the CO for the subsequent production of butanol and hexanol based on a fermentation approach. In contrast to 
conventional half-cell measurements using a liquid electrolyte, in the GDE setup CO2RR current densities com-
parable to technical cells (>100 mA cm–2) are reached without suffering from mass transport limitations of the 
CO2 reactant gas. The results are of particular importance for designing CO2RR catalysts exhibiting high faradaic 
efficiencies towards CO at technological reaction rates. 
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1. Introduction 
The mitigation of the increase of the greenhouse gas CO
2
 in 
our atmosphere is one of the major societal challenges we are 
currently facing. The large-scale conversion of CO
2
 captured from 
the atmosphere, into high-value products is considered a techno-
logically feasible approach to address this goal. If combined with 
renewables (hydro, wind, and solar) that provide ‘clean’ electric 







tion reaction) is particularly interesting and significant R&D ef-
forts are addressed to develop selective electrocatalysts.[1] A prime 
example of such a CO
2
RR process is the so-called ‘Rheticus’ pro-
cess which combines an electrochemical conversion of CO
2
 into 
CO, an essential reactant for the subsequent production of butanol 
and hexanol based on a fermentation approach.[2] Thus the CO
2
RR 
might become not only sustainable but also economically feasible. 
In the search for cheap, abundant and selective electrocatalysts 
for the CO
2
RR many academic studies apply so-called H-type elec-
trochemical cells with liquid electrolyte. The cells are designed as 
electrochemical half-cells containing the working electrode (WE) 
and the reference electrode (RE) in one compartment, and the coun-
ter electrode (CE) in another one. These two compartments are sep-
arated by a membrane to avoid product crossover,[3] (Fig. 1). The 
reactant (CO
2
 gas) is physically dissolved into the liquid electrolyte 
where it reaches the active catalyst via convection and diffusion. 
The advantage of such a setup is its straightforward use in screening 
different electrode materials under defined conditions. However, 
the product formation can easily be affected by mass transport 
limitations due to the low gas solubility in the electrolyte, which 
is limited to about 35 mM, as well as relative slow gas diffusion 
in liquids. Therefore, in liquid electrolytes the limited availability 
of CO
2
 reactant influences the overall reaction rate as well as the 
product selectivity. While the CO
2
 concentration at the catalyst sur-
face is limited, water, (or protons depending on the electrolyte pH) 
the reactant to form H
2
 gas, is readily available. As a consequence, 
in more applied studies often electrochemical reactors with a two 
(or three) electrode setup are used.[4] Such setups are technologi-
cally relevant as they allow realistic reaction rates. However, the 
different factors that determine such rates are often complex and 
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawings of a) 
typical measurement configuration 
using an H-type cell in a three-
electrode configuration; the CO2 
reactant is dissolved in the liquid 
electrolyte b) measurement con-
figuration using the GDE setup; 
the CO2 reactant is led to the cata-
lyst layer through the GDL and 
does not need to pass through 
liquid electrolyte; at the same time 
a three-electrode configuration is 
maintained.
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tained GDEs were dried at ambient conditions for at least 30 min. 
The employed flow-cell was assembled by placing the prepared 
GDE on the lower cell body, and a Sustainion X37-50 RT alka-
line membrane (Dioxide materials) on top of it. 10 mL of 2 M 
KOH (solution pH: 14.3, ≥85%, Merck) were used as support-
ing electrolyte placed above the membrane. The Ag-NW catalyst 
had no direct contact with the supporting electrolyte. A Ag/AgCl 
electrode (3 M  KCl, Metrohm, double junction design) and Pt 
wire served as reference and counter electrode, respectively. Both 
ECi-200 (Nordic electrochemistry) and Autolab PGSTAT128 N 




During electrolysis, a humidified CO
2
 stream (16 ml min–1, 
99.999% Carbagas, Switzerland) was continuously fed through 
the channels of the stainless-steel cell body adjacent to the pre-
pared GDEs. Potentiostatic CO
2
 electrolysis experiments were 
carried out for 1 h at selected applied electrode potentials. To 
avoid a possible influence of catalyst layer degradation on the 
product distribution, a newly prepared GDE was used for each 
CO
2
 electrolysis experiment. Analysis of the gaseous products 
was carried out every 10 min by online gas chromatography (GC) 
triggered by the potentiostat. 
The continuous flow of humidified CO
2
 was used to trans-
port the gaseous products from the GDE flow-cell to the sample 
loop of the gas chromatograph (Model 8610C, SRI Instruments) 
equipped with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) and a flame 
ionization detector (FID) coupled to a methanizer to detect hy-
drogen and carbon monoxide, respectively. To avoid damage the 
column of the GC, the outlet gas of the CO
2
RR was passed by a 
drying tube to remove the excess of water (Cole-Parmer Drierite, 
Fisher Scientific) before reaching the sample loop of the GC. 
Eqn (1) was used to determine the faradaic efficiency (FE) for a 
given gaseous product i:






 represents the partial current for the conversion of CO
2
 
into product i, c
i
 its concentration in ppm measured by online 
GC using an independent calibration standard gas (Carbagas, 
Switzerland), ν the gas flow rate (measured by a universal flow-
meter 7,000 GC by Ellutia), F represents Faraday’s constant, z the 
number of electrons involved in the formation of the particular 
product, V
m
 the molar volume and I
total
 the total current at the time 
of the measurement.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurement was 
conducted to determine the solution resistance between RE and 
WE (iR drop).
The electrolyte was analyzed after the electrolysis (post reac-
tion) to quantify the formate content by means of ion exchange 
chromatography (Metrohm Ltd., Switzerland). This chromato-
graph was coupled to a L‐7100 pump, a separation and an ion 
exclusion column (Metrosep A Supp 7‐250, columns) and a con-
ductivity detector.
For comparison, the performance of the catalyst was also 
tested in a conventional half-cell configuration using a custom-
built gas-tight H-type glass cell with a proton exchange membrane 
(Nafion 117, Sigma Aldrich) separating the catholyte and the 
anolyte. The working electrode consisted of a rectangular piece 
(0.8 cm × 3 cm) of a carbon paper prepared in a similar way as 
the electrodes for the GDE measurements. The back side and the 
edges of the electrode were masked with Teflon tape thus leading 
to a geometric surface area of 0.2 cm–2. A single junction Ag/AgCl 
(saturated KCl, Pine Research) and a Pt foil (0.25 cm × 0.8 cm) 
were used as reference and counter electrode, respectively. Prior 
to the CO
2
 electrolysis, the cathodic and anodic compartments 
difficult to distinguish. Furthermore, cathode (CO
2
RR) and anode 
processes (oxygen evolution reaction; OER) might influence each 
other and often no information of the individual electrode potentials 
is obtained.[5]
In the present work, we demonstrate an ‘intermediate’ setup 
that bridges measurements in H-type cells and electrochemical 
reactors, i.e. a gas diffusion electrode (GDE) setup with a three-
electrode configuration. The GDE setup has originally been de-
veloped to benchmark oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) electro-
catalysts under realistic mass transport conditions.[6] Similar to a 
real fuel cell, in the GDE setup the gaseous reactant is guided to 
the catalyst layer through a gas diffusion layer (GDL) avoiding 
mass transport limitations typically experienced when working 
with liquid electrolyte. The catalyst layer is not in contact with 
any liquid electrolyte, but instead a membrane electrolyte sepa-
rates the working electrode (catalyst layer) compartment from an 
electrochemical cell housing the liquid electrolyte, the CE and the 
RE. Thus a realistic condition for the WE environment is com-
bined with the advantages offered by a three electrode setup.[6] To 
investigate CO
2
RR catalysts the setup has been slightly adapted, 
as described below. Applying a silver nanowire (Ag-NW) based 
catalyst that has been previously tested in an H-type cell,[7] it is 
demonstrated that high currents (reaction rates) can be reached 




2.1 Synthesis of Silver Nanowires (Ag-NWs)
Ag-NWs were synthesized according to a modified protocol 
introduced by Liu et. al.[7] 125 mg of polyvinylpyrrolidone (M = 
1,300,000 g/mol, Acros Organic) were dissolved in 20 mL of eth-
ylene glycol (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.8%) and heated to 160 °C for 1 h 
in an oil bath. The solution was thoroughly agitated (320 rpm). 
Subsequently, 250 µL of 50 mM sodium bromide (Alfa Aesar, 
99.0%) was added to the previous solution. After 15 min, 7.5 mL 
of 100 mM silver nitrate (Alfa Aesar, 99%) was dropwise injected 
within 65 min. After the complete addition of the AgNO
3
 solution, 
the reaction bath was kept at 160 °C for 35 min, followed by im-
mersion in an ice-water bath. The formed Ag-NWs were washed 
3 times with acetone (Honeywell) followed by centrifugation. 
Finally, the Ag-NWs were thoroughly washed (3 times) with H
2
O.
2.2 Preparation of the Ag-NWs Ink
For the preparation of the carbon-supported Ag-NW ink, 5 mg 
of the Ag NWs and 0.9 mg of carbon black (Vulcan XC 72R, 
Cabot) were separately dispersed in 10 mL of isopropanol (VLSI 
Selectipur, BASF) by 1 h sonication. Both suspensions were in-
termixed, sonicated for 1 h and dried using a Rotavapor. Thus, the 
obtained carbon-supported Ag-NWs were re-dispersed in 1 mL of 
isopropanol containing 50 µL of Nafion (5 wt.%, 15–20% water, 
Sigma-Aldrich). This suspension was subjected to sonication for 
1 h yielding a homogeneous catalyst ink (85% Ag-NW and 15% 
C black).
2.3 Electrochemical Reduction of CO2 (CO2RR) Using 
Ag-NWs as Electrocatalyst
Gas diffusion electrodes were prepared using Sigracet 39 BC 
carbon paper as the GDL substrate. The Sigracet 39 BC carbon 
paper is covered by a microporous layer (MPL) treated with 5% 
of PTFE (Fuel Cell Store). The carbon paper was cut into circular 
pieces (2 cm in diameter) and subsequently placed onto a ny-
lon membrane filter (pore size 0.22 µm, Fischerbrand) on top of 
the funnel of a vacuum filtrating system. This assembly was then 
covered with a paper mask bearing a central hole of 3 mm in di-
ameter. Subsequently, 40 µL of the as-prepared carbon-supported 
Ag-NW ink was drop-cast on the carbon paper, thus resulting in a 
GDE exposed geometric surface area of 7.07 × 10–2 cm2. The ob-
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vs Ag/AgCl, the parasitic HER becomes the dominant electrolysis 
process on the expense of the CO
2
RR. 
The corresponding potential-dependent PCDs for CO, H
2
 and 
formate production are displayed in Fig. 2b. It is seen that by 
using gas diffusion electrodes, CO
2
RR current densities can be 
achieved which are ~1 order of magnitude higher than the ones 
typically observed in classical half-cell electrolysis measurements 
carried out in unstirred aqueous electrolytes.[9] In the present case, 
a PCD
CO
 of ~130 mA cm–2 (normalized to the geometric surface 
area) at FE
CO
 = 70% was determined at a potential of ~ –1.78 V vs 
Ag/AgCl. Pre-screening experiments on the same catalyst, carried 
out in classical H-type half-cell arrangements, resulted in a higher 
selectivity of the Ag-NWs reaching CO faradaic efficiencies of 
>95% (Fig. 3), those results are comparable to the previously re-
ported results by Liu et. al. However, the PCD for CO production 
was substantially higher in this present study. Liu et. al. reported 
a maximum PCD for CO of –3 mAcm–2 at ~ –1.2 V vs RHE[7] 
whereas in our pre-screening experiments a maximum PCD of 
~16 mA cm–2 was achieved at a potential of –1.73 V vs Ag/AgCl. 
As discussed above, the significantly lower CO
2
RR current 
densities in the conventional H-type cells using aqueous electro-
lyte environment as compared to the GDE setup can be explained 
by transport limitations. In the liquid electrolyte the CO
2
 solubil-
ity is limited and diffusion significantly inhibited as compared to 
the gas phase. A direct comparison of the overpotentials in both 
setups is less straightforward. The thermodynamic CO
2
 reduction 
potentials are pH and product dependent. At pH 7 the reduction 
potential of CO
2
 to CO with respect to NHE (recall that at pH 7 




/H+ couple is −0.420 V) is:[10]
CO
2




 = –0.520 V
Thus in both setups significant overpotentials are observed. To 
refer to the pH-independent RHE scale one needs to establish the 
pH of the reaction environment. In the conventional H-type cell 
this is straightforward and all measured electrode potentials can 
be easily plotted on an RHE scale. In the GDE setup the pH at the 
RE might be different from the one the catalyst experiences. Thus 
a referral to RHE with regard of the pH in the liquid electrolyte 
enclosing the RE might lead to misleading shifts in the reduction 
potentials.
It should be further noted that it is expected that both the par-
tial CO
2
RR current densities and the corresponding faradaic effi-
ciencies observed for the Ag-NW catalyst in the GDE setup can be 
further improved. In the GDE setup the overall GDE performance 
were both filled with 30 mL of 0.5 M KHCO
3
 (ACS grade, Sigma-
Aldrich) electrolyte solution and saturated with CO
2
 for 30 min, 
achieving a final pH value of 7.2. The CO
2
 flow was kept constant 
throughout the potentiostatic CO
2
 electrolysis and enabled the 
transport of gaseous products from the headspace of the catholyte 
to the sample loop of the GC. The CO
2
 electrolysis experiments 
in the half-cell configuration were performed in an analogous way 
as the ones carried out in the GDE set up. The analysis of gaseous 
products was carried out in intervals of 20 min. The total elec-
trolysis time per applied potential was 1 hour 
The catalyst layers were characterized before and after CO
2
 
electroreduction by means of scanning electron microscopy 
(Zeiss Gemini 450 SEM equipped with an Inlens SE detector). 
An accelerating voltage of 1.5 kV was applied at a working dis-
tance of 2–3 mm.
3. Results and Discussion
Potentiostatic CO
2
 electroreduction experiments on carbon-
supported Ag-NWs (85 wt.% Ag-NWs and 15 wt.% of C black) 
were carried out in the GDE setup to investigate their activity and 
selectivity as a function of the applied electrolysis potential. Fig. 2 
displays the resulting potential-dependent product distribution in 
terms of faradaic efficiencies (FEs, panel a) and partial current 
densities (PCDs, panel b). CO and H
2
 were the only gaseous prod-
ucts detected by GC analysis. As a third product formate could 
be detected and quantified post reaction in the (liquid) electro-
lyte compartment of the cell (see Fig. 1) by means of ionic ex-
change chromatography. Note that in our experiments, the FE of 
formate is substantially higher than the typically reported values 
on polycrystalline Ag electrocatalysts (commonly ~ 8% at -1.4 V 
vs RHE).[8]
The FE vs E plot (Fig. 2a) can be subdivided into three charac-
teristic sections. Hydrogen is the predominant electrolysis prod-
uct in the first potential regime (> –1.55 V vs Ag/AgCl) with FE
H2
 
values never dropping below to 40%, while FE
CO
 does not exceed 
35%. In the second characteristic potential section ranging from 
–1.55 to –1.9 V vs Ag/AgCl FE
H2
 starts to decrease and the CO 
efficiency passes a maximum of about 70% at –1.75 V vs Ag/
AgCl. From Fig. 2a it becomes evident that the FE values for 
CO and H
2 
are strongly anti-correlated to each other, similar to 
what is known from polycrystalline Ag catalysts tested in a liquid 
electrolysis environment.[8c] Formate appears as a by-product of 
the CO
2
 electrolysis at applied potentials of < –1.6 V vs Ag/AgCl 
and reaches a maximum of about 25% at –1.9 V vs Ag/AgCl. In 
the third characteristic section of the FE vs E plot, at E < –1.9 V 
Fig. 2. a) Product distribution of the CO2RR carried out in the new GDE cell set-up over Ag-NW based electrocatalysts (85% wt.% Ag NW and 15% 
wt.% of C) at different applied potentials (2 M KOH electrolyte); each value for FECO and FEH2 is the average from six measurements taken every 10 
min for in total 1 h of electrolysis; the error bars indicate the standard deviation; b) corresponding partial current densities (PCDs). 
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depends not only on the intrinsic electrocatalytic properties of the 
Ag-NWs but also on their particular mass loading, their spatial 
distribution inside the GDE, the local pH as well as the pore dis-
tribution. For example, in initial tests of the GDE setup with the 
same Ag-NW catalyst, a Nafion membrane and/or acidic electro-
lyte in the upper compartment were used. This led to a significant 
increase in hydrogen production (FE
H2
) and almost no CO could 
be detected (not shown). We addressed this behavior to the acidic 
pH of Nafion and a simple exchange of the membrane and electro-
lyte in the CE and RE compartment led to a drastic improvement 
in CO formation. 
Not only are the activity and selectivity of importance for the 
evaluation of the overall catalyst performance but also its stability. 
Particularly the higher current densities at higher applied overpo-
tentials might lead to an undesired detachment of the active NWs 
from the carbon support or might cause other structural degrada-
tion processes. Therefore, in an effort to shed light into this issue, 
identical location (IL) scanning electron microscopy was applied 
to the Ag-NWs catalyst before (Fig. 4a,b) and after (Fig. 4c,d) the 
CO
2
 electrolysis. The carbon-supported Ag-NW/C catalyst was 
stressed for 133 min at –0.83 V vs RHE (total charge density 
2,453C cm–2). Clearly, there are no severe morphological changes 
visible in the IL-SEM inspection by comparing the catalyst mor-
phology at the same location before and after CO
2
 electrolysis, 
suggesting that the Ag-NW/C catalyst exhibits superior structural 
stability, at least under the given experimental conditions. 
4. Conclusions
Herein we present a study of a Ag-NW catalyst for the selec-
tive CO
2
RR to CO. The catalyst performance has been tested in 
a GDE setup allowing high CO
2
 reactant mass transport as well 
as in a classic H-type cell using liquid electrolyte. In the GDE 
setup current densities sufficient for technological applications 
(>100 mA cm–2) are reached with FE
CO
 up to 70%, depending on 
the applied electrode potential. Comparison to the same catalyst 
in liquid electrolyte environment suggests that the FE towards 
CO can be further improved by optimizing the catalyst layer with 
respect to mass loading, spatial distribution, pore distribution, lo-
cal pH, etc. Our results highlight that for technical applications, 
catalyst testing in H-type cells and aqueous electrolyte environ-
ment is not sufficient, and GDE setups such as the one presented 
in this work can bridge basic and applied catalyst development. 
Fig. 3. a) Product distribution of the CO2RR carried out in an H-type cell over Ag-NW based electrocatalysts (85% wt.% Ag NW and 15% wt.% C) at 
different applied potentials (0.5 M KHCO3 electrolyte); b) corresponding partial current densities (PCDs).
Fig. 4. Identical location (IL) analysis of the Ag NW before (a,b) and after (c,d) performing the CO2 electrolysis at –0.83 V vs RHE for 133 min (total 
charge density applied = 2,453C cm–2).
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Highlights: This study investigates the electrochemical performance of a leaded bronze, 
CuSn7Pb15, as a catalyst for CO2RR. It was found that CuSn7Pb15 is a competitive electrocatalyst 
for formate production. The catalytic properties of the leaded bronze are mainly determined by 
elemental lead, which forms clusters embedded in the Cu/Sn matrix that are removed and 
dispersed on the cathode surface during the polishing electrode pre-treatment (confirmed by 
scanning Auger microscopy). IL-SEM and EDX characterization of the electrode before and after 
CO2RR suggest that lead is redistributed under operando conditions, provided sufficiently high 
potentials are applied.  
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Leaded Bronze Alloy as a Catalyst for the Electroreduction
of CO2
María de Jesús Gálvez-Vázquez+,[a] Pavel Moreno-García+,*[a] Huizhang Guo,[b] Yuhui Hou,[a]
Abhijit Dutta,[a] Siegfried R. Waldvogel,[c] and Peter Broekmann[a]
The performance of a leaded bronze alloy with CuSn7Pb15 (wt%)
chemical composition is studied as a cathode material for CO2
electroreduction (CO2RR) in aqueous 0.5 M KHCO3 electrolyte. It
was found that the catalytic characteristics of the proposed
CO2RR electrocatalyst are dominated by elemental lead. Surface
characterization by means of digital 3D optical microscopy,
white light interferometry, scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and scanning auger
microscopy (SAM) revealed that segregated Pb clusters em-
bedded in a Cu-rich Cu/Sn matrix are, to a large extent,
dispersed on the cathode surface upon sample preparation
through mechanical polishing. Identical location SEM-EDX
studies before and after CO2 electrolysis revealed that further
Pb surface redistribution takes place under operando CO2RR
conditions, provided sufficiently high potentials are applied.
The as-prepared electrocatalyst proved to be a suitable and
powerful alternative for the selective and efficient production of
formate (maximum achieved faradaic efficiency and partial
current density for formate are 58.6% and   11.08 mAcm  2 at
  1.07 V and   1.17 V vs. RHE, respectively). Moreover, in
comparison to neat lead, this material can be handled with less
precaution.
The electrochemical reduction of carbon dioxide (denoted as
CO2RR hereinafter) to valuable chemicals by employing the
excess of intermittent electric power from renewal energy
sources is a promising approach to mitigate global warming
caused by anthropogenic CO2 emissions.
[1] Additionally, its
electrosynthesis to value-added chemical products seems to be
key for the future transition of the entire chemical sector going
along with the energy transition.[2] Essential for the CO2RR
process is the development of catalyst materials able to provide
increasing reaction rates and control over the product distribu-
tion. Furthermore, such catalysts should be based on abundant
and inexpensive raw materials to approach industrial scale CO2
electrolysis. In particular, electroreduction of CO2 to formate
(HCOO  ) appears to have best chances for the development of
technically and economically viable processes.[3] To date, its
demand keeps rising in pharmaceutical and biotechnological
synthesis and in paper and pulp production as well as in its
traditional uses for textile finishing and as additive for animal
feeds.[4] Moreover, formate has also been proposed as an
energy carrier for fuel cells and hydrogen storage.[5] Among the
post transition metals (Hg, Cd, Pb, Tl, In, Sn, and Bi) with high
hydrogen overpotential and negligible CO adsorption to reduce
selectively CO2 to formate in aqueous medium,
[6] lead appears
to be the most straightforward and suitable cathode material
for technical applications, since it combines the high-over-
potential for the parasitic hydrogen evolution reaction (HER)
with lower toxicity than cadmium and mercury.[4,7] Bimetallic
metal alloys have also been applied to CO2RR aiming at
boosting formate production due to synergistic interactions
between two transition metals[3b,8] or a transition metal and
copper.[9] Recently, we investigated leaded bronze as a novel
cathode material for a variety of electro-organic reactions that
features the catalytic performance of lead but exhibits a higher
mechanical and chemical stability.[10] In particular, the cathodic
corrosion by organic intermediates could be suppressed. It was
found that the employed alloys are rather inhomogeneous and
composed of two distinct domains, a copper/tin rich and a
lead-enriched phases,[11] which make them a promising cathode
alternative when pristine copper does not support side
reactions or substrate decomposition.[10c]
In this contribution we extend these previous studies by
investigating the catalytic performance of such leaded bronze
alloys for CO2RR focusing on the alloy that has exhibited best
cathodic electrosynthesis performance, e.g., CuSn7Pb15 (nominal
bulk composition given in weight percent, wt%). The electro-
chemical investigations show that the material exhibits high
faradaic efficiency (46 to 60%) and partial current densities (3
to 11 mAcm  2) for formate production at moderate applied
potentials (  0.95 to   1.15 V) vs. RHE (reversible hydrogen
electrode). Surface analysis of the cathode materials by optical
and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Energy Dispersive X-
ray Spectroscopy (EDX) and Scanning Auger Microscopy (SAM)
revealed that the Pb amount at the surface of the cathode
material significantly exceeds the corresponding nominal con-
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tent of the alloy. This is due to the fine dispersion of Pb clusters
(up to 500 μm2) that are present not only in the Cu-rich Cu/Sn
matrix phase but also on the surface of the CuSn7Pb15 electrode
material. Such dispersion of the soft Pb is the result of the
mechanical polishing treatment of the sample surface prior to
the CO2 electrolysis.
The employed bronze alloy is commonly used for bearings
and is therefore commercially available and inexpensive (in the
range of 10 EKg  1). While neat lead should be handled with
gloves, leaded bronze can be directly touched by unprotected
hands. It requires very simple preparation to be applied as a
cathode in electrochemical studies. After having been down-
sized from ingots by mechanical cutting to dimensions suitable
for experiments in a half-cell reaction configuration, the surface
of the samples is mechanically polished with a diamond
suspension on a nylon cloth to remove the outermost oxide
layers and impurities (see Experimental Section). They are
subsequently masked by Teflon tape to leave an area of 1 cm2
exposed to the electrolyte during electrolysis. Figure 1 displays
a typical sample before and after being treated by mechanical
polishing and subsequent masking. The figure shows that
surface features originating from the initial cutting such as
scratches and grooves on the surface of the sample are not
removed upon the polishing step. The morphological character-
istics of the cathodes were studied by means of digital 3D
optical microscopy and white light interferometry. Figures 2a
and b display representative topographies of a freshly polished
sample. Both microscopy techniques reveal the presence of
three distinct features, e.g., randomly oriented scratches,
grooves with preferential direction and pseudo round depres-
sions. The cross-section of all these features ranges from a few
up to several tenths of micrometers. We ascribe the grooves
with preferential directionality to the initial cutting of the
material whereas the randomly oriented scratches are induced
by the mechanical polishing step. The images also show that
both types of stripes are generally shallower than the randomly
distributed depressions, which may reach depths close to the
tenth of micrometers. These cavities might result from the
mechanical polishing procedure that selectively removes and
redistributes the softer Pb from the sample surface. To support
this and shed further light on the origin of the observed
depressions, we present a combined SEM-EDX analysis dis-
played in Figure 2c–f. Panel c depicts a representative SEM
image of such an isolated feature. Correlation of the SEM results
with the EDX maps in panels d-f demonstrates that the
observed depressions are, to a large extent, composed of a Pb-
rich phase and that the surrounding matrix is constituted by a
Cu-rich (essentially Pb-free) Cu/Sn phase. This is supported by
previous spatial chemical analysis based on Laser Ionization
Mass Spectrometry (LIMS) studies that revealed that the leaded
bronze alloys of similar composition are quite inhomogeneous
materials with mostly two distinct phases, a Cu/Sn-rich and a
Pb/Sn-rich phases.[11] We note also that some of the depressions
were completely depleted of Pb. However, from the EDX results
alone it does not become clear whether the Pb originally
forming segregated Pb-rich domains is quantitatively removed
from the sample or redistributed along its surface. This has
important implications since it is only the outermost sample
surface which is relevant for the catalytic performance of the
cathodes. Therefore surface-sensitive Scanning Auger Micro-
scopy (SAM) studies were carried out (few nanometers depth
resolution and ~0.5 at% detection limit) to address the laterally
resolved quantitative element distribution on a freshly polished
CuSn7Pb15 sample. Three representative sample positions com-
prising both completely and partially depleted Pb clusters
embedded in the Cu/Sn matrix were analyzed by area
mappings and the surface stoichiometry was determined using
Figure 1. Optical micrographs of the CuSn7Pb15 sample a) before and b) after
mechanical polishing and c) after masking with Teflon tape.
Figure 2. Surface analysis of the polished CuSn7Pb15 sample by a) digital 3D
optical microscopy, b) white light interferometry, c) SEM imaging and d) Pb,
e) Sn and f) Cu EDX mapping of the CuSn7Pb15 alloy.
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selected analysis points. One such analyzed region is displayed
in Figure 3. It was found that the sample is composed of
partially eroded Pb-rich clusters (>91 wt% Pb) surrounded by a
Cu/Sn matrix over which a thin Pb layer is present. This layer
exhibits a lateral concentration gradient with higher Pb
accumulation at closest proximity with the clusters-matrix
interface (see Figure 3b–c). We assume that this thin Pb film
results from lead uptake from the clusters and subsequent
lateral dispersion by the polishing preparation step on the
surrounding Cu/Sn domains. Based on these SAM experiments
the composition of the surface matrix, which occupies ~87% of
the total surface,[10c] was determined to be Cu71Sn9Pb20 (ex-
pressed in wt%). This means that the overall Pb surface content
significantly exceeds the alloy nominal composition once it has
been polished. This might explain why in our previous studies,
the electrocatalytic efficiency of this leaded alloy was as high as
that of bulk Pb provided the remaining host Cu/Sn matrix does
not support side reactions.[10c] It is then expected that the
CO2RR capabilities of the CuSn7Pb15 cathode might be deter-
mined to a large extent by lead.
To probe the effect of the polishing treatment on the
catalytic activity of the CuSn7Pb15 towards CO2RR, linear sweep
voltammograms (LSVs) were recorded in the potential range
between   0.20 and   1.50 V vs. RHE in both Ar- and CO2-
saturated 0.5 M KHCO3 electrolytes for dedicated non-polished
and polished samples. Figure 4 shows the respective steady
state LSVs for polished and non-polished specimens in black
and red, respectively. Reduction processes beyond   0.85 V vs.
RHE in the Ar-saturated electrolytes (dashed lines) are domi-
nated solely by the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). Clearly
the unpolished sample exhibits preferential activity for the
undesired HER while the treated sample suppresses its
production. In contrast, the LSVs obtained in CO2-saturated
electrolytes (solid lines) show a higher activity at lower applied
potentials for the polished sample than for the untreated one.
This is due to superposition of the parasitic HER and CO2
electrolysis, the latter being more favored on the polished
sample having increased Pb surface content.
Potentiostatic electroreduction experiments in H-type cell
arrangement were carried out in CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3
electrolyte to investigate the catalyst activity and product
selectivity expressed in terms of partial current densities (PCDs),
respectively faradaic efficiencies (FEs) at different applied
sample potentials. The corresponding current transients are
shown in Figure S1. The liquid and gaseous products were
quantified by post mortem ion exchange chromatography and
online gas chromatography in intervals of 20 min (3 h total
duration for each experiment). Figure 5a shows the product
distribution of the CO2RR on the investigated polished
CuSn7Pb15 cathode as a function of the applied potential. At low
applied potentials (  0.6 to   0.75 V) the main process is
generation of the parasitic hydrogen, which is accompanied by
a minimum amount of CO. The respective efficiencies are FEH2~
60% and FECO<5%. Note that the missing contribution to reach
100% total efficiency might be ascribed to the sluggish
reduction of metastable tin and/or lead oxides at such low
potentials.[6b,8,12] Upon increase of the applied cathodic poten-
tials, the overall efficiency of the HER decreases to a quasi-
steady value around 40%, that one of CO slightly increases and
remains relatively constant without exceeding 10% and the one
of formate increases steeply and remains in the 50-60% range
in the potential window from   1.0 to   1.2 V. A very minor
selectivity for methane is found at highest applied potentials
(max FECH4=2.6% at   1.17 V). The corresponding PCDs as a
function of the applied potentials are displayed in Figure 5b.
The maximum FEHCOO  and PCDHCOO  are 58.6% and
  11.08 mAcm  2 achieved at   1.07 V and   1.17 V vs. RHE,
Figure 3. a) Representative SEM image of a polished CuSn7Pb15 sample location. SAM element mappings for b) Pb, c) Pb cut off at 10 at%, d) Sn and e) Cu
signals. The color scale bar in the images is expressed in atomic percent.
Figure 4. Linear sweep voltammograms of the polished (black) and
unpolished (red) CuSn7Pb15 cathodes in Ar-saturated (dashed lines) and CO2-
saturated (solid lines) 0.5 M KHCO3 electrolyte. Scan rate 20 mVs
  1.
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respectively. Control experiments in Ar-saturated electrolyte
only rendered H2 in significant amount as electrolysis product.
We rationalize the product selectivity of mechanically
polished CuSn7Pb15 electrocatalyst for CO2RR as follows: consid-
ering that the active surface is constituted by two well distinct
phases (a Pb-rich almost Cu-free Pb/Sn phase and a Cu-rich Cu/
Sn phase) and that the typical products formed on them do not
decompose on each other, we expect a cathode product
selectivity composed of a mixture of their typical product
distributions. The main chemical produced by either pristine Pb
or PbSn alloys upon CO2RR in aqueous medium is HCOO
 
usually exceeding the amount of evolved H2 from the parasitic
HER in a wide potential range.[3b,4,6a,7c,f,8] On the other hand, the
catalytic properties of the Cu-rich Cu/Sn phase could be
dominated either by its major component, by the overall alloy
ensemble or by a combination of both. The typical products
when utilizing CuSn alloys for CO2 electrolysis, based on their
importance, follow the sequence HCOO  , H2 and CO.
[9a,b,d]
Finally, it is well known that the most abundant products on
untreated polycrystalline Cu at potentials positive of   0.9 V vs.
RHE are H2, HCOO
  and CO whereas in the range [  1.0 to   1.2]
V H2 and CH4 (max FECH4>40%) dominate.
[13] Assuming that
sluggish reduction of native tin and lead oxides on the surface
of the cathode material takes place when lower potentials in
the range [  0.6 to   0.8] V vs. RHE are applied,[6b] convolution
of all these characteristics explains the product selectivity
dependence on the applied potentials during potentiostatic
CO2RR experiments using CuSn7Pb15 (Figure 5a). Moreover, the
minor CH4 yield at most negative applied potentials indicates
that the catalytic effect of the Cu from the Cu/Sn matrix of the
used leaded bronze is significantly minimized compared to that
of unalloyed polycrystalline Cu.[13] The relatively low amount of
Sn in the Cu/Sn matrix might also suppress significantly the
catalytic characteristics of bulk Cu. Therefore, the overall
catalytic properties of the polished CuSn7Pb15 seem to be
mainly determined by elemental Pb from the segregated Pb
clusters and the Pb redistributed on the sample surface by the
polishing sample preparation. Analogue potentiostatic CO2RR
investigations at selected low, mild and high potentials were
conducted for unpolished CuSn7Pb15 cathodes. The FE and PCD
data of these experiments is displayed in Figure S2 showing
preferential selectivity for HER due to the relatively low amount
of Pb on the surface of the untreated samples. Additionally, the
CO2RR performance of two alternative polished leaded alloy
cathodes (CuSn10Pb10 and CuSn5Pb20) was also tested. Although
their FEsHCOO  are not far from those attained with the
CuSn7Pb15 cathode, the achieved PCDsHCOO  shown in Figure S3
are, however, much lower. These observations match qualita-
tively previous activity trends obtained using these three alloys
as cathode materials for electro-organic synthesis.[10c] This is due
to the fact that it is the CuSn7Pb15 bronze which is the most
inhomogeneous alloy with superior amount of Pb-rich domains
(the actual active sites to generate formate).
Another aspect investigated in this work that is, to some
extent overlooked in CO2 electrocatalysis, was the surface
morphological transformation of the cathode resulting from the
CO2 conversion itself. Studies based on heat maps from micro
X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy have demonstrated that these
ternary alloy samples undergo structural changes when used as
electrocatalysts for organic synthesis.[10c] Those macroscopic
studies revealed increasing element inhomogeneities induced
by the high applied potentials during the electroreductions.
Herein we present identical location SEM-EDX studies shedding
light on the microscopic transformations the catalyst surface
undergoes as a result of the competing HER and CO2RR at high
and low enforced potentials. Figure 6a is an SEM image of a
polished CuSn7Pb15 sample before electrolysis that shows, based
on the EDX mappings in panels b-d, a partially eroded Pb
cluster embedded in the Cu/Sn matrix. Figure 6e-h shows
similar analysis at the very same sample location after having
sustained 3 h CO2 potentiostatic electrolysis at   1.12 V. Poten-
tial-induced lead redistribution from the central cluster along
the surface in the form of Pb particles is clearly seen that further
increases the initial inhomogeneity of the cathode surface. This
suggests that additional activation of the material for CO2RR
might be achieved under operando conditions. Consideration of
Figure 5. a) Product distribution of CO2RR on polished CuSn7Pb15 at different
applied potentials in CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3 electrolyte. The error bar is
the standard deviation from the measurements done to quantify the gas
products every 20 min. b) Corresponding partial current densities.
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the gradual current density increase over time at such high
potentials observed in the corresponding chronoamperograms
supports this idea (chronoamperograms at potentials negative
of   1.07 V, see Figure S1). Similar experiments at milder
reaction conditions (  0.83 V) were performed for the polished
sample shown in Figure 2c–f. The post-electrolysis SEM-EDX
data is presented in Figure S4. The morphological changes
induced at this lower potential are significantly lesser. Smaller
electrolysis-induced protruding Pb particles are almost exclu-
sively located on top of the original Pb clusters. Their size,
abundance and delocalization along the surface are, nonethe-
less, much less pronounced than when larger potentials were
applied (compare Figure 2, 6 and S4). The effect of the Pb
redistribution induced by low applied potentials during elec-
trolysis on the catalyst activity seems to be minor. Note also
that at this low applied potentials the presence of metastable
oxides on the material surface might retard its morphological
alteration.
Finally, Table 1 displays previous and most notable results
of pristine Pb and Pb-based bimetallic electrocatalysts applied
to CO2RR for formate production. Compared to those perform-
ances, our CuSn7Pb15 electrocatalyst exhibits average FEHCOO 
and very competitive reaction rates (PCDHCOO  ). We suggest that
rational design of alternative leaded bronze alloys coupled to
similar sample preparation treatment prior to CO2RR could
further optimize their selectivity and activity towards formate
production.
In summary, we investigated the performance of a leaded
bronze alloy with CuSn7Pb15 chemical composition (wt%) as
cathode material for CO2 electroreduction in aqueous 0.5 M
KHCO3 electrolyte. This is motivated by the need to divert from
pristine Pb cathode materials that are excellent for formate
electrosynthesis but are significantly more toxic and possess
lower mechanical and chemical stability. It was found that the
catalytic characteristics of the proposed CO2RR electrocatalyst
are dominated by elemental lead. Characterization by optical
microscopy with focus variation, white light interferometry,
Figure 6. Representative IL-SEM images of a polished CuSn7Pb15 sample location a) before and b) after 3 h electrolysis at   1.12 V in CO2-saturated 0.5 M
KHCO3 electrolyte. Corresponding EDX element mappings b–d) before and f-h) after application of the electrolysis for Pb, Sn and Cu signals.











1 M KHCO3   0.99   7.5 97 [7f]
Oxide-derived Pb 0.5 M NaHCO3   0.75 ~   0.1 (at   1.0 V) ~100 [7c]
Pb plate 0.5 M NaOH   0.89   2.5 65 [4]
Pb granules 0.5 M KHCO3   0.82   0.79 (total) 30-90 [7b]
Pb from melt 0.5 M KHCO3   1.18   5.5 (total) 72-89 [14]
Roughened Pb plate 1 M KHCO3   0.96 ~   1.5 88 [7d]
Sn42.5Pb57.5 (wt%) 0.5 M KHCO3   1.36   45.7 79.8 [3b]
Cu20.8Pb79.2 (wt%) 0.05 M KHCO3 ~   0.79   1.45 50 [9a]
Electrodeposited Sn63.2Pb36.8 (wt%) 0.5 M KHCO3   1.36 90-95 [8]
Pb clusters on Cu-NWs 0.5 M KHCO3   0.93 ~   2.1 22 [9c]
Sn-rich CuSn alloy NPs 0.1 M KHCO3   1.17 ~2.5 73 [9e]
CuSn6Pb6 (wt%) 1.5 M HCl+0.08 M AlCl3   0.65 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) 0.12 28 [15]
Leaded bronze alloy CuSn7Pb15 (wt%) 0.5 M KHCO3   1.07   11.1 (at   1.17 V) ~60 this work
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SEM, EDX, surface sensitive Scanning Auger Microscopy and
electrochemical investigations revealed that immiscible Pb
clusters embedded in a Cu-rich Cu/Sn matrix are to a large
extent redistributed on the cathode surface upon sample
preparation by mechanical polishing. This Pb thin film together
with the segregated Pb-rich clusters occupy an extended
surface area that exceeds the expected one from the material’s
nominal composition. Identical location SEM-EDX studies
revealed that further Pb surface redistribution takes place under
operando CO2RR conditions provided that sufficiently high
potentials are applied. The electrocatalyst proved to be a
suitable option for selective and efficient formate production
(max FEHCOO  and PCDHCOO  are 58.6% and   11.08 mAcm
  2 at
  1.07 V and   1.17 V vs. RHE).
Experimental Section
The employed CuSn7Pb15 cathodes consisted of alloy slabs with
dimensions of 1×0.45×2.8 cm3. To remove native metal oxides and
impurities from the surface, selected leaded bronze alloy electrodes
were polished manually for 3 min with a polycrystalline diamond
suspension (MetaDi Supreme) with a particle size of 9 μm on a
nylon polishing cloth (both from Buehler). They were then
thoroughly rinsed with Milli-Q water (Millipore, 18.2 MΩcm,
3 ppbtoc) and masked with Teflon tape leaving an uncovered
surface area of 1 cm2.
The surface morphology of the CuSn7Pb15 sample was analyzed
after mechanical polishing and prior to CO2RR by means of a white
light interferometer (Contour GT, Bruker) and a digital optical
microscope with focus variation capabilities (VHX600, Keyence).
Surface component distributions were analyzed by identical
location scanning electron microscope (SEM, FEI Quanta 200F,
Hillsboro, USA) before and after electrochemical investigations. The
TEAM™ EDX Analysis System of the SEM was used to acquire and
analyze the EDX mapping results. The acceleration voltage used
was 20 kV. Scanning Auger electron microscopy was used to
determine the surface element composition of the sample. The
Auger analysis was done using a SMART-200 Semiconductor Micro-
Analysis Review Tool from Physical Electronics. The field emitter
electron gun worked with a beam energy of 10 keV at a back-
ground pressure lower than 10  9 mbar. Atomic concentration maps
were calculated by standard sensitivity factors from lateral intensity
distribution maps measured for each detected element. Adsorption
layers were removed, in dedicated experiments, by sputtering with
a 2 keV Ar+ ion beam, using a raster size of 4×4 mm.
The electrochemically active surface areas (ECSAs) of polished and
unpolished CuSn7Pb15 cathodes were determined by cyclic voltam-
metry (CV) using di-methyl viologens (DMV2+) as reversible redox-
probe (Figure S5). CVs were carried out in aqueous 1 M Na2SO4
(decahydrate, Merck, 99.0%) solution containing 10 mM DMVCl2
(Aldrich, 98%) at different sweep rates. The ECSAs were determined
on the basis of the Randles-Sevcik Equation (1)
ip ¼ 2:69� 105 n3=2 A c D1=2 n1=2 (1)
with ip representing the peak current of the first reduction process,
n the number of transferred electrons (n=1), c the concentration of
the redox-active DMV2+ species, D the DMV2+ diffusion coefficient
and ν the potential sweep rate. The DMV2+ diffusion coefficient
was measured by 1H-DOSY-NMR (D=5.5×10  10 m2 s  1). The ECSA
was determined by linear regression of the respective ip vs. ν
1/2
plots where the surface area to determine was the free parameter.
The ECSA of the non-polished sample was ca. 2% larger than its
polished counterpart.
Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) measurements and potentiostatic
CO2 electrolysis experiments were conducted using a potentiostat/
galvanostat (Metrohm Autolab 128 N, The Netherlands) and a
custom-made, airtight H-type cell with a Nafion membrane (Nafion
117, Sigma Aldrich) separating the catholyte from the anolyte. The
three electrode arrangement was composed of a selected leaded
bronze alloy, a leakless Ag/AgCl (3 M) and a Pt foil (0.8×2 cm)
acting as working, reference and counter electrodes, respectively.
Prior to CO2 electrolysis experiments, both cell compartments were
filled with 30 ml of a 0.5 M KHCO3 (ACS grade, Sigma-Aldrich). The
electrolyte was saturated by CO2 gas (99.999%, Carbagas, Switzer-
land) for at least 30 min. CO2 was continuously purged through the
catholyte during the electrolysis experiments. The cell resistance
was determined by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy at
different potentials and the applied potentials during potentiostatic
electrolysis were subsequently iR corrected. For the sake of
comparability, the applied potentials vs. the Ag/AgCl (3 M) were
converted to RHE scale using Equation (2):
E vs: RHE ðVÞ ¼
E vs: Ag=AgCl ð3MÞ ðVÞ þ 0:210 Vþ 0:0591 V� pH
(2)
The pH value of the CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3 solution was 7.2
and that of Ar-saturated solution 8.15.
Potentiostatic CO2 electrolyses were performed for 3 h at different
applied potentials. A freshly polished CuSn7Pb15 electrode was used
for each experiment. Analysis of the gas products from the CO2
electroreduction was carried out every 20 min by online gas
chromatography (GC). The continuous flow of CO2 was used to
transport the gas products from the catholyte headspace to the
sampling loop of the gas chromatograph (GC, SRI Instruments
Multi-Gas Analyzer #3) equipped with a TCD and an FID detector.
Equation (3) was used to calculate the partial current density of a
given gaseous product:
j0 ðiÞ ¼ xi ni F vm (3)
where xi represents the volume fraction of the products measured
via online GC using an independent calibration standard gas
(Carbagas, Switzerland), ni is the number of electrons involved in
the reduction reaction to form a particular product i, vm represents
the molar CO2 gas flow rate measured by a universal flowmeter
(7000 GC flowmeter by Ellutia) at the exit of the electrochemical
cell and F is the Faraday constant. The partial current density for a
given reaction product was normalized with respect to the total
current density thus providing the faradaic efficiency (FE) for a
given reaction product.
The electrolyte from the catholyte was analyzed post-
mortem to quantify the liquid products (formate) by means of
ion exchange chromatography (Metrohm Ltd., Switzerland). This
chromatograph was coupled to a L-7100 pump, a separation
and an ion exclusion column (Metrosep A Supp 7-250, columns)
and a conductivity detector.
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Figure S1. Sample chronoamperograms at selected applied potentials for CO2RR in CO2-saturated 0.1 M 







Figure S2.. a) Product distribution of CO2RR on unpolished CuSn7Pb15 at selected applied potentials in 
CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3 electrolyte. The error bar is the standard deviation from the measurements 
done to quantify the gas products every 20 min. b) Corresponding partial current densities. 
  
 
Figure S3.. a) Product distribution of CO2RR on polished a) CuSn5Pb20 and b) CuSn10Pb10 at selected 
applied potentials in CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3 electrolyte. The error bar is the standard deviation from 






Figure S4. IL-SEM image of a polished CuSn7Pb15 sample location after 3 h electrolysis at -0.83 V in CO2-
saturated 0.5 M KHCO3 electrolyte. Corresponding EDX element mappings of b) Pb, c) Sn and d) Cu 
signals. The SEM-EDX analysis of the same location before conduction of the CO2RR is shown in Fig. 2c-





Figure S5. Cyclic voltammetry in 1 M Na2SO4 containing 10 mM di-methyl viologen dichloride at different 
potential sweep rates () for a) polished and c) unpolished CuSn7Pb15 cathodes. b) and d) are the ip (peak 
current) vs 1/2 plots that were used to determine the electrochemically active surface areas of the polished, 
respectively unpolished samples. The unpolished sample exhibited a ca 2% larger ECSA than the 
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Highlights: An analytical model for the full polarization curves of HER on rotating disk electrodes 
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reversible two-electron reaction, H+ + H2O + 2e– ⇌ H2 + OH–, obeying the Erdey–Grúz–Volmer–
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be used to fit measured currents over a broad range of pH, rotation rate, and electrode potential 
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rates, a linear relationship exists between the plateau length and the bulk solution pH. By 
analyzing this relationship, kinetic parameters k and αc were estimated. 
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ABSTRACT: Polarization curves of the hydrogen evolution
reaction (HER), recorded on rotating disk electrodes (RDEs) in
mildly acidic solutions, usually show a “two step” behavior. That is,
two exponentially rising segments (the first commonly assigned to
H+, the second to water reduction) are separated by a limiting
current plateau. Here, we devise an analytical model for the full
polarization curve by assuming that HER proceeds according to a
quasireversible two-electron reaction, H+ + H2O + 2e
− ⇌ H2 +
OH−, obeying the Erdey-Gruź−Volmer−Butler equation. Our
model is able to reproduce the two step behavior of polarization
curves and can also be used for the fitting of measured currents
over a broad range of pH, rotation rate, and electrode potential, on
both Au and on Pt. We show that the length of the limiting current
plateaus measured on RDEs for HER is inversely related to the electrocatalytic activity of the electrode and that at a given rotation
rate a linear relationship exists between the plateau length and the bulk solution pH. By analyzing this relationship, we can estimate
kinetic parameters, even in cases where the transport performance of the RDE would otherwise not be sufficient to measure well-
defined kinetic currents at low overpotentials.
■ INTRODUCTION
The electrochemical hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) is
regarded as a straightforward way of transferring electrical
energy to a chemical one, enabling the storage of electricity
gained from renewable sources like hydro and solar plants.1
The development of efficient catalysts for HER has thus
become a subject of intensive research. Hydrogen evolution
gains, however, further importance, as HER is an almost
inevitable side reaction of cathodic electrode processes
occurring in aqueous environments. For example, in the
electroreduction of CO2
2,3 or the deposition of base metals,4−6
HER often appears as a parasitic reaction.
It is usually claimed7 that in acidic solutions the overall
hydrogen evolution reaction can be described as
+ →+ −H e 1
2
H2 (R1)
while in neutral or alkaline media the reaction is written as
+ → +− −H O e 1
2
H OH2 2 (R2)
The exact mechanism of the above reactions, including the
identification of the rate-determining step and the pH
dependency, is still a matter of debate. While according to
Reaction R2, HER can also occur, at a moderate rate, in
solutions that are neutral or even alkaline, when hydrogen
production is the primary goal of the electrode process, usually
acidic conditions are applied.
Under acidic conditions, Reaction R1 is known to proceed
quickly on certain transition metals (e.g., on platinum8−14) and
less quickly on others (e.g., on gold15−20). The catalytic
performance of these metals can be explained by Sabatier’s
principle;21 that is, the catalytic rate follows a volcano trend
with the binding energy of the metal and hydrogen.
To obtain meaningful kinetics in acidic solutions, it is
essential to compensate for the effect of mass transport, as it
can have a decisive role in the observed current/overpotential
characteristics, especially for kinetically facile reactions.21 It is
usually assumed11,20 that experimentally measured currents for
HER can be described, at least at certain overpotential
intervals, by the Erdey-Gruź−Volmer−Butler equation:
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While current/potential curves recorded at high transport rates
on a gold rotating disk electrode (RDE) can be made subject
to analysis based on eq 1,20 on more facile catalysts like Pt, no
kinetic currents can be determined due to the presence of
severe diffusion hindrance even at vigorous stirring. As noted
by Zheng et al.14 and by the group of Gasteiger,12,13 on a Pt
surface, the rate of charge transfer becomes so fast (with
respect to that of mass transfer) that essentially a
thermodynamic equilibrium is established.
The pH dependency of the rate of HER is often related to a
reactant switching from H+ to water molecule (from Reaction
R1 to R2).21−27 This reactant switching can be observed, for
example, on the polarization curves of HER recorded at
rotating disk electrodes28 immersed into mildly acidic
solutions, exhibiting a “two step” behavior, as shown by Figure
1.
Figure 1 demonstrates that in mildly acidic conditions HER
is kinetically controlled at low cathodic overpotentials, yielding
cathodic currents that rise exponentially with the applied
cathodic overpotential (“first kinetic control section”). At
higher cathodic overpotentials, the mass transport of H+
becomes rate determining and a limiting current plateau is
attained. Cathodic currents higher than the limiting current of
H+ reduction can only be achieved by applying extremely
negative potentials (see the “second kinetic control section” in
Figure 1). At such potentials, it is usually assumed that apart
from H+ reduction (Reaction R1), also the reduction of water
molecules (Reaction R2) contributes to HER; thus, a further
exponential increase of the cathodic current can be seen,
following the limiting plateau section.
The described two step behavior of HER polarization curves
was first noticed as early as 1956 by Nagel and Wendler29 and
it was studied more recently by the groups of Tobias,22
Mayrhofer,23,24 Bruckenstein,30 Arenz,31 Pereira,32 and the
present authors.27 Finding an adequate model to describe the
shape of the two step polarization curves is, however, difficult
due to complications arising from an interplay of the mass
transport of the diffusing species (H+ and OH−) and a bulk
chemical reaction, the autoprotolysis of water:
++ −FH O H OH2 (R3)
To write proper kinetic equations for HER, Reactions R1−R3
all have to be taken into account, in a scheme suggested by
Figure 2a. This was attempted before by Hessami and
Tobias,22 who used the equidiffusivity approximation (i.e.,
the assumption that the diffusion coefficients of H+ and OH−
ions are equal in the solution) to solve combined reaction−
diffusion−convection equations to obtain pH profiles. The
approach of Mayrhofer et al.23,24 was based on a different,
finite diffusion layer-based approximation, where the diffusion
layer thickness was determined by a weighted average of the
two diffusion coefficients. None of these two methods were
concerned, however, about the kinetics of HER. In the work of
Hessami and Tobias,22 the pH profiles were parametrized by
the current of HER (and no potential dependence of this
current was analyzed), while in the works of Mayrhofer et
al.,23,24 the approximation of full reversibility was used (that is,
the authors assumed that the near-surface pH depends linearly
on the applied potential, as dictated by Nernst’s equation).
In a recent work of our group,27 we attempted to model
HER by taking into account two strictly irreversible reactions,
the reduction of H+ and that of water molecules, both
following Erdey-Gruź−Volmer−Butler kinetics. In ref 27, we
developed a digital simulation-based modeling approach to
HER and we presented an approximative analytical model that
could well describe polarization curves at various values of pH
and rotation rates. In this model, we used an assumption that
the diffusivity of OH− ions exceeds that of H+ and that thus at
high current densities the near-surface solution layer does not
turn alkaline but neutral instead. The resulting model could be
used to describe HER polarization curves measured on nickel
electrodes.
The model described in ref 27 followed the reaction scheme
shown in Figure 2a and it thus contained altogether four
variable (fittable) kinetic parameters: two reaction rate and two
charge-transfer coefficients, each describing the reduction of
Figure 1. Polarization curve of an RDE, showing two hydrogen
evolution steps with an intermittent limiting current plateau section.
Figure 2. Reaction schemes for HER. Two separate reactions are
shown in (a) for acidic and neutral to alkaline solutions. A combined
scheme is shown in (b) for near-neutral solutions. The autoprotolysis
of water is part of both schemes.
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H+ and that of H2O molecules, respectively. We noticed,
however, a strong correlation between the fitted parameters,
which suggested that the reduction of this model would still be
possible.
In this present paper, we aim to develop an analytical model
that can well describe the polarization curves of HER, recorded
on rotating disk electrodes immersed into mildly acidic
solutions, by taking into consideration a quasireversible
charge-transfer reaction, which represents the combination or
Reactions R1 and R2 and that contains an inherent coupling,
as a result of autoprotolysis, Reaction R3, between the
concentrations of H+ and OH− ions. From a mathematical
point of view, this model, represented by Figure 2b, is simpler
than the one previously described,27 as it contains only two
variable kinetic parameters (a single reaction rate and a single
charge-transfer coefficient).
In what follows, we will give a brief description of the model
and then present how it can be used for the estimation of
kinetic parameters of HER on two chosen model electrodes
(gold and platinum). We will demonstrate that the different
lengths of the limiting current plateaus observed on these
metals can be used as a direct measure of electrocatalytic
hindrance.
■ THEORY
Thermodynamic Considerations. Although Reactions
R1 and R2 (the formation of H2 either by the reduction of H
+
ions or by that of water molecules) are seemingly different,
from a thermodynamic point of view, both processes lead to
the same equilibrium conditions. The standard potentials are
ER1
⊖ = 0 V and ER2
⊖ = −0.8277 V vs standard hydrogen electrode
(SHE)33 and assuming equilibrium conditions, we can use
Nernst’s equation to relate the potentials of electrode
Reactions R1 and RRR2 to the aH+ and aOH− activities of H
+




















= − Φ⊖ −E E RT
F
aln( )R2 R2 H
1/2
OH2 (3)
while from the equilibrium condition ER1 = ER2 it follows that
− =⊖ ⊖ + −E E RT
F
a aln( )R2 R1 H OH (4)
Assuming that the autoprotolysis of water, Reaction R3, exactly
determines the product of H+ and OH− activities as the ionic
product of water Kw, we get to Kw = 1.019 × 10
−14 using the
standard potential values mentioned before. It can thus be seen
that Reactions R1−R3 are not independent from each other
and they all have to be considered when describing the
thermodynamics of hydrogen evolution. Somewhat contra-
dicting this statement, in the formal kinetic treatment of HER,
it is still common to treat Reactions R1 and R2 as separate
processes, each valid in its respective pH regime. In what
follows, we aim to develop a kinetic treatment that can
describe hydrogen evolution on an electrode surface near
which the pH shifts, depending on the applied electrode
potential, from acidic to alkaline values.
Kinetic Considerations. As a first step, we have to write
kinetic rate equations for HER that take both H+ and OH−
ions into account. Probably the most straightforward
possibility of doing this is to sum Reactions R1 and R2, in a
manner illustrated by Figure 2b, to get







Reaction R4 contains the H+ (or the H3O
+) ion as a reactant
and the OH− ion as a product. Assuming that the reaction can
proceed in both directions, the current density j yielded by the
reaction can be expressed as a sum of cathodic (jc) and anodic
(ja) terms:
= +j j jc a (5)
Assuming that Reaction R4 follows the Erdey-Gruź−Volmer−
Butler equation, the cathodic and anodic current densities may
be formally expressed as
α
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In eqs 6a and 6b, αc and αa are charge-transfer coefficients, k′ is
a reaction rate coefficient, and the c0 terms stand for near-
surface concentrations. The eqs 6a, 6b can be simplified by
utilizing the usual assumption that αa + αc = n = 2 (the number
of electrons involved in Reaction R4).34 Further assuming that
the near-surface concentrations of water and of H2 molecules
can be treated as unit constantsthe latter, at least, in a
solution saturated with H2, assuming that the dissolved H2
concentration shows no significant pH dependencewe can
introduce another reaction rate coefficient k in place of k′ as





This turns eqs 6a and 6b into
α
































In eqs 6a, 6b, 8a, and 8b, E° denotes a potential value where no
net current flows in the case when cH+
0 = cOH−
0 . E° can thus be
expressed as





using Nernst’s equation (where we again assumed a unity
fugacity of H2).
Provided that the activity coefficients of H+ and OH− ions
can both be considered unity and that the autoprotolysis
Reaction R3 is fast enough so that it always maintains the
equilibrium constraint that
= ⊖+ −c c K cH OH w
2
(10)
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independent of space and of time, eqs 8a, 8b can further be
simplified to the following form:
α


































where c⊖ = 1 mol dm−3 is the standard concentration.
Note that to get from eqs 6a and 6b to eqs 11a and 11b, we
made use of eq 9, where, by definition, ER1
⊖ = 0 V vs SHE.
Thus, the electrode potential E, appearing in equation set 11a,
11b, is also to be referenced to SHE.
Equations 11a and 11b determine the current of the
electrode reaction provided that the near-surface concentration
of hydrogen ions, cH+
0 , is known. On rotating disk electrodes
(RDEs), stationary currents can be measured for HER and
deriving a mathematical expression for cH+
0 becomes possible as
described below.
Problem of Transport. Provided that (i) mass transfer
occurs only by means of diffusion and convection and other
means of transport (e.g., migration) can be ignored and (ii)
that the diffusion coefficients DH+ and DOH− are constants,
independent of the concentrations and of spatial coordinates,
the condition of stationarity can be expressed in the form of
the following equation:




































Here, vz denotes the axial (z direction) component of the
stationary fluid flow under the RDE that can be approxi-
mated35 as
Table 1. Description of Symbols Used
symbol meaning formula or typical value(s)
basic physicochemical parameters
pH∞ pH of the bulk of the solution 3
f rotation rate of the RDE 625 min−1
k reaction rate coefficient for Reaction R4 1 μm s−1
αc charge-transfer coefficient for Reaction R4 1
T temperature 298.15 K
diffusion coefficient of H+ and OH− ions, considered equal 10−4 cm2 s−1
ν kinematic viscosity of the solution 8.917 × 10−7 m2 s−1
constants
F Faraday’s constant 96 485.3 C mol−1
R Regnault’s constant 8.314 J mol−1 K−1
c⊖ standard concentration 1 mol dm−3
a Kaŕmań’s constant28 0.51023
Γ(1/3) see eq 20 2.67894
ER1
⊖ standard potential of Reaction R1 0 V vs SHE
ER2
⊖ standard potential of Reaction R2 −0.8277 V vs SHE
Kw autoprotolysis constant of water 1.019 × 10−14
derived quantities
cH+
∞ H+ concentration in the bulk of the solution 10−pHc⊖









ω angular frequency of rotation 2πf
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0 near-surface H+ concentration, see eq 21
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jcat,H+ catalytic current density of H
+ reduction, see eq 24 − −α α∞+ ( )Fc kK2 exp FERTH w /2c c
















jlim limiting current density, see eq 26 − Δδ
∞F c
N
jcat,H2O catalytic current density of water splitting, see eq 29 − −δ




jrev Nernstian (reversible) current density, see eq 31 { }− Δ − − −δ ∞ ⊖ÄÇÅÅÅÅÅÅ
É
Ö
ÑÑÑÑÑÑ( ) ( )F c c Kexp expFERT FERTwN
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where a ≈ 0.51023,28 ω denotes the angular velocity of
rotation, and ν the kinematic viscosity of the solution.









and plug this into eq 12, we arrive to a
nonlinear ordinary differential equation, describing stationary
H+ concentration profiles under the RDE. This equation has
no analytical solution; assuming, however, that the diffusion
coefficients of H+ and OH− ions are equaland this
assumption is not uncommon22the differential equation
can be linearized in the form:
ω
ν
















where = =+ −D DH OH is the diffusion coefficient of H+ and
OH− ions (assumed to be equal) and the function
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was introduced to describe the difference of H+ and OH−
concentrations as a function of the z distance measured from
the electrode surface. Equation 14 is a linear, second-order
ordinary differential equation with a known solution:
ω
ν
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In eq 16, Δc0 and Δc∞ denote near-surface (z = 0) and bulk (z
→ ∞) concentration differences (see eq 15) and Qs(x) is the






















From eq 16, the current density can be expressed as
δ






















2/3 1/3 1/2 (19)
is the generalized Nernstian diffusion layer thickness that
contains the gamma function36 defined by the integral
∫Γ = −
∞




Modeling the Polarization Curve of an RDE. The
current density expressed by eq 18 is equal to that given in eq
5, with the partial current densities defined by eqs 11a and 11b.
This yields the following expression for cH+
0 :
θ α θ α
θ α
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where the θ(α) function (a dimensionless, potential depend-
























Finally, the equation of a polarization curve recorded on an
RDE can be expressed by combining eqs 18 and 21 to
δ























Equation 23 is the final result of this theoretical treatment. It is
an analytical formula for the current density of an RDE on
which hydrogen is evolved at a given pH, rotation rate ( f), and
electrode potential (E). The parameters of this model are listed
in Table 1, where it can be seen that the model relies only on
two kinetic parameters, the k reaction rate coefficient and the
αc charge-transfer coefficient of Reaction R4. Note that the
presented model is very robust, as it considers only the effect of
charge transfer, that of mass transport occurring by diffusion
and convection, and the effect of the autoprotolysis. Although
no mechanistic details (such as those of H adsorption to the
surface) are considered, we will see that this robust model
delivers well when used for the fitting of experimentally
obtained data.
■ EXPERIMENTAL
The rotating disk electrodes used in this study were obtained
from Metrohm (Herisau, Switzerland). The diameter of the
disk electrodes was (3.00 ± 0.05) mm, embedded into a PEEK
shaft of 10 mm outer diameter. The geometric surface area was
used for calculating current densities. Prior to the experiments,
the electrodes were dipped, for a few moments, into Caro’s
acid and were then rinsed abundantly with ultrapure water
(Milli-Q by Merck Millipore, R = 18.2 MΩ cm, used for the
preparation of solutions as well).
The studied solutions of different pH were prepared by
diluting calculated amounts of a 0.1 mol dm−3 HClO4 (70%,
Merck, Suprapure) stock solution and solid NaClO4 (99.99%,
trace metals basis, Merck) with ultrapure water, by keeping the
ionic strength at a fixed value of 0.1 mol dm−3. The pH of the
solutions was measured by a calibrated Metrohm 914 pH
meter.
A lab-made three-electrode glass cell was used for the
experiments. For measurements on Au, a large Au foil was used
as a counter electrode, while for measurements on Pt, we
applied a large surface area Pt foil. All measurements were
carried out by using a Hg|Hg2SO4|K2SO4 (sat) reference
electrode (Radiometer Analytical XR200, connected to the
main chamber through a Luggin capillary). Electrode
potentials in the paper are reported with reference to the
standard hydrogen electrode (SHE); for the potential shift, the
value of EHg/Hg2SO4 = 650 mV was used.
Prior to measurements, the solution in the cell was deaerated
with a pure Ar (5N, Alphagaz) flow for 15 min and saturated
by hydrogen (5N, Alphagaz). The electrodes were submerged
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to the electrolyte solution without potential control, and the
equilibrium potential Eeq was determined by measuring the
open-circuit potential. Polarization curves presented in the
paper were recorded point by point by steady-state current
measurements at given electrode potentials and rotation rates,
according to the following sequence (see Figure 3): the
electrode potential and the rotation rate were set, and the
current was measured until it reached a stationary value. Then,
the potential was set back to Eeq and a rotation rate of f = 4500
min−1 was applied for some seconds to remove any
accumulated H2 from the surface. The current measurement
was then repeated with other potential and rotation rate
settings. The measured data were IR-corrected postexper-
imentallythe solution resistance was determined by means of
high-frequency impedance measurements. During all measure-
ments, the solutions were kept saturated with H2 by
continuous but slow purging (that did not interfere with the
hydrodynamics of rotation).
The measurements were automated by using an Autolab
PGSTAT128N potentiostat in connection with a Metrohm
Autolab rotator unit and by the application of the Nova v2.1
software.
■ RESULTS
Experimentally obtained polarization curves are shown in
Figure 4 for both the gold and the platinum RDE. These
curves were recorded in mildly acidic solutions (2.0 ≲ pH ≲
3.6) and at different rotation rates (400 < f < 2500). As shown
by the figures, the measured polarization curves can well be
fitted using eq 23. Note that during the fitting we varied only
three parameters ( , k, and αc), while the other parameters
were fixed at values listed in Table 1. Also note that the
optimization was carried out by considering all data points
shown either for gold or for platinum Figure 4 and not in a
curve-by-curve manner. Even under such strict conditions, the
calculated values (shown by the green curves) match
reasonably well the measured ones (shown by the red dots).
Optimized values of αc, k, and are given in the caption of
Figure 4 for Au and Pt. As can be seen, the optimized values
match well with the diffusion coefficient of H+ ion known from
the literature.31 The determined values of αc are also in good
agreement with those found in the literature37 and, as we will
show later, the determined k and α values can be recombined
to exchange current densities in the expected range for both
gold38 and platinum.11
A notable difference between the polarization curves of gold
and platinum, as can be seen in Figure 4, is in the length of
their limiting current plateaus, which is substantially shorter in
the case of Pt. This, as we will see below, can be explained by
the reaction rate coefficient k on platinum being 5 orders of
magnitude higher compared with gold, and by that the
determined αc values for the two metals also differ.
■ DISCUSSION
General Behavior of the Model; Polarization Curve
Segments. As could be seen in Figure 4, the model function
given by eq 23 can describe well the two step behavior of HER
polarization curves. For the parameter values listed in Table 1,
a calculated polarization curve is shown in Figure 5 (thick gray
curve).
First of all, it can be seen that the modeled polarization
curves clearly exhibit three distinct parts: (i) a starting
exponential rise, assigned to the charge-transfer-controlled
reduction of H+ ions denoted by jcat,H+ and plotted by a dashed
red curve in Figure 5; (ii) an almost horizontal plateau section
(jlim), shown by a dashed black line, where the current is
limited by the rate of transport of H+; and, finally, (iii) another
exponential rise that we may assign to a charge-transfer-
controlled reduction of H2O, denoted by jcat,H2O and is shown
by the green dashed curve in Figure 5.
The model is able to describe a smooth transition between
the aforementioned limiting cases. Formulae for the current
density for each limiting case can be derived as follows.
Catalytic Current of H+ Reduction, jcat,H+. In this limiting
case, the current is controlled by the catalytic reduction of (i.e.,
charge transfer to) H+ ions. If the cathodic potential is far
enough from the equilibrium potential Eeq (where the rate of
the opposite reaction, hydrogen oxidation, is negligible) but
still not very negative (so that the transport of H+ ions still
does not become rate limiting), current can be determined by










turns eq 23 into
α









2 expcat,H H w
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(24)
The current density calculated from eq 24 is plotted by the red
dashed curve in Figure 5. As shown by the Tafel representation
in Figure 5b, this section of the polarization curve is




. Equation 24 is also
useful for expressing the exchange current density j0 by
evaluation at = = +
∞





















The variation of exchange current densities on pH is shown for
gold and platinum in Figure 6. These data agree well with
values found in the literature.11,38
Limiting Current of H+ Reduction, jlim. In this limiting
case, shown by the black dashed line in Figure 5, the current
density is governed solely by the transport of H+ ions from the
bulk of the solution to the electrode surface. A formula for the
limiting current j can be provided within the framework of the
Figure 3. Experimental protocol for the measurement of HER
polarization curves on RDEs. The stationary current of the RDE is
measured at given electrode potential (E) and rotation rate ( f) values
(green periods). Between the measurements, the potential control is
switched off and the RDE rotated quickly, to remove accumulated
bubbles (red periods).
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presented model by assuming that the near-surface concen-
tration difference of H+ and OH− ions (Δc0) equals zero in eq
18. Then
δ
= − Δ ∞j F clim
N (26)








The Tafel slope corresponding to this flat plateau is, as shown
in Figure 5b, ∞.
Case of Mixed Charge-Transfer/Transport Control for
H+ Reduction. It can be shown that in this region of mixed
control, where the gray curve in Figure 5 already leaves jcat,H+
but still does not attain the limiting current plateau, our model
yields current densities that fully match those calculated from
the Koutecky−́Levich equation39 and thus for this “first




trs1 cat,H lim (28)
Charge-Transfer-Controlled H2O Reduction. When the
potential is very negative, a series expansion of the current, as
Figure 4. Experimentally obtained polarization curves (red dots) on an Au (a) and on a Pt (b) RDE, showing a two step behavior. In each panel (at
different values of pH), the cathodic current density increases as the rotation rate f is set to values of 400, 625, 900, 1225, 1600, 2025, and 2500
min−1. The green curves are created by fitting the model described by eq 23 globally, that is, for all pH and rotation rate values, and by optimizing
only three parameters (αc, k, and ). Determined confidence intervals (at 95% statistical certainty) for the fitted parameters are αc = 0.486 ±
0.067, = − ±−( )lg 5.10 0.26km s 1 and = ± × − −(1.027 0.053) 10 cm s4 2 1 for gold and αc = 0.643 ± 0.037, = ±−( )lg 0.024 0.050km s 1 and
= ± × − −(1.069 0.043) 10 cm s4 2 1 for platinum. Other parameter values (not optimized) are shown in Table 1.
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given by eq 23, around −∞ for the term − α( )exp F ERTc to the
























Note that, as expected, this equation is independent of cH+
∞ .
This current is shown by the dashed green curve in Figure 5; as
seen in the Tafel representation, Figure 5b, the corresponding





Mixed Charge-Transfer Control of H2O Reduction
and Transport Control of H+ Reduction. It can be shown
that at the potential regime between these two segments, i.e., in

















In what follows, we will analyze the effect of varying certain
parameters (αc and k) on the calculated polarization curves.
Parameter Dependencies. Dependence on αc. Polar-
ization curves calculated based on eq 23 show a strong
dependence on the value of the charge-transfer coefficient αc,
as illustrated by Figure 7a,b.
With respect to the definition of the charge-transfer
coefficient αc, we emphasize that since the presented model
is built on Reaction R4, a two-electron reaction, we assumed
that αc + αa = 2;
34 thus, based on this definition, αc = 1
represents symmetry.
Note in Figure 7b that the Tafel slopes of the first and









in accordance with what was said earlier about these segments.
Also note that as a result of the two differing Tafel slopes, the
length of the transport-limited plateau is heavily influenced by
the value of αc: smaller αc values result in longer plateaus.
Dependence on k. The dependence of the polarization
curves on the reaction rate coefficient k is illustrated by Figure
7c,d. Note that as shown by the figure, the polarization curves
tend toward a reversible curve (indicated in Figure 7c,d by a
dashed blue line) if we increase the value of k. Indeed, in the k
→ ∞ limit, the current of eq 23 reduces to
δ



































Note that we get to this very same expression of the reversible
current if we solve eq 12 by assuming that the value of Δc0 is
determined by Nernst’s equation (that is, if we utilize a
Nernstian boundary condition). As expected, eq 31 contains
no kinetic parameters as it is a consequence of thermodynamic
and transport-related considerations.
Note in Figure 5 that the “first steps” of the polarization
curves calculated for finite k values tend to achieve the
reversibility limit quite easily. In the case of αc = 1, the first
steps of the polarization curves calculated for k ≥ 10−2 m s−1
are practically indistinguishable from the reversible current.
This agrees well with the experimental observations and the
argumentation of Gasteiger et al. who have warned that in such
cases no conclusions with respect to the kinetics of HER
should be drawn from RDE experiments.12 We note, however,
that for the “second step” of the polarization curves, it takes far
higher (in fact, unrealistically high, k ≥ 1 m s−1) rate
coefficients to match the reversibility case. This finding offers a
new perspective for the interpretation of RDE polarization
curves, as will be discussed below.
Kinetic Parameters from Plateau Lengths. As we saw
before, HER polarization curves exhibit plateaus of different
lengths when measured on metals of different electrocatalytic
activities (Figure 4); this behavior is reproduced by the
Figure 5. Polarization curve (thick gray) calculated using eq 23 and the parameter values of Table 1, shown in two different representations: with
linear axis scaling in (a) and on a Tafel plot in (b). The three different segments of the curves, marked by the dashed lines, can be approximated by
eqs 24−30, as discussed in the text. The contour map in the background of (a) shows the variation of pH as a function of the distance measured
from the electrode surface at each disk potential. (Details of calculating pH profiles using the presented model are discussed later, cf. to Figure 9).
Figure 6. Exchange current densities j0 in the studied pH range,
calculated by using eq 25, based on the kinetic parameters determined
by nonlinear fitting in Figure 4 for gold and platinum.
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presented model. Although the fitting of the whole model to a
set of measurements is computationally not difficulteq 23 is,
after all, an analytical expressionand fitting the full model is
always favorable, it seems worthy to analyze plateau lengths
and, in particular, their dependence on the pH, in the hope
that this analysis will make kinetic parameters accessible more
easily.
As the term plateau length is, however, not well-defined, it
seems easier to introduce the concept of breakdown over-
potential (ηbr) as a quantity of similar meaning. We define ηbr,
as illustrated by Figure 8a, as the overpotential at which the
measured current, following the second current step, reaches
the value of 2jlim.
Keeping in mind that = +
∞
⊖( )E lnRTF cceq H , we can obtain the
following formula for the value of ηbr from eq 30:
η
α α δ




















c c N w
1 /2c (32)
That is, following a standard Levich analysis for the
determination of , we can plot the normalized breakdown
potentials (measured at a chosen, fixed rotation rate) as a
function of pH; we can then perform linear fitting to these data
(shown in Figure 8b for a rotation rate of 625 min−1 for gold
and platinum) and determine αc and k values from the slope
and intercept. As shown in Table 2, the results are acceptable
but not as reliable as those of full-model fitting.
pH Profiles. The presented model may not only be found
useful to fit HER polarization curves but it may also give
predictions on how the local pH changes in the vicinity of a
rotating electrode at which H2 evolves. The basis of such
predictions is eq 16. In it, expressing Δc0 with the aid of the
current density j by using eq 23, we arrive to the following
equation describing the variation of the concentration
differences of H+ and OH− as a function of the distance


































Concentration difference profiles, calculated based on eq 33,
are shown in Figure 9a. Provided that pH∞ is known, eq 33
permits the direct calculation of pH profiles as well; for that we
need to recall the definition of Δc in eq 15. The pH(z) profile
can then be calculated as


























Some example pH profiles are shown in Figure 9b.
It follows from eqs 33 and 18 that as the cathodic current
increases, pH values measured in the vicinity of the electrode
will rise. Exactly at j = jlim, the pH at the electrode surface
reaches neutrality (pH0 ≈ 7). When a cathodic current density
higher than jlim is forced through the electrode surface, the
near-electrode solution region gets alkaline, yet at a given
distance, the pH drops suddenly to acidic values (see Figure
9b).
The distance at which the aforementioned drop occurs (i.e.,
the distance of the neutrality point zneut) depends on how
Figure 7. Effect of varying the parameters αc (a, b) and k (c, d) on the calculated polarization curves. Values assumed are shown on the graph;
other parameters are given in Table 1. Polarization curves are shown in two different representations: with linear axis scaling (a, c) and on a Tafel
plot (b, d).
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much the current density exceeds the limiting current density
















where we denoted by Qs
−1(x) the inverse of the regularized
incomplete gamma function Qs(x), defined by eq 17.
In Figure 10, zneut is plotted as a function of the normalized
current density j j/ . The zneut quantity can be interpreted as a
measure of how deep the near-electrode solution layer
becomes alkaline, as shown by Figure 9. Note in Figure 10
that true alkalination (i.e., the appearance of a pH ≳ 7 region)
can only occur if >j j/ 1 and that at high current densities, the
depth of alkalination can exceed the diffusion layer thickness
δN.
Concluding Remarks; Comparison to Other Works.
The presented model seems suitable to describe polarization
curves of HER measured at two electrodes of different
electrocatalytic activities (Au and Pt). The extracted
parameters are in agreement with some shown in the literature
before,11,20 yet at this point, we would like to emphasize
Figure 8. (a) Concept of the breakdown overpotential ηbr illustrated
on a polarization curve. (b) Dimensionless breakdown overpotentials
plotted as a function of pH for gold and platinum, determined from
measured data (dots). The lines were created by linear fitting to the
measured data, using a pH2 weighting. The acquired slopes and
intercepts were used according to eq 32 to calculate the kinetic
parameters shown in Table 2. Chosen rotation rate: 625 min−1.
Table 2. Kinetic Parameters of HER on Pt and on Au, in
Mildly Acidic Solutionsa
system −( )lg km s 1 αc
Au Figure 4 −5.10 ± 0.26 0.486 ± 0.067
Figure 8 −5.2 ± 1.4 0.50 ± 0.11
Pt Figure 4 0.024 ± 0.050 0.643 ± 0.037
Figure 8 0.2 ± 1.6 0.63 ± 0.16
aParameters were determined either by the fitting of the full model to
all measured data, Figure 4, or by plotting limiting current plateau
lengths as a function of pH, Figure 8.
Figure 9. (a) Normalized concentration difference profiles as a function of the normalized distance, for some chosen values of the normalized
current density (shown in the figure). (b) An example for pH profiles calculated for various normalized current values, assuming that pH∞ = 3.
Figure 10. Full black curve: the distance of neutrality (normalized to
the diffusion layer thickness δN) as a function of the current density
normalized to j . Note that the function, eq 35, is not defined for
| | < | |j j . Dashed gray curve: an estimate for the neutrality distance
based on an analytical solution assuming that DOH− ≫ DH+.27
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limitations of the treatment and to make a brief comparison to
earlier works on the topic of HER.
An important issue, to which we would like to direct the
readers attention, is the equidiffusivity assumption that we
utilized. This assumption, although not unprecedented in the
literature (see the works of Tobias as an example22), poses
some limitations to the validity of our analysis. Avoiding use of
the assumption is, unfortunately, not possible, as it is required
for eq 12 to be analytically solvable. The equidiffusivity
assumption means that we consider the diffusion coefficients of
H+ and OH− ions equal, appearing as a common coefficient
in our equations. We are aware (and the reader should also be)
that this approximation is only valid on an order of magnitude
level (while in reality, DH+ is supposed to be about 2 times
higher than DOH−). The equidiffusivity assumption, as also
pointed out by Tobias,22 renders the concentration of OH− at
and under the disk surface to be underestimated. That the
model equations can still be used to obtain good apparent fits
of the measured polarization curves is probably attributed to
the fact that currents measured at high cathodic overpotentials
show only a moderate (order of 1/3) dependence on (cf. eq
29).
At this point, it seems worthy to make a comparison
between the model presented here and one of our previous
attempts at modeling polarization curves of HER. In ref 27, we
constructed analytical approximations to an otherwise digital
simulation-based model where we assumed that the diffusion
coefficient of OH− is not only equal to but actually much
higher than that of H+. This assumption also led to a fittable
model function, but it predicted that the near-surface solution
region, instead of getting alkaline, would get neutral up to a
certain depth. Of course, under these circumstances, the
“distance of neutrality” was higher than the one obtained here:
instead of the formation of a thin alkaline layer, we assumed
the formation of a thicker, however, neutral layer. In Figure 10,
we show a comparison between the two approaches.
A further difference between the model presented here and
the one we described before27 is that while the previous one
was dealing with two irreversible reactions (namely, the
reduction of H+ ions and that of water molecules), the present
model is built on a combined, quasireversible, reaction
(Reaction R4). The present model thus performs better
compared with the previous one in two ways: (i) it provides
good fits with only two (instead of four) kinetic parameters,
and (ii) it is also able to model a quasiequilibrium (that is, the
k → ∞ case). Although within the framework of the present
model it is still possible to distinguish two reactions (see our
discussion of polarization curve segments assigned to H+
reduction and to water splitting), we emphasize here that
such distinctions are all but arbitrary and the treatment
presented here is built on a single charge-transfer reaction,
Reaction R4.
In comparison to the models of some other authors,22−24 a
clear advantage of the model presented here is that it contains
kinetic parameters and does not rely on the use of the
Nernstian boundary condition. This condition would predict
that the near-surface pH is exactly determined by, and directly
proportional to, the electrode potential. Instead of using a
Dirichlet (i.e., Nernstian) boundary condition, our model
utilizes a Neumann condition40 and thus allows the calculation
of kinetic currents.
Although the model seems to fit experimental data on a
broad scale (Figure 4), here we would like to draw the
attention of the readers to another limitation, which arises
from the very fact that we assumed the validity of the Erdey-
Gruź−Volmer−Butler equation for Reaction R4. We thus
ignored any effects related to surface kinetics and that the
parameters k and αc can be potential dependent.
41 This
simplification was, however, necessary to describe the
experimentally observed two step behavior of HER, visible at
high cathodic overpotentials. Consequently, the k and αc
parameters that we determined here can be considered valid
primarily at high overpotential. Although some variations of
these parameters may occurand this is probably responsible
for the fits of Figure 4 not being perfect at low over-
potentialsthe overall fits are still satisfactory.
■ CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a new model that is able to describe HER
as it occurs on RDEs immersed into mildly acidic solutions,
where the polarization curves show a two step behavior. The
model is centered around a single reaction, Reaction R4, that
contains both H+ ions (as a reactant) and OH− ions (as a
product). We assumed that the Erdey-Gruź−Volmer−Butler
equation applies for this reaction and that the diffusion
coefficient of the two reacting species (H+ and OH−) are equal.
On the basis of these assumptions, we managed to solve the
differential equations governing the system; the resulting
analytical model could be used for the fitting of experimentally
obtained polarization curves. By varying only three model
parameters, we achieved good fits over a relatively broad range
of pH and rotation rates for both Au and Pt RDEs.
A very important implication of the model is that the plateau
lengths seen on RDE polarization curves are (inversely) related
to electrocatalytic activity. We showed that at fixed rotation
rates, a linear relationship exists between the plateau length
and the bulk solution pH. By analyzing this relationship, we
can get a good estimate of the kinetic parameters k and αc,
even in cases where the transport performance of the RDE is
not sufficient to measure well-defined kinetic currents using
the standard Koutecky−́Levich analysis.12,41
Within the presented framework, it is also possible to model
the variation of pH as a function of distance measured from the
electrode surface. This result may become useful if we study
HER as a side reaction of, for example, metal deposition
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ABSTRACT: The use of rotating disk electrodes (RDEs) is
probably the most convenient way of studying simple electrode
reactions under well-defined transport conditions. Standard RDEs
become, however, less expedient when the studied electrode process
is a complex one, leading to the formation of various reaction
products. In these cases, the accurate detection and quantification of
the formed products are desirable. If the formed products are
gaseous, then the usual way of quantifying them is the use of online
gas chromatography (GC), a method that is not compatible with
open RDE cells. In order to overcome these difficulties, we present
here a sophisticated inverted RDE (iRDE) cell design. The design
combines various advantages: it is amenable to the same
mathematical treatment as standard (downward-facing) RDEs; it
can be operated airtight and coupled to online GC; and due to its upward-facing design, the electrode surface is less prone to
blockage by any formed gas bubbles. The iRDE&GC design is tested using simple model reactions and is demonstratively used for
studying the electrochemical reduction of CO2, accompanied by parasitic hydrogen evolution, on a silver electrode.
Easy to construct with a variety of electrode materials andamenable to rigorous theoretical treatment, the rotating
disk electrode (RDE) is the most widely employed hydro-
dynamic method used for the investigation of electrode
processes.1 In an RDE system, stationary concentration profiles
are attained rather quickly and steady-state current/potential
characteristics can be measured. The rate of mass transfer in an
RDE configuration is typically higher than that of diffusion
alone in quiescent systems, which makes RDEs useful for
electrocatalysis research. By using RDEs, the supply of
reactants to the electrode surface can be controlled, enabling
the distinction between mass transport and kinetic limitations,
e.g., by means of analysis based on the Koutecky−́Levich
equation.1,2
The interpretation of RDE measurements becomes less
straightforward when the studied reaction has complex kinetics
(leading to the formation of more than one reaction product)
or if it is accompanied by other (parasitic) side reactions.
Examples include the deposition of base metals,3,4 almost
inevitably accompanied by hydrogen evolution; the chloralkali
process competing with oxygen evolution;5 and the electro-
chemical reduction of either carbon dioxide6−11 or nitro-
gen.12,13 These latter processes, apart from being accompanied
by hydrogen evolution, can themselves lead to the formation of
various products. In these cases, the accurate (quantitative)
determination of the formed products is a prerequisite of any
valid RDE analysis. Since many of the products are gaseous,
online gas chromatographic (GC) headspace analysis14 seems
to be an obvious choice; however, applying GC in a traditional
(i.e., open-to-air) RDE cell is not straightforward.
To the best of our knowledge, there exist only a few designs
in the literature for hermetically closed RDE cells that could be
applicable to, although they were not applied to, online GC
detection.15,16 These designs utilized magnetic coupling in
order to transfer the momentum necessary to rotate an
electrode through the cell wall. The approach successfully
circumvents the problem of sealing between the rotating shaft
and the stagnant cell wall: it may not ensure, however, a full
transfer of momentum under high-friction conditions.
A possible alternative to magnetic coupling15,16 is offered by
the use of direct momentum transfer through a gland seal.
While airtight seals are difficult to design, liquid-tight seals are
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relatively easy to manufacture, with the only requirement that
the RDE is brought into contact with the electrolyte solution
by insertion through the cell bottom. In this case, the
headspace itself can be tightly connected to a GC instrument,
and the top of the cell also allows an insertion point for a
(fixed) reference electrode. As in the case of other “H-type”
cell designs,14 the counter electrode compartment must be
separated, by a membrane, from the inverted RDE (iRDE)
compartment so that any counter electrode products are
excluded from the GC analysis.
Apart from the direct transfer of momentum, a further
advantage of using an iRDE design for GC analysis arises from
the fact that in iRDEs the electrode is upward-facing. This has
no adverse effect on the validity of the hydrodynamic
calculations necessary for the mathematical description of
transport17 (i.e., simple expressions such as the Levich and
Koutecky ́−Levich equations remain applicable). It aids,
however, in the removal of bubbles that often cause electrode
surface blockage in standard (downward-facing) RDE designs.
Some iRDE designs have already been published,18−22 and
some of these were operated in airtight cells. Hermetic cells
were, however, used only in order to ensure oxygen-free
conditions, and so far, no GC-based product detection was
carried out in an iRDE configuration. Furthermore, the
previous iRDE designs were validated only for simple model
reactions (namely, the ferro-/ferricyanide redox system18−20),
and either no validation for gas-evolving reactions was used or
the interpretation of these measurements was not conclu-
sive.21,22
This contribution aims to fill the gap of combining an iRDE
configuration with GC-based product detection. The con-
structed iRDE&GC design is validated by means of simple test
measurements. We show that the limiting currents measured in
a ferro-/ferricyanide test system and those measured for the
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) in mildly acidic solutions
are in perfect agreement with the Levich equation. In the case
of the latter reaction, we are also able to detect 100% of the
formed hydrogen by means of GC.
Subsequently, we employ the developed iRDE&GC system,
fitted with a polycrystalline Ag electrode, for a demonstrative
test measurement on the electrochemical CO2 reduction
reaction (CO2RR). The iRDE&GC system is a powerful tool
in this case for a combined product distribution−reaction
kinetics study. We show that by using the iRDE&GC
hyphenation, partial currents of CO2RR and HER can be
distinguished and made subject, individually, to kinetic
analysis.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Cell and iRDE Design. The hermetically tight iRDE cell
(Figure 1) consists of two separable compartments made of
round borosilicate glass flasks (nominal volume: 80 cm3).
Necks for inserting the reference and counter electrodes and
the gas inlets and outlets are mounted on the flasks and are
equipped with custom-winding poly(tetrafluoroethylene)
(PTFE) caps and O-ring fittings, allowing gastight operation.
A Nafion ion-exchange membrane (Nafion 117, Sigma-
Aldrich) connects the working and counter electrode compart-
ments. The housing of the iRDE, machined from polyoxy-
methylene (POM), provides rigid connection to a standard
rotator unit (AFMSRCE, Pine) and bears a cone joint to fit to
the outer socket of the electrochemical cell (size 29/32,
ground glass joint standard). Rotation is transferred by a
modified RDE shaft that fits into the AFMSRCE rotator. It
bears two ceramic sleeves, passing through radial shaft seals.
As a safety component, the design also includes a pressure
chamber: a single POM tube confined between the radial shaft
seals, fed by N2 or Ar (99.999%, Carbagas) through a lateral
pressurizing gas inlet. Through it, a constant overpressure of
0.2−0.4 bar is maintained in the gland seal, preventing the
leakage of electrolyte solution into the seal. The exact coaxial
position of the rotating shaft is maintained by a ball bearing,
situated in the upper part of the pressure chamber. The radial
shaft seals are made of high-quality Viton rubber and operate
oil- and grease-free. The upper seal comes in contact with the
solution in the working electrode compartment.
The RDE working electrodes are pressed into a laboratory-
made poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene) (PCTFE) holder, fitted
into the upper ceramic sleeve. Tightness is maintained by an
O-ring (not shown in Figure 1), placed in the groove of the
PTFE holder. A spring contact in the shaft provides electrical
connection to the working electrode. The whole system is easy
to maintain, and the radial shaft seals can be exchanged once
they are worn out.
Figure 1. H-type cell equipped with an iRDE. Parts of the design: (a)
glass cell body, (b) purging gas inlet (outlet not shown), (c) reference
electrode inlet, (d) membrane and sealing junction, (e) counter
electrode inlet, ( f) PCTFE iRDE tip with an electrode embedded, (g)
spring contact node, (h) PTFE tip groove for the O-ring fitting, (i)
radial shaft seals (upper and lower), (j) ball bearing, (k) pressurized
gland chamber, ( ), ceramic fittings (upper and lower), (m)
pressurizer gas inlet, (n) POM housing, and (o) rotating shaft
(stainless steel).
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Gas Chromatography. Any gaseous products generated in
the cell can be detected by connecting the purging gas outlet to
a GC analyzer (SRI Instruments Multigas Analyzer no. 3). The
continuous flow of a carrier gas (usually Ar or CO2, both
99.999% pure, Carbagas) through the electrolysis cell carries
volatile reaction products from the headspace into the
sampling loops of the gas chromatograph. The partial current
Ii, corresponding to the formation of a gaseous product i, can
be calculated as14
=I x n Fvi i i m (1)
where xi denotes the mole fraction of the products, determined
by GC using an independent calibration standard gas
(Carbagas), ni is the number of electrons involved in the
reduction reaction to form a particular product (n = 2 for both
CO and H2 formation), F = 96 485.3 C mol
−1 is Faraday’s
constant, and vm is the molar gas flow rate measured with a
universal flowmeter (7000 GC flowmeter, Ellutia) at the exit of
the electrochemical cell.
The Faradaic efficiency (FE) of a given reaction product can
be determined by dividing the respective partial current,
determined from eq 1, by the total current, measured
electrochemically. During the operation of the iRDE&GC
cell, aliquots are analyzed in intervals of 7 to 20 min during
steady-state electrolyses. For the measurements reported, we
managed to detect, within the range of error, 100% of the
products because no soluble products were formed. The latter
was also checked by a postmortem analysis of the electrolyte
using ion exchange chromatography (Metrohm).
Electrochemistry. Electrochemical measurements were
performed at room temperature with a potentiostat/galvano-
stat system (Metrohm Autolab 128N) in a three-electrode
configuration. A “leakless” Ag|AgCl|3 mol dm−3 KCl reference
electrode (Pine) and a Pt foil counter electrode (0.8 cm × 2.0
cm, Goodfellow) were used. The glassy carbon, Pt, and Ag
working electrodes were 5-mm-diameter disk electrodes
purchased from Pine. When reporting current densities (j)
instead of the current (I), we used the geometric surface area
(0.196 cm2) for normalization.
All electrodes were polished to a mirror finish with 0.05 μm
alumina particles (Micropolish, Buehler) on a polishing cloth
(Buehler) and thoroughly rinsed with Milli-Q water (18.2 M
cm, TOC ≤ 5 ppb, Millipore) prior to electrochemical
measurements.
All of the reported potentiostatic or potentiodynamic
measurement results were obtained by using automatic IR
compensation, following an impedance-spectroscopy-based
determination of the cell resistance.
Chemicals. All solutions were prepared with as-received
chemicals and Milli-Q water. Potassium ferrocyanide (K4[Fe-
(CN)6], ≥99.5), potassium ferricyanide (K3[Fe(CN)6],
≥99%), and potassium chloride (KCl, ≥99.5%) were
purchased from Fluka. Potassium sulfate (K2SO4, ≥99%),
sulfuric acid (96% H2SO4, suprapure), sodium perchlorate
(NaClO4, 99.99%), and perchloric acid (70% HClO4,
suprapure) were purchased from Merck.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Validation of the iRDE Design in the Absence of Gas
Evolution. In order to check the hydrodynamic performance
of the iRDE design, we measured linear sweep voltammograms
(LSVs, sweep rate 20 mV s−1) on a glassy carbon iRDE in a 1
mol dm−3 KCl electrolyte solution containing the ferro-/
ferricyanide redox couple in equimolar (5 mmol dm−3)
concentrations. The voltammograms, shown in Figure 2,
were recorded at seven different rotational rates, distributed
equidistantly on a square-root scale between 100 and 1600
min−1. Well-defined limiting currents were reached for both
the oxidation and reduction reactions, showing an excellent
linear dependence (R2 = 0.9996, with a zero offset) on the
square root of the rotational rate. This dependence was
analyzed by using the Levich equation1
ν ω= −j nFD c0.620lim
2/3 1/6 1/2
(2)
where n = 1 is the number of electrons transferred, D denotes
the diffusion coefficient and c denotes the bulk concentration
of the reacting species, ν = 0.008917 cm2 s−1 is the kinematic
viscosity of water at 25 °C, and ω is the angular frequency of
rotation.
The analysis yielded the diffusion coefficients, (8.25 ± 0.25)
× 10−6 and (9.42 ± 0.17) × 10−6 cm2 s−1, for the [Fe(CN)6]
4−
and [Fe(CN)6]
3− ions, respectively. These are in good
agreement with the literature data,23 confirming that in this
simple redox system (where no gas evolution is taking place)
the hydrodynamic behavior of the iRDE is the same as that of
normal RDEs.
Validation of the iRDE Design for a Gas-Evolving
Reaction. We used the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) as
a model reaction in order to study the influence of gas
formation on the hydrodynamic properties of the iRDE
system.
For these measurements, a 0.1 mol dm−3 NaClO4 electrolyte
solution was prepared, the pH of which was adjusted to the
value of 2.56 (checked with a pH meter) by the addition of a
small amount of perchloric acid. Linear sweep voltammograms
(sweep rate 50 mV s−1) recorded on a Pt iRDE immersed in
this solution exhibited a well-defined diffusion-limited plateau,
as shown in Figure 3. Although in the case of this gas-evolving
Figure 2. Validation of the hydrodynamic performance of the iRDE
setup with a non-gas-evolving reaction. Limiting currents (both
anodic and cathodic) measured by linear sweep voltammetry on a
glassy carbon iRDE in a solution containing the K4[Fe(CN)6]/
K3[Fe(CN)6] redox couple in equimolar concentrations scale linearly
with the square root of the rotation rate. Green and red dashed lines
show the cathodic and anodic limiting currents, respectively,
predicted by eq 2 and the diffusion coefficient values mentioned in
the text, at the given rotation rates. Sweep rate 20 mV s−1.
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reaction the noise of the current signal was considerably higher
compared to that of the previous case, the limiting currents did
show a linear dependence on the square root of the rotational
rate, and an analysis based on the Levich equation (eq 2)
yielded a value of (8.79 ± 0.12) × 10−5 cm2 s−1 for the
diffusion coefficient of H+ ions, again matching previous
reports well.
At this point we note that the aforementioned diffusion
coefficient value was obtained by assuming that cH+ = 10
−pH
mol dm−3 in eq 2. In other words, we considered a unity
relative activity coefficient of H+ ions, and we assumed that the
limiting current is determined solely by the concentration of
free H+ in the solution.
While both of the above assumptions are fairly valid for a
HClO4/NaClO4 electrolyte solution, they do not hold for
more complex (i.e., buffered) systems. In K2SO4 solutions
acidified with sulfuric acid, for example, we measured
voltammograms that exhibited higher than expected limiting
currents, confirming the previous experimental results of
Nierhaus et al.22 obtained with another iRDE design. In ref
22, this peculiar current enhancement was explained by an
“extra stirring” of the electrolyte due to the produced H2
bubbles. We believe, however, that there exists an alternative,
more straightforward explanation, namely, that the current
increase is due to the buffered nature of the H2SO4/K2SO4
system that contains not only H+ but also HSO4
− ions acting as
a proton source.10,24,25
The above argument is supported by Figure 4, where three
linear sweep voltammograms are compared. These LSVs were
recorded in electrolyte (either NaClO4 or K2SO4) solutions
that were acidified to a pH value of about 2.5 by the addition
of small volumes of the native, concentrated acid (either
HClO4 or H2SO4). Although the bulk pH and also other
parameters (such as the sweep and rotational rates) of the
recorded LSVs are essentially the same, Figure 4 reveals a
pronounced difference in the limiting currents. We ascribe this
2- to 6-fold increase in the limiting current (depending on the
sulfate concentration) to the buffering capacity of HSO4
− ions.
Validation of the iRDE&GC Hyphenation. The hydro-
gen evolution reaction, leading to the formation of a single
reaction product (H2), is an ideal platform for validating the
hyphenation of the iRDE design with GC detection. In order
to achieve this, we applied a continuous Ar flow to the cell and
led the gas in the headspace to the sampling loop of a gas
chromatograph. After some 30 min of electrolysis, practically
independent of the applied rotational rate, we were able to
detect 100 ± 5% of the formed hydrogen gas. The latency can
be explained by the gaseous product requiring a certain time to
reach and fill up the sampling loop.
Figure 5a shows electrochemically measured and, based on
eq 1, chromatographically determined currents of HER
measured in a pH 3.75 HClO4/ NaClO4 solution at potentials
in the limiting current region. Note that both currents,
although matching each other relatively well, decay signifi-
cantly and drop by about 28% of their initial values over the
approximately 80 min time frame of the electrolysis.
This current drop, seen only in H-type iRDE cells equipped
with a membrane, can be explained by a permanent pH change
(also in the bulk of the solution), caused by the long-lasting
electrolysis becoming partially exhaustive. Indeed, as shown by
Figure 5b, the linear sweep voltammograms measured before
and after electrolysis exhibit different limiting current values,
and a corresponding pH change can also be measured directly
with a meter. For the experiment shown in Figure 5b, the pH
increased from a value of 3.76 to 3.93. This change scales well
with the decrease in the limiting current (measured before and
after the electrolysis) and is also in agreement with the H+
concentration change that the charge of the electrolysis is
expected to cause in the total electrolyte volume of the working
compartment (about 87 cm3 for this experiment).
It should further be noted with respect to the iRDE&GC
hyphenation that for this system to deliver correct “chromato-
graphic currents” it is crucial to make sure that all of the gas
bubbles formed during the electrolysis reach the headspace and
do not remain adhered to the tip surface. This can be assured
by directing the purging gas inlet tube as close as possible to
the tip (however, not directly to the electrode) surface.
Figure 3. Validation of the hydrodynamic performance of the iRDE
setup with HER, a gas-evolving reaction. Limiting currents measured
by linear sweep voltammetry (sweep rate 50 mV s−1) on a Pt iRDE in
a pH 2.56 HClO4/NaClO4 solution scale linearly with the square root
of the rotational rate. The dashed green lines are limiting current
predictions of the Levich equation (eq 2), calculated using the
diffusion coefficient value mentioned in the text at all of the given
rotational rates.
Figure 4. Although the bulk pH is about the same, LSVs obtained in
different electrolyte solutions exhibit varying limiting currents for H+
reduction. The sweep rate is 50 mV s−1, the rotational rate is 900
min−1, and the electrolyte compositions and the pH are shown in the
graph. The given pH was set by adding a few drops of the respective
concentrated acid to the electrolyte solution.
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Although the approach results in an elevated noise level of the
electrochemical measurement, it has only a small effect on the
hydrodynamics (cf. Figure 3, where this configuration was
already used; the measured limiting currents, however, did
remain well-defined).
Using the iRDE&GC System to Investigate the CO2RR.
In a further demonstrative experiment, we attempt to use the
developed iRDE&GC system to study the electroreduction of
carbon dioxide as it occurs on a silver iRDE in a 0.1 mol dm−3
K2SO4 solution saturated with CO2 (pH ∼4.17). We chose this
specific electrolyte composition in order to get well-defined
potential ranges where the predominant reduction product is
either H2 or CO.
Linear sweep surveys, shown in Figure 6a, revealed that
HER goes on and becomes diffusion-limited in the potential
range between −1.2 and −1.4 V vs Ag|AgCl: this range is
displayed in detail in Figure 6b. It can be assumed that in this
potential range the sole electrode reaction taking place is that
described by eq 3,
+ →+ −2H 2e H2 (3)
where the reactant H+ ions are present either in the form of
free H+ or in the form of HSO4
−.
At potentials more cathodic than −1.6 V vs Ag|AgCl, we see
the onset of another process: the electroreduction of CO2 that
yields CO as the primary product
+ + → ++ −CO 2H 2e CO H O2 2 (4)
Although the voltammograms in Figure 6a exhibit no clear
plateaus for this process, they do confirm the limiting role of
transport because the currents measured below −1.6 V clearly
depend, more or less linearly, on the square root of the applied
Figure 5. Results of long-term electrolysis (hydrogen evolution from a HClO4/NaClO4 electrolyte solution) measured by iRDE&GC. Currents
measured electrochemically (full black curve) and chromatographically (calculated using eq 1, dots) at E = −625 mV vs Ag|AgCl are shown in (a).
A slow drift (decay) over time can be observed as a result of the electrolysis becoming exhaustive. Values of pH measured before and after the
electrolysis, along with limiting currents estimated using the respective H+ concentrations and the diffusion coefficient of 8.79 × 10−5 cm2 s−1 are
shown by the dashed horizontal lines. This pH change is in alignment with the shifting of the LSV plateaus shown in (b) and also corresponds to
the estimated H+ concentration change calculated by taking into account the charge of the electrolysis, shown as the hatched area in (a), and a cell
volume of 87 cm3. The applied rotational rate was 1600 min−1, and the linear sweep voltammograms were recorded at a sweep rate of 50 mV s−1.
Figure 6. (a) Survey voltammograms recorded at a sweep rate of 50 mV s−1 on a Ag iRDE in a 0.1 mol dm−3 K2SO4 solution saturated with CO2
(pH ∼4.17). Cathodic currents increase with increasing rotational rates (100, 225, 400, 625, 900, 1225, and 1600 min−1). (b) Hydrogen evolution
attains a limiting current at lower overpotentials. At higher cathodic overpotentials, the electroreduction of CO2 competes with the reduction of
water. In this potential range, CO is the primary product of electrolysis.
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rotational rate. This could be caused by a concentration
limitation of either CO2 or H
+ or both in the system under
study: note that H+ also appears as a reactant in eq 4.
It is very probable that at extremely cathodic potentials (E <
−1.8 V vs Ag|AgCl) a third process, namely, the electrolysis of
water molecules, should also occur
+ → +− −2H O 2e H 2OH2 2 (5)
again favoring the production of H2 over that of CO. With
respect to this process, it is important to note that its exact
onset potential can be heavily affected by effects such as the
buffer (HSO4
−) concentration of the solution25 and even the
choice of the polishing material. Polishing with alumina
particles, for example, was recently shown to shift the onset of
water reduction to less cathodic potentials.26 (More about the
effect of alumina polishing can be read in the Supporting
Information.)
The above-described scenario can be confirmed and even
quantified by applying iRDE&GC hyphenation. By carrying
out galvanostatic electrolyses of CO2-saturated K2SO4
solutions at a fixed rotational rate (625 min−1), we applied
GC detection in order to determine the product distribution of
the cathode process. In agreement with literature data,27,28 the
only detectable products were H2 and CO, and within the first
40 min of the electrolyses, a 100% detection efficiency was
practically achieved. After each electrolysis, the current was
switched off and the electrolyte solution was replaced in order
to avoid the accumulation of the exhaustion effects described
in the previous section.
The recorded Faradaic efficiency vs current data were
subjected to a numerical interpolation in order to determine
the product distribution shown in Figure 7a. This figure allows
a distinction among three current density regions with
remarkably different product yields.
First, at currents not exceeding the limiting current of HER
from acidic media (i.e., the maximal current that can be
supplied by the reaction in eq 3), it seems that H2 is the
primary product of electrolysis, and there is very little, if any,
detectable CO. At current densities exceeding this limiting
current (about 0.1 mA for the system shown in Figure 7), there
is a marked increase in CO productivity due to the onset of
CO2RR, as described by eq 4. The growing CO productivity
trend continues up to the point where the current becomes
approximately an order of magnitude higher than the limiting
current of (acidic) HER, at which point the Faradaic efficiency
of H2 evolution will again increase. This is due to the onset of
the direct reduction of water molecules according to eq 5.
The two aforementioned processes (CO2RR and the
reduction of water molecules) occur concomitantly, and the
LSV recorded in the system (black curve in Figure 7b) exhibits
no clear limiting current plateau for CO2RR. Nevertheless, the
interpolation shown in Figure 7a does create some means to
separate the individual contributions of CO production
(electroreduction) and H2 formation (H
+ or water reduction)
to the total current.
At each and every point on the LSV shown by the black
curve in Figure 7b, we can calculate, using the interpolation of
Figure 7a, the partial currents that correspond to CO and to
H2 formation. These partial currents are plotted as green and
red curves, respectively, in Figure 7b. The sum of the partial
currents, by definition, equals the total current shown by the
black curve.
Identifying the two partial currents, as shown in Figure 7b,
allows for a better understanding of the kinetics of CO2RR: a
reaction that is inevitably coupled to hydrogen evolution. The
figure reveals that at potentials less cathodic than the onset
potential of CO2RR, all measured currents can be attributed to
hydrogen evolution, and this section of the LSV is identical to
that measured in a CO2-free electrolyte solution of the same
pH (dashed gray curve shown as a reference in Figure 7b).
The onset of CO2 reduction allows the cathodic current to
increase beyond the limiting current of (acidic) hydrogen
evolution at E < −1.5 V vs Ag|AgCl. This current increase, at
least initially, can be fully ascribed to CO2 electroreduction:
the reduction of water molecules only seems to commence at
more negative potentials, E < −1.75 V. Note that the apparent
onset potential of water reduction is about 150 mV more
negative in the CO2-saturated solution than in the CO2-free
Figure 7. IRDE&GC system applied to the study of the electrolysis of a 0.1 mol dm−3 K2SO4 solution saturated with CO2 (pH ∼4.17). Applied
rotational rate 625 min−1. (a) Faradaic efficiencies of H2 and CO formation are determined chromatographically (dots) and are interpolated using
an arbitrary function (exponential decay superimposed on a straight line, black curve). (b) This interpolation allows the separation of the recorded
LSVs: the total current and the partial currents of H2 and CO production are shown as black, red, and green curves, respectively. An LSV measured
in a CO2-free (Ar-saturated) K2SO4 solution, the pH of which was set to 4.15 by direct H2SO4 addition, is shown as a reference (dashed gray
curve).
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reference system and that the partial current of H2 production
does not rise monotonically with the applied potential. It
seems more than plausible to assume that this peculiar feature,
revealed by the iRDE&GC hyphenation, can be explained by
the H+ consumption of CO2RR, as described by eq 4. Due to
the autoprotolysis equilibrium of water, the H+ consumption of
CO2RR leads to an increase in near-surface OH
− concen-
trations, and as OH− ions appear as a product in eq 5, this
shifts the onset of water reduction toward more cathodic
values.
■ CONCLUSIONS
We presented the design of a custom-made, hermetically sealed
inverted rotating disk electrode coupled to a gas chromato-
graphic detection system. The developed iRDE&GC system is
suitable for electrochemical kinetic studies with the simulta-
neous analysis of the formed (gaseous) reaction products. The
performance of the iRDE&GC hyphenation was evaluated
using the ferro-/ferricyanide redox system and the hydrogen
evolution reaction as test settings.
Apart from having conducted a successful validation of the
iRDE&GC system, we pointed out two major caveats of the
design. Probably the most important condition of using the
iRDE&GC hyphenation is related to an inherent property of
any GC-based headspace analyses in electrochemistry, namely,
that the electrolyses must hold long enough that the reaction
products can accumulate in the sampling loop in a sufficient
amount in order to facilitate 100% detection. Even in the case
of an upward-facing iRDE system it seems unavoidable to
carefully orient the purging gas flow to remove any formed gas
bubbles that could otherwise remain adhered to the electrode
tip, resulting in detection deficiencies. Special care must be
taken in this situation so that the purging gas flow does not
interfere with the convective transport of the rotating disk.
Another important point that deserves emphasis is related to
the transport conditions of the iRDE cell. In this hydro-
dynamic configuration, convection allows for a much higher
rate of transport, compared to that in other quiescent systems.
Although it is usually assumed that on rotating electrodes
stationary current/potential characteristics can be attained, this
condition may not hold for long-lasting experiments during
which the electrolysis becomes at least partially exhaustive.
This second limitation may, however, be overcome if the
electrolyte solution is replaced from time to time or when a
continuous flow of electrolyte guarantees that no permanent
bulk concentration changes can be caused by the electrolysis.
We have further shown, by means of one demonstrative
experiment, that the developed iRDE&GC hyphenation can
have great potential in understanding the kinetics of
technologically relevant electrochemical processes. We dem-
onstrated that in the case of carbon dioxide reduction on silver
electrodes the iRDE&GC setup allows for a resolution of the
voltammetric response to individual contributions of actual
reduction and hydrogen evolution.
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1. SEM and EDX Mapping of Alumina and Diamond Polished Silver RDEs
In a recent work (cited as Ref. 26 of the paper), Monteiro and Koper described an interesting phenomenon; namely,
that the contamination of gold electrodes with alumina particles by electrode polishing leads to an enhancement in
activity for hydrogen evolution (HER). In order to see whether alumina particles also exert an effect on the results of
CO2 electroreduction on silver RDEs (studied in our paper by the iRDE&GC hyphenation), we used both alumina and
diamond suspensions (both of 50 nm particle size) for the polishing of an Ag RDE.
Figure S1: SEM micrographs of the surface of an Ag RDE polished by 50 nm alumina (a) and diamond (b) particles. (Zeiss Gemini 450 SEM, Germany;
accelerating voltage: 3 kV, working distance: 3.5–3.6 mm.)
Figure S2: EDX spectra of an alumina and a diamond polished Ag RDE surface, overlapped in one plot, shown at different scaling in (a) and (b). The
spectra were normalized to the Ka line of aluminum (1.48 keV). The main peaks are labelled (Ag, C and Al). An accelerating voltage of 10 kV and a
working distance of 8.5 mm was applied.
SEM micrographs of the surfaces, shown in Figure S1, revealed no major differences between the two surfaces
polished by different materials. The EDX spectra of the two surfaces, Figure S2, also showed minor if any differences.
EDX revealed that the diamond-polished surface contains ∼ 0.4 wt% Al, while the one polished by alumina (and then
rinsed abundantly with MilliQ water) showed only a ∼ 0.3 wt% (that is, even less) Al content.
We are aware that EDX may not be sensitive enough to indicate small Al contaminations that can already have a
significant effect on the electrochemical measurements, thus we also repeated an iRDE&GC experiment under the same
conditions that we applied for Figure 7 of the paper. By applying a current density of −2.6 mA and a rotation rate
of 625 min−1 we detected a 93.8%± 4.5% Faradaic efficiency for the production of CO on an Ag iRDE polished by a
diamond suspension; for the alumina-polished electrode, this value was 90.5%± 4.3%. Although there are some minor
differences, pointing in the direction suggested by Ref. 26, it seems that the iRDE&GC hyphenation is not sensitive
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Inverted RDE (iRDE) as Novel Test Bed for Studies on Additive-
Assisted Metal Deposition under Gas-Evolution Conditions
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The development of Co interconnects by electrochemical means is more challenging than that of Cu interconnects not only due to
the ever decreasing critical feature dimensions but also to intrinsic complications of the water/Co system, as Co electrodeposition
processes are inevitably plagued by the competing hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). We present herein a novel custom-made
inverted RDE instrument, particularly suitable for studying additive-assisted metal deposition processes that are accompanied by
HER or any other gas evolving side reactions. We investigate the influence of a model redox-active suppressor additive on the
electrochemical deposition of cobalt by means of linear sweep voltammetry and galvanostatic electrolysis coupled to online gas
chromatography analysis. We find that under specific experimental conditions, addition of minor amounts of the additive to the
standard Co-based virgin make-up solution significantly decreases the rate and efficiency of Co deposition, and favours instead the
competing HER. Moreover, we identify and quantify the reductive conversion of the additive that accompanies the primary metal
deposition process. Importantly, our approach complements standard screening Co plating studies as it succeeds to directly
deconvolve the overall process into its three individual components, namely the metal ion reduction, the HER and the additive
activation process.
© 2020 The Electrochemical Society (“ECS”). Published on behalf of ECS by IOP Publishing Limited. [DOI: 10.1149/1945-7111/
ab7984]
Manuscript submitted January 18, 2020; revised manuscript received February 13, 2020. Published March 4, 2020.
Supplementary material for this article is available online
For the last two decades, the manufacture of state-of-the-art
back-end-of-line (BEOL) interconnect structures has been based on
Cu electrodeposition processes.1,2 However, the critical dimension
of such structures has currently approached the electron mean free
path (MFP) of copper, introducing new challenges to the continuous
scaling of interconnects for the 7 nm technology node and
beyond.3–5 Reports on shorter MFP metals (e.g., Ni, Co, Mo, and
Ru) that are less prone to resistance scaling effects keep promise to
continue downsizing device dimensions.3,6–12 Similarly to what was
done for copper, the electrochemical screening of additive-assisted
cobalt plating processes for cutting-edge interconnects is based on
rotating disc electrode (RDE) approaches.13–17 Nonetheless, the
manufacture of Co interconnects by wet methods is found to be
more challenging than it was in the case of Cu, not only due to
the ever decreasing critical feature dimensions but also due to the
intrinsic complications of the water/Co system. Co electrodeposition
processes, carried out from aqueous plating baths, are unavoidably
accompained by the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). The
standard reduction potential of Co2+ to metallic Co lies 280 mV
more negative than that of H+ to H2.
16,18,19 This implies that, unlike
Cu, a complete description of the Co electroplating process requires
quantification of the parasitic gas evolving process. Obviously, the
realization of gas analysis coupled to RDE experiments is challen-
ging, since it requires a hermetic sealing of the cell around rotating
elements and the implementation of gas analysis techniques, e.g., gas
chromatography (GC). Additionally, a fraction of the electrochemi-
cally generated gas bubbles typically adheres to the surface of both
the RDE working electrode and its embedding shaft, preventing
them from reaching the solution-gas interface. This partial shielding
of active electrode sites by bubble retention at the RDE tip
undermines the accuracy of the electrochemical measurements and
hinders quantitative analysis of the gaseous products collected from
the headspace of an electrochemical reactor. Therefore, we present
here an inverted RDE (iRDE) cell design, coupled to GC for the first
time, that helps overcoming these technical limitations.20 Note that
although alternative iRDE-based investigations have been
previously reported demonstrating that the analytical equations of
mass and charge transfer valid for the conventional RDE also
comply with the proposed iRDEs, no quantitative analysis of
electrochemically generated gaseous products was carried out in
these cells.21–27 Our home-developed instrument features important
assets: i) it is amenable to the same mathematical treatment as
standard (downward facing) RDEs; ii) it can be operated air-tight
and coupled to online GC; and iii) due to its upward facing design,
the electrode surface is less prone to blockage by any formed gas
bubbles.
In this paper we investigate the influence of a model redox-active
suppressor additive on the electrochemical deposition of cobalt by
means of linear sweep voltammetry and galvanostatic electrolysis,
coupled to an online detection of gaseous products by gas chroma-
tography. We find that the addition of minor amounts (60 ppm) of
the model suppressor additive to the standard Co-based virgin make-
up solution (VMS) significantly decreases the efficiency of Co
deposition and favours the competing hydrogen evolution reaction
instead, when lower current densities than those corresponding to the
limiting current density value of H+ reduction are applied. In
addition, we are able to identify and quantify a reductive conversion
of the additive that comes along with the deposition process.
Importantly, as schematically depicted in Fig. 1, our approach
complements standard screening Co plating studies because it
succeeds to deconvolve the overall process into its individual
components, e.g., Co2+ reduction to metallic Co, HER and reductive
additive activation.
Experimental
CoSO4∙7H2O (ReagentPlus, ⩾ 99%) and H3BO3 (ReagentPlus,
99.97%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. H2SO4 (96%
Suprapure) was purchased from Merck. The VMS cobalt plating
solution (50 mM CoSO4∙7H2O, 0.5 M H3BO3, adjusted to pH 2.5 by
H2SO4 addition) was prepared with as-received chemicals and Milli-
Q water (18.2 MΩ cm, TOC ⩽ 5 ppb, Millipore).15,18 The electrolyte
was deoxygenated by Ar bubbling (99.9999%, Carbagas,
Switzerland) through the solution for 20 min prior to the measure-
ments. All electrochemical measurements were performed at room
temperature by a potentiostat/galvanostat system (Metrohm AutolabzE-mail: pavel.moreno@dcb.unibe.ch; peter.broekmann@dcb.unibe.ch
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128 N, The Netherlands) in a three electrode configuration using a
custom-made H-type glass cell fitted on top of the iRDE. Ionic
conductivity between the two cell compartments was achieved via a
proton exchange membrane (Nafion 117, Sigma-Aldrich). A leakless
Ag/AgCl3M electrode (Metrohm, Switzerland) and a Pt wire
(99.99% MaTeck) were used as reference and counter electrode,
respectively. The support working electrode for Co deposition was a
5 mm diameter, 4 mm thick Pt disk purchased from MaTeck. The
electrode was pressed and embedded into the home-made polytetra-
fluoroethylene (PTFE) shaft of the iRDE setup. Prior to the
electrochemical measurements, the electrode was first polished on
a polishing cloth (Buehler) to a mirror finish with 0.05 μm alumina
particles (Micropolish, Buehler) and thoroughly rinsed by Milli-Q
water. The Pt surface was then covered for 1 min by a drop of fresh
piranha solution followed by rinsing with Milli-Q water. Finally the
surface was electrochemically polished in 1 M H2SO4 by sequential
oxidation/reduction at ±4 V, respectively, for 30 s each, and the
surface was then rinsed and protected by a droplet of Milli-Q water.
All electrochemical investigations were carried out on Co-seeded
Pt electrodes. The seed was deposited at −10 mA cm–2 and 100 rpm
for 25 s.
The ohmic resistance of the solution was determined by means of
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) at various applied
sample potentials where no electrochemical reactions take place. The
applied potentials for linear sweep voltammetry and galvanostatic
Co electrodeposition accounted for the IR drop accordingly.
The Co current efficiencies (FECo) in galvanostatic electrodepo-
sition measurements were determined by integrating the current of
anodic dissolution experiments of the respective Co layers at E =
0.5 V vs Ag∣AgCl3M. The Co seed contribution was taken into
account (subtracted) for the efficiency determination. Gaseous
products generated during Co deposition from the HER (or any
other side reaction) were analyzed by online gas chromatography
(GC, SRI Instruments Multi-Gas Analyzer #3) hermetically con-
nected to the iRDE. The continuous flow of Ar through the
electrolysis cell during Co deposition carried the volatile reaction
products from the headspace of the iRDE cell ensemble into the
sampling loops of the gas chromatograph. The partial current density
ji of any gaseous product is calculated using Eq. 1:
=j x n F v 1i i i m· [ ]
where xi represents the volume fraction of product i measured via
online GC using an independent calibration standard gas (Carbagas,
Switzerland), ni the number of electrons involved in the electro-
chemical reaction to form it (here 2 for H2 evolution), F the Faraday
constant (96485.3 C mol–1) and νm the molar Ar gas flow rate
measured by a universal flowmeter (7000 GC flowmeter by Ellutia)
at the exit of the electrochemical cell. The partial current density for
the produced H2 was normalized to the total current density thus
providing the faradaic efficiency of H2 production (FEH2).
To demonstrate the usefulness of our iRDE&GC approach for
additive-assisted metal deposition screening investigations, dedi-
cated linear sweep voltammetric and galvanostatic deposition
experiments employing VMS plating baths containing 60 ppm of a
model suppressing additive were also carried out. The additive-
carrying VMS solution is denoted as VMS-ADD hereafter.
Ex situ SEM-EDS analyses of the iRDE working electrodes at
different stages of the Co electrodeposition were performed using a
Zeiss instrument (Gemini 450 SEM, Germany). The recorded SEM
images were acquired at 3 kV, 3.4–3.6 mm and 100 pA as
accelerating voltage, working distance and current. The corresponding
applied values for the EDS investigations were 18 kV, 8.5 mm and
300 pA. These results are shown in Fig. S1 (available online at stacks.
iop.org/JES/167/042503/mmedia) of the Supplementary Information
file.
Results and Discussion
iRDE and cell assembly.—In this section we provide a brief
description of the custom-made iRDE&GC setup. Detailed descrip-
tion of the instrument can be found in Ref. 20. The hermetically tight
iRDE cell consists of two separable compartments made of modified
80 ml round borosilicate glass flasks (see upper part in Fig. 2A).
Reference electrode, counter electrode and gas input and outlet
necks with custom winding are attached hermetically to the flasks by
custom-made polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) caps and O-ring fit-
tings. Physical connection between compartments is provided by a
Nafion proton exchange membrane separating catholyte from
anolyte. Both compartments are provided with gas inputs and outlets
via PTFE caps to feed Ar gas to the cell and chromatograph,
respectively. The main features of the iRDE setup are shown in
Fig. 2. The contacting part (b, b’) of the iRDE with the glass cell is
machined of polyoxymethylene polymer (POM). It provides rigid
connection to the RDE rotator (AFMSRCE from Pine, not shown)
and bears a cone joint to fit the outer socket of the iRDE cell (size
29/32, ground glass joint standard). The rotation momentum is
transferred by a modified RDE shaft (a, a’) that fits the MSR rotator.
It bears two ceramic sleeves (q) that pass through radial shaft seals
(k). A pressure chamber (l) confined between the radial shaft seals is
fed by N2 or Ar gas (99.999% Carbagas Switzerland) through a
lateral pressuring gas inlet (j) to enforce a constant pressure of
0.2–0.4 bar above the ambient pressure. Note that the enforced
pressure inside the gland chamber (l) has no influence on the inner
part of the electrochemical cell. It simply ensures that the electrolyte
contained by the working cell compartment (c) does not leak through
the seal surrounding the upper rotating ceramic fitting (q). The
pressurized chamber is a single POM tube fixed in the main housing.
The latter also holds both radial shaft seals in place. The shaft exact
coaxial position is maintained by a ball bearing (m) situated in the
upper part of the pressure chamber. The radial shaft seals are made
of high quality Vitton rubber and operate oil/grease-free. Note that
the upper seal (k) comes in contact with the solution in the iRDE cell
compartment. The RDE working electrode is pressed into a lab made
PTFE holder (n), which is fitted into the upper ceramic sleeve.
Figure 1. Scheme representing the deconvolution of the overall cathodic
process into its individual components by the iRDE&GC approach.
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Tightness between the RDE holder and the upper ceramic sleeve is
maintained by an O-ring placed in the groove of the PTFE holder
(p). The spring contact from the shaft (o) provides the electrical
contact for the working electrode. The whole system is maintenance
friendly and the radial shaft sealings can be straightforwardly
exchanged once they are worn out.
Quantification of Co and H2 current efficiencies by iRDE&GC
during galvanostatic deposition.—Figure 3 displays an overview of
the iRDE&GC-based metal deposition approach that we introduce to
quantitatively describe the overall electrochemical process. Similarly
to superconformal Co deposition on patterned wafers, the plating
studies are performed on Co-seeded supports to match the experi-
mental conditions of metal interconnect manufacture as closely as
possible.13–15,17 Prior to Co layer deposition, a thin Co seed was
deposited from the additive-free VMS solution at –10 mA cm–2 and
100 rpm for 25 s. This condition ensures high Co deposition
efficiencies necessary to yield a compact, homogeneous Co seed
layer on the Pt-RDE support without the interference of generated
bubbles. Figures S1A–S1B show typical SEM characterization of a
Pt-iRDE working electrode before and after Co seed deposition. The
corresponding EDS spectra displayed in Figs. S1F–S1G reveal the
presence of the thin Co layer on top of the underlying Pt support that
forms upon electrochemical deposition. This seed layer was then
anodically dissolved back into the plating bath at 0.5 V vs
Ag/AgCl3M. This seed deposition/dissolution procedure was applied
three times to estimate the average Co seed current efficiency from
the respective Qdiss/Qdep ratios before every Co bulk deposition
experiment was carried out (Figs. 3A–3B). A typical example of
such calculation is displayed in Fig. S2. Based on a significant
Figure 2. Schematic representation of the (A) H-type cell mounted on the iRDE assembly and (B) cross-section of the iRDE setup. Components of the design
are a/a’: rotating shaft; b/b’: iRDE housing; c: working cell compartment; d: reference electrode inlet; e: purging gas outlet for GC analysis; f: purging gas inlet/
outlet; g: counter electrode inlet; h: counter cell compartment; i: H+ exchange membrane; j: pressurized gas inlet; k: radial shaft seals; l: pressurized gland
chamber; m: ball bearing; n: PTFE iRDE tip with embedded electrode; o: spring contact node; p: PTFE tip groove for O-ring fitting; q: ceramic fittings.
Figure 3. Schematic representation of the iRDE&GC approach for quantification of the galvanostatic Co deposition and accompanying HER efficiencies: (A)
galvanostatic Co seed deposition on rotating Pt disk support; (B) anodic Co seed dissolution; (C) galvanostatic Co layer deposition on Co-seeded Pt – iRDE and
simultaneous analysis of gaseous products by online gas chromatography; (D) Anodic dissolution of the whole Co deposit.
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amount of iterations, the Co seed deposition efficiency was found to
be (72.6 ± 4.8) %. The high current efficiency and morphological
homogeneity of the deposited seed layer are due to the applied
current density being higher than the expected mass transport
limiting current for proton reduction under the applied conditions.
Additionally, the electrogenerated bubbles do not interfere with the
metal deposition and straightforwardly detach from the solid liquid
interface due to the upward facing configuration of the iRDE and the
applied rotation. Next, galvanostatic Co layer deposition was
performed on a freshly seeded support at selected current density,
angular frequency and deposition time. Simultaneously, electrogen-
erated gaseous products (here H2) were analyzed at selected time
intervals by the coupled gas chromatograph as soon as the layer
deposition set in (Fig. 3C). Once the desired layer was achieved, the
electrodeposited Co was anodically dissolved back into the VMS
solution (Fig. 3D). Finally, the Co layer current efficiency was
determined analogously to the case of the seed, this time by
subtracting the charge corresponding to the seed dissolution.
Addition of FECo and FEH2 thus renders quantitative description
of the whole process (additive-free case). Note that direct assessment
of the parasitic HER contribution by a dedicated method is usually
missing, and its introduction to metal deposition studies enables
unequivocal confirmation of the electrochemical data.
We exemplarily demonstrate the above-mentioned strategy for
Co deposition through galvanostatic experiments conducted at a
rotation rate of 900 rpm and lasting for different times at current
density values of either –5 or –10 mA cm–2. These values lie close
but at opposite sides of the expected mass transport limited current
density (ca.—8.1 mA cm–2, based on the Levich equation) for H+
reduction at a pH of 2.5 and a rotation rate of 900 rpm.28 They lie,
however, considerably below the corresponding limiting current for
Co2+ reduction (ca. –42 mA cm−2).29 Note that the selection of
higher applied rotational frequencies for Co bulk deposition obeys to
the fact that the FEH2 increases with ω. The increased partial current
density of proton reduction enabled accurate quantification of
electrogenerated hydrogen by online GC analysis at shorter times.
An upcoming publication will address the effect of pH, applied
current densities and rotation rates on the overall Co deposition
process in more detail. Figures 4A and 4D show the corresponding
measured Co current efficiencies (FECo) as a function of the applied
deposition time. For the experiments performed with j = –5 mA
cm−2, at deposition times shorter than 5 min, the FECo amounted to
∼30%. When longer electrolysis (5 min ⩽ t ⩽ 60 min) were carried
out the FECo values rose up to 39.8% ± 1.3% and stayed rather
constant, regardless of the specific duration. The experiments at j =
–10 mA cm–2 show significantly larger FECo values clustering at
64.7 ± 2.6%. Corresponding analysis of the electrogenerated
hydrogen accompanying the deposition was carried out at times
just before the single depositions were stopped. Additionally, FEH2
values were also determined for the longer electrolysis (t ⩾
16.5 min) in sequential intervals of 7 min starting at 9.5 min. This
dwell time corresponds to the shortest period a whole GC run for H2
detection takes. Figures 4B and 4E summarize the GC results. The
displayed FEH2 vs t dependencies show that an initiation period of
about 15 min is required to achieve quantitative determination of the
HER contribution to the whole process: the reason for this latitude is
that the electrogenerated hydrogen needs a certain time to fill the cell
headspace and the GC loops. This is an intrinsic limitation of the
iRDE&GC approach that may not be fully circumvented but can to
some extent be improved by, e.g., increasing the surface area of the
working electrode and/or decreasing the volume of the electroche-
mical cell. The plot clearly shows that once this conditioning period
is elapsed, the actual FEH2 values reach a constant value of 58.5% ±
1.4% or 35.5 ± 1.9% for the current densities of –5 or –10 mA cm–2,
respectively. The experimental summary displayed in panels C and F
fully describe the overall electrochemical process and enable the
deconvolution of the current density into two components: one
corresponding to the primary Co deposition, the other to the parasitic
HER. The total faradaic efficiencies reach 99.6 ± 1.2% and 99.8 ±
1.1% for both experiments with applied current densities of –5 and
–10 mA cm–2, respectively, within (15 ⩽ t ⩽ 60) min. It is
noteworthy that our approach enables direct insight into the gas
evolution component of the electrochemical process, which is
typically inferred from the electrochemical data. In the following
section we demonstrate that this feature proves particularly useful
for additive-assisted Co electrodeposition studies where a third
Figure 4. (A) and (D) Co current efficiencies of galvanostatic Co plating from additive-free VMS electrolyte on Co-seeded Pt - iRDEs at a rotation rate of
900 rpm, as a function of the total deposition time, at current densities of –5 mA cm–2 (A) and –10 mA cm–2 (D). Corresponding FEH2 values calculated from
coupled online GC measurements at all applied GC injection times are shown in (B) and (E). Panels (C) and (F) summarize the FE survey at j = –5 mA cm –2 (C)
and j = –10 mA cm–2 (F).
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constituent (additive activation) needs to be taken into account for
the complete description of the process.
Influence of a model suppressing additive on Co electrodeposi-
tion.—In this section we demonstrate how the iRDE&GC hyphena-
tion can be used for advanced screening studies on additive-assisted
Co plating. Figure 5A shows a comparison of linear sweep
voltammograms (LSVs) recorded in a bare VMS plating bath and
in a bath where the model suppressing additive was added to the
VMS in a 60 ppm final concentration. Both LSVs were indepen-
dently acquired with IR drop compensation on Co-seeded Pt iRDE
electrodes at a sweep rate of 10 mV s–1 and a rotation rate of
900 rpm. From the data it is obvious that the action of the model
additive at the Co surface significantly slows down the kinetics of
the electrochemical process as compared to the additive-free
experiment (e.g., the potential required to reach j = –5 mA cm–2
is shifted by ∼250 mV in the cathodic direction when the additive is
present). Further support for the inhibiting characteristics of the test
additive on the Co deposition is exemplarily provided by the
potential transients displayed in Fig. 5B. These were recorded
during galvanostatic deposition experiments lasting 60 min at a
current density of −10 mA cm–2 and a rotation rate of 900 rpm in
VMS (green) and VMS-ADD (blue) plating baths. Besides a slight
instability of the potential in the early stage of the deposition (first
5 min), both potential transients attain steady-state during the time
span of the experiment. However, the attained potential values are
about 350 mV more negative in the additive-containing electrolyte,
which qualitatively correlates with the LSV results.
To discern the effect of the additive on the kinetics of both Co
deposition and HER, similar analysis as shown for the additive-free
experiment in Fig. 4 was performed with a VMS-ADD plating bath
at –5 and –10 mA cm–2 current densities; these results are shown in
Figs. 5C and 5D. Note that for this experiment the FECo values were
determined via anodic dissolution only at the end of the deposition.
The plots are built assuming that the Co current efficiency is
independent of the deposition time at (5 ⩽ t ⩽ 60) min as it was
found in the case of the experiments where no additive was used
(Figs. 4A and 4D). It is clearly noticeable for the experiment carried
out at j = –5 mA cm–2 that the Faradaic efficiencies of both Co
deposition and HER are severely affected by the action of the test
additive under reactive conditions. Compared to the experiment in
pristine VMS, the FECo is significantly diminished by roughly a
factor 8 (see Figs. 4A and 5C). The opposite trend is observed for
FEH2 which rises to values about 74.2%. The situation is somewhat
different when instead of –5 mA cm–2, we apply a current density of
–10 mA cm–2. In this case, although both FECo and FEH2 are
diminished, compared to their respective values measured in
additive-free VMS, their intrinsic ratios remain much closer to the
additive-free case (compare Figs. 4F and 5D). The observed
difference between the j = –5 mA cm–2 and j = –10 mA cm–2
case can be explained by taking into consideration the limiting
current value of HER expected in the pH = 2.5 solution (ca. –8.1
mA cm–2). It seems that in case of applied current densities higher
than this value, the additive—in the absence of free H+ ions in the
boundary layer—exerts a much smaller “boosting effect” on H+
reduction.
Interestingly, regardless of the applied current density, summa-
tion of the FECo and FEH2 values measured in VMS-ADD solutions
falls short of the 100% Faradaic efficiency, which was not the case in
the additive-free case (see Figs. 4C and 4F). In general, the Faradaic
efficiencies obtained from VMS-ADD solutions lack 14%–22%
(Figs. 5C–5D). This deficit hints that a reductive conversion of the
Figure 5. (A) Linear sweep voltammograms recorded on a Co-seeded Pt - iRDEs in VMS (green) and VMS-ADD (blue) solutions at a sweep rate of 10 mV s–1
and a rotation rate of 900 rpm. Automatic IR compensation was applied. (B) Potential transients corresponding to galvanostatic Co depositions at j = –10 mA
cm–2 in VMS (green) and VMS-ADD (60 ppm, blue) solutions. (C) and (D) Faradaic efficiencies of Co deposition (black) and H2 generation (red) from 1 h
galvanostatic deposition experiments at current densities of –5, respectively –10 m A cm–2 from a VMS-ADD electrolyte. The FEH2 values are calculated from
coupled online GC measurements.
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suppressor additive, concomitant with the metal deposition and
HER, may take place under the applied experimental conditions.
This demonstrates that the relatively minor concentration of the
additive in the plating bath further decreases in the bath as the Co2+
reduction and HER proceed. Table S1 displays the calculated
amount of Co2+ and precursor additive consumed upon 1 h
electrolysis at –5 and –10 mA cm−2 and 900 rpm based on
Faraday’s law of electrolysis and the partial Faraday efficiencies
displayed in Figs. 5C–5D. These data show that after 1 h electrolysis
the concentration of the precursor additive diminishes by less than
10% relative to the initial value. Note that the iRDE&GC approach
is required to account for this extra FE deficit that standard
electrochemical methods often fail to recognize, ascribing Co
Faradaic efficiency losses to H2 generation alone.
16 In this respect
it is interesting to note, for example, that the blue LSV in Fig. 5A
shows no hint of reductive conversion of the suppressor additive.
We suggest that the unique capability of our approach to break
down the overall process into its individual components, e.g., metal
deposition, HER and possible additive conversion should be
exploited in future screening of additive-assisted superconformal
filling investigations.
Conclusions
We present the design and operation of a custom-made herme-
tically sealed inverted RDE (iRDE) instrument coupled to gas
chromatography for quantitative analysis of gas evolving processes.
We demonstrate that the setup is a useful test bed particularly
suitable for additive-assisted metal deposition studies that are
plagued by the HER or any other gas evolving side process.
Particularly, we investigate the influence of a model redox-active
suppressor additive on the electrochemical deposition of cobalt by
means of linear sweep voltammetry and galvanostatic electrolysis
coupled to simultaneous online gas analysis by GC. We find that
addition of minor amounts (60 ppm) of the additive to the standard
Co-based virgin make up solution significantly decreases the rate
and efficiency of Co deposition and favours those of the competing
hydrogen evolution under specific experimental conditions.
Importantly, we are able to identify and quantify reductive conver-
sion of the additive that comes along with the metal deposition
process. We suggest that more attention should be devoted to this
aspect, which is usually neglected or scarcely studied. Investigations
providing such information could add useful insights into plating
bath stability. Finally, we propose that the developed iRDE&GC
approach builds on existing additive-assisted electroplating ap-
proaches because it enables unambiguous dissection of the overall
process into its individual components, e.g., Mn+ reduction to
elemental M0, HER and potential additive conversion.
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Figure S1. (A-E) Ex situ SEM characterization of the iRDE working electrode at sequential stages 
and different applied deposition conditions that are described in detail in the main text. (F-J) 
Corresponding EDS chemical analysis enabling qualitative characterization of the 
electrodeposited metal layers. The most intense characteristic EDS lines are Lα at 9.441 keV and 
M at 2.048 keV and Kα at 6.924, Kβ at 7.649 keV and Lα at 0.776 keV for Pt and Co, respectively. 
 
Figure S2. Typical data set for the calculation of the FECo of the Co seed layer galvanostatically 
deposited prior to bulk Co deposition studies. The seed deposition was always carried out at 
- 10 mA cm - 2 and 100 rpm for 25 s (the electrode area was 0.196 cm2 and the transferred charge 
at the interface Q was ~ 49 mC). The subsequent dissolution took place at 0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl3M. 
For the sake of representativeness, three deposition/dissolution cycles were applied before 
performing bulk Co deposition experiments on a freshly Co-seeded Pt-iRDE support. Calculation 
of the efficiency of the bulk Co deposition considered subtraction of the statistically determined 
seed contribution. (A) Potential transients recorded during galvanostatic Co seed deposition cycles. 
(B) Chronopotentiograms corresponding to the Co seed dissolution steps. 
 
  
Table S1. Consumption of Co2+ ions and amount of electrochemically activated additive from the 
VMS-ADD plating bath calculated based on Faraday’s law of electrolysis and the partial Faraday 
efficiencies displayed in Fig. 5C-D of the main text.  
Applied current density Amount of species electrochemically consumed after 1 h electrolysis at 900 rpm / % 
 Co2+ additivea 
-5 mA cm-2 0.02 3.6 
-10 mA cm-2 0.52 6.5 
aTwo main products of the additive’s electrochemical conversion were detected in practically the 
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ABSTRACT: In this work, we aim to develop a Zn-based
metal foam catalyst with very large specific area suitable for
efficient CO production. Its manufacture is based on the
dynamic hydrogen bubble template method that consists of
the superposition of metal deposition and hydrogen evolution
at the solid−liquid interface. We employed Cu ions in the
Zn2+-rich electroplating bath as foaming agent. The
concentration of Cu as foaming agent was systematically
studied and an optimized Zn94Cu6 foam alloy was developed,
which, to the best of our knowledge, is the most selective Zn-
based CO2 electrocatalyst toward CO in aqueous bicarbonate
solution (FECO = 90% at −0.95 V vs reversible hydrogen
electrode). This high efficiency is ascribed to the combination of high density of low-coordinated active sites and preferential
Zn(101) over Zn(002) texturing. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy investigations demonstrate that the actual catalyst material
is shaped upon reduction of an oxide/hydroxide-terminating surface under CO2 electrolysis conditions. Moreover, intentional
stressing by oxidation at room conditions proved to be beneficial for further activation of the catalyst. Identical location
scanning electron microscopy imaging before and after CO2 electrolysis and long-term electrolysis experiments also showed that
the developed Zn94Cu6 foam catalyst is both structurally and chemically stable at reductive conditions.
KEYWORDS: CO2 reduction, zinc foam catalyst, Zn−Cu alloys, metal foams, dynamic hydrogen bubble template
■ INTRODUCTION
Electrochemical reduction of carbon dioxide (denoted as
CO2RR hereinafter) to valuable chemicals by utilizing a surplus
of renewable energy is a promising approach to mitigate the
greenhouse effect caused by anthropogenic CO2 emissions.
1,2
Key to the CO2RR process is the use of specific catalyst
materials that control both the overall CO2RR rate and the
resulting product distribution. This is why, the rational design
of electrocatalysts showing high efficiency and selectivity along
with a high durability during CO2 electrolysis is currently
pursued by many research groups worldwide.3−6 One of the
most desired target products of the electrochemical CO2
reduction reaction is CO, a relevant feedstock precursor for
further chemical synthesis of hydrocarbons, and liquid fuels
such as alcohols.7 Pioneering work by Hori et al.4 and more
recent investigations8−12 have already shown that, in particular,
Au and Ag are excellent catalyst materials for the selective
electrosynthesis of CO by CO2RR. Although these achieve-
ments are encouraging per se, further efforts are required to
develop efficient CO2RR catalysts based on more abundant
and cost-effective materials to approach industrial-scale CO2
electrolysis. In this context, recent investigations have
demonstrated that Zn can be considered as a promising
alternative to the aforementioned noble metals with com-
parably high activity and selectivity toward CO.13−17 We
summarize the achievements reported in the literature so far as
follows: particular crystal orientations (e.g., (101) faceting)
and the nanostructuring of (dendritic) Zn catalysts have been
found to play an eminent role in the CO efficiency.14 The
catalyst surface oxidation prior to CO2RR was also reported to
be beneficial for achieving high CO faradic efficiencies (FEs).17
Finally, the reduction environment was found to impact the
performance of the catalyst. Enhanced activity of Zn cathodes
toward CO2RR was achieved when the commonly employed
bicarbonate solution was replaced by halide-containing
electrolytes (particularly Cl−).13
To further improve the catalytic properties of Zn-based
catalysts for CO2 electrolysis, we address herein the
preparation and performance of a foam-type Zn catalyst.
Highly porous metal foams are increasingly being used in
CO2RR studies due to their much larger specific surface area
that embodies a higher density of low-coordinated active sites
than catalysts with reduced surface topography.12,18,19 An
efficient and inexpensive strategy to prepare such functional
porous materials is based on metal electrodeposition assisted
by the dynamic hydrogen bubble template (denoted herein-
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after as DHBT) method (see Figure 1).20,21 This strategy has
been used to prepare, among others, Cu-,21,22 Ag-,23,24 and Au-
based25,26 metallic foams that have been tested for diverse
applications, e.g., sensing27,28 and (electro)catalysis.29 Recent
works report on binary Zn alloy foams serving as platforms for
ammonia synthesis from nitrate,30 Li-ion batteries,31 and
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER).32 However, to the best of
our knowledge, no Zn foam has been prepared and successfully
applied to the CO2RR.
The particular challenge tackled in this work is that Zn per
se does not form porous foams, at least under standard
deposition conditions of the DHBT approach. We circum-
vented this limitation by the controlled addition of a foaming
agent. It will be demonstrated hereinafter that the presence of
minor amounts of Cu2+ ions in the Zn plating bath is sufficient
to significantly change the general deposition behavior and to
induce a foaming process, which yields Zn-rich cathode
materials with improved active surface area and roughness
factors that are higher by a factor of ∼1000 compared to bare
Zn foil. Crucial for the development of such a Zn foaming
process is that those trace amounts of Cu that get embedded
into the Zn deposit during the electrodeposition do not alter
the electrocatalytic properties of the surrounding Zn matrix
with its high selectivity toward CO. The so-called identical
location (IL) scanning electron microscopy (SEM) inves-
tigations were applied to investigate to which extent the
catalyst morphology is altered upon massive CO2RR.
33,34
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Catalyst Preparation. Cu foil (Goodfellow, 99.9%) substrates
were cut (∼0.8 × 20 mm2) and electropolished in 50% H3PO4
(Grogg Chemie AG, Switzerland) for 2 min at +2.1 V to generate
clean surfaces. The samples were then thoroughly rinsed in Milli-Q
water and sonicated for 15 min in high-purity ethanol (VWR Reag.,
France). They were subsequently masked by Teflon tape, leaving an
exposed area of 1 cm2. The substrates were then used as working
electrodes for the DHBT-assisted galvanostatic deposition (e.g., at
constant current density j = −3 A cm−2 for 20 s) of three main classes
of samples, namely, pure Zn, pure Cu, and Zn−Cu alloys. In all three
cases (and for all subsequent electrochemical experiments), a
potentiostat/galvanostat (Metrohm Autolab 128N, the Netherlands)
was used in a three-electrode cell arrangement. A double-junction Ag/
AgCl3M electrode (Metrohm, Switzerland) was employed as the
reference electrode, and bare Cu and Zn foils acted as counter
electrodes for pure Cu and Zn−Cu alloy and pure Zn samples,
respectively. The supporting electrolyte was in all cases 1.5 M H2SO4
(Selectipur, BASF SE, Ludwigshafen, Germany), and the metal-ion
source was 0.2 M ZnSO4 (ReagentPlus, Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.2 M
CuSO4 (Honeywell Fluka Puriss, Germany) for pure Zn and pure Cu
samples, respectively. In the case of Zn−Cu alloy samples, eight
different plating bath compositions were used, which are summarized
in Table S1 of the Supporting Information. Potential transients and
optical micrographs of the surface samples during metal deposition
were taken, which show the simultaneous generation of hydrogen
bubbles at the sample−electrolyte interface (see Figures S1 and S2).
The samples were thoroughly rinsed by Milli-Q water after
deposition, dried in a gentle Ar flux, and stored for a few hours
before starting the CO2RR experiments.
The electrochemical surface area (denoted hereafter ECSA) of pure
Zn and optimized Zn94Cu6 alloy (see Table S1) samples was
determined by comparing their capacitance values to those of
reference flat Zn and Cu foils (99.9%, and 99.95%, Goodfellow). For
this, cyclic voltammetry for selected electrodes in 0.1 M KCl at
various scan rates was conducted (see Figure S3). The accessible
potential window in the case of Zn samples ranged from −1.275 to
−1.075 V versus reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE), where no
redox peak appears. For the copper foil, the applied potential range
was −0.80 to −0.50 V versus RHE. The current densities were
calculated on the basis of roughness factors derived from double-layer
charge/discharge curves at the middle applied potential.
Characterization Methods. The electrodeposited catalyst
samples were subjected to scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
analysis using a Hitachi S-3000N scanning electron microscope for
surface morphology and sample thickness determination. For lateral
analysis, dedicated samples scrutinized by this technique were
deposited on Si(100)-supported Cu wafer coupons (100 nm Cu
seed, BASF), which are suited for cross-sectioning, followed by SEM
inspection (see Figure S4). The morphological properties (e.g.,
roughness, pore dimension and density) of the Zn94Cu6 foam and the
pure Cu samples were additionally studied by means of a digital
optical microscope with focus variation capabilities (VHX-600,
Keyence).
X-ray Diffraction (XRD). The crystallinity of the Zn94Cu6 samples
was studied by powder XRD techniques (Bruker D8) with Cu Kα
radiation (λ = 0.1540 nm, 40 mA) generated at 40 keV. Scans were
recorded at 1° min−1 for 2θ values between 20 and 100°. For these
studies, the samples were galvanostatically deposited on as-received
carbon paper. The obtained XRD patterns were analyzed and
compared to Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction standards
(JCPDS) for Zn and Cu4Zn phases. In dedicated experiments, two
more specimens were analyzed, one before and the other after a 3 h
CO2RR cycle.
Energy-Dispersive X-ray (EDX) Spectroscopy and Induc-
tively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS). Element
composition analyses of Zn94Cu6 were carried out with a Noran SIX
NSS200 energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer and a 7700x Agilent
system for ICP-MS studies. For both ICP-MS and EDX character-
Figure 1. (a) Sketch representing the principle of metal electro-
deposition assisted by the DHBT method. Representation of (b) pure
Zn and (c) Zn−Cu alloy fabrication by DHBT.
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izations, the Zn94Cu6 samples were deposited on Cu-seeded Si(100)
wafer coupons.
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). XPS investigations
were performed to analyze the surface elemental composition of the
Zn94Cu6 sample. These experiments were conducted with an
Omicron Multiprobe (Omicron NanoTechnology) spectrometer
coupled to an EA 125 (Omicron) hemispherical analyzer.
Monochromatic Al Kα radiation (1486.4 eV anode operating at 150
W and 15 kV) was used. Binding energies were calibrated using the C
1s peak of graphite at 284.5 eV or the Au 4f peak at 84.0 eV as a
reference. Samples for XPS inspection were dried under an Ar stream
after the electrochemical deposition and used for XPS characterization
without any further modification.
Electrochemical CO2 Reduction Reaction (CO2RR). A custom-
built gastight glass cell (H-type) was used for CO2 electrolysis
experiments. The three-electrode arrangement consisted of a leakless
Ag/AgCl3M reference electrode (EDAQ), a Pt foil (20 mm × 8 mm)
serving as counter electrode, and the electrodeposited pure Zn,
Zn94Cu6, and bare Zn foil samples serving as working electrodes.
Catholyte and anolyte were separated by a proton exchange
membrane (Nafion 117, Sigma-Aldrich). Prior to CO2 electrolysis,
the cathodic and anodic compartments were both filled with 35 mL of
0.5 M KHCO3 (ACS grade, Sigma-Aldrich) electrolyte solution and
saturated with CO2 gas (99.999%, Carbagas, Switzerland) for 30 min,
achieving a final pH value of 7.2. The CO2 flow was kept constant
throughout the potentiostatic CO2 electrolysis. A distinct freshly
prepared sample was measured for each applied potential in the case
of Zn94Cu6, pure Zn, and Zn foil. For all other Zn−Cu alloy foams,
one sample was used for the whole potential range investigated (−0.6
to −1.1 V vs RHE in intervals of 100 mV).
The cell resistance was determined by means of electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy at various applied sample potentials. For the
sake of comparability, the applied potentials during CO2RR were then
compensated for iR drop and converted to the RHE scale by using eq
1. All potentials hereafter are referred to the RHE scale.
E E(V) (V) 0.210 V (0.059 V pH)RHE Ag/AgCl(3M)= + + ×
(1)
Gas Chromatography (GC). The continuous flow of CO2
through the electrolysis cell during CO2RR carried the volatile
reaction products from the headspace into the sampling loops of the
gas chromatograph (GC, SRI Instruments Multiple Gas Analyzer #3).
The partial current density of a given gaseous product was calculated
using eq 2
I i x n F v( )0 i i m= · (2)
where xi represents the volume fraction of the products measured via
online GC using an independent calibration standard gas (Carbagas,
Switzerland), ni is the number of electrons involved in the reduction
reaction to form a particular product, νm represents the molar CO2 gas
flow rate measured by a universal flowmeter (7000 GC flowmeter by
Ellutia) at the exit of the electrochemical cell, and F is the Faraday
constant. The partial current density for a given reaction product was
normalized with respect to the total current density, thus providing
the FE for a given reaction product. Gas aliquots were analyzed in
intervals of 20 min during steady-state CO2 electrolysis in terms of an
online measurement. The electrolysis experiments typically lasted 3 h.
Analogous experiments were carried out with Ar-saturated electrolytes
for comparison (see Figure S5).
Ion-Exchange Chromatography (IC). Liquid products were
analyzed by postmortem ion-exchange chromatography (Metrohm
Ltd., Switzerland). The chromatograph was coupled to an L-7100
pump, a separation column, an ion-exclusion column (Metrosep A
Supp 7-250), and a conductivity detector used for formate
quantification.
Catalyst Degradation Studies. For dedicated experiments, the
performance stability of the Zn94Cu6 catalyst was explored by
extending the electrolysis to 36 h at certain potentials. The time
evolution of the current density j and FEs were monitored every 30
min. A further stability test of the cathode aimed at finding out
whether its activity and selectivity are preserved upon intentional
oxidation of the catalyst surface. In this experiment, 6 h electrolysis
was conducted at a given potential with a freshly prepared cathode.
The sample was then cleaned by thorough rinsing with Milli-Q water
and left to oxidize under ambient conditions for ∼8 h. A second
electrolysis experiment was then conducted under the same
experimental conditions for further 6 h using the aged electrode
while monitoring again j and FEs.
Identical Location (IL) SEM Imaging for Morphological
Stability Survey. For morphological survey of the Zn94Cu6 catalyst
and high-resolution identical location (IL) SEM imaging experiments
before and after 3 h electrolysis, a Zeiss DSM 982 instrument was
used, which allowed inspection of the structural integrity of the
material upon CO2RR.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Catalyst Preparation and Characterization. Figure 1a
shows a schematic representation of the DHBT-based metal
electrodeposition approach that has been developed to
produce a variety of porous materials for diverse applications
(e.g., catalysis, sensing, Li-ion batteries, among many
others).20,21,35 This method is based on metal deposition in
highly acidic aqueous electrolytes at large applied cathodic
current densities (in the ampere range), where the metal
electrodeposition is superimposed on the reduction of H+ ions
to H2 bubbling off the growing deposit. H2 bubbles act as a
temporary dynamic template during the electrodeposition
process. This method has been used to prepare materials
exhibiting remarkably large surface active areas that combine a
microporous framework (primary porosity) with nanoporous
side walls (secondary porosity). Among all investigated
elements, Cu is certainly the by far most employed
material.22,36,37 Inspired by recent studies that have shown
promising catalytic properties of porous Cu foams toward
CO2RR,
18,19,38 herein, we applied this synthesis route to
prepare analogous Zn-based catalysts for CO2RR applications.
In the first stage, we attempted to prepare pure Zn foams by
employing identical experimental conditions that are typically
applied for other metal foams, particularly Cu.22,39,40 Figure
2a,b displays topview SEM images of a typical pure Zn sample
that was electrochemically deposited by the standard DHBT
approach on a Cu foil substrate. Differing from the pure Cu
sample (Figure 2c,d), the synthesized pure Zn deposit does not
Figure 2. SEM images of DHBT-based electrodeposited pure Zn (a,
b) and pure Cu (c, d) samples. The galvanostatic deposition was
performed at −3 A cm−2 for 20 s from 0.2 M metal ion in 1.5 M
H2SO4 supporting electrolyte.
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exhibit microporosity, but is instead composed of micrometer-
sized platelets, thus causing a stepped scalelike surface
appearance. A close inspection of the hexagonal ad-islands
on top of the platelets (Figure 2b) reveals a preferential growth
of the Zn deposit along the [0001] direction. We note that the
edges of individual Zn platelets are slightly roughened, most
probably due to minor Zn dissolution occurring during
emersion of the sample from the plating bath after deposition
(∼1 s). From the morphological point of view, the pure Zn
deposit is similar to the recently reported hierarchical
hexagonal CO2RR Zn catalyst (h-Zn) that demonstrated,
besides a high efficiency and selectivity toward CO in CO2RR,
an extraordinarily high robustness as cathode material.14 The
absence of microporosity in the pure Zn deposit (Figure 2a,b)
can be rationalized by the superposition of two major effects:
First, the HER rate strongly depends on the chemical nature of
the employed metal substrate. Trends in the catalytic HER
activity are commonly represented in the so-called volcano
plots interrelating the experimentally determined exchange
current densities, j0, as a function of the hydrogen adsorption
energy (EM−H);
41,42 j0 is by orders of magnitude higher for Cu
(∼10−5 A cm−2) than for Zn (∼10−8 A cm−2), thus being
indicative for a significantly slower HER kinetics on Zn. Also
the metal−hydrogen bond strength is higher in the case of Cu
(ECu−H ∼ 45 kcal mol−1) than for Zn (EZn−H ∼ 35 kcal
mol−1).43 It can be assumed that, despite having used Cu foil
as substrate, both the metal deposition and the HER become
governed by the growing Zn matrix and therefore by j0(Zn)
and EZn−H shortly after having started the Zn deposition. As a
consequence, the partial HER current density contributing to
the overall (nominal) current density of −3 A cm−2 is
substantially reduced in the case of Zn.
Second, it is also known that the hexagonal Zn(0001)
surface plane that is preferentially exposed to the electrolyte
(Figure 2b) is highly hydrophilic.44,45 As a consequence, the
contact angle at the gas−liquid−solid interface is relatively
small. Accordingly, the mean residence time of H2 bubbles at
the dynamic solid−liquid interface and the so-called bubble
break-off diameter, d0, are reduced in the case of Zn. These
kinetic and morphological effects act synergistically to inhibit
the formation of porous Zn foams, at least under the applied
experimental conditions (Figure 1b).
One promising strategy to overcome these limitations of
pure Zn plating is based on the addition of particular foaming
agents. Combined DHBT- and additive-assisted deposition
approaches have been applied to synthesize Zn foams. A
number of binary Zn−Cu alloy foams have been reported in
the literature for catalytic nitrate reduction,30 Li-ion battery
anode,31 and HER applications.32 These studies have
demonstrated that Cu ions alone32 or in combination with
chelating additives like citrate31 act as foaming agents to
produce porous Zn−Cu skeletons of tunable elemental
composition (Zn/Cu ratio).
Table S1 summarizes plating bath compositions used for the
production of a series of Zn−Cu alloy foams as basis for a
further catalyst optimization. All alloy samples exhibited the
desired porous foam structure, as depicted in Figure 1c.
Selected SEM images of the alloy specimens are presented in
Figure S6, indicating differences in their pore characteristics
(size, distribution, and density). The obtained set of binary
Zn−Cu alloy catalysts was subjected to an initial fast screening,
which revealed that CO and H2 are the only products
irrespective of the applied electrolysis potential and the
particular elemental composition of the Zn−Cu foam catalyst
used (see Table S1 and Figure S7a). Faradic efficiencies (FEs)
for H2 and CO are strongly anticorrelated. No formate and
hydrocarbons were detected as typical CO2RR products on Cu
catalysts at lower and higher electrolysis potentials, respec-
tively. From this observation, it can safely be concluded that
the electrocatalytic characteristics of the co-alloyed Cu are fully
suppressed when diluted in a surrounding Zn matrix. The
resulting ratio of CO and H2 efficiencies in the CO2RR
strongly depends on the Cu content in the alloy and therefore
on the bath composition. H2 is the favored electrolysis product
with efficiencies ranging from 80 to 97% when Cu-rich Zn−Cu
alloys were used as catalysts obtained from plating baths with
metal-ion ratios of c(Zn2+)/c(Cu2+) ≤ 10. CO is, by contrast,
the dominant electrolysis product with efficiencies ranging
from 54 to 75% when Zn-rich alloys were used as catalysts
obtained from electroplating baths with metal-ion ratios of 20
≤ c(Zn2+)/c(Cu2+) ≤ 100.
Also note that the relative abundances of Zn and Cu in the
formed alloy foam catalysts significantly differ from the ratio of
metal ions in the corresponding plating bath. This is illustrated
Figure 3. Morphological and roughness characterization of Zn94Cu6 catalyst. (a−c) Topview SEM images of the prepared catalyst at different
magnifications. (d) Cross-sectional SEM image of Zn94Cu6 catalyst. (e) Topography analysis by digital optical microscope with focus variation of
selected sample location. (f) Analysis of pore dimensions at depths ≥6 μm from the outermost sample surface.
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on the basis of the best-performing Zn−Cu alloy foam
produced using a metal-ion ratio in the plating bath of
c(Zn2+)/c(Cu2+) = 30. ICP-MS and EDX analyses reveal an
elemental “bulk” composition of 90.8 atom % Zn/9.2 atom %
Cu and 88.6 atom % Zn/11.4 atom % Cu, respectively.
Complementary surface-sensitive XPS analysis of the alloy
catalyst yielded a slightly lower amount of Cu of 5.8 and 94.2
atom % Zn. The catalyst denotation is based on the XPS
analysis since it is the surface elemental composition, which is
decisive for the electrocatalytic properties and not the bulk
composition. We therefore denote this catalyst hereinafter as
Zn94Cu6.
Figure 3a,b displays representative SEM images of this
Zn94Cu6 catalyst exhibiting a uniform microporosity even on a
larger millimeter length scale. Cu foams deposited under
similar conditions typically reveal a complex three-dimensional
(3D) network of interconnected pores whose diameters
gradually increase from the support to the outermost catalyst
surface (see morphology of pure Cu in Figure 2d and Cu-rich
Zn−Cu alloys in Figure S6).39 Instead, we observe on the
Zn94Cu6 foam funnel-like pores that reach from the outermost
catalyst surface down to the support height level (Figure 3c).
Pore side walls are composed of stacks of Zn−Cu platelets that
have a similar appearance to that observed for the pure Zn
deposit (see Figures 3d and 2a). The Zn94Cu6 sample actually
combines advantageous morphological characteristics of the
high-performance hexagonal h-Zn CO2RR catalyst reported by
Won et al.14 with an intrinsically high surface area of the
porous foam material. On the basis of capacity measurements,
we determine a roughness factor of 1267 with reference to the
planar Zn foil (Figure S3). Digital optical microscopy with
focus variation provides additional depth resolution to the
morphological catalyst characterization. On the basis of that, a
total catalyst film thickness of ∼19 μm is estimated. Figure 3e
presents a 3D topographical map of the Zn94Cu6 catalyst. The
mean pore depth lies in the 6−16 μm range, which is at least
about half of the sample thickness (see Figure S4a). Taking the
topmost plane of the sample as reference, all pores
(depressions) deeper than 6 μm were taken into account to
build two-dimensional pore maps. Depicted by red features in
Figure 3f, an example of such analysis is shown. The inset is a
pore-size distribution showing that the average pore area at
depths ≥6 μm lies in the 5 μm2 ≤ area ≤ 40 μm2 range. For
the sake of comparison, Figure S8 shows analogous
examination for pure Cu specimen. The much larger area
covered by pores relative to the outermost sample plane
originates from the significantly larger amount and coalescence
of produced H2 along with their longer residence time on Cu
during deposition than on Zn-based catalyst.
The crystallinity of the Zn94Cu6 sample was probed by X-ray
diffraction (Figure 4). Zn94Cu6-related diffraction pattern
matches well with diffraction peaks of metallic Zn (Figure
4a,c, respectively), whereas no characteristic pattern from
phase-segregated Cu was detected. Only minor contributions
from a Cu4Zn phase (Figure 4b) are visible in the respective
XRD spectrum of the Zn94Cu6 catalyst. These observations
point to co-alloyed Cu that is largely diluted within the Zn
matrix without disturbing substantially the crystal structure of
the Zn matrix. This conclusion becomes further substantiated
by EDX mapping, showing a homogeneous distribution of Cu
in the Zn foam (Figure S9). A notable difference to the
polycrystalline Zn reference concerns, however, the relative
intensities of the (101), (102) and (002), (100) diffraction
peaks (Figure 4a). More prominent (101) and (102)
diffraction peaks relative to the (002) and (100) peaks might
be indicative of a preferential surface faceting of the catalyst in
accordance with the observations from the corresponding SEM
inspection (Figure 2a,b). We note that the CO2RR and the
parasitic hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) are both surface-
sensitive reactions. According to the recent experimental and
theoretical studies, it is the Zn(002) facet that favors HER,
whereas the CO formation kinetics gets substantially enhanced
on the Zn(101) facet.14
Exposure of the as-prepared Zn94Cu6 catalyst to the ambient
atmosphere inevitably leads to substantial surface oxidation
(note that there is typically a time delay of a couple of hours
between catalyst preparation and application to CO2RR).
High-resolution ex situ XPS surface analysis of the Zn94Cu6
catalyst particularly focusing on the Zn 2p3/2 region (Figure
5a) confirms the presence of both metallic and oxidic Zn
surface species. The Zn 2p3/2 photoemission peak can be
deconvoluted by assuming two components with binding
energies at BE = 1022.4 and 1022.6 eV, which are ascribed to
metallic zinc (Zn0)46 and oxidized zinc (ZnII),44,45 respectively.
Further, the O 1s photoemission peak (Figure 5b) can be
deconvoluted into three individual peaks. The peak centered at
BE = 530.8 eV can be assigned to O2− ions in metal−O
bondings,47 whereas the second, dominating peak at BE =
532.4 eV is attributed to adsorbed hydroxyl (OH) species.48,49
A minor component at BE = 533.0 eV is due to the oxygen of
adsorbed water molecules. The XPS results are indicative of a
terminating surface layer on the as-synthesized Zn94Cu6
catalyst that is composed of mixed oxide/hydroxide phases.
These are most likely Zn-related since Zn is more prone
toward oxidation. Also the low abundance of Cu in the near-
surface region (Figure 5c) points to a Zn-dominated oxide/
hydroxide-terminating surface layer. We note that the spin−
orbit split peaks at BE(Cu 2p3/2) = 933.0 eV and BE(Cu 2p1/2)
= 953.0 eV are indicative of either pure Cu0 or cuprous oxide
(Cu2O), which are indistinguishable in the XPS analysis.
50,51
The presence of CuO can, however, clearly be excluded
Figure 4. (a) XRD analysis of the Zn94Cu6-electrodeposited catalyst.
(b, c) JCPDS reference XRD patterns for Cu4Zn and Zn, respectively.
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(absence of shake-up satellite peaks). In addition to this, we
note also that weak, yet discernible features in the 30° < 2θ <
35° range of the XRD diffractogram (Figure 4a) might be
assigned to ZnO-related species (PDF 21-1486 reference file).
On the basis of the reasoning above, we can consider the as-
prepared Zn94Cu6 catalyst as oxide/hydroxide-derived even
without extra thermal or plasma treatment. On the basis of our
XPS analysis, we determine an elemental abundance of 28.95
atom % Zn, 2.72 atom % Cu, and 68.33 atom % O in the
surface-terminating layer of the as-prepared Zn94Cu6 sample.
The reduction of the mixed oxide/hydroxide layer under harsh
cathodic conditions typically applied during CO2RR is
believed17 to play an eminent role in the actual catalyst
activation under operando conditions in analogy to other
CO2RR catalysts, e.g., Cu.
38 In accordance with this reasoning,
previous in situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy studies have
shown that oxidized Zn gets fully reduced at potentials applied
during CO2RR (≤−0.7 V vs RHE).16
CO2 Electrolysis: Catalytic Activity. To probe the
catalytic activity of the Zn94Cu6 foam toward CO2RR, linear
sweep voltammograms (LSVs) were recorded in the potential
range of −0.40 to −1.30 V versus RHE in both Ar- and CO2-
saturated 0.5 M KHCO3 electrolytes. For the sake of
comparison, analogue experiments were conducted for pure
Zn catalyst and a Zn foil serving as benchmark catalysts. Figure
6a shows the respective first forward potential scans. We note
that the reduction of the surface-terminating metal oxide/
hydroxide layer is always superimposed on the CO2RR and
HER as origin of the non-steady-state behavior during the first
LSV measurements in the potential range (−0.5 ≤ E ≤ −0.8)
V versus RHE. Reductive processes in the Ar-saturated
electrolyte (dashed lines in Figure 6a) are dominated mainly
by the HER beyond −0.8 V. Current densities increase in the
order |jHER| (pure Zn) < |jHER| (foil) < |jHER| (Zn94Cu6 foam) at
potentials between −0.80 and −1.25 V and |jHER| (pure Zn) < |
jHER| (Zn94Cu6 foam) < |jHER| (foil) at more negative applied
potentials. We assume that this is due to the lower Zn(002)
faceting relative to Zn(101) orientation of the pure Zn and
Figure 5. XPS images of (a) Zn 2p3/2, (b) O 1s, and (c) Cu 2p
photoemission regions prior to CO2RR.
Figure 6. Linear sweep voltammograms (LSVs) of Zn foil (black),
pure Zn (blue), and Zn94Cu6 (red) samples immersed in Ar- (dashed
lines) and CO2-saturated (solid lines) 0.5 M KHCO3 electrolytes
solutions. (a) First potential excursion; (b) steady-state LSVs. The
applied potential scan rate was 10 mV s−1.
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Zn94Cu6 catalysts, which has been found to be more active for
H2 production. This preference for H2 production of the
reference Zn foil surprisingly overcomes the increased
electrochemical active surface area (ECSA) of our two
prepared pure Zn and particularly Zn94Cu6 catalysts at these
large applied potentials.
The trend |j| (foil) < |j| (pure Zn) ≪ |j| (Zn94Cu6) is
observed for the CO2-saturated solution (solid lines in Figure
6a), thus confirming a substantial activity of the Zn94Cu6
catalysts toward CO2RR, which is superimposed in the CO2-
saturated electrolytes to the (parasitic) HER. Figure 6b
displays the subsequent steady-state LSVs (second potential
excursion) evidencing the removal of the oxide/hydroxide-
terminating surface layer that leads to the activation of the
catalyst materials. A transition from the first, non-steady-state
LSV to the steady-state voltammogram for Zn94Cu6 in Ar-
saturated electrolyte is displayed in Figure S10.
Potentiostatic CO2 electrolysis reactions were conducted for
3 h in CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3 electrolyte at applied
constant potentials ranging from −0.60 to −1.05 V versus
RHE. The corresponding potential/time transient curves show
stable steady-state reduction processes after passing an initial
transient catalyst activation phase due to the oxide/hydroxide
reduction (Figure S11a).
Online GC analysis of the electrolyte headspace revealed
that CO and H2 are the only gaseous products of the CO2RR
when using Zn94Cu6 foams as catalysts. Further nonvolatile
CO2RR products were excluded by postmortem ion-exchange
chromatography (IC, sensitive to formate, acetate, oxalate,
etc.) and gas chromatography (sensitive toward liquid alcohols,
e.g., methanol and ethanol). In Figure 7, the CO2RR product
distribution is presented in terms of faradic efficiencies (FEs)
and further referred to the total steady-state current densities
derived from the current/time traces of the respective
potentiostatic electrolyses (Figure S11b). The FE versus E
plot can be subdivided into three characteristic domains. At
lowest applied potentials (E ≥ −0.75 V vs RHE), the total
current densities are low and the CO2RR/HER are super-
imposed on the (comparably slow) structural/compositional
transformations in the terminating oxide/hydroxide layer. A
clear indication for that is the total FEtot value at −0.6 and
−0.7 V, which clearly remains below 100% when considering
only the gaseous products of the CO2RR. It is therefore likely
that the CO2RR with a remarkable FECO of 56% at ca. −0.7 V
takes place in the presence of the hydroxide/oxide layer, whose
sluggish reduction to metallic Zn at these low applied
overpotentials is superimposed on the CO2RR.
The onset of the CO production on the hydroxide/oxide-
terminated Zn94Cu6 catalyst is remarkably low compared to
other Zn-based catalysts, thus pointing to a beneficial role of
the hydroxide/oxide for the catalytic activity. In the second,
more cathodic potential domain in the range of −0.95 V ≤ E ≤
−0.75 V, the reduction of the terminating oxide/hydroxide
layer is readily accomplished so that we can assume that the
CO2RR takes place on a purely metallic, oxide/hydroxide-
derived catalyst. The CO efficiency reaches a quasi-plateau on
a high level with FECO values ranging from 80% (E = −0.8 V vs
RHE) to 90% (E = −0.95 V vs RHE). To the best of our
knowledge, this high selectivity toward CO production is
superior to the ones of existing CO2RR studies performed with
a variety of Zn-based catalysts in bicarbonate electro-
lytes.4,6,13,14,16,17 We assign the observed superior performance
of the Zn94Cu6 catalyst to the synergy of three beneficial
effects: (i) preferential Zn(101) over Zn(002) texturing,14 (ii)
catalyst activation through oxide/hydroxide reduction,17 and
(iii) increased surface step density and texture due to the
concave arrangement of the porous framework (surface area
effect).
The third potential domain in the FE vs E plot (E ≤ −0.95
V) is characterized by a drop-down of FECO that is
anticorrelated to the rise in the respective FEH2 values. We
do not assign this effect to a loss in electrocatalytic
performance of the novel Zn94Cu6 catalyst, but instead to
the onset of CO2 mass transfer limitations at elevated reaction
rates at higher overpotentials on the high-surface-area catalyst.
We note that the HER (water splitting) does not become
mass-transfer-limited, thus rationalizing its dominance at high
overpotentials, particularly on the high-surface-area catalyst.
This conclusion becomes more substantiated when comparing
the FE results of the high-surface-area Zn94Cu6 catalyst to
those for the pure Zn and the Zn foil references. Figure 7b
shows that both reference samples follow the same qualitative
trend of continuously increasing FECO values with applied
potentials, which, however, remain substantially below those
FECO values of the Zn94Cu6 catalyst presumably due to their
lower availability of undercoordinated reactive sites. At highest
applied electrolysis potentials of −1.0 V versus RHE, mass
transfer limitation of CO2 is obviously not yet reached for both
reference catalysts. This is due to the lower total reaction rates,
which are observed for both reference systems due to their
lower electrochemically active surface areas.
Figure 7. (a) Potential-dependent product analysis of CO2RR on
Zn94Cu6. (b) Comparison of CO production efficiency at applied
sample potentials for Zn94Cu6, pure Zn, and reference Zn foil. The
error bar is the standard deviation from at least three measurements
carried out with a dedicated sample each.
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CO2 Electrolysis: Catalyst Degradation. For future
industrial applications of the Zn94Cu6 catalysts at larger scale,
its improved catalytic performance relative to other Zn-based
cathodes needs to be coupled to chemical and structural
robustness of the catalyst.
To demonstrate the superior durability of the Zn94Cu6
catalysts, extended 36 h CO2RR was carried out at E =
−0.865 V versus RHE (Figure 8a). The corresponding
current/time transient curve starts at large cathodic current
densities assigned to the reduction of the terminating oxide/
hydroxide layer. However, already within seconds, a quasi-
steady-state current is reached that mainly represents the
CO2RR superimposed on a minor parasitic HER. We note
that, by the end of the stressing measurement, the total current
density has decreased only by ∼8% with regard to the initial
quasi-steady-state value. Of equal importance is that the FECO
remained on a high level close to 80% throughout the whole
stressing experiment.
In a further extended electrolysis experiment, a 12 h CO2RR
was subdivided into two single intervals separated by a break of
8 h, where the Zn94Cu6 catalyst was emersed from the
electrolyte and kept under ambient conditions, thereby
allowing reoxidation of the already used and conditioned
catalyst surface. The reduction of the freshly formed oxide/
hydroxide layer at the onset of the second electrolysis interval
becomes obvious from the steep decrease of the high cathodic
current (Figure 8b). Instead of degradation, we observed a
further improvement of the catalyst performance. The FECO
increased by ∼10% with respect to the initial 6 h electrolysis
interval. These results indicate that catalyst conditioning by
repetitive oxidation/reduction cycles is beneficial for further
activation of passive surface sites left behind by the first surface
treatment, leading to improvements of the catalyst perform-
ance.
Complementary identical location (IL) SEM investigations
were carried out before and after the CO2RR to monitor
possible structural/morphological alterations of the Zn94Cu6
catalyst.33,34 Comparison of catalyst morphologies at the same
location of the catalyst before and after electrolysis shows
neither long-range nor local modifications on its surface
(compare Figure 8c−f). This observation is particularly
noteworthy since the actual catalyst surface undergoes
chemical modifications in the course of the oxide/hydroxide
reduction process. It demonstrates, however, that the reduction
of the terminating oxide/hydroxide layer on the as-prepared
Zn94Cu6 catalyst is a surface process rather than a bulk process
taking place on the atomic/nanometer length scale, which is
beyond the spatial resolution of the SEM instrument used.
Finally, analogous XRD experiments were performed and the
results are displayed in Figure S12. Both diffractograms (before
and after 3 h CO2 electrolysis) do not show appreciable
alterations as a result of the electrochemical process, which
further supports the structural integrity of the developed
catalyst. We note, however, that the surface sensitivity of this
technique is rather poor and therefore does not enable
chemical characterization of the actual catalyst surface.
Transfer of the Zn94Cu6 Catalyst onto Technical
Supports. Our catalyst screening experiments carried out
from a liquid aqueous electrolyte in a classical half-cell
configuration already indicate that CO2RR faces CO2 mass
transport limitations at high overpotentials, in particular, when
high-surface-area catalysts are used. For industrial applications,
however, current densities are targeted in the range of
hundreds of mA cm−2, which is higher by at least 1 order of
magnitude than what is presented herein.52
For technical applications, the CO2 mass transfer limitations
are circumvented by forced convection and the use of gaseous
reactants.53 The most common approach employs gas diffusion
electrodes (GDEs), whose front side, containing the active
catalyst (e.g., metal nanoparticles), is in contact with the liquid
electrolyte, while the reactant is transported to the solid−liquid
interface from its permeable back side.54,55
Figure 8. (a) Chronoamperogram corresponding to the chemical
stability test of Zn94Cu6 (black line) and faradic efficiencies of
products collected in intervals of 30 min by online GC during CO2RR
at −0.865 V vs RHE (solid symbols). (b) Sequential chronoampero-
grams (black lines) with an intermediate 8 h ambient oxidation step
and faradic efficiency of obtained products (solid symbols, conditions:
E = −0.865 V vs RHE). IL-SEM images of selected sample location at
different magnifications before (c, d) and after (e, f) conduction of a 3
h CO2RR cycle at −0.865 V vs RHE.
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An alternative approach utilizes catalyst materials supported
on technical substrates with open-cell porosity, which enable
controlled flow through the catalyst framework of liquid
electrolytes, where the CO2 reactant is dissolved. Among these,
3D hollow-fiber structures,56 metallic 3D skeletons,38 and
technical meshes57 have recently been applied for CO2RR.
Motivated by these advances, the Zn94Cu6 catalyst was
transferred onto technical Cu mesh (M) supports (Figure 9)
and its electrocatalytic performance was evaluated similarly to
the planar foil-supported material. Figure 10a shows the
dependence of FECO and FEH2 on applied potentials for the
mesh-supported Zn94Cu6 catalyst (M-Zn94Cu6). Qualitatively,
the same behavior is observed for both Zn94Cu6 and M-
Zn94Cu6. However, the complete mass transport limiting
regime of dissolved CO2 is reached at lower overpotentials for
the mesh-supported catalyst (compare FECO in Figures 7a and
10a). This supports the intrinsic high activity of the Zn94Cu6
foam that does not lose activity at high overpotentials but
whose CO yield becomes limited by poor CO2 solubility in the
used aqueous electrolyte.
Further, 8 h chemical stability tests at −0.89 V with a short
interruption (30 min) after 4 h of having started the
electrolysis to intentionally oxidize the surface catalyst were
applied, and no apparent activity degradation or improvement
was observed (see Figure 10b).
One important aspect that still needs to be addressed is the
unfulfilled exploitation of the extremely large surface area of
the Zn94Cu6 catalyst synthesized by the DHBT method.
However, to overcome the low solubility of the CO2 reactant
in aqueous electrolyte that might be lowering the reaction rates
via mass transport limitations, testing of Zn94Cu6 in, for
instance, GDE configuration or electrolysis in ionic liquid-
based solutions are two promising platforms that might
maximize its performance. Efforts in these directions are
been pursued currently by our group.
■ CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a highly porous Zn-based cathode for
electrochemical reduction of CO2 with high selectivity toward
CO production. The cathode material was synthesized by the
dynamic hydrogen bubble template approach. Contrary to the
case of other metals (e.g., Cu, Pt, Ag), galvanostatic deposition
conducted with electroplating baths solely containing the
target metal ion did not form the expected porous structure
but a stepped fish scalelike surface that preferentially exhibits
the (0001) plane. To circumvent this difficulty, we employed
Cu ions in the Zn2+-rich electroplating bath as foaming agent.
The concentration of Cu as foaming agent was systematically
studied and an optimized Zn94Cu6 foam alloy was developed,
which, to the best of our knowledge, is the most selective Zn-
based CO2 electrocatalyst toward CO in aqueous bicarbonate
solution (FECO = 90% at −0.95 V vs RHE). Additionally, the
chemical stability of the synthesized cathode was tested and
proved to be preserved for at least 36 h. This stability was
found to also be immune to intentional oxidation of its surface
at ambient conditions for 8 h. Moreover, this additional
intermediate oxidation−reduction activation further improved
the FECO by at least 10%. Ex situ identical location (IL)-SEM
investigations before and after a 3 h CO2 electrolysis cycle
further confirmed the structural stability of the cathode.
Finally, in an attempt to upscale the Zn94Cu6 catalyst, similar
preparation and analysis strategies were successfully imple-
mented for Zn94Cu6 samples supported by technical Cu mesh.
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Table S1. Electrolyte composition of prepared Zn-Cu alloy foams and corresponding highest achieved faradaic efficiencies and 
partial current densities of produced CO upon CO2RR. Galvanostatic deposition at j = -3 A cm
-2 was conducted for 20 s with a 
1.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte. All alloy samples were subsequently screened by potentiostatic CO2 electrolysis in intervals of 100 mV 
from -1.1 to -0.6 V vs RHE and their gaseous and liquid products analyzed by GC and IC, respectively. Each potential value was 












Zn-Cu_1 0.208 M 0.0021 M 100 70 (-0.865 V) -5.04 
Zn-Cu_2 0.207 M 0.0034 M 60 67 (-0.865 V) -3.62 
Zn-Cu_3 0.205 M 0.005 M 40 54 (-0.865V) -4.23 
Zn94Cu6 0.203 M 0.006 M 30 75 (-0.865V) -5.54 
Zn-Cu_4 0.2 M 0.01 M 20 69 (-0.950 V) -6.60 
Zn-Cu_5 0.2 M 0.04 M 5 20 (-0.593 V) -0.57 
Zn-Cu_6 0.15 M 0.07 M 2.1 11 (-0.593 V) -0.30 






Figure S1. Potential transients corresponding to electrodeposition of pure-Cu, pure-Zn and 





Figure S2. Optical micrographs of the electrochemical deposition by DHBT method. (a) pure-








Figure S3. Cyclic voltammograms for ECSA determination of (a) Zn and (b) Cu foils as 






















) for (a) Zn-Cu_4, (b) Zn-Cu_5, (c) Zn-Cu_6 and (d) Zn-Cu_7 are 





Figure S7. CO2RR screening of all Zn-Cu alloys prepared by the DHBT method. Two groups of 







Figure S8. Pore analysis of the pure-Cu sample. (a) Topography analysis by digital optical 
microscope with focus variation of selected sample location. (b) Analysis of pore dimensions at 










Figure S10. Linear sweep voltammetry showing the transition from non-steady state first 
potential scan to steady state LSV of Zn94Cu6 in Ar-sat. 0.5 M KHCO3 solution. Scan rate ν = 10 
mV s
-1






Figure S11. (a) Sample chronoamperograms at various applied potentials for CO2RR in CO2-
saturated electrolyte using Zn94Cu6 deposited on Cu foil. (b) Total and partial steady state current 






Figure S12. XRD analysis of the Zn94Cu6 electrodeposited catalyst before (thick black line) and 
after (thin red line) a 3 h CO2RR cycle. The crystallographic planes in brackets correspond to Zn 
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